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ABSTRACT 
Carla Isabela de Moura Pinto Cardoso 
An analysis of the effects of European Economic Monetary Union on hotels in the North of 
Portugal 
As a catalyst for a closer economic integration through a single currency, Economic and 
Monetary Union (EMU) held out the promise of welfare gains for the participating countries 
and their respective industries. Among the potential benefits of monetary union, EMU was 
expected to enhance business competition through a stability-oriented macroeconomic policy 
framework, including greater transparency, reduced exchange rate uncertainty, greater 
credibility to the policy regime and lower transactions costs, among others. Whether the hotel 
stakeholders perceived, or did not perceive, significant changes brought about by EMU for 
Portugal, and the hotel business environment in the north of Portugal in particular, was the 
central aim of this study. 
To meet this aim the following was done: 
First, based on a literature review focussing on the economics of integration, business 
management and competitiveness theories the underpinning framework of the primary 
research were identified and developed. In particular, this research focused on the perceptions 
of the hotel stakeholders towards the implications of EMU using and adapting three of 
Porter's models: the Diamond, Five Forces, and Value Chain models. By combining Porter's 
models together in an all-encompassing framework, it was possible to confirm that there are 
advantages in merging more than one business environment level into an integrated study 
procedure. 
Second, three sets of surveys were conducted based on the underlying analytical frameworks 
and knowledge of EMU and tourism/hotel industry. one survey for each of the three target 
groups. Together, these three surveys provided a multi-stakeholder perspective - the national, 
the industry and the businesses perspective - using people involved directly at each level of the 
business environment (the Portuguese national authorities, the hotel industry associations and 
the hotel businesses in the North of Portugal). 
Finally, the data analysis was structured into two parts based on the type of questionnaire used: 
structured and semi-structured. The semi-structured questionnaires were analysed using two 
types of content analysis, summation and explanation, using QSR NUD*IST 6 software 
programme. The structured questionnaires were analysed using basic descriptive methods, 
such as frequencies and cross tabulations. The quantitative data was analysed using the 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). 
One of the main conclusions the study reached through the conceptual framework used was 
that, EMU not only changed the business environment at a national level, but also changed the 
competitive and operational environment of the hotels. However, the effects expected in 
literature were greater than the effects observed by the hotel stakeholders and, in particular, by 
the business respondents. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
With the view to contribute to tourism research and development, this thesis investigrates the 
implications of Economic and Monetary Union (1 TN1U) on the tourism business environment, 
focusing on the hotel industry in the North of Portugal. 
The implementation of EMU has been viewed as a culmination of the long process of 
economic and political integration, as among an extensive list of authors, Barbosa er al (1999), 
\ hyman (2002) and El-Agraa (2004) have documented. From the economic perspective 
EMU, was expected to provide benefits that will potentially enhance business competition 
through the creation of a stability-oriented macroeconomic policy framework, including low 
inflation, low transactions costs and interest rates, elimination of exchange rate uncertainty, 
simplicity of transactions, and so on. From a political perspective, EN1U was expected to give 
more credibility to the policy regime surrounding European enterprises by increasing 
sovereignty (namely in monetary matters) of some European institutions, as such the 
European Central Bank (EC, 2004a). Nonetheless, potential benefits only accrue, if businesses 
take advantage of the new opportunities available to them and if the individual economies 
sufficiently converge with one another and flexibly adapt to meet the changed circumstances 
(Barbosa et al., 1999 and Whyman, 2002). 
In considering these issues, several authors (e. g. Shackleford, 1998; Piggott and Cook, 1999; 
Barbosa et al., 1999, AV'hvman, 2002; Rickards, 2003; I)eGrauu"e, 2005; Baimbridge and 
V'hyman, 2005 and Johnson and Turner, 2006) have argued that FML' has a vital importance 
for participating countries and its industries by influencing not only the upcrational 
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environment of the firms, but also the national and industry environment in which business 
operate and compete. 
From the above, it is not surprising that literature on tourism has quoted EMU as the greatest 
European force influencing the environment in which tourism businesses operate and 
compete, as documented by Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998); Shackleford (1998); WTO 
(1998); Bieger and Laesser (1999); Costa (1999); Socher (1999); Smeral and Weber (2000), 
Salomon (2003); and Ratz and Hinek (2005). The main arguments presented by these authors, 
and well summarised by Ritz and Hinek (2005), are that 
() the tourism sector is highly sensitive to external factors such as economic trends or 
political changes; 
(i) the operational environment of tourism businesses is highly influenced by exchange 
rate stability; 
(vi) the mobility of people, goods and capital may be influenced by the single European 
currency; 
(iv) increasing exposition of prices and the single European monetary policy have led to 
increased competition in the tourism sector. 
However, little research has focussed upon the likely impact of EMU on the tourism business 
environment. In fact, a review of the literature published since 1990 and up to beginnings of 
2007 showed that limited attention has been given to this subject. In addition, the literature 
available on the tourism context was published before 2002 (for example, APAVT, 1997; 
Deloitte and Touche Consulting, 1998; Torres, 1998, Costa, 1999 and Minicterio da Economia, 
1999) and is in great part, based on expectations and assumptions or on the practical issues 
relating to the changeover period of 1999-2002, with the aim of informing entrepreneurs of 
the main operational changes of EMU. As will be documented in chapters 2 and 3, the study 
published by Ritz and Hinek (2005) is one of a few exceptions. These two authors carried out, 
in 2005, research with the aim of identifying the main impacts of the single European currency 
on the demand and supply sides of Hungarian tourism, using the Hungarian tourists' 
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perceptions (Ritz and Hinek, 2005). The study developed by Mazanec (2002) to evaluate the 
influence of the Euro on tourist' perceptions should also be mentioned. 
On the other hand, when applied to the Portuguese context, the major findings and 
conclusions of a survey of the literature (presented in chapters Two and Three) equally 
confirmed that the theme was little investigated, despite the importance that the tourism sector 
has in the Portuguese economy (being directly and indirectly responsible for around 250,000 
jobs and contributing 8% of the Gross Domestic Product (Tavares, 2003). Moreover, the few 
studies available on this topic (e. g. APAVT, 1997; Deloitte and Touche Consulting, 1998; 
Cunha, 1999 and Ministerio da Economia, 1999) were essentially developed with the main 
purpose of informing entrepreneurs in the sector of the main operational and practical changes 
brought about by the introduction of the Euro in 2002 as a physical currency. 
Hence, at the time this research began, a need for further research and empirical assessment of 
the implications of EMU for the Portuguese -tourism sector was evident, allowing the 
identification of two main issues deserving further research, which this study attempts to 
investigate: 
" How the influence of EMU on the Portuguese business environment at national, industry and 
operational levels is perceived? 
And, since the potential benefits of EMU depend on how the participating countries and their 
business react to the new environment, 
" Hour the stakeholders of the hotel industry consider they will respond to the new opportunities and 
challenges, which EMU will create in the business environment? 
Furthermore, despite the fact that since the beginning of this study, the body of research on 
the implications of EMU has grown significantly (e. g. DeGrauwe, 2005 and Baimbridge and 
Whyman, 2005), only a few studies focusing on the implications of EMU in the tourism sector 
were identified during the time this research was being undertaken, as will be demonstrated in 
the literature review. Moreover, despite the importance of the tourism for Portuguese 
economic activity, and the main challenges brought about by EMU, few, if any, researchers 
have investigated the impacts of EMU after 2001 in the Portuguese tourism context. 
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Based on these issues, it is argued that this study continues to be relevant not just because fills 
a gap in the literature, but also because it provides pioneering empirical research in a central 
sector for Portuguese economic activity that can be further explored in future research. 
It should be acknowledged, that the relevance of the investigation was considered essential by 
the Portuguese National Authorities, which through the Portuguese Tourism Board/Ministry 
of Economy gave financial support to this research since the beginning and has the intention 
to publish the thesis in order to contribute to the development of the Portuguese tourism 
sector. 
In order to better understand the context in which this study was developed, an overview of 
the Portuguese tourism sector and the North of Portugal followed by a brief overview of the 
Portuguese hotel sector are now presented. The Chapter then identifies the overall aim and 
objectives of the research and presents a brief review of the methodological approach of the 
research, followed by a summary of the structure of the thesis. 
1.2. THE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY IN TERMS OF LOCATION AND THE 
PORTUGUESE HOTEL SECTOR 
1.2.1 An overview of the Portuguese tourism sector and the North of Portugal 
The importance of the tourism sector in Portugal is unquestionable. According the Portuguese 
Economy Ministry tourism, in 2002, accounted for 8 per cent of the GDP and employed, 
directly and indirectly, 250.000 workers in Portugal (Tavares, 2003). The country, with a 
population of less than 10 million people, receives every year an average of around 12 million 
tourists and 20 million visitors (staying for less than 24 hours) (ICEP, 2006). According to 
ICEP (2006), Portugal enjoys a natural competitive advantage in the global market place, 
ranking in 19`h position as a global tourist destination and 21" in terms of global earnings from 
tourism, in 2002 (ICEP, 2006). In addition, according to figures presented by the W'ITC, 
Portugal should enter the world's top ten tourist destinations in the year 2020, as 40 million 
annual visitors come to the country (WTO, 2003). 
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Nonetheless, through the years, the Portuguese tourism industry has faced challenges, which it 
is important to recognise: 
First, tourism in Portugal has been highly dependent on tourists from only a few European 
countries. In 2003, as revealed by IDGT (2005a), five countries were responsible for almost 80 
per cent of the total tourist arrivals to Portugal - Spain with 46 per cent, the United Kingdom 
with 16 per cent, Germany with 7 per cent, France with 7 per cent and Netherlands with 4 per 
cent and only 2 per cent from the Americas. In addition, according the same source the 
Portuguese domestic market is still underdeveloped (33%, in 2004), despite some development 
in recent years (DOT, 2005a). 
Second, excluding the islands of Madeira and Azores, the `continental' Portuguese tourism 
industry has essentially been confined to the Algarve region, which generates more than 60 
percent of the nation's total revenue from the tourism sector and represents almost 50% of the 
nights spent by tourists in Portugal (W'ITC, 2003). This means there is a high dependency on 
the Algarve Region, namely in the summer time. In fact, its reliable and pleasant climate and 
relatively warm seas seems to have made the Algarve the main Portuguese tourism destination 
(DGT, 2004). 
Third, until not long ago (middle of 1990s) Portugal, as a tourist market, was highly associated 
with `sun and beach' tourism, which seems to have contributed to the fact that for several 
years there existed many underdeveloped tourism areas and products (e. g. cultural, rural 
products) and many regions had received little attention from investors and national policies in 
terms of tourism (DGT, 2003). Currently, tourism products and resources such as golf, 
business, cultural and rural tourism are expanding rapidly, offering chances of other regions 
being equally attractive in a tourism context. 
Fourth, in recent years, due to increased standards of living in Portugal, in great part as a result 
of the EU financial support to strengthen the Portuguese economy, prices in Portugal have 
gone up, edging ever closer to the European average. This means that Portugal can no longer 
compete only on the basis of affordability, which was one of the most important reasons for 
the popularity of Portugal as tourism destination (Yasin et al., 2003). 
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Last, but not the least, since Portugal joined the EU in 1986, the Portuguese tourism sector has 
been highly influenced by several policies and measures adopted at the EU level, which have 
required additional efforts to cope with but for which not all the involved parts of the tourism 
sector were fully ready. An increasing geographical space in Europe without physical, technical 
or tax barriers (beginning with the six countries and expanding to the current 27 members of 
the EU) and the adoption of EMU and its implications on the national economy are good 
examples of new challenges brought about by the EU that the tourism sector is facing. 
1.2.2. The North of Portugal 
In accordance with the Portuguese official system of statistical regions and sub regions, known 
as N. U. T. S. (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics), the North of Portugal, illustrated 
in the Figure 1.1, is one of the seven regions of Portugal: North; Centre (Beiras); Lisbon; 
Alentejo; Algarve; Azores and Madeira. It embraces 3.687.212 inhabitants (2001), and 21.278 
km2, being the second region in Portugal based on population (following the region of Lisbon) 
(INE, 2004). 
In contrast to the large rolling plains in the South, a great part of northern Portugal is 
mountainous and is characterised by many small and medium sized farms and vineyards. There 
are however vast differences within the region (INE, 2005). For example, the Greater Oporto 
area (illustrated in the figure 1.1 as Porto) located on the coast has a distinct physical 
environment and is characterised by much industry and commerce. 
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Figure 1.1. North of Portugal 
Source: u-\,, -u-. poriugal. org/images/ borne/porto_nortc_map. git- 
The city of Oporto, classified by UNESCO as a World I leritage site since 1996, is the main 
city in northern Portugal. It has the only international airport in the North of Portugal, a 
harbour, an underground system and a large network of highways and motorways and has 
always played an important role in international trade (FC', 2000a). 
In terms of the tourism context, when compared with the South of Portugal, the North of 
Portugal has always presented limited figures in terms of tourism development. This is in great 
part due to Portugal, as a tourist market, having been highly associated as a `sun and beach' 
tourism destination. In fact, while in 2004 the South of Portugal represented 42 percent of the 
nights spent by tourists in the seven regions of Portugal, according to data from IN1'. (2005), 
the North represented 9 percent. The reliable and pleasant climate and relatively warm seas in 
the South seem to have made this region for several decades the main tourism destination and 
the most attractive for investors ()G1', 2004). 
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However, under a global market context, in which alternative tourism destinations to `sun and 
beach' are becoming increasingly appealing to rising segments, as noticed by Poon (1998), the 
North has great potential as a tourism destination. In fact, the region is able to offer alternative 
tourism products, such as cultural and historic tourism products (e. g. signs of prehistoric men 
in the ancient cave paintings in Vila Nova de Foz Cöa); golf-links; wine tourism routes (Doum, 
Verde and Oporto wine are the most known), cruises in the Douro Valley and rural and business 
tourism (ADETURN, 2005). 
These issues, in conjunction with the challenges that the Portuguese tourism sector is facing 
Identified above) are the main reasons why the north of Portugal was selected as the 
Portuguese geographical area of the study. They also seem to be relevant reasons why this area 
has received considerable attention over recent years in terms of private investment and 
government policies and promotional efforts, making the region more attractive and 
developed. In fact, there are relevant examples of private investment which, with the aim of 
conquering sophisticated markets, plan to build five star hotels and resorts in the region (e. g. 
the Intercontinental group plans to open a5 starts hotel in Oporto for 2008, investing 31 
million of Euros - Publituris, 2003; and the plan of a national group - Douro AZil- to open a 
five star resort in Douro Valley, involving an investment of around 26 million Euros) 
(Publituris, 2006). Moreover, according to data provided by the Portuguese Investment Agency 
(API, 2006), the agency has received many inquiries from foreign and national potential 
investors regarding the region's existing properties that could be reconverted into 
accommodation, restaurant, services and tourism entertainment facilities (API, 2006). 
In addition, government projects in the North of Portugal, already under way, cover an 
extensive range of infrastructure, which may have an important impact in the region. These 
projects, identified by API (2005), include: (1) air transportation, in particular the expansion 
and remodelling work at Oporto airport; (ii) rail infrastructure to link Oporto to the heart of 
the Douro; (iii) river infrastructure to increase and improve the mooring conditions; road 
access to reduce access time to the region; (v) health services and equipment: in particular in 
Vila Real and Lamego; (v) human resources training: particularly significant is the creation of 
the Northern College of Higher Education in Hotel Management (Escola Superior de Hotelaria do 
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Norte) and the expansion of the Lamego School for Hotel Management and Tourism (Escola de 
Hotelaria e Turismo de Lamego) (API, 2005). 
Hence, it is not surprising that an increasing number of tourists in the region may be expected 
(ADETURN, 2004), for which the fact that the region is now able to benefit from direct 
international flights offered by discount, airlines since 2004 also contributes (e. g. Air Berlin and 
Ryanair). 
1.2.3. The Portuguese hotel sector 
The hotel sector plays an important part in the Portuguese tourism industry. In, 2003, from the 
192.480 supply of beds in the main forms of accommodation, 109.529 were in hotels, 
representing 57 percent of the total supply of beds in Portugal (INE, 2005). According the 
same source, hotel beds grew from 77.199 in 1993 to 109.529 in 2003 and the number of the 
hotels in Portugal (546 - in 2003) represented 32 percent of all forms of accommodation (e. g. 
Estalagens; pensöes, self-catering apartments; pousadas and moteis). In addition, the number of hotel 
projects being undertaken in Portugal has been increasing (DGT, 2005b). 
In several Portuguese destinations, hotels are supplemented by smaller accommodation 
establishments such as Estalagens, pensöes, self-catering apartments, pousadas, moteis revealing a 
fragmentation of the Portuguese accommodation sector (DGT, 2005b). However, according 
to data provided by DGT (2005b), in terms of the tourist overnight stays, hotels are the 
dominant form of accommodation used by leisure and business tourists, particularly those 
travelling internationally, with the domestic, United Kingdom and German tourists being the 
most significant market (27,22 and 12 %, respectively) (DGT, 2005b). 
In terms of the geographic distribution of Portuguese hotels, the region of Lisboa and Vale do 
T jo account for the largest number of hotels (126 in 2003 according to DGT, 2005b), 
followed by the Northern region of Portugal (112). As already mentioned, the Algarve provides 
the largest number of beds by region, but represents only 20 percent in terms of number of 
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hotels 'in the country, reflecting the fact that hotels in the Algarve tend to be much larger to 
cater for the massive influx of tourists over the summer (DGT, 2003). 
With regard to the hotel structure, based on employment criterion, and bearing in mind that 
the EU defines as small or medium sized enterprises all enterprises that have less than 250 
employees (EC, 2005a), it is safe to assume that the vast majority of enterprises (perhaps above 
98%) of all Portuguese accommodation establishments are Small Medium Tourism Enterprises 
(SMTEs). For example, the data collected within this study revealed that all hotels in the North 
of Portugal are SMTEs, since no hotel had more than 250 employees. In addition, based on 
the type of ownership, an examination of the list of the hotels provided by DGT (2003b) 
demonstrated that there were less than 30 hotels' chains operating in Portugal, suggesting that 
hotels remain dominated by independent units. However, there is some evidence that 
multinational companies are beginning to take an interest in the Portuguese market, as 
exemplified by the interest of the Intercontinental Group in the North of Portugal (API, 
2006). 
1.3. AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
Based on the challenges faced by the Portuguese tourism sector, and specifically the hotel 
sector, resulting from the introduction of EMU and the limitations presented by previous 
research, the overall aim of this research is: 
To analyse and critically evaluate the perceived impacts of EMU upon the competitiveness and decision- 
making relating to the hotel industry in the North of Portugal, based on the views of the tourism 
stakeholders, representing the national authorities, industry associations and hotel business. 
To meet this aim the following general objectives were set: 
" To introduce and review the theoretical underpinnings of regional economic integration with particular 
reference to the evolution of the European Union and the introduction of the European Monetary 
System; 
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" To develop a conceptual framework for researching the implications of EMU at the three main levels of 
the business environment (national, industry and operational level) and, consequently, on business 
competitiveness; 
" To analyse and compare the perceptions on the implications of EMU using the tourism stakeholders., 
business people; people from the industry associations; people from the national authorities; 
" To understand how EMU affects the decision-making or strategies of tourism stakeholders; 
To achieve these objectives four research questions were developed, which essentially have 
been identified as the limitations of previous studies and cover the central aspects of the study. 
They are as follows. 
Question 1: How regional economic integration, with particular reference to the evolution of 
the European Union and the introduction of European Monetary System, is understood in the 
literature? 
Question 2: What are the expected and perceived effects of European Economic integration and 
Monetary Union upon the national, industry and operational environments of the hotels 
operating in the North of Portugal? 
Question 3: Do the hoteliers perceive the effects of EMU in the same way as the national 
authorities and industry associations? 
Question 4: How has EMU affected the decision-making or strategies of the tourism 
stakeholders? 
1.4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research was based on Porter's models (Diamond, Five Forces and Value Chain) as will be 
explained in subsequent chapters. These models were identified as being suitable to structure 
the primary research questionnaires, which focused on EMU as a key force on business 
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environment and with effects on competitiveness and decision-making. They could also be 
relied on to give answers to the research questions. 
The primary research took place in Portugal between June 2002 and May 2003. This involved 
three components in order to collect data from three distinct groups, as will be demonstrated 
in Chapter Four. 
- In the firnt stage, the owners/senior managers of 104 hotels out of a total of 112 hotels in the 
North of Portugal were personally surveyed using a structured questionnaire that emerged 
from the literature and the aims of the research. The intention was to involve responsible 
people who, in seeking for their hotel to be profitable, play an important role in the SMTEs 
operational environment. 
- In the second stage, 5 face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted with people in 
key positions (director/president) in tourism industry associations to establish the views of the 
industry associations who, through their support, may contribute to the success of the tourism 
industry and are highly involved with the industry environment. 
- In the third stage, 10 face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted with people in 
key positions in the national authorities (Ministers /Secretary of State and directors) dealing 
directly or indirectly with the national environment of tourism enterprises. 
Together, these three surveys helped to identify and compare the perceived implications of 
EMU on competitiveness and decision-mating, by providing a multi-stakeholder perspective - 
the national, the industry and the businesses perspective - using people involved directly at 
each level of the business environment. 
With regard to the data analysis, this was structured into two parts based on the type of 
questionnaire used: structured and semi-structured. The semi-structured questionnaires were 
analysed using two types of content analysis, summation and explanation, using QSR 
NUD*IST 6 software programme (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Inde)ing, Searching and 
Theorising). The structured questionnaires were analysed using basic descriptive methods, such 
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as frequencies and cross tabulations. The quantitative data was analysed using the Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). 
1.5. STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 
The thesis is structured into nine chapters the first of which provides an introduction to the 
study. The objective of the following two chapters is to provide a critical review of the 
concepts and theories of regional economic integration and the business environment and to 
relate them to the context of the study and the research aims. Together, Chapters 2 and 3 
provide the framework of theoretical debate concerning regional economic integration and the 
impact of EMU on the business environment and the competitiveness and decision-making of 
hotels in the North of Portugal. In the Chapter 4 the methodology used for the research is 
described, covering the multiple stages of the research process. The aim is to clarify the 
methodology used for answering the research questions. The findings resulting from the 
primary data collection (questionnaires gathered with 104 hotel business respondents and the 
semi-structures interviews with 15 representatives of the national authorities and the industry 
associations) are compared and analysed in Chapters, 5,6 and 7. Chapter 5 deals with the 
perceptions of the three study groups of the impact of EMU on the national environment 
focussing on the Portuguese national competitiveness, using Porter's Diamond Model. 
Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the views of the respondents on the effects of EMU on the 
Portuguese hotel industry using Porter's Five Forces model. Chapter 7 evaluates the impact of 
EMU at the operational level of the hotels in the North of Portugal. This includes an 
evaluation of the changes in the hotels' activities using Porter's Value Chain model as a 
measure of reference against which the impacts of EMU on business activities can be 
evaluated. Chapter 8 evaluates the theoretical, practical and methodological approaches used 
in the research in order to clarify and explain the importance of the study and to point out the 
weaknesses as well the strengths found in the research process. A discussion of the results is 
also provided. At the end of this study, Chapter 9 offers concluding remarks and suggests 
relevant areas that can be explored in future research. 
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2. A REVIEW OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Regional economic integration agreements have been one of the most discussed issues of 
worldwide economic development over the last few decades, being the European L nion (EU), 
the best known and the most ambitious effort at regional economic integration in the world at 
present. As a result, the theme has received increasing attention by academics and several texts 
have been devoted to the economics of regional integration, particularly since the 1950s and 
became an avalanche in the 199%. 
Much has been written and discussed about Furopean integration since the early post World 
War II period. From an analysis of the teats on the economics of integration, some clear issues 
and trends in the literature emerge over time. For instance, in the 1950s and 1960s, the 
discussion of economic integration was focused on the explanations and concepts of economic 
integration and the potential effects of customs union agreements were a central theme 
running; through most of the analysis (e. g. Vincr, 195U; Nleade, 1955; Lihsev and Lancaster, 
1957; Balassa, 1961 and I laberler, 1964). In the 1970s and 1980s, the existing theories of 
economic integration wvere applied to different levels of integration and different areas of 
economic activity (such as agriculture, regional, social, among other) (e. g. Shibata, 1971; 
Corden, 1972; Grubcl and Lloyd, 1975; l'ovias, 1977; Robson, 1989 and \V'onnacott and Lutz, 
1989). From the end of the 1980s onwards, monetary union became a continuous theme of the 
discussion on European economic integration (c. g. I lorvath and Lobos, 20()2; Niongelli, 2002 
and 1)c(jrauwc, 2005). 
Together, these concepts, studies, and developments form the substance of this Chapter on 
the economics of integration. The aim is to present and evaluate the theoretical background to 
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the economics of regional integration and relate this to the context of the study and the 
research aims. This discussion also seeks to provide an understanding of the relevance and 
contribution of the present study to the understanding of the process of economic integration. 
For these reasons this chapter initially outlines the thrust of the literature on economic 
integration, providing a conceptual clarification of key terms used and a review of theoretical 
foundations. This is followed by a brief review of the different directions that this subject has 
followed, specifying its contribution to the present study. The chapter then concentrates on an 
analysis of European integration to contextualise the way the EU has gradually developed. It 
outlines the historical and political background of the European Union and its development in 
relation to economic integration, focusing on Economic and Monetary Union. The early years 
after the introduction of EMU are then discussed. This is followed by an analysis of the 
implications of EMU under political, economic, social and technological factors. The following 
section outlines the issues of European economic integration for the tourism sector. A 
conclusion is provided at the end of the chapter. 
2.2. A REVIEW OF THE UNDERSTANDING OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC 
INTEGRATION AS A DEVELOPMENT ISSUE: THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
2.2.1. Defining the economic integration 
Under the labels of `regional economic integration', `regionalism' or simply `economic 
integration', a number of authors have defined economic integration in terms of the 
progressive removal of economic frontiers between member states (Balassa, 1961; Robson, 
1989; Piggott and Cook, 1999; Molle, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001; Tsoukalis, 2003; Wallace and 
Wallace, 2003; El-Agraa, 2004 and Jovanovic, 2005). 
As the work of Lipsey and Lancaster (1957), Meade (1955) and Viner (1950) have documented, 
one of the pioneering clear definitions of economic integration, as a development concept, was 
presented by Balassa's work at the beginning of the sixties. Balassa suggested different degrees 
of economic integration and his work has inspired the majority of studies on this subject. For 
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Balassa (1961) economic integration is a voluntary process of increasing inter-dependence of 
economies separated into areas, or more expanded regions, which manifests itself in different 
ways, with the main ways being. 
- Free Trade Areas (FTA): characterised by the abolition of custom rights and quantitative 
restrictions between the participating countries, with each country maintaining its own 
tariff policy in relation to third countries; 
- Customs Union (CU): in addition to the suppression of discrimination in relation to 
merchandise movements inside the union it implies a common external tariff; 
- Common Market (CM): a more advanced form of integration since the abolition of 
restrictions does not limit itself to commerce but also to the free circulation of people, 
capital and services; 
- Full monetary union, later called Economic and Monetary Union (EMU): involves a common 
market and the unification of monetary policy with the establishment of a supranational 
authority - Central Bank - whose decisions in monetary matters, including monetary policy, 
are obligatory for the participating states. 
Hodgson and Herander (1993) and Winters (1988) mentioned a different first stage of 
integration, preferential trading agreements, where the members reduce restrictions on trade 
between themselves, while maintaining a higher level of restrictions on goods imported from 
states outside the. agreement. Authors such as El-Agraa (2004) argued that the demands for 
economic integration lead inevitably to growing political integration. As a result, these authors 
added a fifth form of regional integration: complete political integration, arguing occurs when 
countries agree to common policies in foreign and defence terms. On the same line of thought, 
Molle (2001) argued that economic integration is not an objective in itself, but serves as a 
stimulus for higher objectives, arguing that the process of political integration becomes 
inseparable from the economic integration process. In the same way, in 2002, the Economist 
described European Monetary Union as the `biggest step yet towards European political union' 
(The Economist, 5 January 2002). 
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2.2.2. General impacts of economic integration 
The diverse forms of integration, presented above, have different repercussions (Medeiros, 
1996; El-Agraa, 2004). For example, in a free trade area the inter-relations are exercised especially 
in the rationalisation/specialisation and penetration of exports of the member countries. 
In a common market the free circulation of merchandise, capital, people and services leads to the 
creation of common policies on behalf of the member countries. On the one hand, the 
creation of a true single market could suppress a range of constraints that today prevent 
enterprises from being as efficient as they could be and from employing their resources to the 
full. On the other hand, it could establish a more competitive environmental that will incite 
them to exploit new opportunities (Cardoso et al, 2006). 
In an economic and monetary union, the convergence of the economic, financial and monetary 
policies is required. Certain national policies of economic interest are also required to be 
substituted by norms common to the member states. Such policies include industrial, regional, 
transport, social, commercial and competition policies (Campos, 1995). 
In apolitical union, depending on the type of political union, the participating countries transfer 
total (e. g. federation) or part (e. g. confederation) of their sovereignty to a central authority, 
which becomes responsible to a central parliament with the sovereignty of a nation's 
government (Deutsch et al., 1957). 
The different levels of economic integration and its general aims are summarised in the 
following table (2.1). 
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Table 2.1. Different level of regional integration and its general characteristics 
General characteristics 
Different level of Reduction Removal of Common Free movements United monetary and Central parliament 
regional of mutual tariff and non- external goods, labour, fiscal policy determine with the sovereignty 
integration trade tariff barriers tariff capital and people by a central authority of a nation's 
barriers to trade and fixed exchanges) government 
Preferential 
Trading 
Agreement 
Free Trade Area u 
Customs Union 
Common Market 
Economic and u 
Monetary Union 
Political Union a a a a a 
Source: Adapted from IMF (1998) 
In summary, these different degrees of integration involve some sacrifice by the individual 
countries of a proportion of their autonomy in economic policy-maldng and all of them 
require the removal of discrimination among theirs members (Molle, 2001). Thus, it can be 
suggested that there are both benefits and costs associated with regional economic integration. 
While members desire to attain the economic benefits of integration, they may also be 
reluctant to make the necessary sacrifice in terms of their economic autonomy. 
Economists have attempted to identify the reasons for countries to create economic 
agreements. From the extensive literature, the possible sources of economic gain are identified 
as the principal motivation for undertaking economic integration (Free Trade Area, Customs 
Union). According to El-Agraa (2004) these perceived benefits could be: 
" Enhancing more efficient production structures through better exploitation of 
economies of scale and a greater level of economic growth through specialisation based 
on comparative advantage; 
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9 An improved international bargaining position that is made possible by the larger size, 
and also increasing trade relationships; 
" Enforced changes in economic efficiency brought about by enhanced competition. 
El-Agraa (2004) added that if the level of economic integration is to go beyond the free trade 
area or customs union level, then further sources of gain also become probable. They are: 
"factor mobility across the borders of member nations (... ); the co-ordination of monetary and 
fiscal policies may result in cost reductions (... ) and the unification of efforts to achieve better 
employment levels, lower inflation rates, balanced trade, higher rates of economic growth and 
better income distribution becoming unified targets". (El-Agraa (2004), pp. 18). 
Moreover, there seems to be a consensus that peace and security are other important factors 
for countries to group together (e. g. Schiff and Winters, 1997). 
On the other hand, authors as such Molle (2001) have suggested that the obstacles/costs that 
have led the countries to hesitate in creating economic integration are that there is decreased 
freedom of action open to the member-states' policy-makers and the desire to `protect' a 
country's own trade and industry. Protection is frequently associated with the increase of 
competition resulting from market opening, especially in regions lacking competitiveness. In 
addition, Molle (2001) suggested that factors such as geography, culture and history might also 
play a key role in limiting the options of integration. 
2.3. THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 
2.3.1. From customs union theories to the different directions in which economic 
integration studies have moved 
The concept of economic integration was suggested more than 50 years ago by authors such 
Viner (1950), Lipsey (1957) and subsequently Balassa (1961), all of whom developed 
pioneering theories on this subject. With Viner (1950) the concept of economic integration 
became a separate subject in economic theory, representing the beginning of the theory of 
economic integration. He distinguished economic integration as part of economic science and 
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presented a static partial equilibrium theory concerning the subject of economic integration. Viner 
(1950) also provided the basic theoretical underpinning to evaluate the effects of economic 
integration, namely the costs and benefits of a customs union (CU). He argued that the 
economic welfare effects of a CU arrangement may depend on a series of variables and that a 
free trade area and a customs union may increase or decrease a countries' welfare. According 
to Viner's model, even if free trade is most efficient, it does not mean that a move in that 
direction necessarily raises economic welfare. Whether a preferential trade arrangement raises a 
country's welfare and raises economic efficiency depends on two opposing issues: trade diversion 
or trade creation. Trade creation is where consumption shifts from a high-cost producer (domestic 
production) to a low-cost producer (a more efficient producer from another CU member 
state), representing positive economic effects for the country in question. The opposite of this 
is trade diversion. This corresponds to the welfare change due to the replacement of imports 
from outside countries (lower-cost) by an import from a CU partner (higher-cost), which 
represents a decrease economic welfare. Furthermore, he argued that a CU increases trade 
among members' states, but may reduce trade with countries outside the union (Suravonic, 
1998 and Sloman, 2000). 
The greater part of the Viner's assumptions are still used, and adapted, by several authors (e. g. 
Suranovic, 1998 and DeRosa, 1998) to judge the proposed effects of economic integration, 
even when these are applied to other levels of integration, and the general conclusions of 
Viner's model have endured in most international economics books. Viner's study, focusing on 
the static effects of economic integration, has inspired a significant number of studies of 
regional integration arrangements. As argued by DeRosa (1998): 
"Viner's analysis was extremely rich in insights to some important circumstances still surrounding 
the CU issue today, including economies of scale, differentiated products, imperfectly competition 
and changes in international terms of trade". 
Meade (1955); Harberger (1954) and Lipsey (1957) have extended the interpretation of the 
Vinerian Model to dynamic effects, and have made important contributions through 
theoretical and empirical studies of economic integration. 
Harberger (1954) and Lipsey (1957) argued that the reaction of consumers' demand, when 
domestic prices decrease as a result of CU formations, could be explored by Viner's theory, 
which focused on resource allocation changes and on production efficiency. Thus, they 
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introduced the consumption effect into the theory. According to Lipsey (1957) the reaction of 
consumer demand when domestic prices decrease as result of customs union arrangements 
should be considered, because consumer demand increases due the decrease of prices. 
Consequently, the customs union leads to a welfare gain as long as: trade creation plus consumer 
effects are higher than trade diversion effects. 
Meade (1955) presented an important contribution on this theme, by criticising the Vinerian 
viewpoint of constant costs of production in trading members and underlining the importance 
of ensuring equilibrium in international payment balances (as a consequence of the prices and 
the international terms of trade between members countries). The author's analytical 
framework considered trade by many countries in many commodities and extended the effects 
of customs union arrangements on the economic welfare of the world economy. He set out 
the view that these kind of benefits could show that the effects of a CU (trade creation and trade 
diversion) could happen simultaneously, which is in contradiction with Viner's conclusion, who 
asserted that in any given situation both could not happen. Meades's work also contributed to 
the development of the so-called Theo- of Second Best, which was formalised by Lipsey and 
Lancaster (1957). This theory provided the theoretical underpinning to explain many of the 
reasons why trade policy can be shown to be welfare enhancing for an economy. The theory 
focused on what happens when the optimum conditions are not satisfied in an economic 
model. In contradiction to the Vinerian view, this theory implied that reducing tariffs under a 
regional arrangement might not mean an increase in welfare. 
The main criticisms of Viner's work are set out by Bain (1956) who enumerated the following. 
First, the model was very strict since it excludes such factors as monopoly power, transport 
costs, information deficiency, economies of scale, unemployment and the distribution of 
income, the balance of payments and exchanges rates, adjustments and non-tariff barriers. 
Second, it was a static model. Third, it assumes that the removal of tariffs will have a 
significant effect on trade and it takes no account of intra-industry trade and technological 
influences on trade. 
As has already been noted, in the 1950s and 1960s the majority of studies on economic 
integration were concentrated on the analysis of the effects of a customs union, as witnessed 
by the studies of authors such as Balassa (1961), Haberler (1964), Lipsey and Lancaster (1957), 
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Meade (1955) and Viner (1950). Most of these models also provided a theoretical basis for 
studies on the effects of international trade. Nonetheless, additional developments to 
economic integration analysis were identified by Tovias (1998): 
" Theoretical analyses'of how the economics of scale and imperfect competition affect the 
basic model (Corden, 1972; Grubel and Lloyd, 1975). These authors evaluated the 
implications of economic scale, created by CU, in markets of difference sizes; Baldwin 
and Venables (1995) extended these subjects in an article published in Handbook of 
International Economics. 
" Extension of CU theory to others forms of integration (see, Shibata, 1971; Tovias, 1977; 
Robson, 1989 and Wonnacot and Lutz, 1989). They argued that the conclusions and 
analyses of customs unions could be extended to other levels of integration. 
" Extension of the theory in the presence of non-tariff barriers (NTB's) put forward by 
authors such as Pelkmans and Winters (1988), among others. 
The theory of optimum currency could also be mentioned in this context. This theory was 
proposed by Mundell (1961) and McKinnon (1963), although some insights had previously 
been presented by Friedman (1953) and Meade (1957). There are also important elaborations 
by, among others, Kenen (1969) and Krugman (1991). The theory of optimum currency area 
emerged out of the debate over the relative gains and costs of flexible versus fixed exchange 
rates for given countries and has been at the core of the discussion of several studies of the 
European experience and applied to studies of the enlargement of the EU in 2004 (see for 
example, Pelkmans, 2001; Mongelli, 2002; Horvath, 2003; Tavlas, 2004 and DeGrauwe, 2005). 
In addition to these contributions, the significant increase in the efforts of countries to achieve 
regional integration (according to figures presented in 2003 by the WWTO (2003), 149 out of 
189 regional trade agreements had been officially notified by WTO since 1995) and the 
challenge and deepening of some regional agreements motivated several authors, especially 
since the mid 1980s, to focus their analyses on these topics, using. different theoretical 
approaches. The objective has been to assist in the understanding of the new challenges of a 
worldwide economy. Moreover, the concepts of economic integration spread very quickly to 
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several sectors of economy, such as regional, agricultural, social and so on and to different 
approaches. Five examples illustrate this: 
() Authors such as Schiff (1996) and Panagariya (2003) have focused attention on the analysis 
of the economic size of countries joining a regional integration arrangement and, namely, on 
the welfare impacts of economic integration arrangements for small countries. Schiff (1996), 
emphasised that, among other factors, under increasing cost conditions a small country, unable 
to affect the terms of trade of would-be partner countries in a regional integration agreement, 
may gain from joining a "large" trading bloc. The welfare gain arises because the small country 
will replace domestic production, or higher cost imports from third countries, with lower cost 
imports from its new partners. 
(ü) Authors as such Winters and Chang (1996), among many others, investigated the effects of 
regional trading preferences on members and on the rest of the world, examining their effects 
on the prices at which trade occurs. 
(iii) Authors such as Bhagwati (1991), DeMelo and Panagariya (1993), Haggard (1995) and 
Fawcett and Hurrell (1995) wrote about the dichotomy of `regionalism' versus `multilateralism', 
trying to explain the compatibility or not between `multilateralism' (global system of free trade) 
and `regionalism' (regional agreements like the EU, North American Free Trade Association - 
NAFTA - or Association of Southeast Asian Nations - ASEAN). These authors added that 
regional agreements could be obstacles to world free trade as its aims are opposite to the aims 
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Along the same line of thought as Viner (1950), they 
argued that regional agreements increase trade among participating countries but reduce trade 
with the outside countries. As result, they argued that there are tendencies to witness to the 
emergence of `building trade blocks' motivated by the desire to exclude from their trade 
relations all the countries that do not belong to the regional agreement. For example, Bhagwati 
(1991) held that any Free Trade Agreement (FTA) must be `playing a double game', in that 
while there is free trade between member countries, by definition it means discrimination 
against non-member countries. According to Lester (1992) the worldwide economy's future 
will be represented by a tripolar system, under the leadership of the EU, Japan and United 
States. For others authors, such as such DeMelo and Panagariya (1993) and also Lawrence 
(1995,1996), Haggard (1995) and Fawcett and Hurrel (1995) regional economic integration 
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agreement could be considered the first step towards the global liberalisation of trade. 
Lawrence argued that one of the reasons why countries enter into a FTA is to establish better 
relations with neighbouring countries and, consequently, with third countries. He believed that 
regional blocks were disposed to admit new members, as the EU example shows. The same 
author considered that there were ten countries that did not belong to any regional agreement 
(among them he included India) and this was not a reason for their isolation. Kantor (1993), 
Haggard (1995), Fawcett and Hurrel (1995) and Pelkmans (2001) also put forward the same 
line of thought They argued that economic integration may be compatible with-the main aims 
of WTO. The EU presented a similar point of view in 2004, during the WTO trade round - the 
Doha Development Agenda - as a good example of how EU trade policy may be coordinated 
in practice with the WTO rules (EC, 2004b). Nowadays, the debate on `multilateralism' versus 
`regionalism' remains a subject of discussion, as some authors have been demonstrating (e. g. 
El-Agraa, 1989,2004; Mansfield and Reinhardt, 2003; Panagariya 2003; Sampson and 
Woolcock, 2003 and Baier and Bergestrand, 2004). 
(v) Authors such as Robson (1989); Wonnacott and Lutz (1989); Summers (1991); Krugman 
(1995); Bhagwati and Panagariya (1996); Baldwin and Wyplosz (2003); Rosamond (2003); 
Gillingham (2003); El-Agraa (2004); Hoeller et al. (2004) and DeGrauwe (2005); using 
economic integration theories and concepts, presented their views on the effects caused by 
economic integration process upon the participating countries. There are also plenty of case 
studies based on the implications of economic integration on a specific country. The study of 
Baer and Leite (2003) of the impact of European integration on Portugal's economy is a good 
example, among the many published around the world. In this study the authors concluded 
that there were benefits to Portugal as result of its participation in the European integration 
process. 
(v) The impact of integration arrangements on the terms of trade was initially examined by 
Caves (1974), Kemp (1969), Mundell (1964), Vanek (1965). These authors concentrated their 
studies on the distribution of gains among member countries and between them and third 
countries. A study developed by Truman (1969) could also be mentioned in this context. Both 
sets of authors focused their analysis on EU integration, estimating that trade would increase 
between countries of the European Union. Subsequent studies confirmed their views (e. g. 
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Rose, 2002; Barr et al, 2003). The work developed by Barr et al (2003) and Midelfart et al 
(2003), looking at the changes in trade flows in Europe since monetary union, concluded that 
the implementation of European Monetary Union has increased the intra Euro area trade since 
1999. 
Generally speaking, the literature review also showed that many studies attempted to identify 
the direct and indirect effects most likely to affect particular groups of states, resulting from 
the deepening of regional integration agreements, such as the impact of a single market or the 
highest level of economic integration - Economic and Monetary Union. Moreover, a number 
of analytical studies on the effects of economic integration have employed in their analysis the 
models of Computable General Equilibrium (CGE), which specify the conditions that need to 
be satisfied for equilibrium to exist simultaneously in all markets and all countries. About the 
use of such models, El-Agraa (2004) reported that the construction of a CGE model was a 
complex and time-consuming exercise and due to the possibilities that a CGE model opens up, 
the model had not been fully developed. De Rosa (1998) reviewed some examples of studies 
that apply GCE models, among them the following refer to the EU: 
9 The analysis of the Europe 1992 plan by Smith and Venables (1988); 
" The study made by Harrison, Rutherford and Tarr (1994) applying CGE models of 
imperfect competition with increasing returns to scale; 
" The study developed by DeMelo and Robinson (1992) to examine the effects of regional 
integration among less developed countries. 
Other studies on European integration, involving areas, such as social, political, regional 
among many others could be also mentioned. However, due to the aim of the research, they 
are not mentioned here. Table 2.2 summarises the general contributions of several authors to 
economic integration theory. 
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Table 2.2. Summary of relevant contributions on theory of economic integration 
Investigators Study description Aini contribution 
\'incr (1950) Anahsi> oftlu- I t1tcts of( vaunts Intrnilucr l the trade creation and tiltcrsiun cunccl rs 
I Inwns (static Partial Ilhcurs) 
\lcadc (1951) . 
Analvsis un the econ mtic vrcltare <, f Abandoned the A'inrr vicse of constant costs of Ipruiluctiun in 
the sr urld cconumc trading cuunrrics and rech iin'cd the nccc»irc of cnsunng 
c uilihnum in trucrnatiimal payments balances. 
Mundell (1961) Analysis of the optimum currency area Observ cd that there sill be differences between tutetrrcnnnal 
theory. adjustment and intcrnatro ial atljtilt nunt cy III rhoueh cyelcutt cs 
Focus on asymmetric shocks and the rates are fixed 
flexibility Of labour market. Assuming 
stable prices and rr ages. 
I apses and Lancaster Analysis of theory of custom union Intnxluccd the co nsumcr effects and the theory of sect mil best 
(1957 
Kemp and Wan (1976) Anahsit on the economic welfare of Introduced the Karp-Wan 'litciirctn: a CU may not 
lead to an 
the Cl1 in erall welfare impr<)%anent however if sec allow the hussibilitc 
of ciistlcss redistribution III rv%ern partners then it is possible to 
nn c that a (: l' nerd ncN cr harm ant country 
: nnlrn (l97? I Innorlucc a tormal theory ut the 'slued that scale ecotionu .i Silt1 otti r an aidinonal tý: un to 
impurtancc of scale ccunumics to producnnn and cunsumhnun 
trade and welfare under custom, 
unions 
Pelktnans and \C inters I(xtcnsiun of CU theory Application Of the effects of non barriers tariff 
(1988) 
Robson (1989 I(xrrn. iun of (I theory 'Ill(- CU theory mar be applied to other levels of into granun 
Krugman (1991) Analysis of the effects of economic Integration is likch to cnci, uratgr >hcctalisatiun, making the I? 1 
into radon on trade and s ccialisation states more vulnerable tu asv mnu-rric shucks 
Schiff (1996), tihags ati Analyst- on the economic size of I(vtdence the welfare impacts for small countries 
and I'anagarica(1996) cuuntrics joining a regional integration 
arrangement of economic integration 
arrangements 
\Y'inrcrs and (: hang Invcsticvýatiun of the effects of regional Mentioned that the prices ofproducts are suhstantiallc affected 
(1996) trading preferences Oil rucinbers arid 
on the rest of the u orld. 
Smith and \ enables Study of the effects of economic Application of (: um1utahle (; metal liyuilihnum Model 
(1988 integration 
Nlungelli (20(2) Analt xis (If the optimum currency area Application Of the thccur Of optimum currcna area to the 
lun'ath and Luba, theory. I(unmpcan experience 
(211(72 
I)c(; rauwe (2005) Explains vahy the new member states lese of the theitrc of optimum currcncv area to explain the recent 
want to join i (11\1 U, supported be the enlargement of the I (urulacan Cummunirc 
theoretical framework of optimum 
currency areas 
Source: Author 
2.3.2. Contribution of the literature on the economics of regional integration to the 
study 
The survey of the literature so far has provided a review <ot the key concepts and effects of 
economic integration and how they were applied in different studies. brain this review, certain 
outcomes emerged as relevant to this research: 
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-A shared view amongst authors is that the effects of economic integration depend on the 
degree of integration and may differ from one country to another (or one sector to 
another); 
- There is a consensus that there are both benefits and costs associated with regional 
economic integration; however, the benefits or costs have been widely debated; 
-A large number of authors have used and applied the theory of economic integration to 
evaluate the trade effects caused by economic integration agreements. Some of them are 
theoretical in nature, favouring the use of economic models in the treatment of the 
information, while others are merely descriptive. 
The present research shares the thought that the effects vary according to the level/form of 
integration and should be evaluated taking into account the context they are occurring. 
However, for the purpose of this research only one level of integration - EMU - is analysed. 
The study does not apply any economic model of the theory of economic integration nor does 
it restrict its area of investigation to economic integration theory. Instead, this research links 
economic integration theory and business theory, focusing on the impacts of EMU on the 
business environment of hotels in the North of Portugal. 
Therefore, this study evaluates the perceived implications of EMU in the hotel business 
environment, applying models from business theory, further identified in Chapter Three and 
also in the Methodology Chapter (Chapter Four). 
2.4. EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 
Having introduced and discussed the most relevant studies in the theory of economic 
integration, this section considers the European Union, analysing its history in respect to 
political and economic integration in order to contextualise the research area. 
European integration, which has resulted in the European Union, represents the most 
ambitious effort yet by a group of sovereign nations to increase their economic and political 
interdependence. The EU has already attained a significant degree of integration and has been 
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involved in efforts to consolidate the process of Economic and Monetary Union (El-Agraa; 
2004 and Cardoso et al., 2006). Therefore, European integration, and in particular EMU, 
provide the best example currently available to study the perceptions about what might happen 
in the tourism industry and how the hoteliers stakeholders may react to the fact that a group of 
nations pursue the goal of full economic integration, which is the topic of this research. 
European integration should be understood against its historical background, general aims and 
institutional aspects. It is not the task of this section to detail the history of European 
integration - this would require numerous sections anyway - but to review the fundamental 
aspects for an understanding of the way European integration has gradually developed towards 
EMU. 
There is vast literature concerning these subjects. The background and development of the EU 
is very well developed in the existing literature. Numerous authors have paid attention to the 
topic (Goodman, 1991; McKenzie and Venables, 1994; Swann, 1996; Nello and Smith, 1997; 
European Commission, 1999; Nugent, 1999; Rosamond, 2000; Molle, 2001; Baldwin and 
Wyplosz, 2003; Tsoukalis, 2003; Wallace and Wallace, 2003; Athina et al. 2005; Blair, 2005; 
DeGrauwe, 2005; Magnette, 2005; McDonald and Dearden, 2005; Baimbridge and Whyman, 
2005 and Cardoso et al., 2006, are a few examples from a long list). The contributions of a 
number of these authors are discussed in more detail below. The others, although not 
specifically mentioned, have also contributed valuable background for the writing of the 
present chapter. 
2.4.1. Historical background of the European Community: from its origins to the Nice 
Treaty 
2.4.1.1. The determination of the integration model: 1945-1951 
The movement towards regional economic integration in Europe began at the end of the 
Second World War in 1945. At this time the countries of Europe were faced with several 
difficult issues. Much of Europe was politically, physically, socially and economically in total 
ruins, and a large reconstruction process was necessary. Such circumstances meant that a 
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number of people had aspirations in respect of integration and took up the `old' dream of a 
United Europe that was interrupted in 1939 by World War II (Wallace and Wallace, 2003). 
The practical problem was how to turn the aspirations into reality. There were different views, 
organised into varied movements, about the future of Europe. Cardoso et al. (2006) 
distinguished between those who wished to create some kind of United States of Europe, 
where new institutions would be created with supranational powers, normally called federalists, 
and those who wished to develop a Europe based in intergovernmental co-operation, normally 
called inter-governmentalists. Both of the different movements - federalism and inter- 
govemmentalism - felt the need for European unity although the mechanisms identified were 
different. This was the first debate about the make up of an integrated Europe and will be 
illustrated here by the most significant events that occurred at the end of the 1940s (e. g. 
Caporaso, 1996, Wincott, 1996). In this context, the first result was the creation of several 
organisations for co-operation. 
At the political level, the Council of Europe in 1949 appeared as an intergovernmental 
organisation, which had dear objectives concerning cultural affairs and human rights (for 
details, see: Nugent, 1999; Cardoso et al, 2006 and Diez de Velasco, 2006). 
At a military level a number of organisations were created in order to promote military co- 
operation among the member countries. NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) is the 
most well known of these (See Cardoso et al, 2002,2006 and Wilkinson and Hughes, 2004; 
www. nato. int, for details). 
At an economic level, the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC) was 
founded in April 1948 (later organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - 
OECD) with the main task to administer American Aid to the Axis countries, the Marshall 
plan, in order to help the reconstruction of the Western Europe. The Marshall Plan provided 
the sum of the 17 billion of US dollars in financial aid to establish internal financial stability, to 
maximise production, and to promote trade between the United States and Europe 
(www. oecd. org). 
Up to now all of the organisations referred to were based on co-operation agreements. 
However, as shown in almost every publication on the EU history, at the beginning of the 
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1950s an important step towards European economic integration was taken by Robert 
Schuman. In a public declaration on the 9'h of May 1950 Schumann, as France's Foreign 
Minister, proposed the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community. Schuman's 
objective, as much political as economic, was to withdraw the French and German heavy 
industries from the national authority, integrating the two basic industries for war making, 
under a supranational authority. The proposal received support from the European politicians 
and one year after in 1951 six countries, France, Germany, Italy and Luxembourg, Netherlands 
and Belgium - signed the Treaty of Paris establishing the first organisation based on the 
integration of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) (see, for example, Baldwin 
and Venables, 1995; Cardoso et al 2002,2006; Defarges; 2002; E1-Agraa, 2004; McCormick, 
2002; Wallace and Wallace, 2003). 
2.4.1.2. Beginning of European economic integration: 1951-1957 
In 1957, the same six countries of the European Coal and Steal Community signed two further 
treaties, one establishing the Treaty of Rome and the European Economic Community (EEC, 
named later EU), and the other creating the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC). 
Consequently, the European economic integration process started in January 1,1958, when the 
Treaty of Rome came into force. However, the origin of European Integration was really the 
creation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) (Baldwin and Venables, 1995; 
McCormick, 2002; Wallace and Wallace, 2003; EI-Agraa, 2004; Cardoso et al 2006). 
2.4.1.3. European Union. Its enlargement and consolidation: 1958 - Onwards 
Since 1958, Europe has witnessed enlargement (of membership) and consolidation (of the 
scope of its economic and other powers) of economic processes. In fact, fifty years after the 
Treaty of Rome, the EU comprises twenty-seven member states - France, Germany, Italy and 
Luxembourg, Netherlands and Belgium (as founding members), Denmark, United Kingdom 
and Ireland (since 1972); Greece (1981); Portugal and Spain (1986); Finland, Austria and 
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Sweden (1995), Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Letonia, Lithuania, Malta, 
Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia (2004) and Bulgaria and Romania (2007) (EC, 2007a). 
Since its beginning many steps towards economic integration have been taken. For example, 
the customs duties on industrial goods, mentioned in the Treaty of Rome, were established 
completely on July 1st, 1968. The common policies, created by the Treaty, most notably a 
common agricultural policy and a commercial policy, were introduced during the early years of 
European integration in the 1950s (Cardoso et al., 2006). 
About three decades after the Treaty of Rome, in 1987, a new Treaty was established to 
deepen Community relationships between the member countries' (at that time the EU 
comprised six additional members: Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and the United 
Kingdom). That Treaty, known as the Single European Act, set out that a common market 
should be completed by January 1993 (indeed, it came into effect on that precise date). The 
Single European Act also increased the Community's field of competence and brought about 
changes in relations between the institutions. It gave formal legal status to European Political 
Co-operation, whereby member states must endeavour jointly to formulate and implement a 
European Foreign Policy. The meeting of Heads of State and governments in the European 
Council was formally instituted under that Treaty (Cardoso et al., 2006). 
In 1992, using a new term - European Union -a new step towards European economic 
integration was taken with the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, setting one of the greatest 
challenges in the process of European integration: the introduction of a single currency by 
1999 and involving the creation of a European Central Bank. From that date onwards 
negotiations began for three additional treaties in order to advance European aims - 
Amsterdam, Nice and the European Constitution. The Amsterdam treaty came into effect on 
1" of May 1999, with four broad objectives: the reinforcement of the international position of 
the European Union; the increase of employment in Europe; the improvement of the 
information concerning the EU and the reorganisation of European organisation structure. 
The Treaty of Nice came into effect on 2003 with the adaptation of the European institutions 
to the new members of the EU as the main aim. Meanwhile, the European Union has agreed 
the text of a new treaty (Lisbon Treaty), to replace the draft European constitution, which was 
jettisoned after France and the Netherlands voted against it in referendums in 2005. All these 
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steps have resulted in the EU being perceived overall as a successful example of regional 
integration. These developments are extended in the next section. 
2.4.2. The development of European Union under condition of economic integration 
Economic integration has been a central aim of the EU (at that time ECC) since the signing of 
the Treaty of Rome in 1957. This purpose includes different goals, some already mentioned, 
including the economic objectives of breaking down the physical, fiscal and technical barriers 
between member' countries, and consequently, fostering economic development and reducing 
economic disparities between regions, the political objectives of creating a common political 
identity within the EU, and the social objectives of improving life and work conditions and 
social cohesion. 
It is the purpose in this section to focus upon European economic aims and to provide an 
economic perspective on three different approaches, identified here by the different EU 
Treaties: The Treaty of Rome, the Single European Act and the Maastricht Treaty. The 
different stages of economic integration suggested by authors such as Balassa (1961): FTA; 
CU; Common (single) Market and EMU remain a basic tool in this context. 
2.4.2.1. The economic aims of Treaty of Rome 
The economic aims of the European integration under the Treaty of Rome were well 
summarised by Pelkmans (2001): 
" Harmonious development of economic activities; 
" Continuous and balanced expansion; 
" Increased stability; 
" Accelerated rising of the standard of living. 
To achieve these aims, under the Article 3 title I of the same Treaty, the EU (at that time ECC) 
aimed. 
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- To establish a custom union by "(... ) the elimination as between Member States, of customs 
duties and 
quantitative restrictions on the import and export of goods, and of all other measures having equivalent effect 
(.. )"and, 
- To realise a common market by "an internal market characterised by the abolition, as between Member 
States, of obstacles to the free movement ofgoods, people, services and capital': 
Therefore, the six founding members proposed the creation of a custom union and the 
integration, over a 12-year transition period (by 1968), of the members' economic resources 
into a common market where services, goods, labour and capital could move freely. In 
addition, they introduced some areas of economic union by gradually unifying or harmonising 
the economic policies of the member states, such as agriculture, transportation, competition 
and foreign trade policies. 
In practice, only a Customs Union had been achieved by 1968 and progress towards a Single 
Market showed little progress. In fact, by 1985, one of the Commission White Papers - 
Completing the Internal Market (EC, 1985) - indicated that a "long list of physical, technical 
and fiscal barriers" still remained. It also suggested that there were over 300 measures that 
were considered to be important for the creation of a Single Market. 
2.4.2.2. The Single European Act: a step towards to Union 
The delay of a common market implementation in Europe led the Milan European Council to 
launch a campaign for its completion. As a consequence, the Single European Act, which came 
into effect in 1987, had a similar aim to the Treaty of Rome - an area without frontiers with 
four freedoms: goods, people, services and capital - but by the end of 1992 (McDonald and 
Dearden, 2005). In fact, on the 1$` January 1993, most of those measures were incorporated. 
Since then, considerable efforts have been made in consolidating the Single Market. However, 
according to the OECD (2003) substantial barriers in the service sectors still remained in 2003. 
Areas such as fiscal harmonisation, recognition of business licenses and diplomas in many 
services are examples of this (OECD, 2003). Nonetheless, generally speaking, the Single 
Market has been achieved in respect of its general aims. To do that, has required the abolishing 
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of the physical, technical and tax barriers referred to in the White Paper on "Completing the 
Internal Market" (EC, 1985). 
The physical barriers, such as border controls, were one of the most visible obstacles to a free 
Europe. The Commission's objectives within this context were: 
- To simplify administrative checks and move them away from borders; 
- To eliminate all internal frontiers by 1992, for people, capital, services and goods; 
- To introduce mutually recognised health certificates for agriculture and trade, develop a 
common transport. . 
Indeed, throughout the EU millions of custom posts were removed, meaning the end of 
significant barriers to trade, labour and travel. As a result, Community citizens became able to 
travel freely through Europe with the use of a passport, or simply identity card, making it 
much simpler to travel within Europe. In addition, since the implementation of a common 
market in Europe, they can move around as they please, living and working where they choose. 
According to EU figures, over the first ten years since the borders came down within the EU, 
up to 15 million EU citizens have moved within the Union and about 5 million EU citizens 
live in another state (EC, 1995,2002b). Moreover, the passage of goods across borders has 
been facilitated and European businesses have a much larger domestic market. As a result, as 
demonstrated by the EU data, trade between the member states has expanded. Equally, the 
EU exports to third countries also have increased (EC, 2002b). 
With reference to financial services and the free movement of capital the aim of the EU has 
been to allow banks, building societies and insurance companies established in one member 
state to establish branches and sell services in all the others. Thus, foreign exchange controls 
on capital movements by individual companies have been abolished. 
In relation to the removal of technical barriers the general European aim has been to 
harmonise the `health and safety requirements' for all products and requirements, for example, 
to ensure that there is a mutual recognition of educational and professional qualifications 
gained in one of the member states. Especially, the Commission aims: 
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- To create a common market for services adopting common rules such as: deregulation of 
insurance, banking and other financial services, deregulation of all modes of transport, 
notably air travel, 
- To adopt community-wide standards for, among others, health and safety. 
Finally, regarding tax barriers, which represent one of the most difficult obstacles to a united 
market, the general aim of the EU is fiscal harmonisation among the European member 
countries. 
2.4.2.3. The Maastricht Treaty: Economic and Monetary Union. Its institutionalisation 
In 1992, under the Treaty of European Union, well known as the Maastricht Treaty, several 
EU responsibilities were expanded and the original economic aims of the EU were reinforced 
and enlarged. As Pelkmans (2001) argued that Treaty pointed out six reformulated and new 
economic aims: 
- Harmonious and balanced development of economic activities; 
- Sustainable and non-inflationary growth, respecting the environment; 
- High degree of convergence of economic performance; 
- High levels of employment and of social protection; 
- The raising of the standard of living and the quality of life; 
- Economic and social cohesion and solidarity among member states. 
Article 2 of Maastricht Treaty stated. 
`The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an economic and monetary union 
and by implementing the common politier (.. ). 't Treaty of EU, art. 2) 
This is done under three `pillars', which characterised the Treaty: 
Under the first `pillar' significant measures reinforcing the EU were taken: the 
institutionalisation of Economic and Monetary union, the increase of the European 
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Parliament's power in EU decision making; the adoption of concepts such as "Citizenship of 
the Union", increasing the diplomatic or consular protection in non EU countries for the 
European Citizen, including rights to vote and stand for election; and finally, the term EC was 
changed to EU, in an attempt to reinforce the social approach of EU, institutionalising in this 
way the term European Union' (EC, Treaty of EU). 
In addition, the creation of the other two new `pillars' - Foreign and Security Policy and 
Justice, Home Affairs and Immigration - represented a new step in the process of creating an 
ever closer union among the member states as noted by Cardoso et al. (2006). The Foreign and 
Security Policy includes joint actions on defence policy, including disarmament and control of 
armaments in Europe, non-proliferation and aspects related to security. The Justice, Home 
Affairs and Immigration pillar identifies areas of common interest such as asylum policy, 
crossing of the Community's external borders, immigration policy, combating drug addiction, 
combating fraud, judicial co-operation in civil and criminal matters, customs co-operation and 
police co-operation. 
Moreover, concerning the social aspects, the Treaty of Maastricht included a separate protocol 
enabling twelve of the EU member states to proceed with proposals on the Social Charter. The 
social part of the Treaty was subject to prolonged debate and due to the insistence of the 
United Kingdom was not included in the Treaty, but as a separate protocol of the Treaty. 
In order to provide the necessary background context to this research the following section 
reviews the background of EMU, outlining the importance of the Treaty of European Union 
within this context. 
2.4.2.3.1. Background on Economic and Monetary Union 
Closer economic and monetary cooperation between member states has been an objective of 
the Community for many years. In fact, although the Rome Treaty did not suggest monetary 
union, it contained several articles relevant to economic and monetary cooperation. For 
examples articles 104 and 105 required Member States to "pursue the economic policy needed to ensure 
the equilibrium of its overall balance of payments and to maintain confidence in its currency (... )'; "to 
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coordinate their economic policies". (Treaty of Rome, art. 104,105) Since then, the Community 
considered several proposals for Economic and Monetary Union. 
In 1969 there were the first attempts to achieve this. At that time, the implementation of EMU 
was discussed in the Hague. A high level group, chaired by Pierre Werner (then prime minister 
of Luxemburg) was asked to report on the implementation of EMU in the European 
Community. This report presented a plan to achieve EMU in three stages within an overall 
period of 10 years. The aim of this Report was the free movement of capital, economic policy 
coordination, permanent locking of exchanges rates or the replacement of the currencies of the 
EU members by a single currency. However, at that time, the EU members were divided over 
some aspects of the report's main recommendations. In addition, the floating of the U. S Dollar 
and the break-up of the Bretton Woods system (which had provided currency stability with the 
US dollar as the dominant monetary standard since the 1940s) affected exchange rate stability 
in Europe in 1971, pushing aside the Werner Report (Bordo, 1993). This new situation led six 
EU members to make joint efforts to create a system for managing the fluctuations of 
European currencies with regularly changing fixed bands, known as the `Snake in the Tunnel'. 
However, the oil crisis, energy recession, dollar weakness and further monetary crises in certain 
Member States contributed to the failure of this system within two years (Eichengreen, 2001). 
In March 1979, again with the purpose of creating a zone of monetary stability in Europe, the 
European Monetary System (EMS) was adopted. It provided a grid of bilateral rates (which 
were permitted to fluctuate only within a narrow band) and a system of credit and loan 
reserves. The EMS also introduced an artificial monetary unit, the European Currency Unit - 
ECU - as a weighted average of all EMS currencies. Membership of the EMS was voluntary. 
The Benelux states, Denmark, France, Germany and Italy were members from the start. After 
1990, the remaining European states became members. 
The creation of the EMS plus the common market programme approved in 1986 ensured the 
economic climate needed for taking decisive steps towards EMU towards the end of the 1980s. 
In fact, in June 1988 the European Council Meeting at Hanover gave new impetus to thinking 
on monetary union. The main arguments in favour were the costs of doing businesses in 
different currencies, the risk of exchange rate losses and the barriers to trade that they 
represent, and the excessive influence of the Bundesbank on European Monetary Policy. In 
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consequence, an expert group headed by Jacques Delors was established to prepare a 
programme for EMU implementation. The proposal of this working group, known as the 
`Delors Report' was presented in April 1988, and outlined a three-stage approach to full 
economic and monetary union (EC, 1989). 
"Stage 1(1990/1992) - All obstacles to the private use of the European Currency Unit (ECU), 
created in 1978 (replaced by the Euro in January 1999) to serve as a basis for determining 
exchange rate parities and a reserve asset and means of settlement in the European Monetary 
System, would be removed and co-ordination of economic and monetary policies 
strengthened. All Member states whose currencies were floating (such as Portugal) would bring 
them into the European Monetary System (EMS) exchange rate mechanism. 
Stage 2 (1993/1997) -A new federal type of monetary institution, the European System of 
Central Banks (ESCB), would be created and absorb the Community's existing co-ordinated 
national monetary policies to a common monetary policy for the Euro area. It would also 
conduct foreign exchange operations and hold and manager the official foreign reserves of the 
member states. (TEU, Article 116 (4) (3)) 
Stage 3 (1997/1999) - In the final stage, the Community currencies' exchange rate would be 
irrevocably fixed and the Euro would become a European currency only as book money in 
bank accounts, i. e., payments in Euros only would be able to be made by bank transfers, 
cheque, credit card and electronic fund transfer. 
Under the Maastricht Treaty, the timetable proposed in the Delors Report was revised and 
new institutions were proposed. Stage 2 would come into effect by 1" January 1994 with the 
establishment of the European Monetary Institute (replaced in 1998 by European System of 
Central Banks which defines and implements monetary policy and the management of foreign 
exchange operation) to co-ordinate monetary policies, monitor EMS and facilitate the use and 
development of the European currency (Eichengreen, 2001). 
The Treaty laid down strict criteria for participation in EMU. In this context, the member 
states of the EU should meet the following convergence criteria: (TEU, Article 121) 
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- Price stability, with rate of inflation no more than 1,5 per cent above the three best 
performing EU States; 
- Exchange rates, with the currency in normal EMS fluctuation margins for at least two years; 
- Government deficit not excessive, i. e., no more than three per cent of the GDP; 
- Public debt of no more than 60 per cent of the GDP and long-term interest rate less than 2 
points above the three best-performing EC States over previous years. 
The same Treaty set a deadline for irrevocable EMU with a single currency and fully 
independent central bank of 1 January 1999, for qualifying member states. In fact, at that date, 
the last stage of the Delors Report started, introducing in an economic sense monetary union 
even without the Euro notes and coins that were introduced into circulation in 2002. The Euro 
was introduced initially as the common currency of 11 Member States of the European Union: 
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg Netherlands, Portugal 
and Spain. Since January 1s`, 2001 Greece has become a member of EMU. Greece initially 
failed to qualify, and had been actively pursuing inclusion. Consequently, in June 2000, an 
official vote by EU leaders and the EU's financial ministers on Greek membership was taken 
in Portugal. Later on, Slovenia became the first, and so-far only, new member country of the 
European Union to adopt the Euro on 1 January 2007. The United Kingdom, Denmark, and 
Sweden voluntarily declined inclusion in 1999. However, Sweden did not fulfil the necessary 
condition for the adoption of the single currency, namely in respect of the exchange rate. The 
remaining countries are still not legally required to join the Euro zone (EC, 2007b). 
Thus, the participating countries in the EMU project have locked their national currencies 
together and shared the new currency. Moreover, the Single European Central Bank, which 
fiercely guards its independence, has taken control of all monetary policies of the states 
participating in EMU, implementing a single European monetary policy. In fact, the adoption 
of EMU implies a definitive transfer of monetary responsibilities from national to Community 
level within the participating countries. From this date onwards, there is only one set of 
policies for European Monetary Union member states, with certain instruments of economic 
and financial policy no longer available for national application. This also implies that the 
participating countries have lost their ability to adjust exchange rates for responding to 
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economic shocks. Meanwhile, the states participating in the Amsterdam Meeting, in June 1997, 
signed a "Stability and Growth Pact" that was intended to ensure that they would continue to 
maintain budget discipline and comply with the deficit criteria after joining the EMU. As a 
result, every year each of the member states belonging to the EMU has to meet their economic 
engagements. However, Portugal (n 2001), France and Germany (ui 2002 and 2003) have 
flouted the Pact's deficit rule. The Ecofin council decision of November 2003, even noted the 
existence of excessive deficits' in some Euro countries, but did not impose sanctions on these 
countries. As Begg and Schelkle (2004) stated this was widely interpreted as "the death-knell' 
for the SGP. Since then, the number of proposals to review the Pact has increased significantly 
and, in November 2004, the Stability Growth Pact was suspended, being reformed in March 
2005 and becoming more flexible. The main reasons for this suspension and revision related to 
the lack of credibility of the sanction mechanism and the fact that the Pact treated each 
country the same, despite very different ratios of government debt to GDP across the Euro 
area (De Haan and Jansen, 2004). 
2.4.2.3.2. The effects of EMU: Different viewpoints 
Since the first plans were announced for the establishment of a monetary union in Europe, its 
future has been a permanent source of forecasts and speculations. In particular, over the past 
few years the number of studies to evaluate the possible impact of EMU has been a constant 
in the literature. Cohen (1998), Molle (2001); Pelkmans (2001); Redwood, (2001) Dornbush, 
(2002); Mongelli (2002); El-Agraa (2004); Leblond (2004); Tavlas (2004) and Ratz and Hinek 
(2005) are some examples of the authors, who have recently discussed the main gains and 
losses resulting from monetary integration. 
Many of the articles surrounding EMU are concerned with the macroeconomic effects of the 
monetary union or the single currency. Some economists argued that EMU has effects on 
practically every area of economic policy-making in Europe (e. g. Barbosa et äl., 1999 and 
Issing, 2002). It influences the allocation of resources, the distribution of income, stability and 
growth as well as the formal and informal institutions of labour, product and financial markets 
within the Euro area. Several advantages have been commonly cited by these authors, for 
example that within EMU the prices of goods would become easily and directly comparable 
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from one country to another, the market would become larger, the elimination of exchange 
risk, reduced transaction costs and simplification could lead in some cases to a reduction in the 
prices and among others EMU would lead to more competitive market. Molle (2001), for 
instance, summarised the gains of an EMU under three headings: efficient common market; 
efficient monetary union and faster economic growth. 
However, a number of concerns have also been identified. Sceptics were unconvinced as to 
whether it is possible to establish the Euro as a stable currency and to successfully formulate a 
monetary policy for a diverse currency area. In particular, some observers considered the 
continuing existence of autonomous national fiscal policies as incompatible with a 
supranational monetary policy. 
In fact, there is a growing debate in the literature, composed essentially by two different views 
of the implications of EMU: the supporters and, on the other hand, the opponents or sceptics 
of EMU (see for example, DeGrauwe, 2005). The main views of both perspectives are 
presented below. 
The literature shows that the supporters of EMU essentially refer to the benefits of EMU as 
being the commitment to sound macroeconomic policies, which helps to create a new culture 
of economic stability in Europe. Furthermore, they argued that thanks to EMU, the kind of 
damaging intra European exchange rate tension that often characterised previous episodes of 
adjustment to external shocks has been avoided. With the Euro in place, they argued, the 
citizens of Euro area countries can look forward to the benefits of increased price 
transparency, more intense competition in the market and greater financial integration in 
Europe. 
According to Jonung (2002) the literature of the main critics of EMU could be grouped under 
four main interconnected headings: (1) the process for fiscal policy-maldng; (2) the process for 
monetary policy-making, (3) the Euro area as a non-optimal currency area, and (4) the 
legitimacy of EMU. In respect to the first group he called attention to the fact that the absence 
of a central co-ordination of fiscal policies within EMU, in combination with the Maastricht 
and SGP criteria for domestic debts and deficit, became one of the most regular sources of 
objection. In terms of monetary policy-maksg, he pointed out the several weaknesses of the 
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institutional framework mentioned in the literature, such as a lack of a central authority to 
supervise the financial systems of the Euro area, a division of monetary power between the 
ECB and the Council of Finance Ministers of the European Union. According to him this may 
undermine the credibility of the ECB. Regarding the Euro area as a non-optimal currency area 
Jonung (2002), citing authors such as Eichengreen, and using economic integration theories, 
argued that a sizeable body of empirical work reaches the conclusion that the efficiency gains 
from lower transactions costs and increased trade through the use of one single currency will 
not outweigh the costs of surrendering control over national monetary policies. Finally, in 
terms of the pölitical legitimag of EMU, the author grouped those authors who argue that EMU is 
lacking political legitimacy and acceptance, saying that by tradition Europeans look upon their 
countries as their fundamental political entity and the supra national and pan European 
character of the Euro still faces doubts among Europeans. 
2.4.2.3.3. EMU: eight years on 
For eight years, up until now, EMU has remained a constant source of debate. In 2000, Pedro 
Solbes, EU commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs declared that `the Euro is 
contributing to greater economic and financial integration in Europe and will provide the foundations forgrowth 
and stability over the medium term" (Solbes, 2000). Authors such as Quadan (2001) have also 
mentioned that since Monetary Union' on 1" of January 1999, economic activity in the Euro 
area has accelerated significantly, adding that over the first two years EMU made an important 
contribution towards growth rates. Among many of the supporters of EMU, there is the view 
that EMU has helped the Euro zone to protect the European economy from external shocks, 
such as the ongoing slowdown in world trade and has contributed to a stable macroeconomic 
environment in the Euro zone. In addition, according to the supporters of EMU, the Euro 
over recent years has established itself as an important currency in the early years of EMU 
(Quadan, 2001). In 2004, Robert Mundell, the Nobel-prize winning economist in 1999, said 
that the preservation of the Euro has become of vital interest for all the economies in the zone 
(Mundell, EUobserver, 5/2/2004). In the same year, jean Claude Trichet, President of the 
Central Bank, said that the `Euro became a firm and credible currenc and the Euro area has 
witnessed a period of low rates of inflation and low levels of long-term interest rates, 
reinforcing the idea of the successful of EMU (Trichet, 2004). He added that The institutional 
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framework for monetary policy in the Euro area has helped the ECB to keep inflation low and stable' and he 
recognised that policymakers still have to undertake important efforts to fully realise the advantages of a 
stable common currency , namely in terms of structural reforms in capital, labour and product 
markets. Moreover, in the view of the President of Central Bank `EMU has been highly successful 
in furthering macroeconomic stability in Europe t According to Trichet, there have been developments 
in terms of structural reforms since the introduction of EMU, but some barriers continue to 
exist Therefore, he argued that structural reforms in capital should aim to allow for a more 
effective allocation of savings towards the investments opportunities, that structural reforms in 
goods markets should promote the entry of new players, that structural reforms in labour 
markets should aim to reduce non-wage labour costs and labour mismatch and to improve the 
flexibility of labour contracts and wage-setting to enhance employment growth in a lasting 
manner (Trichet, 2004). Even given the need for these reforms, the general overview of the 
president of the Central Bank was that EMU is a success. 
Nonetheless, the literature also showed that EMU in these early years has been regularly and 
often vehemently criticised. In addition, the latest economic figures showed that some of the 
Euro economies, such as the Portuguese, are facing domestic unrest and tensions due to 
sharply rising unemployment and recession (EC, 2004a, 2006). The sceptics of the EMU 
scheme have seen these figures as an indicator that EMU is not worldng. According to 
Schwartz (2004), at the end of 2003 a `monetary disunion, rather than union' was the situation. A 
study carried out by PricewaterhouseCoopers cited in a Portuguese newspaper, Vida Econdmica, 
added that up to 2003 the potential positive effects on the Euro area were not visible yet (Vida 
Econömica, March 2003). Moreover, with two of the Euro zone's leading economies, France 
and Germany breaking, for two consecutive years, the euro-zone stability pact rules on fiscal 
discipline, the stability pact, which underpins the EMU, has been severely criticised and several 
proposals have been put forward for reforming the SGP and indeed the Commission has itself 
advanced proposals (Bud et al., 2003; Calmfors and Corsetti, 2003, DeGrauwe, 2005). 
For instance, Romano Prodi, former president of the European Commission, said that the 
SGP was a `Stupid Pact' and was too rigid (Parker, FT 2002; Castle, 2002). In 2001, as already 
mentioned Portugal was the first country to breach the stability rules. At that time Portugal ran 
a 4.1 percent deficit, which was brought down to 2.7 percent in 2002 and 2003, mainly by 
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selling off public properties or government cuts. This was also explored in the literature, 
especially, in the international press. Meanwhile, as mentioned the Pact was revised in March 
2005, allowing prolonged periods of sluggish growth to qualify as an "exceptional 
circumstance" where deficits of more than 3 percent were allowed. 
An article published in The Daily Telegraph on June 09,2003, stated that since the early days of 
the Euro Portugal's economy has stagnated, its rate of inflation has become worryingly high, 
its trade accounts have deteriorated and the available policy tools that they can use to tackle 
their problems decreased. The article suggested that when Portugal announced its intention to 
join EMU, and with the exchange risk removed, the Portuguese Banks borrowed heavily in 
Deutschmarks and Francs at lower rates than they could fund domestically. The article 
explained that these loans were then converted into the domestic currency and used to fund a 
lending boom within Portugal. As a consequence, there was a surge in borrowing by 
enterprises and consumer spending increased significantly and in an excessive way. According 
to this article, the credit boom in Portugal has ended and the economy has slowed and the 
country does not have money to repay all of its actual debts. This idea was reinforced by 
Golding (2002) who said that `Portugal is under immense pressure by the European Commission to cut 
government .. pending wholesale', 
damaging consumer confidence and representing a slow economic 
growth. In addition, he wrote that `in Portugal most of the commercial Banks are unable to lend at all' 
As a consequence small enterprises are going to bankrupt, which has a negative effect of the 
employment. 
In May 2003, the Portuguese newspaper - Jornal de Negöcios - cited figures from the Portuguese 
National Bank, mentioning that in 2002 the Portuguese consumers' debts were 103 percent of 
their incomes (against 35% in 1995) (Jornal de Negddos Online, May 21,2003). These ideas have 
been reinforced by a significant number of articles. (See for example, Hunt (2003) in Telegraph; 
The Scotsman 20/01/2003 and The Sunday Times, 12/01/2002). In 2004, an article published 
in a different Portuguese newspaper, Diario de Notidas, noted that in 2003 Portugal's GDP 
growth plummeted 1.3 percent, hitting Portugal with Europe's worst recession while austerity 
measures were being enforced to comply with the three per cent budget deficit limit laid out n 
the EU Growth and Stability Pact (Cabral and Rebelo, in Diario de Noticias, October 23,2004). 
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Other arguments are that EMU has been less than successful, because the EU states that were 
unconvinced five years ago remain so and also that after the introduction of the Euro notes 
and coins prices in the Euro zone increased significantly. The News, Portugal's weekend 
newspaper, after carrying out its own survey amongst shop owners on the effect the 
introduction of the Euro has had on prices in Portugal, concluded that the retailers questioned 
said that they had been forced to increase the prices of many of their products, because 
suppliers were charging more. According to the same source, in the food sector, in some 
cases, prices had risen by between 14 and 16 percent and the British tourists were the people 
who complained most about the prices (The News, 8/6/2002). A representative of the 
Portuguese Consumer Association (DECO) cited by the Expresso on 5 October 2002, also 
recognised inflation in Portugal since the implementation of the Euro, but considered that the 
increase of the prices in Portugal was lower, when compared with countries such as Italy and 
France. The prices offered by hotels, cafes and restaurants are the highest of the 
products/services that increased. 
Finally, there are also those that, although they supported EMU, have later revealed some signs 
of scepticism and vice versa. A good example of this is the case of Jacques Delors, who was 
responsible for the first steps towards EMU but in an interview with the Times he admitted 
that Britain was justified in opting out of the single currency, citing the lack of fiscal 
coordination between countries in the Euro zone (Times, 17/01/04). 
2.4.3. Review of the principal issues brought about by EMU for the Portuguese 
economy 
As previously mentioned it is widely recognised in the literature that EMU has several 
consequences for the participating countries. In addition, the literature suggested that the 
dynamic forces (PEST forces) that emanate from the external environment were being 
influenced by EMU, representing several potential sources of change within enterprises, even 
if not all organisations are influenced equally by the external business environment. From a 
survey of the literature related to the impacts of EMU on enterprises, the following forces 
were identified. Each issue is further discussed and is clustered into the four headings of a 
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PFSF analysis: political, economic, social and technological. They are visualised in next figure 
2.1 
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2.4.3.1. Political and legal forces 
The survey of the literature focusing on political and legal implications, brought about by 
1: MU, leads to three main outcomes: 
- Several authors comment on the supra-national and pan-Furopcan character of 
1 J\II J, 
mentioning an increase of EU power and a reduction of naüonal intervention following 
the introduction of EMU (e. g. Weber, 1998 and Raffling, 199$). 
- There are some authors, who believe that 1': NIL' was the most relevant factor in developing 
a relevant political role for Europe (e. g.; "Torres, 1998; Issing, 2001 and lluisenberg, 2002). 
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- There was a consensus and evidence that EMU implied additional national and EU 
legislation. (Weber, 1998) 
Concerning the first finding, the main explanation found was related to the fact that the 
authors believed that the transfer of monetary responsibilities to the EU level limited the 
potential for national intervention. Authors such as Weber (1998), Jonung (2002) and Micco et 
al. (2003), among an extensive list, explained that this implied that the possibility no longer 
exists of setting monetary conditions according to national requirements. As a result, there was 
a loss of an economic instrument (monetary policy) as a national stabilization tool. This aspect 
was one of the most commonly identified costs in the literature. A large number of authors 
and professional commentators looked on EMU as a potential threat to national independence 
and policies. 
In terms of how EMU may contribute to increasing the political role of Europe, there are 
authors such as Torres (1998) and Duisenberg (2002) who believed that the Euro represents a 
symbol of stability and unity, which has implications for the position of Europe around the 
World. Furthermore, a study published in 2000 (Luna-Arocas, et al., 2001) showed that the 
desire to be a European citizen was expressed by the Euro. This study concluded that the 
support that citizens gave to the single currency comes more from the European identity than 
from the economic expectations or knowledge from the immediate consequences (see also 
Meier-Pesti and Kircheler, 2003). On the other hand, several authors argue that EMU and the 
institutions surrounding EMU (ECB, the Euro and SGP) lack political legitimacy and 
acceptance, which may threaten the political and monetary unification of Europe Qonung, 
2002). 
Regarding legal issues, Lepecq (1999) drew attention to the legislation that was adopted at the 
EU level and that is taking priority over national law. These cover issues such as, contractual 
issues (e. g. the principle of continuity of contracts) or conversion issues (e. g. participating 
national currencies were replaced by the Euro and became themselves non-decimal sub-units 
of the single currency). 
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A general review of official publications, such as Official Journal of the EU or `Didrio da 
Republica' of the Portuguese Government showed that there is an extensive list of European 
regulations (e. g. Council Regulation (EC) No 1103/97 of 17 June 1997 on certain provisions 
relating to the introduction of the Euro and Council Regulation (EC) No 974/98 of 3 May 
1998 on the introduction of the Euro) and Portuguese legislation related to the introduction of 
EMU and its implementation (e. g. Decreto-Lei n°132/2001, of 24 April 2001 on the obligation 
of dual affixation of prices after 1 October 2001, among Portuguese small, medium and large 
enterprises. For a compilation of this legislation, see Maduro, Pinto e Seabra, 2000). 
2.4.3.2. Economic forces 
At an economic level, a consensus is growing as to the implications of the Euro on the 
principal economic indicators, which in turn may represent an emerging macroeconomic 
regime. This is essentially supported by the fact that the conditions of the convergence criteria 
required by the Maastricht Treaty, under which the Euro was established, has limited inflation, 
public deficit, exchange rates and interest rates of all EMU member states, which was 
reinforced by the SGP signed in 1999 by participating countries. In this context, most authors 
agreed that the predominant economic issues resulting from the introduction of EM(J were: (i) 
Irrevocable exchange rates; (ii) control of inflation performance to achieve price stability; (1) 
level of interest rates and (v) public deficit performance. 
i) Irrevocable exchange rates 
Given that the transition of the EU to a single European currency required irrevocable 
exchanges rates for member currencies since 1999, it was widely assumed in the literature that 
the Euro participating economies would become less exposed to markets forces (such as trade 
imbalance, economy policy, speculation, exogenous issues (e. g. economic crisis) and policy 
options). Moreover, several authors were expecting that the enterprises of the Euro zone 
would no longer have to incur the expense of hedging to protect against sudden ups and 
downs in a country's currency (e. g. Young, 1998; Harris, 2001; Kenen, 2003). This is 
particularly relevant, since about half of the trade of the Euro-area Member states is within the 
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area (Barr et al., 2003 and EC, 2006). Micco et al., (2003) and Rose (2004) have presented 
studies, which confirm an increase of intra-trade after the launch of the Euro (see also, 
Baldwin and Taglioni, 2004 and Baldwin, Skudelny and Taglioni, 2005). This view is not shared 
by all authors. For example Frankel (2006) considers that the association between monetary 
unification and trade deepening might arise because of other factors, such as colonial history, 
remaining political links or accidents of history. 
In addition, it was recognised that within a context of fixed exchanged rates it would be 
possible to observe the end of exchange rate commissions within the Euro zone. In this 
connection, some authors, such as Harris (2001), added that profit margins would not be 
influenced anymore by unexpected exchange rate changes nor would businesses suddenly find 
themselves incurring extra costs from purchasing foreign currency to make payments. 
According to them, the fixed exchange rates would also mean that there would be no need to 
undertake forward contracts to hedge against possible exchange losses. Therefore, within a 
context of a fixed, exchange rate it is widely assumed that potential additional cost/risks would 
finish, which in turn would reduce transaction costs, representing a likely profit to businesses 
(Weiner and Chitty, 1999). As a result of these effects; several authors also expected an 
increase of the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) within the Euro area. A study published by 
the EU in 2005 confirmed that recent evidence on FDI flows suggests that the single currency 
has raised the attractiveness of the Euro area as a destination for foreign investment. 
Nonetheless, the study added that it is difficult to isolate a pure EMU effect from other more 
global effects (EC, 2006). 
On the other hand, several authors offered a different view of the consequences of fixed 
exchange rates. For example, Brooks and Weatherston (2000) mentioned that a fixed exchange 
rate under a single monetary policy also meant for member countries the loss of the ability to 
set their own competitive exchange rate, which in turn has repercussions on businesses 
competitiveness. Opponents of EMU have argued that it would lack appropriate adjustments 
tools to deal with demand shocks. Furthermore, in this vein, there are some authors, who 
predicted that the exchange rate mechanism would fail and the single currency will collapse 
within the next few years. An example of these authors is Walters (Daily Mail, 27/05/2002), 
who pointed to different growth and inflation between member states, high level of 
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unemployment and the budgetary problems as the main potential reasons for a possible 
collapse of the single currency. 
ii) Control ofinllation performance 
From an economic standpoint, inflation may be defined as a persistent increase in prices over 
time and the fall in the purchasing value of money. Brooks and Weatherston (2000) said that 
the causes of inflation could be due to a number of factors. These factors included: excess 
demand in the product market, increased costs of labour, that are not linked to increased 
labour productivity; increased costs of raw materials, and a deterioration in exchange rates, 
which tends to cause import prices to rise. 
Worthington and Britton (2003), and economists in general, emphasised that the implications 
of rising costs for businesses may be felt in several ways, such as loss of sales, reductions in 
investment and work forces or encouraging employees to seek higher wages in order to 
maintain or increase their living standards. 
The literature on the implications of EMU suggests that monetary policy in the EU had, as one 
of its main objectives, the control of inflation to achieve price stability (Art. 105 of the Treaty 
of EU). In fact, the move towards EMU had implications for changes in inflation 
performance. Johnson and Turner (2006), for example, suggested that the expected ability of 
EMU to deliver and sustain price stability would create a more stable business environment in 
Europe. This is particularly important, bearing in mind that, as reported by Fischer (1993), 
high inflation is negatively associated with economic growth, through a reduction of the 
increase of productivity and investment. Emerson et al. (1998) and Gomme (1991) presented 
similar conclusions. 
On the other hand, several authors (e. g. O'Boyle, 1997 and Rosenfeld and Wilson, 1999) 
argued that the existence of a single currency within the Euro zone could affect price stability. 
Prior to the launch of the Euro and even later, several authors expected that following the 
introduction of the Euro as the single currency it would become possible to easily compare 
prices in the Euro area, increasing businesses competition, investment and trade. For instance, 
O'Boyle (1997) explained that there would be a downward pressure on the price of identical 
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products sold, towards the cheapest level on offer, in different countries. This argument was 
also supported by Rosenfeld and Wilson (1999), who suggested that within a single currency 
context it would be possible to observe a rapid harmonisation in prices and an almost equally 
rapid shift in production to the lowest-cost production centres. They argued that transparency 
would be even faster and deeper than in other industries. The European Association of Travel 
Agencies and the British Tour Operator First Choice also shared this view, when pointing out 
price stability as one of the most important impacts of the Euro. Both organisations 
corroborated the fact that the adoption of the Euro implied a rigorous price policy based on 
monetary stability (Financial Times, 1998). 
In the view of Gasiorek et al. (2004), the impact of higher price transparency would mainly be 
perceived by consumers, because large enterprises already had good information on price 
levels in the different markets. Their study, using a CGE model, concluded that EMU should " 
lead to increased output and lower mark-ups in the majority of the manufacturing sectors. This 
confirmed some previous expectations that greater competition and price transparency should 
lead to lower prices and more efficient markets. On these conclusions, the French finance 
minister in 2001, cited by the FT (05/09/2001), said that for the tourism sector the aspect of 
price transparency was a key issue. Salomon (2003) underlined that increased transparency 
within the Euro area strengthens competition. 
The literature also contains other authors who suggested that the Euro represented a force 
towards a likely increase of prices to face transition costs. The editorial of the Financial Times 
published on September 5 2001 stated that two-thirds of the public was expecting that 
companies would exploit the introduction of the Euro notes and coins to raise prices and 
accused some companies of using the Euro as a pretext for raising prices. Nonetheless, the 
majority of studies on the implications of EMU believed that increasing competitiveness and 
price transparency would mean a decrease of prices in the medium and long term (e. g. 
Mussweiler and Strack, 2004). 
A study published by the European Commission (2005) claimed that the changeover to the 
Euro was not, one of the main factors driving inflation in 2002. The Commission argued that, 
based on data from EUROSTAT, the changeover to the Euro contributed only between 0.1 
and 0.5 percent and the increase of the prices in that year was due a combination of different 
factors, such as bad weather, rises in energy prices and so on. The same study stated that, by 
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assessing price performance in EMU countries within the first five years, it is possible to 
conclude that in general the Euro area has benefited from a period of low inflation over the 
past several years (below 2% since the launch of EMU), even if, in many member states, the 
public perception has been one of much higher price increases. 
iv) Interest rates 
There were several expectations that the low level of interest rates in EMU would enable 
cheaper investment to take place in the Euro zone. Bieger and Laesser (1999), in their study 
about the implications of the Euro for Swiss tourism, pointed out the fact that the cost of 
capital would become lower as a consequence of the risk premium on loans being lowered. 
Socher (1999) explained the interest rates would decrease within a single currency market as a 
result of an increase of competition between banks in the Euro area, adding that since the 
liberalisation of capital movements in 1992 there had already been almost perfect competition. 
Artus and Kaabi (1997) cited in a study by WTO (WTO, 1998a) estimated that the 
introduction of the Euro, as a result of factors such as increasing competitive pressures and the 
Maastricht requirements, would imply a convergence of interest rates in the short term towards 
levelling out at around 3-4 percent. Hämäläinen (1999), in a speech given on July 2 in which 
she analysed the first six months of European Economic and Monetary Union, concluded that 
in an environment with credible expectations of low inflation, interest rates remain low and 
stable, investments would be higher. 
Meanwhile, the empirical evidence has shown that since the ECB started cutting interest rates, 
and from summer 2003 to August 2006, the key official interest rate was kept at 2.0 percent. 
Since then, onwards the ECB has raised its key interest rate to 3.75 percent (EC, 2007b). 
iv) Public deficit performance 
Economists have suggested that the occurrence of deficits is prejudicial to economic growth. 
The main theoretical argument for this is that a sequence of deficits will mean an accumulation 
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of public deficit and an increase of long-term interest rates. This, in turn, would imply a 
decrease in investment and, consequently, less capital accumulation (Barbosa" et al., 1999). 
Conversely, a reduction in public deficit has been associated with the economic growth of 
economies, corresponding to an upturn in the business cycle. In relation to this, as already 
mentioned, EMU has created several rules in order to control government expenditure and to 
permit member countries more flexibility in their budgetary policies, increasing their ability to 
face economic shocks. In reality, one of the Maastricht convergence criteria, supplemented by the 
SGP, requires single currency members not to allow their budget deficit to exceed more than 3 
per cent of GDP. Therefore, at the start of EMU, visible reductions in the public deficits of 
the Euro participating countries were widely expected. Nonetheless, there was a concern 
among some authors that the deficit requirements would not be appropriate for all Member 
states (e. g. Gros, 2005) and, as discussed in the previous section, several criticisms were made 
of the SGP rules. 
In looking at the recent history of the EMU it is evident that there are some countries in the 
Euro zone, such as Portugal, that currently have a public deficit much higher than was 
expected. For example, in Portugal, for 2005, the deficit was very high, peaking above 6 per 
cent of GDP (Banco de Portugal, 2006). 
Further effects of the introduction of the Euro at the macroeconomic level are worth outlining 
in accordance with the following key external factors: The value of the Euro and Fiscal 
convergence. 
Value of the Euro 
It is widely assumed that the value of a currency, as a key external force, may have effects upon 
businesses in any one of three ways: investment, competitiveness and operational issues. When 
the currency is strong, enterprises tend to make purchases from foreign sources, and enter into 
strategic alliances with firms in other countries. Conversely, when the currency is relatively 
weak, less financial incentive exists for companies to purchase from foreign sources. 
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In this context several authors have debated the role that the Euro plays in the international 
economy. In general, there was a consensus about the international role of the Euro. However, 
the opinions were mixed in terms of the potential effects. Some commentators argued that as a 
result of EMU, member countries with a single currency would witness the emergence of the 
Euro as a relevant international currency and a reserve unit, due the unified capital market and 
the reputation for stability of the Euro (e. g. Johnson and Turner, 2000; Begg and Schelkle, 
2004). These views confirmed the main conditions pointed out by Beckers (cited by Bieger and 
Laesser, 1999, pp. 3-4) that for the currency to play an international role: 
'Me Euro nvuld be a strong curnn y if it stands as a npersentative for an important economic region, it ufert to an area with 
considerable economic autonomy, it is accept as an international invoicing curnncy, and it it accepted as an international 
investment and reserve cumney' 
Keller (1998) expected that a strong currency zone would no longer enable countries in the EU 
to compete by price, which in tam would imply new challenges for enterprises, namely the 
need for innovative products of high quality and reasonable prices. 
Nonetheless, the potential strength of the Euro has led to some concerns about the possible 
effect on the Euro area economic recovery (EC, 2005a). For some authors a strong currency 
could represent a lack of competitiveness and additional difficulties to export. 
Meanwhile, a review of the evolution of the exchange rate of the Euro against other currencies 
demonstrates that after its launch the Euro underwent a strong depreciation against the Dollar. 
This confirmed the expectations of Barbosa et al. (1999) who expected that events external to 
the Euro zone could influence the value of the Euro (e. g. the terrorist's attack on America in 
September 11,2001 has affected the Euro evolution as a result of its implications in world 
economy). 
From the viewpoint of Barber and Guerrera (FT, 01/03/2002) the weaknesses of the 
European single currency in the early years of the Euro affected consumer confidence within 
the Euro area. Nonetheless, nowadays the Euro is internationally recognised and used as a 
parallel currency in many countries, mainly in central Europe. According to the IMF figures, 
the Euro area account for about 16 per cent of global output and almost one fifth of the 
international trade (EC, 2005b). 
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Fiscal convergence 
Some commentators, such as Rosenfeld and Wilson (1999) took the view that the l ; uro vVOuld 
affect indirect taxation, mainly VAT. They believed that it would be possible to witness a 
convergence in VAT as consequence of price transparency. This viewpoint was shared by 
other authors such as Torres (1998), who had expected that monetary integration would 
highlight the diversity of fiscal regimes in the different countries of Furope and increasing 
competitiveness, which would lead to convergence of these approaches. 
Nevertheless, a review of the literature, demonstrated that there %vas no consensus about the 
direct effects of the Euro on fiscal policies while the empirical evidence suggested that fiscal 
convergence has been disappointing over the six years of ENTE'. 'File example of Portugal 
shows that VAT convergence has not happened yet. Contrary to some expectations, VAT in 
Portugal has increased over the last few years (1700 to IT (i in 2002) and recently (19"o to 21o/ 
in 2005). The main reason given by the Portuguese government was for Portugal to fulfil its 
commitments to the SGP by reducing the Public deficit. 
As a conclusion to the above mentioned effects, figure 2.2 summarises the most significant 
economic ctfects of the adoption of 1 : ML, rc%-ie-\x-ed in the literature. 
Figure 2.2. Summary of major expected macroeconomic effects due the adoption of EMU 
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Apart from these studies, there were some authors, who predicted minimal economic impacts. 
The study of Socher (1999) dedicated to the effects of the Euro on the tourism sector was an 
example of this. Socher (1999) suggested a different perspective of the net economic impacts 
of the Euro. He predicted that they would be much smaller than most studies were expecting. 
On the basis of his forecast, Socher pointed to a new development, saying that, even without 
the Euro, it could be expect economic benefits for external business environment. The author, 
using the five arguments most commonly advanced within literature as representing the biggest 
impacts of the Euro, explained that. 
- There would have been savings in transaction costs even without the Euro-cash, because 
there are no exchange risks any more and the differences between ask and bid rates are 
abolished. Moreover, he argued that there were visible trends towards lower transaction 
costs of international payments and to the development of the use of cash-cards, which by 
itself do not imply exchange costs in the foreign currency; 
- Tourism prices would only be marginally equalized, because the regional differences of the 
cost factors, land and labour costs would remain, only capital costs and some input prices 
will become more equal; 
- The savings of hedging costs were quite low, because in tourism there was not much 
hedging against risks, with the exception of large tour operators; 
- When the consequences of exchange rate changes on tourism were calculated, one should 
take the real and not the nominal rates, which usually were not mentioned in the most of 
studies, 
- The lower interest rate essentially resulted from the stronger competition of the banks, the 
liberalisation of capital within a single market and the national policies. 
2.4.3.3. Social and cultural factors 
In terms of social and cultural factors, the three main implications that are pointed out in the 
literature are as follows. 
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First, increasing flows of people with leisure and professional purposes within the Euro area 
were expected. In fact, in the view of some researchers, the use of a single currency meant an 
increasing flux of people within the Euro zone. Shackleford (1998) and Lepecq (1999) argued 
that it was easier to move around frontiers either in travel or work when there was no need to 
change currencies at each border. 
Second, prior to the launch of EMU, the literature suggested that it would be possible to 
observe a change in different people's attitudes towards the implementation of EMU and this 
should be considered by enterprises. The Economist, in April 1998, stated that Europe's people 
were against the Euro. They feared a loss of sovereignty and a referendum regarding EMU in 
the countries participating would show that there is a marked lack of popular enthusiasm for 
the Euro in Europe. Therefore, the Euro could cause social tensions. Nevertheless, this was 
not the most common perspective presented in literature. Several authors argued that even if it 
was possible to observe some people's fear, this did not mean that they were against it, but 
perhaps apprehensive about the introduction of the Euro. Richards, in a speech given at the 
Conference hosted by EC/DG XXIII on the impact of the Euro on the tourism sector, 
forecasted that some tourist would be worried about the Euro, adding that this would happen 
only during the changeover period (Richards, 1998). 
A study conducted by the European Commission after the launch of the Euro, in the Euro 
zone, revealed that in the spring and autumn of 2000, the Euro enjoyed the lowest public 
support (62%), while the highest result (75%) was reached after the introduction of the single 
currency (EC, 2005a). The same study added that in November 2003, on average, 89 percent 
of Euro-area respondents believed that prices had been converted to the injury of consumers. 
According to these respondents, the service sector (cafes, restaurants and hairdressers) were 
the most affected. 
Third, relating to the cultural effects of EMU, Peter Shackleford (1998), Director for Europe 
for the WTO said Europe would also use the Euro as a tool to sell all of Europe as one 
cultural destination. While, Bieger and Laesser (1999) added that only differences in languages 
would, in the long run, remain as key national distinction marks. Therefore, Europe would 
more and more be looked at as one product and this would have implications for the 
marketing of businesses. 
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2.4.3.4. Technological Factors 
About the technological factors the literature revealed a consensus among the authors. The 
existing literature argued that the Euro implied new technology, covering for example new 
software and hardware, which in turn, had implications in the operational business 
environment. Nonetheless, for some authors, the changes required by the single currency on 
IT were more than changing programmes or computers, it also represented an opportunity to 
upgrade IT infrastructures and to do business through Europe (Pike and Barlow, 1998). 
To sum up, from the above it seems dear that several authors recognised the effects of EMU 
upon macroeconomic, political, social and technological forces even if, occasionally, they had 
different perceptions of the outcomes of EMU. This confirmed that the context in which 
enterprises operate is changing. Therefore, given that national environment and national 
competitiveness are two inter-linked concepts suggests that the competitiveness of Portugal is 
also likely to have been affected in this way. 
2.5. ISSUES OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION FOR TOURISM SECTOR 
Due to the multidimensional characteristics of tourism, the sector is highly influenced by the 
new demands derived from the widening, deepening and enlargement of European integration. 
The policies adopted by the regional areas and the implementation of the more advanced 
degrees of integration, with its resulting consequences, are decisive factors in the development 
of the tourism sector in member countries. According to official figures provided by the 
European Commission, there is a particular economic importance of tourism for future 
growth and employment in the European Union. It is estimated that tourism directly employs 
about 8 million people in the European Union (representing roughly 5% of total employment 
and of GDP, and 30% of total external trade in services). Together with employment and 
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GDP indicated in other sectors, such as transport or distributive trade, these figures rise up 20 
million jobs and to roughly 12% of GDP (EC, 2005b). 
An "action plan in favour of tourism" was created by EU in 1990s and the goals for this area 
were originally defined in 1986 and have been reinforced since then such as by the Maastricht 
Treaty (EC, European Union Treaty). Pompl and Lavery (1993) synthesised those objectives: 
" Facilitating tourism in the European Union; 
" Improving the geographical and seasonal distribution of tourism; 
" Better use of financial aid; 
" Better information and protection for tourists; 
" Improvement of working conditions; and improved knowledge of the tourism sector 
" Increased co-operation among member countries. 
The Cecchini Report (Cecchini, 1988) estimated that by the end of 1992 the Common Market 
would affect at a macroeconomic level the development of the tourism industry in Europe. 
This, he argued would be due to a number of factors. For example, Europe's income is higher 
than comparable incomes in other regions of the world, and the geography of Europe, means 
that distances between countries are relatively small. Europeans are highly mobile with a higher 
than average level of car ownership, whilst transport infrastructures are of a good quality. 
Moreover, he also estimated that the tourism sector would benefit from the Common Market, 
since it would be providing approximately 200 billion ECU (European Currency Unit) in cost 
savings to firms in general, and in the medium term the creation of over 2 million additional 
jobs as real economic growth would be boosted by between 3 and 7 percent. These figures 
were based on the premise that much of the improved economic performance would come 
about through the removal of barriers, which directly restrict intra-community trade. Cecchini 
considered that this improvement, resulting from the effects of the creation of an internal 
market, would make significant cost savings through the exploitation the increased economies 
of scale, which also would benefit tourism sector. 
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At the same time, several direct measures affecting tourism have been developed. The 
measures, which affect the tourist as a person living and travelling within a geographical space 
without physical, technical or fiscal barriers, are the best example. As confirmed by Pomp! and 
Lavery (1993), the European tourist is now protected by specific consumer legislation on 
health and safety and on a range of economic and legal aspects. 
In addition, other European Union measures affecting tourism can be reviewed to assess their 
impact on tourism. These include all measures linked to the economic and social environment, 
which aim to provide common structures for economic and social activities, such as tourism, 
to develop within the Union (see Youell (1998) for more details). Regarding the internal 
factors, it is possible to distinguish measures such as the completion of the common market in 
1993, economic and social cohesion, regional and social policies, trans-European networks, 
transport, research and development, competition and enterprise policy, information and 
telecommunication technologies, employment and the field of education, and finally training 
and youth (EC, 1999). Measures in the field of culture and environment could also be 
considered. In respect to external factors, specific measures and actions aiming to promote 
cross-border co-operation were adopted (Pompl and Lavery, 1993). 
In addition, the most recent advance in European integration - the development of European 
Monetary Union and its currency - has been considered by the EU itself and several authors as 
one of the most important contributions to the development of the tourism sector in Europe, 
by providing competitive advantages and a stable macroeconomic environment. Torres (1998), 
Ratz and Puczkö (1999) Ratz and Hinek (2005), among several other authors, referred to some 
of the factors brought about by European Monetary Union, such as the end of currency 
conversion costs and exchange risks, the simplification of the financial transactions, an 
increased transparency and increased competition, that most probably would stimulate the 
mobility of people, goods and capital within EMU, serving as an incentive to tourism 
development. About the role of the Euro for tourism, the EU (EC, 2005c) mentioned that 
"Since the tourism sector is largely characterised by cross-boarder activities, it benefits greatly from the single crnnn y. As 
for the tourism of EU citi1ens, theme out of jour remain within the EU. The expenditure of EU tourists travelling in the 
EU amounted to EUR 115 billion in the year 2000 (excluding domestic tourism expenditure). A large number of 
Europeans are therefore likely to have important experience with the Eum during their holidays. The single currenrygreatly 
reduces costs arising from exchange commission in inter-European tourism and travelling from non-EU countries is easier 
now with only one curreng needed to visit countries in the Eurn area" 
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Nonetheless, apart from different views or studies carried out before the implementation of 
EMU or during the changeover period, there is a lack of literature on the effects of EMU upon 
the business environment, as next chapter will confirm. 
2.6. CONCLUSION 
The European integration process, which has now organised itself as the European Union, 
started on January 1,1958, when the Treaty of Rome came into force. Its general aims were to 
promote European unity, to improve living and working conditions for citizens and to 
preserve peace and freedom. Its economic objectives were to foster economic development 
and to reduce economic disparities between regions (EC, ECC Treaty). For that, the original 
six members agreed to the creation of a custom union and proposed to integrate, over a 12 
year transition period, the members' economic resources into a common market in which 
services, goods, labour and capital could move freely. Since then, many steps towards 
economic integration have been taken. In fact, the customs duties on industrial goods were 
established completely on July 1,1968 and common policies, most notably a common 
agriculture policy and a commercial policy were introduced during the early years of the 
European Union, at this time named the European Economic Community. Three decades 
after the Treaty of Rome, a new Treaty to deepen the Community was signed between the 
member countries'. This Treaty, known as the Single European Act, decided that common 
market should be completed by January 1993. Indeed, it came into effect on that date. In 1992, 
a new step towards economic integration was made by the Maastricht Treaty that provided for 
the introduction of a Single Currency by 1999, and involved the creation of a European 
Central Bank. Since then, Europe has witnessed a deepening and consolidating economic 
integration process and currently from the twenty-seven members of EU, thirteen already use 
the single currency and a single monetary policy defined by the Central Bank (fifteen after 
2008, since Cyprus and Malta will also adopt the Euro). 
All of these steps have resulted in the EU being perceived as a significant example of regional 
integration and this, together with the emergence of regional agreements worldwide, have 
encouraged many academics and professionals to evaluate the implications of economic 
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integration on the member states. The basic models of customs unions have been extended 
and various analyses have appeared since the early discussion of economic integration theory. 
Jacob Viner's classic work has been added to, criticised and accepted, by some. Most recently, 
many questions have been raised about the consequences of EMU for the members States in 
the EU. About this topic there are in the literature wide differences of opinions, suggesting 
arguments for and against the EMU project. However, it is widely recognised that economic 
integration has effects on the diverse sectors of the participating countries. Due to the 
multidimensional characteristics of tourism, this sector is influenced by the new demands 
derived from the widening, deepening and enlargement of European integration. Most of the 
policies and measures adopted by the EU have impacts on the tourism sector. There are the 
effects on the tourist as a person, living and travelling within a geographical space without 
physical, technical or fiscal barriers. But there are also the effects of all the measures linked to 
regional and social policies, trans European networks, transport, 'research and development, 
competition policy, employment, education, training, culture, environment and so on. 
Nonetheless, there is a wide consensus that the introduction and consolidation of Economic 
and Monetary Union is the strongest European force influencing the environment in which 
firms operate and compete, creating both opportunities and threats for those enterprises, even 
if there is no consensus in the literature on how the furthering of integration by monetary 
union will affect the economic environment. However, there is a lack of literature concerning 
the effects of EMU on tourism enterprises literature. 
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3. CONCEPTS RELATING TO BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND 
THE INFLUENCE OF EMU 
"Of all cvcnts, both within internal and catcrnal to the I. ti npean business cnvlrommcnt, 
occurring over the coming vcars, n0nc is likely toi have as great an impact as the move 
towards I ICOn(mic and %l(mrtanv Iinitm (I : NII1) " (Anson and Turner, 2000, p. 291) 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
A general conclusion drawn from a large number of studies in the economics and business 
literature is that FNIU has the potential to have a profound effect on the general business 
environment, creating both opportunities and threats for firms (Shackleford, 1998; Bieger and 
I. aesser, 1999; I, epecq, 1999; Piggott and Cook, 1999; Barbosa et al., 1999; Johnson and 
Turner, 2000,2006; AVVhyman, 2002; Rickards, 2003; 1)e(; rauwe, 2005; Ratz and I linck, 2005 
and Baimbridge and \V''hyman , 
2005, among an extensive list of researchers and academic or 
professional commentators). Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is m-ofold. 
First, it aims to critically review the existing literature on the effects and outcomes caused by 
the introduction of EMU on competitiveness and decision-making of enterprises, particularly 
those effects, which are expected to relate to the impact of 1: N1L on Portuguese tourism 
enterprises (and hotels in particular). It should be noted that from the major findings and 
conclusions of preceding studies, it was evident that the implications of Fi\IL and the Euro in 
the tourism context, although having been recognised widelyl, were not subject to many studies 
and the majority of the literature available is limited to expectations and was published before 
the launch of the Euro as well as during the changeover period of 1999-2002 evidencing a lack 
of studies examining some of the earlier assumptions concerning the implications of the l, uro 
for tourism enterprises. I lence, in this review some of the literature used within sectors other 
than tourism, which may have parallels in the tourism field, is used. In addition, some non- 
academic literature as such articles published in newspapers are referred to, in spite of there 
being a risk that they may have a political bias. 
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Second, the chapter seeks to provide a comprehensive framework to understand the impact of 
EMU on the overall business environment as a source of competitive advantage. Previous 
theoretical and empirical findings are explored on the basis of the concepts and theories of the 
business environment, stressing the interaction between an enterprise and its environment. In 
this way, the impacts of EMU are reviewed at the different environmental levels that are 
leading enterprises to change, namely the national, industry and operational environments. The 
main idea is that EMU, as a driver, is continuously creating a new competitive environment at 
these different levels. 
For this purpose, this chapter, following this introduction, is organised into four further 
sections, which together provide a comprehensive framework of theoretical debate concerning 
the impact of EMU on enterprises. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the fundamental 
concepts and theories of the business environment. Then, in order to provide a view of the 
factors brought about by EMU that contribute to the competitiveness of the enterprises, these 
concepts are related to the national (external), industry (competitive) and operational 
environmental analysis - section 3.3,3.4 and 3.5 - respectively. The theoretical 
frameworks 
used, here, are the three models developed by porter (1979,1998,1999. ): Diamond (national 
environment), Five Forces (industry/competitive environment) and Value Chain (operational 
business environment). The major reasons for the use of these models are advanced in the 
methodology chapter. The following figure 3.1. illustrates the general framework of analysis 
adopted in the present Chapter. 
Figure 3.1. General overview of the part 11 of literature review 
The impacts of EMU 
I Businc>S I (I1v in W11, III (, unccpts 
- Section 3.2. - 
IyitüI'll I{mirunmrnt ihullS[nI: mirunmcnt )III r. li lI(mtrunmcnt 
l'sin I)iam't, Ni leh t"rc,: AtýýýI lý n_A. IIuc(: h. tinNI(ulcl) 
Section 3.3. - - Section 3.4 -- Section 3.5 - 
Im-, 'u'd '1" 1- ni, I,, 
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3.2. A REVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF BUSINESS 
ENVIRONMENT 
The specific aim of this section is to introduce the key terms used in respect of the business 
environment in order to establish the theoretical foundations of the relevant concepts. 
3.2.1. Defining the business environment 
In the literature several approaches are adopted to analyse the fundamental business concept 
of the environment. Indeed, a growing contingent of researchers (Stubbart, 1985; Wilson, 
1992; Olsen et al., 1998; Brooks and Weatherston, 2000; Fahey and Randall, 2001; 
Worthington and Britton, 2003) has developed a range of conceptual analyses of the business 
environment. Moreover, as argued by Olsen et al. (1998) the concept of the business 
environment has been closely linked to another important concept - strategic management, which 
itself is represented by a substantial body of research, adding considerably to the number of 
references to the business environment (e. g. Rosenfeld and Wilson, 1999; Wright et al., 1998; 
Grant, 2002 and Dobson, Starkey and Richards, 2004). It should be noted that the major part 
of this literature review is not applied directly to the tourism business environment, but it can 
serve as an important aid to the understanding and analysis of the tourism business 
environment. There are relatively few research reports expressly considering the tourism 
business environment, authors such as Homer and Swarbrooke (1996), Olsen et al. (1998), 
Poon (1998), Tribe (1999), and Mourinho (2000) are the notable exceptions. 
Generally speaking, there is a consensus within the literature regarding the concept of the 
business environment. According to Brooks and Weatherston (2000) the business 
environment consists of an array of dynamic "forces" acting upon organisations. Pearce and 
Robinson (2005), among others authors, state that these "forces" operate within three distinct 
`environments': 
(i) The `national' or `external' environment, which comprises macro environment forces 
such as political, economic, social, legal, ecological and technological concerns; 
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(ii) The `industry' environment, also called the compctitl c environment, xhich relates to 
industry and the market in which businesses operate, and in which the competitive t<rrces 
of an industry assume particularly importance; 
(iii) The `operational' environment, also referred to as the operating or internal 
environment, which encompasses the organisation's resources and competence., (Brooks 
and \\ catherston, 2000). 
These different approaches to the business environment are visualised in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2. Approaches of business environment 
Business unit 
Operational Environment 
(()rcratintý 
Industry Environment 
(, Micro) f 
(Macro) 
Other authors, such as Finlav (2000) and Worthington and Britton (2003), have clustered the 
business environment into just two broad levels: the `remote' or 'genera/' enrimnme/1/ and the 
operating environment, they include `competitive approach' within the ; general' or "remote' 
environment. Nonetheless, the concepts that they have adopted are very similar to the ones 
discussed above. For analytical purposes in this research the three distinct levels referred to 
above as national, industry and operational environment were accepted, since they allow a 
better analytical distinction of each level. The next section focuses, upon the national business 
environment approach, which according to the majority of authors is the broadest and most 
complex `environment' affecting business activity. 
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3.3. CONCEPTS RELATING TO THE NATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND 
THE INFLUENCE OF EMU ON COMPETITIVENESS 
"The competitive forces unleashed in the European Economy by the establishment of the 
Euro will have profound implications for the competitiveness of the participating countries 
and for their enterprises". (National Competitiveness Council, 1999) 
The purpose of this section is to review how the literature on EMU and/or business analysed 
and explained the impacts of EMU on the business environment and consequently on national 
competitiveness. There is a need however, to preface this section by clarifying the concept of 
the national business environment, what the main perceived attributes of national 
competitiveness are, and how these concepts are linked. 
3.3.1. The National Business Environment 
From the survey of the literature it emerges that the national business environment, although 
referred to sometimes using different terminology (e. g. remote or external environment) has a 
very similar definition among diverse authors. The term is used to define the environment 
composed of the elements that are beyond the firm's control, but which have a major effect on 
businesses. For example, Campbell et al. (1999) defined the national business environment as 
the broad environment outside of an organisation's industry and markets. Olsen et al. (1998) 
described the national business environment as the domain in which the customers, 
competitors, suppliers and regulators of a firm exist in a context of rapid change and increasing 
complexity. 
Under both definitions the concept, as already mentioned, includes a set of interrelated and 
interdependent forces that are thought to influence business activity. These forces comprise 
the political, legal, ecological, economic, cultural, social, and demographic and technological 
factors, which frequently are represented in most of the known studies of the macro business 
environment by the acronyms `PEST" (sometimes called STEP) - Political, Economic, Social, 
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and Technological - or `LE PEST' (to include Legal and Ecological) (Tribe, 1997; Fahey and 
Randall, 2001; Lynch, 2003; and Worthington and Britton, 2003). Together PEST forces play a 
relevant role in the competitiveness of a country or a market. Therefore, in identifying, 
analysing and interpreting these forces, PEST analysis has become a very frequently employed 
framework for summarising the national environment in which a business operates: an 
environment that is becoming complex, dynamic and increasingly global. As confirmed by a 
number of authors on business and strategic topics who have used this analysis extensively in 
their studies, PEST analysis helps in the understanding of the powerful forces of change within 
the national business environment, and also provides a framework to identify and analyse the 
opportunities and threats that lie within it, knowing that the greater the forces and 
opportunities in a country or region the more the incentive for economies and firms to be 
competitive. Nonetheless, the assessment of these forces cannot in itself explain national 
competitiveness. Such an analysis also needs to take into consideration `micro environmental 
factors'. A clarification of this idea arises from the literature on national competitiveness 
theories and models. 
3.3.2. The theoretical framework of national competitiveness 
Before turning to an examination of the theoretical models of competitiveness analysis, a note 
should be made that from the survey of the literature it is evident and recognised by the 
majority of authors that there is no -widely accepted definition of national competitiveness 
(Porter, 1990; Dunning, 1993a; Krugman, 1994; and Cho and Moon, 2000, among an extensive 
list). 
According to Krugman (1994,1996), thinldng about the concept of national competitiveness is 
`meaningless'. In a series of papers, this author argued that defining national competitiveness, 
is a fruitless exercise, and is dangerous since the term has diverse interpretations. Krugman 
suggests that speaking of competitiveness at the national level presents three key 
contradictions. First, it is misleading and wrong to make a comparison between a nation and a 
firm, arguing that what is true of a firm is not true of a country because from his point of view, 
national economies are not in direct competition with one another and nations do not go 
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bankrupt in the way firms do. Second, whereas firms compete for a market share, and one firm's 
success will be at the expense of another's C, ero-sum game'), a country or region creates 
opportunities for others and trade between nations is not a `zero-sum game'. Lastly, Krugman 
(1994) asserted that while competitiveness does not have a definition, it is a `poetic way' of 
saying productivity, arguing that productivity is a unique measure of the performance of a 
national economy. 
Krugman's assumptions corroborate part of some theories and concepts already developed, 
such as that Porter supplied in 1990, when he postulated that the only meaningful concept of 
competitiveness at the national level is national productivity (Porter, 1990). In addition, despite 
some debate and criticisms (e. g. Thurow, 1993; Cohen, 1994; Prestowitz et al., 1994 and Lall, 
2001) in general, Krugman's viewpoint was recognised and accepted in the competitiveness 
literature (e. g. Starr and Ullman, 1988; Tyson, 1988). These authors argued that productivity 
lies at the core of competitiveness at the national and firm level, refuting the idea that 
competitiveness is an attribute of countries, as referred to in traditional economic classical and 
neoclassical theories (e. g. the theories of Ricardo and Hechscker-Ohlin, mentioned in the 
following section 3.3.2.1. ) which focused their views on the comparative advantage of countries 
based on the advantage possessed by a country engaged in international trade if it can produce 
a given good at a lower resource input cost than other countries. On the other hand, Porter 
(1990), Krugman (1994) and other authors focused their views on the competitive advantage based 
on the possession by a firm of various attributes such as productivity and innovation that give 
it a competitive edge over competitors. 
One of the most straightforward definitions, supplied by the President of the Commission on 
Industrial Competitiveness, illustrates these views: 
`4 nation's competitiveness is the degree to which it can, under fire trade and fair market conditions, produce goods and 
services that meet the test of international markets, while simultaneous f maintaining and expanding the real incomes of its 
dtitienr. Competitiveness at the national level is based on superior productivity performance, which in turn can generate high 
levels of real wager. Competitiveness it associated with rising living . standards, expanding employment opportunities, and the 
ability of a nation to maintain its international obligation r (... ý. ", 
(Report of the President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, 1985, p. 1) 
A similar definition of competitiveness was provided by the OECD: 
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`Yhe degree to which, under open market conditions, a country can produce goods and services that meet the test of foreign 
competition while cimultaneourly maintaining and expanding domestic real income. " 
(OECD Programme on technology and the Economy, 1992, p. 237) 
From the above, it is possible to underline two key issues of the concept of national 
competitiveness: 
1. From a macro connotation, the ultimate goal of competitiveness at the national level is 
to maintain and increase the real income of its citizens, usually reflected in the standard 
of living of the country, the more opportunities at the national level, the more 
improvements in the quality of life. 
2. From a micro perspective, competitiveness is based on superior productivity. The firm- 
specific behaviours determine competitiveness. 
3.3.2.1. Existing studies on determinants of national competitiveness 
The range of literature within which the concept of competitiveness appears, explicitly or 
implicitly, is enormous, extending across the fields of economics, politics, socio-culture, 
history, strategy and management. Each approach has suggested different indicators to explain 
or measure competitiveness. A useful synthesis of the focus of each of the different 
perspectives is provided and by Waheeduzzaman and Ryans (1996). 
For the purpose of this study, the economic strategic management approaches are analysed. 
These include a wide diversity of methodologies used by those seeking to study and explain 
national competitiveness, ranging from the mercantilism approach of the 16th century and the 
macro perspective used by the classical approach of the 18`h and 19' centuries (e. g. Adam 
Smith and David Ricardo), to a micro perspective approach used over the 19`x, 20' and 21" 
centuries, ending up with an approach merging macroeconomic and microeconomic 
determinants (Smith, 1776; Ricardo, 1817; Marx and Engels, 1848 cited in Sloman 2000; 
Marshall, 1923; Samuelson, 1948; Porter, 1990; Lewis et al., 1993, Krugman, 1994, Cho and 
Moon, 2000; and annual World Competitiveness Reports produced by Institute for 
Management Development (IMD), among others). 
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Traditionally, economists analysed `competitiveness' in the context of international trade. 
Under a macro perspective, they tried to explain why some countries grow faster and so 
become wealthier than others. That is, in modern words, why some countries acquire the 
capabilities for sustained growth that makes them more competitive. 
Classical studies, which owe their origin to the theory of absolute advantage supplied by Adam 
Smith (1776), contradicted the viewpoints of the mercantilists, who believed in exports, while 
advocating strict government control of all economic activity with the objective of bringing 
gold and silver into the coffers of the state. In contrast, Smith demonstrated that gains could 
be made from trade by moving from a condition of autarky to one of free trade when 
countries have an absolute advantage in the production of different goods. According to his 
thoughts a country's genuine wealth would be maximised by allowing individual decisions 
based on the forces of the marketplace unhindered by government regulations and from a 
specialization of the countries. Smith argued that if one country could produce goods using 
less input (labour) in production then it would have an absolute advantage and should export 
the good. Or alternatively countries should import goods that others can produce using fewer 
inputs. Thus, competitiveness would be a function of differences in productivity. 
Subsequently, David Ricardo (1817), founder of the theory of comparative advantage, showed that a 
country still benefits from international trade even if it does not have an absolute advantage in 
any good. He argued that countries differ in their production technologies such that each 
country enjoys a comparative advantage in the production of at least one good, the 
exploitation of which would maximise world output. Thus, competitiveness would be a 
function of production technology. The viewpoints of these authors were well summarised by 
Moon and Lee (2004). 
Moving beyond Smith and Ricardo's theories, other well-known economists, most of them 
connected with different economic schools of thought, contributed to a better understanding 
of competitiveness. For example, in the vein of neoclassical theories, Heckscher and Ohlin, 
Marshall and Samuelson, cited in several books on economics such that by (Sloman, 2000), 
who suggested that different factor endowments, and especially differences in capital/labour 
ratios and technology, make countries differ in terms of competitiveness. In the 1980s, another 
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important contribution was made by endogenous growth theory, which formalised the importance 
of human capital and the accumulation of knowledge for the success of both economies and 
enterprises and consequently on national competitiveness (Aghion and Howitt, 1997). 
Many others authors from different economic schools have also contributed to identifying the 
determinants of competitiveness at the national level. As shown by Cho and Moon (2000) in a 
summary of the main ideas presented by these authors, the variables that relate to the 
competitiveness at the national level include real exchange rate, measured by relative price 
and/or cost indices expressed in some common currency (Boltho, 1996); domestic demand and 
economies of scale (I inder, 1961); prices; socio-economic environment (Marx and Engels, 
1848), economies of scale (Marshall, 1923); domestic distribution of income (Samuelson, 
1948), see Table 3.1, below. 
The concept of national competitiveness became particularly popular after the first publication 
of the World Competitiveness Report in 1980, produced by the INID. Since then, every year, 
this report has rated and ranked countries against each other (competitiveness index), according to 
selected criteria and measures of national competitiveness. Similar competitiveness indices are 
provided by other organisations, such as the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the World 
Bank (WEF, 2006). Nonetheless, these studies differ in their way of measuring competitive 
performance, reinforcing the idea that there is no consensus on how competitiveness can be 
measured. For example, while IMD focuses on structural factors affecting long-term economic 
performance and argues that a country's competitiveness cannot be reduced only to GDP and 
productivity, since firms must cope with the political, cultural, finance and educational 
dimensions of countries, the WEF does use national economic growth to measure 
competitiveness (Lall, 2001). Among the factors that affect the competitiveness of a nation are 
endowments in natural resources, land area, labour, capital and technology, knowledge and 
human capital. In fact, each author or school made convincing arguments in support of their 
contentions, providing a diversity of determinants on competitiveness (see Table 3.1 below). 
Under a business and management approach, it is common to find authors arguing that the 
competitiveness of a nation depends on the specific characteristics of firms within the nation 
and that international trade and economic international relations result from the activity of 
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enterprises (e. g. Porter, 1990; llacros and Thomas, 1994 and hnignan, I994). This contradicts 
the economic point of view, in which authors place emphasis on pried and the country-specific 
economic characteristics of competitiveness (see the following table 3.1). 
Table 3.1. Empirical and theoretical studies on the determinants of competitiveness at the national level 
Purpose Main Key Issues Some key protagonists 
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In terms of business and management-based research, as shown in 't'able 3.1., various studies 
have tried to draw conclusions and identity those factors that enterprises and countries have to 
focus on in order to increase the national competitiveness of their enterprises against their 
international competitors. Porter (1990) provided one of the most comprehensive descriptions 
of this concept in his book the Competitive; ld>>ýrnlýý; e of the Nations. 
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3.3.2.2. The contribution of Michael Porter to national competitiveness (Diamond 
model) 
By investigating nations with widely varying features and conditions, Porter (1990) sought to 
separate the fundamental forces that underpin the competitive advantage of a nation. 
Therefore, he proposed a theoretical dynamic framework for the identification of nationwide 
factors. He included factor conditions, as most traditional theories did, but contradicted the 
prevailing thinking that labour costs, interest rates, exchange rates and economies of scale 
would be the most important determinants of competitiveness, arguing that a nation's 
competitiveness depended on the quality of the national environment in which firms compete 
and the capacity of the enterprise to innovate and upgrade. Hence, competitive advantage for 
Porter (1990) is the means by which firms achieve success. Thus the performance by firms can 
promote or impede the creation of national and competitive advantage. Porter (1990) 
suggested four broad and mutually reinforcing factors which create an environment that 
defines the context for a firm's growth, innovation and productivity. These factors, which 
Porter collectively called the "Diamond", are presented in figure 3.3 and are identified as: 
factor conditions, home demand, related and supporting industries, firm strategies, structure 
and rivalry, government and chance (Porter, 1990). 
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Figure 3.3. Porter's Diamond Paradigm (sources of national competitive advantage) 
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" 'I he extend oI competition 
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based suppliers 
" Presence of competitive related 
industries 
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"I echnulueical breakthroughs 
" International political decisions 
" Significant shifts of exchange 
rates 
Source: Adapted of Portcr, M. (1990). The competitive Advantage of Natrons, London: AIacNlillan Press, p. 127 
A. Factor conditions 
In contrast to the classical theory viewpoints, in Porter's theory the factor conditions are 
created by a nation and are not inherent. According to him, it is not of outstanding significance 
which factors of production a nation already inherits and is relatively \%-ell endowed with, but 
which factors of production it can create. Moreover, the factors created are given through 
factor endowments, such as production etihciencv, skilled human resources, innovation and 
specialisation (sec Figure 3.3 above). 
B. Demand conditions 
Porter postulated that a nation's firms gain cunipcritivc advantage vvhcn d(, mrstic custumcrs 
are sophisticated and demanding. This contradicts the idea put for and by "1'hurO>vV (1985) that 
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for the domestic economy to succeed in terms of productivity it must first compete in the 
global economy. Furthermore, the general idea that the globalisation of competition would 
diminish the importance of home demand seems incorrect within Porter's view. 
C. Related and supporting industries 
Porter (1990) stated that with international competitive suppliers companies gain access to 
speedy and cost-effective delivery of inputs. Moreover, on the other hand, successful national 
enterprises encourage the production of special products and services. 
D. Firm strategy, structure and rivalry 
According to Porter (1990) the more intense the domestic rivalry, the greater the potential for 
firms to be internationally competitive. It forces companies to move beyond basic advantages 
of the home country and pushes companies to increase efficiency, to innovate, to upgrade. 
In addition to these four areas, Porter (1990) suggested two additional variables, which could 
influence the national system: 
" Chance, which consists of events that are outside the control of firms, for example 
wars, inventions, dramatic shift in foreign market demand and so on. 
" Government, which according to Porter plays an important role in the business 
environment, both directly and indirectly. 
In summing up, each of these determinants and outside forces creates the context in which a 
nation's firms are born and compete. The effect of one determinant often depends on the state 
of the others. Nations are most likely to succeed in industries or industry segments where the 
national diamond is most favourable. It depends only on the enterprises themselves whether 
they are able profit from their environment and profit from competitive advantage. 
It should be noted that Porter's model has been the object of much critical analysis (O'Donnel, 
1998; Lall, 2001 and Moon and Lee, 2004). Critics, such as Downes (1997) and Grant (1991), 
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among many others, pointed out that the economic conditions have changed significantly since 
Porter's publication of the Diamond (Recklies, 2001, counter-argued this view). Furthermore, 
according to some authors, Porter's model is incomplete, in that it underestimates the 
significance of the globalisation of production and markets for the competitive advantage of 
the nations (Dunning, 1993b). According to others authors, such as D'Cruz and Rugman 
(1993) Moon et al. (1998), and Rugman and Verbeke (1993,1998), Porter's Diamond is 
somewhat ambiguous in explaining the utilisation of multinational activity among nations to 
enhance their competitiveness. This was explored by D'Cruz and Rugman 's (1993) research 
on competitiveness applied to the Canadian experience and also by Moon, Rugman and 
Verbeke (1995). To overcome such criticism, these authors, giving the example of Canada's 
competitiveness, provided an extension to the single Diamond model, the generalised Double 
Diamond model, in order to include a multinational activity as an endogenous variable rather 
than an exogenous variable (Moon, Rugman and Verbeke, 1995,1998). In a `double Diamond' 
model the competitiveness of smaller nations would be determined by the dynamic interplay of 
the home country diamond and the international diamond. In addition, in the view of some of 
these authors, Porter can be criticised and some of the main ones are summarised below: 
1. Porter does not offer any empirical or statistical evidence to support his theories, as his 
work is based on case-studies; 
2. He focuses strongly on developed countries; and lastly 
3. He may underestimate the influence of global rivalry on current world markets. 
Nonetheless, and in spite of some critics, from a survey of the literature, it is evident that the 
Diamond model has been widely recognised and extended, by several authors, for its 
contribution to international trade, competition and business strategy analysis, and, as a 
consequence the economic development of the nation (Day and Wensley, 1988; Grant, 1991; 
Rugman, 1992; D'Cruz and Rugman, 1993; Dunning, 1993a, 1993b; Foss, 1996; 
O'Shaughnessy, 1996; Van Bosch and De Man, 1997; Goett, 1999 and Hodgetts, 1999, among 
a very extensive literature). 
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In terms of the tourism context, the Diamond model has been used by some authors as a 
theoretical framework to explain the competitiveness of a specific country or region. The study 
by Inman et al. (1998) regarding competitiveness and sustainable development in the Central 
American Region is an example of this. By using this model, the authors confronted each 
determinant of the model with the tourism of that region (see also Lyck, 2002). 
When analysing the determinants of tourism competitiveness, a survey of the literature 
demonstrates that there are different approaches and determinants for measuring the 
competitiveness of a tourism destination (see for example, Crouch and Ritchie, 1999; Go and 
Govers, 2000; Dwyer et al, 2002 and Dwyer and Kim, 2003). Some studies emphasised that the 
resource based attributes of a destination, namely, climate, location, natural resources, tourism 
awareness among local citizens and culture, represent an advantage (Eccles, 1995, Hassan, 
2000 and Crouch and Ritchie, 1999). Other studies such as Dwyer at al (2002) mention price 
competitiveness and exchange rates as key determinants of the competitiveness of tourism 
destinations. Following the same line of thought, Hassan (2000) presented four major 
determinants of market competitiveness as: (i) comparative advantage of both macro and 
micro factors that are critical to market competitiveness; (i) the destination's ability to respond 
to changing nature of market demand; (iii) industry structure and (v) the destination's 
commitment to the environment. Moreover, attributes such as: accessibility, land use 
requirements, environmental and carrying capacity constraints, infrastructures and labour 
availability, length of the working week and the flexibility of working time are also commonly 
mentioned (Go and Govers, 2000; Ritchie and Crouch, 2000; Dwyer et al, 2002; Durbarry and 
Sinclair, 2003). 
Further analyses of measuring tourism competitiveness includes the study by Gooroochum 
and Sugiyarto (2004) which, using the Competitiveness Monitor, produced by a collaborative work 
between WITC and the Christel DeHann Tourism and Travel Research Institute, concluded 
that while tourism competitiveness of countries is multi-dimensional and difficult to define, 
eight main determinants can be identified for its measurement. They are price, technology, 
environment, social development, human resources, openness, infrastructure and human 
tourism indicator. 
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From the above, it is evident that there are a number of plausible determinants and models 
that can be used in analysing national competitiveness. Therefore, when carrying out a study 
the objectives should be clearly identified, as this is crucial to the quality of results (Calantone 
and Mazanec, 1991). 
This study uses the Porter's Diamond model as the main analytical framework in reviewing 
how EMU impacts on the national business environment. The main reasons for this decision 
are presented at the Methodology chapter (Chapter 4, subsection 4.2). 
However, according to Porter (1980,1990,1998), the competitiveness of a country depends 
ultimately on improving the `microeconomic capability of the economy', which in turn is tested 
against the four determinants of the Porter's competitiveness model. 
Therefore, the focus at this point is to review the concepts of Porter's Diamond model, in 
order to evaluate how the effects of EMU on factors included in Portuguese Tourism 
Diamond were perceived in the literature. This review, together with the previous PEST 
analysis presented in Chapter 2 (sub-section 2.4.3), will help to identify the main opportunities 
and threats brought about by EMU for the national environment of the tourism sector and, 
consequently, for the competitiveness of Portugal. 
3.3.3. Portuguese Tourism Diamond and EMU 
Using the methodology spearheaded by the work of Porter (1980,1985,1990,1998) this 
subsection offers a concise explanation of the Portuguese Tourism Diamond and likely 
implications of EMU. This produces a foundation for the formulation of actions in the 
discussion chapter. 
3.3.3.1. Factor conditions 
The basic resources available for the growth of the tourism sector are related to natural 
resources, sldlls, capital and infrastructures. 
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Portugal has a wide range of natural resources in terms of landscape, gastronomy and perhaps 
most importantly a pleasant climate. This, together with 800 kilometres of coast, has 
contributed to the development of tourism in Portugal. The Algarve is Portugal's main 
destination, and its product is largely responsible for Portugal's tourism image `Sun and Beach'. 
In addition to these natural resources the three other important factors are: (DGT, 2004; 
Freire, 1999): 
() Human resources - there is a large availability of human resources in Portugal, but 
a great part of these people do not have the necessary skills. 
(ü) Infrastructure - in certain regions of Portugal there are inadequate infrastructures, 
despite improvements over recent years. 
(iii) Capital resources - there is an increasing interest of private capital in the tourism 
sector (e. g. SONAE, Femira and Espirito Santo group) 
It is evident that natural resources cannot be influenced by the introduction of EMU. 
However, authors such as Wellink (2007) argued that the influence of EMU on other factor 
conditions are both indirect effects on infrastructure, knowledge and cultural resources and a 
direct effects on capital resources and human resources. 
Academic commentators in favour of EMU expected improvements in the quality of these 
factors as a result of the effect of EMU upon the macroeconomic environment (e. g. Barbosa 
et al, 1999). In addition, authors such as Kenen (2003) stated that the amount of capital 
available to finance the industry could increase and its cost decrease after the completion of 
EMU. Finally, in the literature on the Euro, there are views that the human resources available 
could change because of the introduction of the Euro. Authors such as Pike and Barlow (1998) 
expected that the conversion of the wages of large numbers of workers to Euro's would be 
wage inflationary because of rounding differences alone. They called attention to the fact that 
management must be prepared for pressure to inflate wages when employees can easily 
compare wages in different countries. 
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3.3.3.2. Demand conditions 
The tourists who visit Portugal mainly originate from five countries: Spain, United Kingdom, 
German, France and Netherlands DTG (2004). Spanish tourists represent almost half of the 
total tourists in Portugal and they stay just for a few days, with high levels of visitors spend. 
Most of these tourists are sensitive to price and in general are looking for sun and beach. In 
spite of the fact that since 1997 tourist arrivals have increased, Portuguese tourism demand is 
still characterised by a great concentration of tourists from these five countries (DGT, 2004). 
According to the literature on the implications of EMU (e. g. Ratz and Hinek, 2005), the 
probability of domestic market pressure causing local firms to innovate would increase, as a 
consequence of the boost of competitors. This confirms the view of Porter in which he 
postulated that demanding buyers under a competitive environment force firms to meet high 
standards in terms of product quality, features, and service. According to Mussweiller and 
Strack (2004) rivalry would make home demand larger and more sophisticated. 
3.3.3.3. Related and Supporting Industries 
It is evident that the tourism sector is closely linked to a large variety of economic activities: 
construction and maintenance of basic infrastructures (e. g. road, airports, sewage systems and 
cultural facilities); the food and beverage industry, transport and commercial and other 
services. Freire (1999) gave the example of the increase of the cultural offer in the 1990s that 
has contributed to tourism development. However, in Portugal, there still appears to be weak 
co-operation and co-ordination between related sectors, despite some recent improvements 
(DGT, 2004). This suggests that other destinations, where tourism-related services have 
achieved a higher degree of co-operation, may pose a threat to Portugal. 
In terms of the likely general effects of EMU on industries that relate to and support tourism, 
some researchers (e. g. Torres, 1998; Costa, 1999) were expecting constant pressure on 
suppliers (supporting industries) under conditions of increasing competition. In their view, the 
Euro could enhance the development of the competitive position of suppliers that innovate 
faster and achieve more sophisticated competitive advantage compared to their rivals. In 
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addition, the Euro may present an opportunity to find new suppliers in other EU countries, 
particularly when direct price comparison becomes easier and there is no longer a foreign 
exchange cost involved. In this way, potential competitive advantage in some supplier 
industries, as had been argued by Porter (1998), would also confer potential advantage on a 
nation's firms in many other industries, mainly because they produce inputs that are widely 
used to innovate or to internationalise. However, it should be noted that this depends of the 
ability of the enterprises to seize the opportunity. 
3.3.3.4. Firm's Strategy, Structure and Rivalry 
In terms of the firm's strategies, the tourism sector is still characterised by small units, acting in 
essence individually. The sector is very fragmented and there is a lack of tourism development 
strategies (DGT, 2004). 
However, in the first years of the 21" century the tourism sector became a priority for public 
sector strategies in Portugal as part of its aim to reposition itself from a traditional `sun and 
beach' destination to a destination characterised by diversity and quality (Ministerio da Economia, 
2005). 
The National Tourism Strategic Plan for 2006-2015, presented by the Portuguese 
Government, aims to: reduce the high dependence upon a few markets; increase per capita 
tourist expenditure, improve seasonality, increase the skills of employees, increase the number 
of tourist arrivals, the length of stay and the number of return visits. (D. R. Lei n. ° 52/2005, 
August, 31) 
According to the literature on EMU, the goals, strategies and ways of organising and managing 
enterprises would be clearly affected by the introduction of the Euro. Researchers were 
expecting increased rivalry as consequence of the adoption of the Euro (e. g. Costa, 1999). As 
result, they believed that enterprises would push each other to lower costs, improve quality and 
service and create new products and services. Moreover, managers would attempt constantly to 
adapt and to benefit from their national environment and the Euro. 
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3.3.3.5. Government 
A survey in the literature on the Euro (e. g. Goetz and Hix, 2001, Knill and Dirk, 2002 and 
Issing, 2006) showed that the channels through which EU influences national policies are 
many and varied. The EU laws, jurisprudence of European Court of justice or economic 
integration (in particular, the adoption of the single monetary policy and SGP) are good 
examples which can affect in a different manner the national arena. Moreover, the link 
between EMU and national policies is obvious as demonstrated the following quotation of 
Trichet (2005): 
"By entering the monetary union, individual countries renounce the possibilities of an independent monetary polity and 
variations in the nominal exchange rates within the area. This affects the ability of individual members to respond to economic 
shocks that are specific to individual countries or regions or that result in diverging developments. " 
As result, several authors, such as Trichet (2005), argued that EIAU, together with the Stability 
and Growth Pact, contributes to ensuring an appropriate policy mix within the Euro area and 
helps monitor macroeconomic and structural developments in the members' states. This in 
turn, according the same author could influence competitiveness in the Euro area. 
Under this context, there were expectations that the Portuguese national policies will be 
affected by the European rules and policies, since Portugal is a member of the EU since 1986 
and founder member of EMU. 
3.3.3.6. Chance 
Chance events are not influenced by the Euro. However, they can visibly affect the 
performance of the Euro and its general impacts and can allow shifts in competitive advantage 
in an industry. The influence of September 11 on the currency exchange was an example of 
this. 
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3.3.4. Key opportunities and threats to the national environment for SMTEs due the 
adoption of EMU 
Up to now, several impacts of the introduction of EMU on the national business environment 
have been reviewed. The focus at this point is to review and summarise the opportunities and 
threats, identified in the literature, for firms as a consequence of the national business 
environment changing. The majority of them could be applied, with more or less intensity, to 
any businesses sector in general and every enterprise. Nevertheless, the purpose here is to 
review and underline the opportunities and threats to SNITEs. 
3.3.4.1. Opportunities 
A study of the impact of the Euro done by Lepecq (1999) demonstrated potential 
opportunities for the tourism sector. This view of these opportunities was shared by several 
studies of the Euro's influence (Shackleford, 1998; Cunha, 2003; Salomon 2003; Ratz and 
Hinek, 2005; WTTO and official EU reports). Their main conclusions are summarised below. 
Lepecq (1999) pointed out that the Euro boosts the tourism industry, arguing that the 
elimination of foreign exchange risk, cheaper cross-border transaction costs and the 
transparency of prices within the Euro zone all contribute to diminishing the cost of travelling 
and to the improvement of economic performance. According to his study, because tourists 
would no longer be burdened with exchange commissions and/or spreads between buying and 
selling rates, they would reinvest in the form of longer or more expensive travel. Moreover, 
tourists would not have to handle several currencies, which may facilitate their mobility within 
the Euro zone and, subsequently, an increasing demand for services. In addition, this author 
emphasised that a large Euro area would attract visitors from countries outside, who visit 
different countries during the same trip. Additionally, tourists would easily be able to compare 
price between countries representing an opportunity for competitive enterprises to achieve 
success. Enterprises could also benefit from price transparency by the identification of the 
most competitive suppliers of required inputs. 
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In addition other researchers, such as Rose (2000) and Micco et al. (2003), considered that 
EMU and the consequent, macroeconomic impact, would stimulate intra-European trade and 
cross border investment, which would increase business travel. These findings were also 
mentioned by a study conducted by the WTO concerning the Euro and tourism which also 
mentioned that, because the Euro allowed bank loans to be made at more attractive interest 
rates, there are new financing opportunities for enterprises (VETO, 1998a). Chatterjeee (DG 
VIII, 1998) also drew attention to the fact that the international recognition of Euro will 
attract additional external investments, which will benefit enterprises performance. 
As result of these changes, the literature (e. g. WTO, 1998a; DG XXIII, 1998) stresses an 
expectation of additional sales of tourism services and products, increasing investment and 
competitive advantages. Some professional viewpoints published in the Portuguese literature 
(e. g. Costa, 1999; Torres, 1998 and Barbosa et al, 1999) showed that in general the majority of 
authors had recognised the potential opportunities of the Euro. 
Costa (1999) and Torres (1998) have stated that as a consequence of the impacts of the Euro, 
which they explain as improvements in the macroeconomic environment and the consequent 
development of tourist activity, enterprises would have new opportunities to conquer 
additional markets, to easily invest and to increase their links with the exterior. They also 
argued that within the changing environment there is the opportunity for enterprises to re- 
organise their activities, permitting the delineation of new strategies and investments, 
improving the quality and optimising resources. In addition, these authors pointed out the 
potential merger and acquisition of enterprises as an opportunity for businesses. 
A study conducted by Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998) showed, however, that part of 
these opportunities, such as the increase of mergers and acquisitions or the internationalisation 
of enterprises, should not be exclusively associated with the adoption of the Euro, but also 
with the greater than ever liberalisation of markets and competitiveness. This study also added 
that most SMTEs were not prepared for this. According to the expectations of some 
Portuguese managers in the hospitality industry before the Euro, cited by Deloitte and Touche 
Consulting, the price transparency resulting from the Euro would permit enterprises to 
increase their margins, because in their opinion the prices of services practised in Portugal 
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were lower than other European countries. To take this opportunity they had argued that the 
enterprises should improve the relation between price and quality, which according to them 
was another opportunity for enterprises. 
A review of the international literature revealed viewpoints of other professionals within the 
tourism sector: In Austria, Raffling (1998), Director of the Austrian Professional Hotel 
Association and representative of the International Hotel and Restaurant Association/Paris, 
argued that tourism enterprises would dearly benefit from the end of exchange rate variability 
and uncertainty. In Ireland, an article entitled Republic of Ireland - An important role for 
Tourism in EMU (Reuters Business Briefing, 1998) claimed that the Euro represented a great 
advantage for Ireland as a tourist destination, mainly because of decreased costs, simplification 
of international transactions, interest rates stability, etc. These advantages, he argued, 
represented opportunities for tourism development. 
In Germany, Christian Ehlers, chief executive of the German Hotel and Restaurant 
Association, cited by Friedman (2001), saw the Euro as an enormous opportunity and 
powerful marketing tool, arguing cross-border price transparency after the introduction of the 
Euro help visitors discover new tourism destination, such as Germany. In Spain, according to 
the same source, Pedro Vegas, President of the Spanish Federation of Hotels, said that because 
consumers would not need to change their currency they will easily compare the prices, which 
encourages positively businesses. In France, Anne Robison, representing the International 
Hotel and Restaurant Association, based in Paris, stated that "there is no doubt that the arrival 
of the Euro will simplify a great deal of financial transactions for a company like Bass Hotel & 
Resorts, which operates in all of the 12 "Euro-land" countries" (International Hotel and 
Restaurant Association, 2001). 
From the above, and literature in general, it was perceived that there was a consensus among a 
range of authors about the majority of opportunities of the Euro. This can be summarised in 
the following table (3.2). 
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Table 3.2. Potential opportunities for tourism enterprises within external environment 
Save on exchanges commissions and transaction costs, as 
consequence of price transparency and decreasing costs 
Enlargement of domestic market as consequence of 
European economic integration process deeply 
Increasing capacity of financing and investing resulting of Increasing demand of services, due effects of Euro upon 
benefits from economic environment business, namely, consumers, who will no longer have to spend time in banks 
improved price stability, stable currency, lower inflation rate changing money nor pay the inevitable margins and 
stability of exchange rate, and lower cost of capital/higher commissions that foreign exchange entails and who can 
liquidity in capital markets. benefit of price transparency and simplicity 
New potential markets, because Euro helps to promote the Mergers and acquisitions as result of Macroeconomic 
image of seamless European Tourist product and stimulates environment 
cross-frontier short breaks by residents of Euro area 
3.3.4.2. Threats 
On the other hand, in a survey of the literature, some scepticism is evident concerning the 
effects of the Euro on SMTEs, which constitute over than 90 percent of the businesses in the 
" tourism sector (EC, 2002b) According to authors, such as Torres (1998) and Cunha (2003), the 
enterprises need to be prepared for the changing environment. This requires a rapid reaction 
by the enterprises to achieve a successful changeover and embraces operational costs, 
including human and financial resources. Simultaneously, it requires high levels of information, 
action and the perception of managers that changes are needed. However, it is widely 
recognised that frequently SMIEs have some limitations in terms of human and financial 
resources and also that several times these enterprises operate with a short term perspective 
and do not have many plans and strategies. 
Various senior figures in the tourism sector, participating at an international conference on the 
Euro organised by the EU (1999), said they expected different enterprises to have different 
attitudes towards the Euro during the changeover period, which would have consequences on 
the impact of the Euro. They pointed out that a significant number of SMEs could be faced 
with an additional constraint concerning the introduction of the Euro, as they anticipated that 
the managers would not know exactly how to react. As result, these enterprises would face 
additional threats (EC, 1999b). These views were also shared by a study published by the EC 
(2001, p. 17), which concluded that the Euro `is regarded as a minor concern [by SMEs] and generally 
amuses a feeling of ind erence'. According to the same study, almost one SME in three had not 
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realised that the 1" January 2002 would be the date of the changeover to Euro, revealing much 
indifference. 
Moreover, research had estimated that the introduction of the single currency also meant that 
only businesses that were prepared could survive within an increasingly competitive 
environment, showing concern because in their view many SMEs had done surprisingly little 
to prepare for the Euro (e. g. HM Treasury, 1997; Jenkins, 2001; Whyman, 2002). As a result 
they concluded by warning businesses that inaction increases vulnerability, whilst preparedness 
maximises potential benefits (Whyman, 2002). Furthermore, as the price of services and of 
workforces has been more exposed within a context of a single currency, several authors stated 
that this could affect SMEs. For instance, the study by Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998) 
suggested that, because Portugal was traditionally a country of low-priced workmanship, the 
Portuguese managers would witness constant pressures by the national unions (associations) in 
order to converge the salaries of their workforce to the European average. According to a 
person from the Tourism General-Directorate (DG1), cited by the study of WTO (1998a), 
Portugal would witness a higher cost-of-living as a result of joining the Euro and this would 
lead to increasing wage-costs in the country, affecting enterprises activities and decisions. It 
should be noticed, however, that there is no evidence in the early years of the Euro that this 
did happen in Portugal. 
Moreover, according to Financial Times (FT, September 5 2001) the demise of the national 
currency presented companies with difficult pricing decisions and that rounding up could 
damage a company's reputation. At that time, this article expected that dual pricing would 
complicate all of this, namely over the first two months of 2002. Bieger and Laesser (1999) 
agreed that a number of pricing practices would become obsolete, namely those based on 
price-discrimination by national boundaries. 
On the other hand, under an environment with fixed exchange rates process could not be 
stimulated by devaluation or valuation of the national currency in order to improve 
competitiveness, which could indirectly threaten the enterprises (Van Walleghen, 1998; Rutz 
and Pucskö, 1999). Additionally, if the Euro becomes to strong a currency, the enterprises of 
the Euro zone would not be able to use the value of the currency as a tool to compete with 
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countries, which have similar prices. Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998) showed that the 
direct competitors for the Portuguese tourism products: `sun and beach', namely Turkey, 
Morocco and Tunisia would retain the option of valuation and devaluation their currencies. It 
should be mentioned that for countries such as Portugal competitiveness in terms of price 
based on the value of the currency has been very important for enterprises. According to the 
Austrian General Director of Tourism (cited by WTO, 1998b) this would be, however, a good 
opportunity for countries like Austria, because it would represent the end of competitive 
devaluations by countries with weak currencies, which in the past had distorted the tourism 
sector at the expenses of countries with strong currencies. He added that countries such as 
Portugal would partly loose their competitiveness when adopting the Euro. 
The single currency could well represent a loss of revenue streams, namely foreign exchange 
dealing'profits and exchange commissions, putting pressure on profits. This was particularly 
important for the banks, but also for some tourism enterprises like small hotels, dependent on 
currency exchange as a contribution to their profitability. The loss of that source could just 
squeeze margins too tightly and force them to increase prices for some services as it is 
accepted that within the tourism sector there are many enterprises, predominantly SMMEs, for 
which this is important (Van Walleghen, 1998). Finally, in the literature it is commonly 
mentioned that for the macroeconomic context under the Euro there was the risk of 
`outgoing' countries namely from the north of Europe, concentrating their efforts on their 
viewpoints rather than on the needs of the receiving countries such as Portugal and Spain. 
Thus, enterprises based in those countries could be affected negatively (VETO, 1998b). The 
following table (3.3) summarises the main threats described above. 
Table 3.3. Threats of the Euro for SMTEs within the external environment 
Increasing exposition of high prices, as consequence of price transparency Imposition of the macro vision of the 'outgoing' countries to 
'inning' countries 
Transparency of workforce, and consequently increasing tension in order Negative responding of consumers to Euro introduction or 
to salary harmonisation enterprises responses 
`Euro-ready", in September of 2001 according to a survey by EC Incapacity of using exchanges rates to improve competitiveness 
Eurobarometer (2002) only 25% of small medium-size business claimed to due the adoption of single monetary policy in the Euro zone 
be Euro ready. 
New challenges and requirements on competences and resources Strong currency as inhibitor factor of overseas tourist fluxes 
enterprises 
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3.4. CONCEPTS RELATING TO THE INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT 
"The introduction of the Euro will doubtless leave its stamp on the development of 
tourism activity insofar as it is closely linked to economic activity in general". 
(World Tourism Organization , 1998 
A review of the literature showed that in addition to the macroeconomic impacts of EMU, 
there were several authors suggesting that EMU shapes the competitive position of enterprises, 
and tourism enterprises in particular (e. g. Shackleford, 1998; Torres, 1998 Socher, 1999; James, 
2001 and Ratz and Hinek, 2005). Hence, complementing the `macroeconomic' view of the 
preceding section, this section takes a `microeconomic' view of the impact of EMU. The 
purpose is to review the perceptions of the ways EMU may affect the competitive dynamics of 
the hospitality industry in which hotel units operate. 
To this end the section begins with a definition of the `industry environment' concept and 
outlines an approach to the relationship between the industrial environment and a firm's 
performance. Then, the key forces driving competition at the industry level are identified as 
well as are the most relevant models available for analysing the industry environment. The 
theoretical framework of Porter's Five Forces competitive model is reviewed and applied to 
the research topic. In doing this, the section presents a new perspective of the implications of 
EMU on environment of the hotel industry, since it uses the various reviews of the 
implications of EMU on the competitive position of enterprises to illustrate how much EMU 
may shape the key competitive forces of the environment of the hotel industry. 
3.4.1. The concept of industry environment applied to the hospitality industry 
The industry `business' environment, also called the competitive environment or the micrnenvironment, 
is defined by several authors, such as Evans et al (2003), Finlay (2000) and Johnson and 
Scholes (2001) among many others, as that which immediately surrounds a business and 
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influences the capability of an organisation to position itself to advantage over its competitors. 
These authors suggest that it includes the customers, suppliers and all the directly competing 
businesses that seek to satisfy very similar customers. Authors such as Besanko et al. (2000) 
have also argued that the industry environment refers to the market and the industry in which 
the enterprise operates. The market is the set of buyers and sellers whose interactions establish 
the price and quantity of the transacted good, whereas industry is the group of related economic 
activities classified according to the type of good or service supplied. 
3.4.2. The relationship between the industry environment and a firm's performance 
The relationship between the industry environment and a firm's performance is widely 
recognised within the literature on competitiveness and in the mainstream of management and 
strategy literature, where a set of theories and conceptual frameworks have been developed for 
understanding the relationship between a firm's environment, its behaviour and performance. 
A well-known model used to synthesise the relationship between industry environment and a 
firm's profitability is the Structure - Conduct - Performance Model. 
Although the roots of this model can be traced to the 1930's, when a group of economists 
began developing an approach with which to describe conditions under which perfect 
competition in an industry would not be developed, it is only since the work of the economists 
from the Organization of Industrial Economics, Bain (1959) and Mason (1939), that this model 
began to be used as a way to describe the attributes of an industry that make it less than 
perfectly competitive, and thus help firms to find ways to achieve above normal economic 
performance. These authors developed the notion that the number of enterprises supplying 
the market could be used to demonstrate that the structure of the market had an important 
effect on the conduct of an enterprise and its performance. Moreover, instead of focusing on 
the internal role and functions of the firms to explain business performance, as suggested by 
traditional business policy scholarship, they suggested that the industry environment was so 
powerful and determining that it forces managers to act. 
The essence of their paradigm is commonly represented in the following figure (3.4). 
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Figure 3 4. Market structure-conduct-performance model 
Structure 
Degree of seller or buyer 
concentration 
Product character 
Condition of entry and 
exit 
Conduct 
Parameters that have a 
strategic influence on the 
markets (e. g. firm 
objectives and pricing, 
product differentiation 
volicies) 
Performance 
Productivity efficiency 
Distributive efficiency 
Technological 
progressiveness 
Product performance 
In the above figure, it is suggested that a firm's performance in the marketplace is determined 
by the structure of the industry (e. g. number of competitors, heterogeneity of the product and 
cost of exit and entry) since it determines the behaviour or conduct of the firms (e. g. price 
taking, product differentiation policies). 
There are a large number of authors and strategists using this approach to analyse the 
characteristic of the industry environment (e. g. Collins and Preston, 1969 and Scherer and 
Ross, 1990) This involves identifying the forces driving competition in order to take advantage 
of opportunities and overcome potential threats caused by the industry environment. 
3.4.3. The forces driving competition at the industry level 
From the above it is evident that the main elements of the industry environment are the 
suppliers, customers and competitors. They have been identified as determinants of the 
economic performance of an industry. 
Traditionally, this question has been essentially addressed by economists according to the 
degree of competition that existed between the enterprises within the industry. By using the 
theories of market and competition, they linked the structure of the market to the behaviour 
and performance of its firms (see, Besanko et al (2000) for a further explanation of the theories 
of market structure and competition). The types of market (e. g. perfect competition (many small 
competitors), oligopoly (a few large competitors) and monopoly (one enterprise)) are argued to 
determine an enterprise's behaviour (e. g. prices, product differentiation, new brand, etc). This 
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in turn has an important effect on the enterprise' performance (e. g. profits, efficiency and so 
on) and it will also affect other enterprises' performance, affecting in this way the whole 
industry performance. This is consistent with the S-C-P model mentioned above. 
While the S-C-P approach has its supporters by far, the most common structural framework to 
analyse an industry environment owes its origins to Porter (1980). According to Porter's model 
of competitive analysis, the nature and intensity of competition within a market is broader than. 
the concentration of sellers, the number of firms in a market, and profitability. Porter argued 
that competition within an industry depends upon the relative strength and interaction of five 
basic forces in an organisation's environment. The five forces are the risk of new competitors 
entering the industry, the threat of potential substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the 
bargaining power of suppliers, and degree of rivalry between the existing competitors (Porter, 1980). 
Although, in some ways similar to the Bain/Mason S-C-P model, Porter recognised that these 
forces delimit prices and costs and establish the capacity of firms in an industry to earn, on 
average, rates of return on investments in excess of the cost of capital. He suggested, however, 
looking directly at industry structure when trying to explain a firm's performance, instead of 
studying `structure' and `conduct', as suggested by the S-C-P model, arguing 'that `conduct' 
only reflected the environment 
The five competitive forces suggested by Porter are illustrated in Figure 3.5., which also 
indicates the basic principles of the model. 
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Figure 3 5. The Five forces Model of competition 
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Each of the above forces, which Porter considered vary from industry to industry or even 
enterprise, is well described in many business and strategic books (e. g. Fvans et al., 2003; 
\Vorthington and Britton, 2003). They are presented brictly below together with some 
examples from the hotel industry. 
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a) Potential Entrants 
This force is determined by the ease with which firms may enter and compete in a new market 
or industry. This, in turn, is a function of the relative strength of the barriers to entry into a 
market. If there are substantial barriers to entry, companies in the industry will do better than 
if the barriers are weak. Figure 3.5 provides the main examples of barriers to entry. 
Within the hotel industry some frequently occurring barriers to entry are evident and these 
include (Freire, 1999): 
" The amount of capital required by a business wishing to enter the hotel industry. 
" Existence of economies of scale. The enterprises have to choose either to enter on a 
small scale or accept high unit costs, or to enter on a large scale and run the risk of 
under-utilised capacity while they build up sales volumes. 
" Brand identity. In general, the large hotel chains possess the advantages of brand 
recognition and encourage customer loyalty schemes through programmes such as 
`customer member card' or `enterprise schemes', increasing the costs for customers of 
switching to the products/services of new competitors. 
" Absolute cost advantages of some international hotel chains often results from 
economies of scale or the acquisition of low-cost sources of raw materials. 
" New hotels, which compete with well-established ones, may expect possible retaliation 
by established firms, such as price-cutting, increased advertising, or sales promotion. 
" New competitors may find difficulties in accessing channels of distribution (such as 
international tour operators) and the necessary inputs already accessed by well- 
established hotels. 
" Regulatory requirements and environmental and safety standards often put new 
entrants at a disadvantage to established firms, because compliance costs tend to weigh 
more heavily on newcomers. In Portugal for example, up to 2004, the legal 
requirements severely limited the entry of new hotels (the legal process was too long, in 
general more than three years). However, this barrier is to be removed, since the 
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Portuguese Government announced that it aims to reduce this period to a maximum 
of one year. (Minirterio da Economia, 2005) 
Conversely, there are some issues that are usually identified as opportunities for new entrants 
in the hotel industry: 
" There are a large number of SMTEs, and, bearing that in mind, as Bastaids et al. (2004) 
noticed, SNfIEs share not only certain and functional weaknesses that handicap their 
operation and standard of services offered, but sometimes also have a lack of strategic 
vision, and larger enterprises may benefit from this. 
" In many cases, hotel customers are driven by price and exhibit little brand loyalty, 
meaning that new hotels have chances to conquer their clients (DGT, 2003). 
b) The threat of potential substitutes 
In terms of the threat of potential substitutes, it depends on the ease with which customers, 
existing suppliers and potential newcomers can identify substitute products or services. If 
customers have numerous alternatives to choose from, the industry's profitability decreases. 
This force is also determined by such factors as the buyers' propensity to substitute between 
the products/services on offer, which in turn is related to: the relative price of existing and 
substitute products, the relative price-performance perception held by consumers and the 
relative cost and perceived risk involved in switching between the existing and substitute 
products or services Porter (1980). 
Hotels, for example, are facing consumers who have a great variety of choice of similar 
products as a consequence of a variety of factors, such as the globalisation of the economy, the 
emergence of new tourism destinations and the emergence of alternative accommodation 
choices. This is reinforced by a lack of product or service differentiation within the industry. 
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that these factors could differ significantly according to 
the hotel's location. 
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The bargaining power of buyers also has an impact on an industry. Porter (1980) suggested 
that buyer power influences the price that firms can charge, cost and investment, because 
powerful buyers demand costly service. 
Within the hotel industry, as Evans et al. (2003) summarised the relative power of buyers is 
characterised in many cases by such factors as: 
" As within the majority of the industries, the individual customers have limited bargaining 
power over the prices, while customers who buy on mass may have significant power. As 
Evans et al. (2003) exemplified, tour operators are able to exert far greater forces on hotels 
than can individual consumers. 
" Lack of product differentiation in the hotel industry. Therefore, buyer power tends to 
increase, since they have a wide choice of suppliers offering similar products. 
" There are no costs in switching to substitute products, which makes the buyer more 
powerful. 
" Over recent years there has been a significant increase of buyer knowledge about prices 
and services in great part through the use of the Internet. Nonetheless, in some cases the 
individual buyer still lacks full information about the product or service. Furthermore, in 
some countries (such as Portugal) there are a considerable number of buyers who do not 
as yet use the Internet. 
d) The bargaining power of suppliers 
The bargaining power of suppliers determines the costs of inputs (resources) - human, 
financial, operational and physical - that enterprises need to carry out their activities. It 
describes the effects that suppliers have on the profitability of the enterprises. As Porter stated 
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if the force is weak, the enterprises may be able to negotiate a favourable business deal. 
Conversely, if the force is strong, the enterprise is in a weak position and may have to pay a 
higher price or provide a lower level of quality or service. 
As stated in Figure 3.5, there are major factors that determine the strength or weakness of 
suppliers. In the case of the hotel industry, in general the bargaining power of suppliers can be 
regarded as relatively weak for the following reasons: 
" For the majority of resources there are many enterprises supplying similar resources (e. g. 
companies of beverage and food, amenities, furniture and so on). Therefore, there are 
substitutes available for the majority of inputs. 
" The market is dominated by a fragmented source of suppliers and small enterprises. 
" The costs of switching from one supplier to another are low. 
" Some products, such as food, are perishable and need to be sold quickly. 
In regard to suppliers of labour, there is in general a lack of qualified people available to work 
in the hotel industry while there are large numbers of unskilled people available to work. As 
result, some enterprises do not pay high salaries to skilled workers rather they employ unskilled 
workers at a lower salary. 
e) The degree of rivalry between the existing competitors 
The fifth force identified by Porter (1980) is the degree of rivalry between the existing 
competitors. The more intense the rivalry, the more difficult it is to compete in an industry. As 
Porter (1980) stated, high competitive pressures result in pressure on prices, margins and on 
profitability for every single unit in the industry. 
As recognised by several authors (e. g. Evans et al, 2003 and Tribe, 1999), rivalry has been 
intense for the enterprises of the tourism sector. Hotel units are no exception and have been 
facing a high degree of rivalry, as summarised below. 
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"A fragmented industry with a large number of organisations of a similar size (small and 
medium size) tends to be very competitive; 
" In general product differentiation is weak; 
" The product/service is perishable and there is a high level of fixed costs. As Evans et al. 
(2003) wrote, an economic slowdown, for example, severely affects occupancy rates and 
leads to heavy discounting of room rates, 
" There is little brand loyalty of customers. 
In summing up, Porter's model of five competitive forces includes supply and demand, 
complementary products and substitutes, the relationship between volume of production and 
cost of production and market structures. The model linked a number of structural 
characteristics of industry that indicate intense competition and states that competitiveness 
should not be evaluated just in terms of existing rivals in a given industry. Therefore, the 
relationship between an industry or enterprise's position and its potential effect on profits 
depends on the five forces. This relationship is summarised in the following figure 3.6. 
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As shown in the figure above 3.6. Porter's framework has similarities with the S-C-P model. 
Both models from Industrial Economics Organisation School state that once the nature and strength 
of industry structure is understood, firms could adopt a specific behaviour, through their 
strategies, and influence their performance. Nonetheless, Porter's 5 forces model focused on 
the industry structure, by using five key competitive forces and suggesting that firms could 
influence each of the five forces. 
Consequently the conceptual framework of 5 forces has been considered by numerous authors 
as a comprehensive framework to analyse the industry environment. Mathews (1999), for 
example, wrote that part of Porter's achievement lay in synthesising so much of the earlier 
strategic, economic and industrial organisation approaches. In the view of other authors, such 
as Lynch (2003), Porter's model provides a very useful starting point in the analysis of the 
environment. 
Furthermore, the model has been used and applied by an extensive list of authors. In terms of 
tourism sector, a number of authors can be mentioned. For example, Dale (2000) applied and 
extended Porter's five forces to the context of the United Kingdom tour operating industry. 
Gratzer and Winiwarter (2003) used the 5 forces to evaluate opportunities and threats caused 
by the Internet on the SME hotel sector in Austria. Evans et al (2003) applied the 5 forces 
model to the context of the European airline industry. Tribe (1997) applied the 5 forces to the 
case study of the US airline industry. To study the competitive advantage of hotel firms, Kim 
and Oh (2004) offered an integrated approach, which incorporated the five forces model and 
two additional models: the resource-based approach and the relational approach. Their 
purpose was to strengthen the strategic management process in the lodging industry and help 
managers to understand how competitive advantage could be achieved in different ways. 
It should be made clear nonetheless that, in spite of the widely-recognised contribution of 
Porter's five forces model, several limitations of his model have been pointed out in the 
literature. For instance, authors such as Besanko et al. (2000) suggested that: 
- The model pays limited attention to specific factors that may also affect demand such as 
consumer income, tastes, and a firms strategies for boosting demand; 
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- It concentrates on a whole industry; 
- The role of government as a regulator is underestimated and, 
- The five forces model is qualitative, which may result in some limitations. 
Hassan (2000) claimed that Porter has limited the focus of the analysis to the factors associated 
with rivalry among firms within a given industry or country which, in turn, limits the analysis 
to historic, predetermined performance indicators such as market share, market growth, and 
gross domestic product. Downes (1997) argued that Porter's assumptions are no longer viable 
and suggested three new forces that require a new strategic framework and a set of alternative 
tools: digitalisation, globalisation and deregulation. He believed that in this way a more 
dynamic, unstable and complex framework is provided. 
Authors such as Lynch (2003) and Thurlby (1998) commented that the analytical framework of 
Porter is static, whereas the competitive environment in practise is constantly changing. 
Nonetheless, they recognised that Porter's model provides a very useful starting point in the 
analysis of the environment, because of the issues it focus on in a coherent and structured 
framework. However, Thurlby (1998), using the example of the electricity sector as a case 
study, suggested six alternative forces to the Porter model: regulation (e. g. political philosophy, 
competition and environmental policy); new entrants; customer expectations; improved digital 
information; synergistic alliances (e. g. core competence of collaborators) and organisation 
reinvention (e. g. capability to react, competitive culture). Authors such as Brandenburger and 
Nalebuff (1996) observed that there is no room in Porter's framework for firms seeking to 
form long-term alliances with their customers, their suppliers or their rivals, since Porter has a 
tendency to consider all other firms as threats to success. These authors introduced the 
concept of 'value net', which includes suppliers, distributors and competitors as a counterpart 
of the five forces. By exploring both the relationship of competition and cooperation, they 
believed that a firm's success also depends on how others react to the firm's moves, and how 
others think firms will react to theirs. 
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3.4.4. Review of the influence of EMU upon the hotel industry environment, by using 
Porter's five competitive forces 
From a review of the literature on the implications of EMU, emerges the idea that EMU was 
one of the expected driving forces of the competitive position of the tourism industry. As 
many authors have claimed EMU is likely to lead to higher competitiveness and more market- 
driven prices within the Euro zone (Torres, 1998, WTO, 1998a, Piggott and Cook, 1999). 
Therefore, in order to review how EMU can influence competitive rivalry within the industry, 
this study discusses and applies Porter's competitive forces to the context of the tourism 
industry following the introduction of EMMU. The main reasons for using this model are 
explained in the research methodology chapter (Chapter 4 subsection 4.2). 
(i) The risk of new competitors entering the industry 
In the context of the Euro, the majority of studies (e. g. Johnson and Turner, 2000; Whyman, 
2002) forecast that there would be an increase of new competitors as result of the introduction 
of the Euro. Equally many authors (e. g. Torres, 1998; Trichet, 2005 and WTO, 1998a) 
expected that stronger competition within the context of a single currency and common 
market would attract non-European companies and encourage firms to grow outside their 
national borders. The WTO (1998a) and Costa (1999), for example, believed that since the 
Euro had an important effect in the accelerated process of globalisation, it would increase the 
phenomenon of intemationalisation of the enterprises. 
Meanwhile, other findings (e. g. Ratz and Hinek, 2005) suggested that the obstacles in the way 
of potential newcomers to a market tend to decrease as a consequence of the deepening and 
enlargement of the European integration process due to the macroeconomic environment 
brought about by Euro. For example, as already discussed, the macroeconomic effects of the 
Euro showed that the cost of capital has been lower since the introduction of the Euro. In 
terms of competition analysis, authors such as Walter (1999) suggested that this, together with 
the new financing opportunities brought about by the increase in the intensity of bank activity, 
also a consequence of greater competition, could result in new investment and, consequently, 
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new competitive positions. Additionally, factors such as changes in distribution channels and 
new sources of suppliers could attract new enterprises. Moreover, new opportunities for 
increased economies of scale by offering single products in the EMU zone could invite new 
competitors to operate. Piggott and Cook (1999) stated that if the Euro works as is envisaged, 
then European business would benefit from economies of scale. Thus, new competitors 
profiting from an enlarged home market would shortly arrive. Similarly, Gill and Ducan (2001) 
stated that several small to medium European enterprises would see the market as an 
opportunity to grow their business, which they had not considered before the launch of the 
Euro. This could lead to new entrants from Europe starting up business in a specific sector 
and becoming a serious threat to the continued success of some business. 
According to Fitzgerald (1999), Chairman of Unilever PLC, firms in general would seek to 
rationalise their European operations still further. Increased competition and consolidation 
driven by the Euro may force SMEs to consider co-operation in order to achieve scale and 
expand markets or simply to attempt to survive in a worldwide highly competitive market. He 
said that observers would witness more and more European mergers, acquisitions and joint 
ventures, as competition drives consolidation, and national players seek a pan-European reach. 
Nonetheless, previous data from the WTO (1998a) showed that before the introduction of the 
Euro mergers and acquisitions were already a reality in the tourism sector. At this point, it 
should be noted that other forms of economic integration, such as the single market, have 
been important in this respect. 
As a final note, a study by Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998) suggested a further reason 
for a threat from new competitory. similar products or services offered within countries that 
benefit from different exchange rates policies. According to this view, new competitors may 
appear within non-European countries, which may offer similar products or services and still 
use the exchange rates as a tool to make compensating productivity gains. Bywater (1997) also 
argued that since the Euro countries could not devalue their currency, they would become less 
competitive. He explained that a strong currency within the Euro zone could reinforce the 
competitive position of enterprises based in non-Euro countries such as Tunisia and Turkey, 
which still have weak currencies. In his view, this would particularly affect the enterprises 
based in the southern European countries, where monetary policy was frequently used as a 
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tool to improve competitiveness. A similar conclusion was presented by Deloitte and Touche 
Consulting (1998). Nonetheless, in this study the authors argued that the main beneficiary 
would be the European countries from the north. The study highlighted that in the tourism 
industry the majority of enterprises in the south of Europe benefited from exchange rate 
policies in order to increase their competitive position in respect of other enterprises based in 
the northern region of the Euro zone. Therefore, for those enterprises, with the end of 
exchange rates, the northern enterprises also could become the new competitors. 
(H) The threat of potential substitutes 
The literature suggests that, in the same way as new competitors could appear, substitute 
product or services, which enterprises had not considered to be a threat to them in the past, 
may be introduced into their market after the introduction of the Euro. As discussed by 
authors such as James (2001) and Mussweiller and Strack, (2004) within the context of a single 
currency, customers could easily compare prices and find close substitutes, forcing enterprises 
to lower prices or offer differentiated products or services. 
The effects of price-changes on customers are evident in the majority of analyses of business 
strategy. Authors such as Thompson (2001) mentioned that price-changes of a specific product 
or service initiated by any firm may lead to an increase or decrease of demand for a particular 
brand or service. As a result, firms would seek to establish clear product differentiation with 
the purpose of creating customer preference and fidelity, thus making their product or service 
less price sensitive. 
(iii) The bargaining power of buyers 
According to authors such as Gill and Duncan (2001), increased buyer power was likely to be 
one of the most important aspects resulting from the introduction of the Euro. Buyers in most 
cases would have more choice in their purchase decisions. It would become easier for them to 
compare prices and decide what provides the best value. Gill and Duncan (2001), for example, 
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stated that retailers would seize the opportunity to pressurise suppliers to optimise product 
assortment and the launching of new products and increased product innovation would feature 
in negotiations. Moreover, as a result of an expected increase in rivalry between suppliers some 
authors, such as Ratz and Hinek (2005), suggested there would be a reinforcement of buyer 
power. In the case of the tourism industry, this power may be further increased because, in 
general, there are alternative sources of supply and the supply industry comprised a large 
number of small operators. 
Another aspect frequently pointed out in the literature, as an important issue for the bargaining 
power of buyers is the level of buyer knowledge (see, Tribe, 1999). Nonetheless, the literature 
on EMU suggested that in the early years of the introduction of EMU the level of customer 
education and understanding about the Euro was very low (EU, 2000). Thus, expectations, at 
the start of EMU, were that in the short term the Euro could have a negative effect on the 
power of bargaining. It should be noticed, that within the tourism industry, the power of a 
buyer is also affected by the need for extra knowledge. In some areas of the tourism industry, 
customers do not always have full information. As Tribe (1999) exemplified, for instance, 
when booking a hotel room, the buyer has no information regarding the room's characteristics. 
(iv) The bargaining power of suppliers 
As pointed out previously, the single currency is increasing price transparency throughout the 
Euro zone countries, enabling buyers to easily compare price across national borders. Some 
evidence suggests that there are significant disparities in net prices between suppliers in 
different countries that are sufficient to induce purchasers to change suppliers. In fact, in this 
context, commentators such as Gill and Duncan (2001) argued that suppliers would no longer 
be able to maintain price differentials between the Euro countries. Firms would be able to 
compete on a more equal footing. In fact, firms previously protected from cross border 
competition would find themselves increasingly exposed. This, in turn, would imply new 
decisions about products, prices and packaging, affecting supply chains. As already mentioned, 
certain suppliers may decide to reduce their prices in order to preserve their market share. Gill 
and Duncan (2001) suggested that in order to face new competitors, the suppliers would also 
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decide to differentiate their products or services. On the other hand, the enterprises would 
have freer access to new purchasers across Europe who would not have been considered 
before, which by itself could represent an opportunity for suppliers. Gill and Duncan (2001) 
further argued that the Euro could increase the sources of suppliers, because low cost sourcing 
opportunities would become readily apparent. Moreover, there would be a whole new range of 
suppliers available to European companies which may not have been considered in past. This, 
in turn, has effects on the power of suppliers, which also varies according to the concentration 
of the supplier. As Porter (1999) highlighted supplier power is likely to be high when there is a 
concentration of suppliers rather than a fragmented source of supply. 
In this regard Blevins (2000) pointed out that it is extremely difficult to know how much 
difference the Euro made in respect of the replacement of national by international suppliers 
as consequence of price transparency. He argued that translating a single currency had never 
been particularly difficult, adding factors such as after sale support quality of guarantee and 
legal concerns or even language as some reasons to remain buying from domestic suppliers 
even given price transparency. 
(v) The degree of rivalry between the existing competitors 
According to some authors, such as James (2001), the competitive nature of the market in 
which businesses operate is likely to be changed by the introduction of the Euro. Under this 
approach, the way enterprises react to the introduction of the Euro in relation to product, 
price, packing, distribution, accounting and service would have a great impact. For example, 
within the context of the Euro, new competitors could stimulate more price competition or 
more investment in product differentiation. Additionally, because in the Euro context the 
number of competitors would increase, the intensity of rivalry between the existing 
competitors would become stronger. This in turn leads to increased competition and possibly 
reduced profits. 
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In conclusion, the following figure 3.7 illustrates a summary of the effects of the I? uro on bye 
forces model: 
Figure 3.7. The effects of the introduction of EMU on Porter's Five Forces model based on the literature review 
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Summing up, the literature reviewed suggests that l:. NIL' would affect the relative strengths of 
all the five forces impinging on the competitive business environment. Asa result, according 
to the literature, EMU could affect the state of competitors and, consequently, the ultimate 
profit potential within an industry. 
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3.5. CONCEPTS RELATING TO THE OPERATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE INFLUENCE OF EMU 
"The individual businesses in the operating environment are like small boats floating in a remote 
environment 'sea', having to adapt to whatever the elements throw at them. " 
(Finlay, 2000, p 195) 
As has been shown in the previous sections, EMU creates challenges for business at three 
interlinked levels. First, there are macroeconomic impacts due to implementation and 
consolidation for EMU. Second, there are widespread strategic impacts as the Euro presents 
new sources of competition and helps to restructure markets. Third, EMU creates considerable 
operational challenges for businesses in Europe. 
In the present section this last argument is explored in greater depth using Porter's Value 
Chain as a framework for analysing the academic and managerial literature concerning the 
effects of the Euro on the operational business environment. 
The section looks firstly and briefly at the basic concepts of the operational environment 
before considering the notion of the value chain and the implications of the adoption of the 
Euro on the operational business operations. The advantage of using this model is that it 
provides a simple but, nonetheless, powerful organisational framework for explaining an 
organisation's operational environment and for reviewing what the effects of the Euro may be 
for this opetational environment. Then, ideas of the opportunities and threats to business 
brought about by the Euro are reviewed in order to identify the key strengths and weaknesses 
of SMTEs in responding to the challenges the introduction of the Euro represents. This leads 
to suggestions as to why some organisations may succeed in the context of the Euro, while 
others may not. 
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3.5.1. The concept of operational business environment 
Grant (2002) observed that the operational environment concept (sometimes also called 
`operating' or `task' environment) embraces many features of the firm, namely its: resources; 
organisational structure; systems of information; communication; reward, and control; style of 
management, values and traditions. 
Horner and Swarbrooke (1996) included this concept in the broader microenvironment 
notion, which according to them consists of those factors that are capable of being either 
controlled or influenced by the organisation. 
Authors such as Brooks and Weatherston (2000), Grant (2002), Johnson and Scholes (2001), 
Smith (1985) and Thompson (2001) and Worthington and Cumberpatch (n Worthington and 
Britton, 2003) suggested that the concept of the operational business environment includes, as 
key factors, the organisation's structure and functions and the way these are configured in 
pursuit of specific organisational objectives. 
Most authors (e. g. Johnson and Scholes, 1999 and Brooks and Weatherston, 2000) with an 
interest in strategy share the view that the concept of the firm's operational environment is 
closely associated with the resources and capabilities of the firm to respond to possible 
changes in the external and competitive environment. They suggest that some enterprises are 
noticeably more able to cope with new challenges than others, due to their resources and 
competences. Thus, differences in performance in terms of competitive results depend on a 
firm's resources and competences. 
3.5.1.1. The firm's resources 
Authors including Johnson and Scholes (2001) grouped the resources of the organisation 
under four headings: physical resources, human resources, financial resources and intangibles, 
while Thompson (2001) considered just three major functional areas of the business: human, 
financial and physical resources. According to him these areas could include finance, 
production, marketing, research and development, procurement, personnel and administration. 
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On the other hand, there are authors such as Grant (2002) who argued that technological 
resources should also be included as a key resource. Each of these resources is explained 
below. 
Human resources - These include, first of all, the number and types of different skilled workers 
within an organisation. But, it also includes other factors that employees offer to the firm such 
as their qualification, knowledge, and reasoning and decision-making abilities. According to 
Grant (2002) the key indicators of human resources are: educational, technical, professional 
qualification of employees and pays rates relative to the industry average. 
Physical resources - These encompass the number of machines, land and buildings or the 
production capacity. Under this topic factors such as the equipments, size, location, 
sophistication, and flexibility of each resource is important. 
Financial resources - These comprise the firm's borrowing capacity and its internal fund 
generation. Managing cash and managing relationships with suppliers of money (debtors and 
creditors) are also factors outlined by Johnson and Scholes (2001) as key indicators of financial 
resources. 
Technological resources - Grant (2002) summarised the key types of these kinds of resources as the 
number and significance of patents, revenue from patent licenses, R and D staff as percentage 
of total employment. 
Intangible resources - Johnson and Scholes (2001) drew attention to the importance of these 
resources, which they considered valuable since, as they said when businesses are sold, part of 
the businesses value is `goodwill'. In this, connection Dobson, Starkey and Richards (2004) 
argued that the intangible resources are significant for firms in the service sector, where value 
depends on `goodwill' coming from brand names, reputation, and so on. 
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3.5.1.2. The firm's competences 
Authors such as Grant (2002) and Besanko et al. (2000) have suggested the term firm's 
competences or capabilities to refer to an organisation's capacity for undertaking specific 
activities more successfully than its competitors. 
Dobson, Starkey and Richards (2004) demonstrated that the competence of any organisation is 
essentially defined by how well it links together its various activities, such as designing, 
marketing, delivering and supporting its products and services. In fact, according to these 
authors, the capability of the organisation depends on the quality or coordination across the 
various and diverse activities involved in the process of converting inputs to outputs. Similarly, 
Passmemard and Kleiner (2000) stated that the evolution of competitive advantage depends on 
the way the firms manages their activities. 
Both of the concepts mentioned above - firm's resources and firm's competences - have been 
commonly considered, as the key issues which can give an enterprise real competitive 
advantage. In this regard, the literature on business and strategy has called attention to the 
importance of analysing both concepts with a view to determining the capacity of the firm to 
respond to any changing environment (e. g. Tribe, 1997, Middleton, 2001 and Kotler et al., 
2005). 
3.5.2. Porter's value chain approach and competition at the level of the firm 
The analysis of a firm's competences is frequently linked with the value chain model, suggested 
by Porter in 1985. The "value chain" is based on a process view of the organisation: a system 
made up of interrelated subsystems each with inputs, transformation processes and outputs. 
The aim was to provide "a systematic way of examining all the activities a firm performs and 
how they interact" with one another. 
The model has subsequently become a common tool of many analyses of competitiveness of a 
firm in a given industry (e. g., Porter and Millar, 1985; Poon, 1998 and Johnson and Scholes, 
1999). 
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Outlined in Figure 3.8., the Value Chain describes the firm's basic activities and suggests that 
all the activities in the `value chain' contribute to the creation of value for the customers. 
Porter (1985) distinguished these activities as either the primary or support activities that all 
business must undertake in some form. According to him, the primary activities are directly 
involved in the flow of product to the customer, and include: 
1. Inbound Logistics, which are the relationships with suppliers and include all the activities 
required to receive, store, and disseminate inputs. 
2. Operations, which refer to all the activities needed to transform inputs into outputs. 
3. Outbound logistics, which embrace all the activities required to collect, store, and distribute 
the output 
4. Marketing and Sales, which include all the activities, inform buyers about products or services, 
inducing them to buy, and use it. 
5. Services, which include all the activities needed to maintain the product or service working 
effectively for the buyer after it is sold and delivered. 
Equally Porter (1985) grouped the secondary activities, into four main areas to support the 
primary activities: 
1. Procurement, involving the acquisition of inputs, or resources, for the enterprise. 
2. Human Resource Management, which means all the activities involved in recruitment, hiring, 
and training. 
3. Technological development, consisting of the equipment, hardware, software, procedures and 
technical knowledge brought to bear in the firth's transformation of inputs into outputs. 
4. Infrastructure, this includes the departments such as accounting, legal, finance, planning, 
public affairs, government relations, quality assurance and general management. Thep 
support the entire chain. 
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Figure 3.8. Porter's value Chain 
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The term `margin', located in the right side of the figure 3.8, refers to the difference between 
the total value and the collective cost of performing the value activities. 
The main contributions of Porter's model are the fact that the Value Chain describes the 
various activities within and around an enterprise and shows that the activities in the value 
chain are interlinked, suggesting that the cost behaviour of a value activity cannot be 
understood individually. As Porter stated the linkages provide a potentially powerful source of 
cost advantage because they `require joint optimisation or coordination of activities across 
organisation lines'. 
However, this model is not unique. For example, Chaharbaghi and Lynch (1999) proposed a 
hierarchy of resources model to analyse these internal resources. This model identifies four 
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levels of resources that are internal to the orgauisatiou: peripheral resources, base resources, 
core resources and breakthrough resources. There are also resource audit methods available for 
internal resource analysis. 
3.5.3. Review of the influence of EMU upon the operational business environment 
using Porter's value chain 
Most of the focus of the effects of I?, N1L soy far has been on meeting the operational impacts 
brought about by the single currency. Various studies have been published at this level (sec for 
example: Branco, 1997; l)eloitte Consulting, 1998; Costa, 1999; Shackleford, 1998; Torres 
Marques, 1999 and Cunha, 2003). In the literature there is a consensus that the introduction of 
the single currency requires great changes in the business' operational environment. ; plc>reov-er, 
the evidence suggests that changes in the macro and competitive environment, already 
mentioned in the previous sections, directly affect the operational environment and businesses 
operating. 
lt is aim of this section to explore the impact of the l urO upon the operational environment, 
breaking down the business's operation into the firm's different activities. For that, Porter's 
value chain framework seemed adequate and was applied, as shown in figure 3.9. The main 
purpose of this is to identify the influence of I? NIU, and the Faro in particular, on the different 
business' activities, and, at the same time, to show that the linkages in the value chain can lead 
to a business gaining competitive advantage over its rivals. 
3.9. Framcwork of the 
Does EMU affect firm's 
Primary activities II Support activities 
0IJ G ^r rVj . ý. 
CE dl 
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A review of the literature about the effects of the Euro at an operational level has suggested 
that the Euro has implications for both the primary and support activities identified in the 
value chain model, affecting the way the businesses operate and the linkages between the 
activities. Much of the existing literature suggests that the influence of the Euro is notable at all 
stages of the value chain. 
Authors such as Johnson and Turner (2000) stated that there were five well defined cross- 
functional areas affected by the Euro: information technology; communication; general 
support services; human resources, and management strategy. Moreover, they added that the 
Euro also has implications on the competitive advantage of the enterprises. 
With respect to the primary activities, and in terms of the inbound logistics, the literature 
suggested that (e. g. Gill and Ducan, 2001) the influence of the Euro was most notable in terms 
of relationships with suppliers and upon the cost of the inputs, as shown in the previous 
chapter. In terms of the operational factors the Euro's influence is also dear. According to 
authors such as Cunha (2003) the enterprises had to improve their resources and competences 
in operational activities in order to face potential new entrants. 
Concerning outbound logistics the introduction of the Euro results in changes in market structure, 
which affects a firm's activities such as those associated with collecting, storing, and physically 
distributing the product to buyers, delivery vehicle operations, order processing and 
scheduling. 
In terms of the influence of the Euro on Marketing and Sales, Bywater (1997) argues that the 
Euro affects factors such as market and competitor's analysis, pricing points, price list, price- 
displays, bar codes and catalogues and advertising. In fact, all a firm's brochures and other 
material published that is related with sales and marketing will be affected by the Euro. 
Additionally Weber (1998) and Bieger and Laesser (1999) drew attention to the fact that the 
Euro requires new marketing strategies. They exemplified this with the fact that the Euro 
could represent a new image of Europe, as Europe has become a `single product' requiring a 
rethinking of marketing plans. In addition, Marques (1999) stated that the opportunities 
brought about by the emerging macroeconomic environment must be taken into account in 
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any marketing action. Customer information must become an important tool for the 
enterprises to improve their sales. 
Regarding service activities, some authors (e. g. Cunha, 2003) believed that the advent of the 
Euro could result in extra services requirements, since in their view it will encourage additional 
sales. 
By procurements factors, is meant, the function of purchasing inputs used in the firm' value chain. 
For some authors (e. g. Johnson and Turner, 2000) the Euro represents a potential stimulus for 
the emergence of a new source of suppliers and shifts in the costs of inputs, which has 
implications for the firm's overall costs and differentiation. 
Concerning the implication of the Euro on human resource management a study conducted by 
Deloitte and Touche Consulting (1998) demonstrated that the adoption of the Euro required 
specific staff training in the accounting and informatics departments, as well as all staff who 
would deal directly with customers and suppliers. In addition, the study called attention of the 
influence of the Euro on salaries, health and life insurance, pensions and employment 
contracts. It mentioned the importance of this information being available to employees. 
Nonetheless, the same study published data demonstrating that before the introduction of the 
Euro, in 1998, only a few enterprises in Portugal (16%) had analysed the likely impact of the 
Euro on human resources. In addition, in 1998, the number of enterprises, which had studied 
the implications of the Euro on life and health insurance or pensions, was nil. 
In terms of a firm's infrartructurc, as Costa (1999) argued, the changes in accounting procedures, 
legal and contractual features were some of the operational impacts brought about by the 
Euro. For example, the accounts of all businesses transactions and associated documentation 
needed to be converted to Euros. This includes the production of services, statements, credit 
notes etc and, production of the firm's account for statutory and fiscal purposes; re-casting of 
prices; production of tax and others statutory returns; production of internal management 
statements and, finally, financial control reports, conversion of banks accounts and payment 
instruments. 
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In terms of legislation Maduro et al. (2000) noted that legal contracts would need to be 
amended, including employment contracts, loans, mortgages, leasing arrangements, rental 
agreements, supply agreements, options, dividends and insurance policies. 
Finally in respect to the influence of the Euro on technological development, authors such as Weber 
(1998) and drew attention to the fact that the adoption of the Euro requires the adaptation of 
both software and hardware. Weber (1998) mentioned that vending machines, cash registers, 
computer keyboards, and calculator buttons would all have to be changed to handle Euros. In 
addition, information technology: billing, invoicing, accounting, management information and 
scanning systems must be changed. In fact, all systems would need to be examined and 
adapted to the Euro, data files and programs, such as customer and suppliers accounting 
systems, payroll systems, cost and price calculation systems, general ledger systems and 
payment and reconciliation systems, containing monetary value. 
The following table (3.4) summaries the major influences of the Euro upon the operational 
environment using Porter's value chain. 
Table 3.4. The major implications of EMU on the operational environment using Porter's value chain 
FIRMS INFRASTRUCTURES: I &gal and contractual features 
Shifts on financial services 
Management Consulting 
; tea Accounting change 
ä HUMAN RESOURCES: Educational and Training 
ä TICIINOIAGY Needs of the new software and hardware 
DEVELOPMENT: (Adaptation of the electronic payment terminal, modification of the computer systems: 
fare, invoicing and accounting software) 
PROCUREMENT: Rating services 
Primary activities 
INBOUND OPERATIONS OUTBOUND MARKETING SERVICE 
LOGISTICS LOGISTICS &SALES 
Suppliers changes Facilities Operations Buyers and market Advertising Installation and testing 
Cost of inputs Intense rivalry changes Brochures 
Services 
Customer information Repair and Overhaul 
Prices 
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3.5.4. Identification of key strengths and weaknesses of SMTEs due the adoption of 
EMU 
All types of enterprises and sectors confront the implications of the adoption of the Euro on 
their operations. From a review of the literature emerged the suggestion that the impact of the 
Euro on businesses could differ. For some businesses, the adoption of the Euro was not 
expected to cause serious problems at an operational level as most of changes are routine 
changes in systems. For others, the impact of the Euro may be significant. In this latter 
situation, the firm's resources, together with its competences in separate activities, will have a 
relevant role in influencing the superior performance of the enterprise Qohnson and Turner, 
2000 and Whyman, 2002). 
Hence, this section identifies the proposed key strengths and weaknesses of tourism 
enterprises in the context of the external opportunities and threats following the introduction 
of the Euro. A detailed analysis is not viable at this stage because the strengths and weaknesses 
depend on factors such as the type, structure, locality and so on which are not taken into 
account in this general analysis. For example the term `tourism enterprise' incorporates a 
variety of businesses associated with the tourism industry. In this research, a selection of 
accommodation businesses will be studied. The aim is to outline some literature aspects 
relating to enterprises needs as result of the environment changing. 
3.5.4.1. Firm's strengths and weaknesses within the context of EMU 
As Ambrosini et al. (1998) stated strength would be an internal resource that would enable an 
organisation to deal effectively with its business environment. In contrast, an internal weakness 
would leave opportunities poorly accounted for, or not addressed at all. Thompson (2001) 
argued that organisational changes should go to further improve positions of strength and 
eradicate areas of weakness. 
In this context it is widely recognised in the literature that EMU could have a great impact 
upon the operations of enterprises, principally, of the SMEs, because they were not well 
prepared for the Euro, and commonly had lesser resources and capabilities. Additionally, the 
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probability was that this type of enterprise has not had much experience in dealing with 
environmental change. A study conducted by Hervey (1999) showed that the SMEs tend to be 
less enthusiastic with the majority stating that they do not expect much business benefit. The 
Table 3.5 summarises the major potential internal strengths and weaknesses of the SMTEs 
within the external and competitive Euro's environment that are suggested in the literature. 
Table 3.5. Potential strengths and weaknesses of the SMTEs within the context of EMU 
Tourism SMTEs 
Strengths Weaknesses 
Products/services with increasing shares of growing markets Slow management response 
Dominance of key market segments Intensified competition 
F Location Weak financial resources 
3.6. CONCLUSION 
The evidence that has been presented within this chapter indicates that the majority of the 
studies that preceded the introduction of the Euro acknowledged that EMU was thought likely 
to have impacts varying in scope and range on the tourism business environment. These 
studies concluded that EMU affects national, industry and operational environments. Among 
the effects on the national business environment, the economic implications have been the 
ones most commonly recognised in the literature. Nonetheless, several studies have also 
documented the social, political, and legal implications on the participating countries. These 
findings suggested that as consequence of EMU there would be changes in the competitive 
advantage of Portugal brought about by this new macroeconomic environment. 
In terms of the effects on the industry environment, the literature demonstrated that several 
authors pointed out that the structure of industry is likely to change due, for example, to the 
intense rivalry of competitors after the launch of the Euro. Some have argued that the ultimate 
profit potential within an industry will as a result be altered. 
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Finally, in regard to the implications of EMU on the operational business environment, there 
was a consensus in the literature that changes on the main activities of the enterprises would 
occur including changes in operating systems, marketing and sales, purchasing, legal issues, 
human resources and so on. These changes give enterprises' opportunities but also threats that 
need to be overcome. Hence, there were some authors suggesting that the lack of action by the 
enterprise increases vulnerability, while preparedness maximises potential gains. 
To understand the implications of EMU on the business environment of hotels operating in 
the North of Portugal, this research addresses a set of questions which were used to inform 
the development of questionnaires used in the various stages of fieldwork. The methodological 
choices and stages of the research are described and explained in the following chapter on 
methodology. 
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The choice of the research methodology is a complex stage in any type of research and uceds 
to be considered very carefully and precisely. A poor method)l( gy will tail to provide accurate 
answers to the questions under investigation and little or no reliable inf>rmari(n will result. In 
fact, much will depend on the quality of the research methodology adopted. I Icnce, designing 
a research process, as in any research, was a central task in this stud. 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a description of the ( erall research methudoli>gv used 
for evaluating the research questions, focusing primarily on the multiply stages u>f the research 
process. To achieve this aim, the chapter discusses the `what', 'why', and `how' questions 
related to methodological choices. The chapter also explains the conceptual framework 
adopted in this research in order to understand the perceived implications of { : INll' on the 
competitiveness and decision-making of the hotels in the North of Portugal. The alternative 
approaches of quantitative versus qualitative methodologies arc briefly discussed and the 
position adopted in this study is stated and explained. The research process selected within this 
study is then described. This includes the formulation of the research problem, the kcy stages 
in research design, the data collection techniques and the data analysis procedures.. At the end 
of the chapter a brief conclusion is presented. 
Ehe conceptual framework of the research is now presented. 
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4.2. EXPLANATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
The interconnected nature of the elements in the business environment, together with the 
multifaceted nature of competitiveness, pose special challenges for impact assessment because 
the linkages between these elements are often far from simple. Hence, the framework adopted 
in this research involves three main components: national, industry and operational 
environments which together offer a basis for determining the perceived implications of EMU 
on the hotels' competitiveness and decision-making. 
Component 1: analysing the national environment 
In the first step, the model of the Diamond developed by Porter (Porter, 1990) was selected and 
adapted as the basis for analysing the national environment. There were two main reasons for 
using the Diamond model. First, Porter's Diamond includes not just factor conditions (macro 
perspective) as most of the traditional models do (e. g. Smith, 1776, Ricardo, 1817, Heckscher 
and OMin, 1933; Solow, 1988 and Boltho, 1996), but also relevant variables based on the 
activity of the firms (micro perspective), such as sußporting and related industries or the context for a 
firm's strategy and rivalry, which would allow the encapsulation of more dimensions of 
competitiveness in the study of the implications of EMU (i. e. macro and a micro perspective). 
Second, the literature revealed that the model had a long history in providing a basis for the 
study of competitiveness of individual industries or sectors (e. g. D'Cruz and Rugman, 1993; 
Day and Wensley, 1988; Dunning, 1993a, 1993b; Grant, 1991; Bosch and Man, 1997; 
O'Shaughnessy, 1996 and Hodgetts, 1999). However, the Diamond model had not been 
applied to the study of the implications of EMU on the tourism sector or the hotel industry, 
providing an opportunity to apply and assess the suitability of the model to provide a 
framework for studies such as this. 
Within the context of EMU, there seems to be ample evidence that the Diamond is influenced 
by factors outside the home country and in particular the supranational power of EU. Hence, 
using Porter's Diamond for the purpose of this study required the incorporation of an 
additional variable in the model that does not appear in the original model, but which can have 
an important role in studying the perceived implications of ENIU. This new variable is the 
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supranational power of the EU and is related to the fact that FAIL' has contributed to the 
reinforcing of the power of FU decision-making on economic and political issues, as 
demonstrated in chapter 3 (sub-section 3.3.3. ) and creating, in this was", an additional influence 
on national competitiveness with power enough to be treated as an autonomous variable. By 
contrast, the role of chance, which Porter emphasises in the model as referring to random 
events that can either benefit or harm the national business environment in which firms 
compete (e. g. major technological breakthroughs, wars or inventions), was not evaluated in the 
context of the implications of F11U, because these events by its nature are not influenced by 
I? MU. Component 1 is illustrated in the following figure (4.1). 
Figure 4.1. Component 1 of the conceptual framework for analysing the perceived impact of f: Mt on the business 
environment and competitiveness 
LEMU and the National Diamond 
Portuguese economy Tourism Diamond 
Government Ilome demand 
Supranational power of 
Hotel Unit 
factors conditions 
the EU 
Firm. Strategy. Structure 
and Ri%aln 
Related and Supporting 
Industries 
Component Z. " analysing the industry environment 
The concept of the Fivc Forces (Porter, 1985; 2001) was used as the second component of the 
research framework to analyse the perceptions of the implications of IAI un the industry 
environment in order to identify how hotels can obtain a competitive position within the 
industry following; the introduction of I: 1 t'. 
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There are four main reasons for using the Five Forces model. First, the model sets out a set of 
competitive forces (see Chapter 3 subsection 3.4.3 for details) that affect the ability of an 
industry to serve its customers and make a profit. The model, based on well-established 
microeconomic theories such as supply and demand theory, cost and production theory, price 
elasticity and competition theory, is used to define and analyse the competitive em-iro nment of 
an industry. Second, the model combines these considerations into a single framework. "Third, 
the model can be applied to particular companies, market segments, industries or regions. 
Finally, it confirms the relationship between a firm's, or an industry's, competitive position and 
its profits, suggesting that the action of competitive forces determine,, the long nin profitability 
of a given industry. Therefore, a change in any of the forces normally requires an enterprise to 
re-assess the marketplace. Component 2 is illustrated in the Figure 4?. 
Figure 4.2. Component 2 of the conceptual framework for analysing the perceived impact of EMI' on the business 
environment and competitiveness 
EMU and the Industry 
Environment 
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Component 3: analysing the operational cnr ironmcnt 
In the third component, the research makes use of the concept of the value chain (Porter, 
1980) to analyse the impact of EINIL' on the operational environment, breaking down the 
operation of the businesses into the different activities. The main purpose of this is to identify 
the influence of E'1\1U, and the Euro in particular, on the different activities of the businesses, 
and, at the same time, to show that the linkages in the value chain can lead to a business 
gaining competitive advantage over its rivals. This component is illustrated in the Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3. Componcnt 3 of the conceptual framework for analysing the perceived impact of EMI' on the business 
environment and competitiveness 
EMU and the Operational 
En rironmenl 
orter's Value Po Primary activities support activities Chain 
Inbound logistics Infrastructures 
Operations human resources 
Hotel Unit 
Outbound logistics technology 
Marketing and sales Prorurcrnrnt 
Sen ices 
The multi-component approach 
Yo unify these components, an o vcrall conceptual model is now presented (l-igurc 4.4) that 
takes into account the various theoretical and empirical insights that have been gained at this 
stage. The model is composed of the three levels, namely: national, industry and (operational. 
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Figure 4.4. Conceptual framework for the research 
National 
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The above figure (4.4) illustrates the three levels of the business environment explored in the 
study and also demonstrates that each of these levels are analysed within a data triangulation, 
involving the perspective of the main stakeholders of the tourism supply side: the national 
authorities, the industry associations and the hoteliers, as stated in the introductory chapter and 
further explained in subsection 4.3.6. 
Porter's models (Diamond, Five Forces and Value Chain) have been the most influential in the 
formulation of the research framework, as can be observed through the distinct rings of the 
above figure, with each one including one of the three models developed by Porter: Diamond 
(national environment), Five forces (industry environment) and Value Chain (operational 
environment). Perhaps what is most valuable about Porter's models is the extent to which 
these models can be applied in a range of contexts or industries. Here, these models are able to 
capture views on the three levels of tourism business environment and subsequently structure 
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the data and information collected about EMU as a key force in the tourism business 
environment with effects on competitiveness and decision-making. Having described the main 
theoretical concepts and components involved in the study of the perceived implications of 
EMU, the next sub-sections describe how they were operationalised. 
4.3. THE QUALITATIVE VERSUS QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH 
Several authors have discussed which methodological approach is the best for conducting 
social research (e. g. Patton, 1990; Jarrat, 1996; Finn et al. 2000; Jennings, 2001 and Punch, 
2005). However, there appears to be a consensus in the literature that no approach is better 
than the other. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages and, as Punch (2005) 
concluded, although they present differences in the nature of data, the methods used for data 
collection and the analysis process (as shown in Table 4.1), both approaches are valid and 
contribute to social research. For instance, qualitative research, he argued, allows the researcher 
to study selected issues in great depth, openness and detail, which increases understanding of 
the cases studied, but reduces generalisability due to the lack of structured design or 
standardised procedures. In contrast, as Punch (2005) suggested, the use of a quantitative 
approach allows for greater ability to summarise results in statistically meaningful way, making, 
for easier aggregation of data, systematic comparisons and replication of the study in other 
studies. However, in comparison to qualitative research quantitative research collects a much 
narrower dataset. 
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Table 4.1. Essential features of qualitative and quantitative research 
( /up/el l R"m"illlr iiiel/in, /n 
Quantitative Methodology Qualitative Methodology 
Research Paradigm ('1ruun le. l in the lvý: iti\i't <o( III Scicnrcx 
paradi hn 
Gnlundcil III du till, Ilmi'llm 
sciences paradigm 
Research Approach Deductive Inductive 
Nature of truth Requires hypotheses Generate In otheses during the research 
. 
Type of research Descriptive or causal I lx iloratorv 
Purpose I Ix plainin g I 'n lcrstan dint; 
Viewpoint Outsider's perspective - reality is u hat 
uantifiable data indicate it to be 
I nsi icr's perpecn\"e reality is u hat hC( ,l lc 
perceive it to, be 
Research techniques Uucstiunnaire, es criment, observation Interview, oh. ( rc. ttii 0, tike; gr1 u ,: 
Role of researcher ( )bjectivc 
I, 'cwcr s ccial intcrvic\ving skills re uircd 
Sultjectiv 
Rcq uires tntcrci \ccr xrith 11)( <kilk 
. 
Sample size (; cnerally large (; cncralhk small 
Ahili to replicate I ligh ). uw 
Analysis Statistical, summarisation and numerical 
form. 
Suhjccnic. inter} n"t. tti'. c and narratt\c 
I'hctncs 
Source: Adapted from Jennings (2001) and Patton (1990) 
In the case of this research, the central approach taken, 1uan6tativc, was not so) much 
influenced by the argument between quantitative and qualitative approaches, but rather based 
on the criteria suggested by Punch (2005), that is, <)n the research questions and the emergent 
findings. The basis of this decision is explained in the following paragraphs. 
Qualitative methodology is grounded in the interpretative social sciences paradifnn. In this 
approach, the researcher 'commences the study in the empirical world in order to develop e. vp1a/r(dtio/ir o/ 
phenomena' (inductive nature) (kennings, 2001, p. 39). Qualitative research is used when it is 
difficult to identify a suitable theoretical framework within which to achieve the research aim. 
I lowever, an analysis of the litcranirc review (Chapters 2 and 3) suggested that the aim of the 
research could be achieved by using existing theories and models. In particular, the use Ot the 
Porter's models, which are well established in business Stnulics, could provide a sound 
theoretical basis for studying the perceived implications of F NW un S\l11 S (hotels). As a 
result, it was possible to develop a comprehensive and innmvatne c(mcepttial framewOrk 
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(section 4.2.3. ), which could inform what data needed to be collected. Moreover, as the review 
of the literature demonstrated, most theories on the influence of external forces on the 
business environment have not been applied to the general context of Eb1U, and specifically to 
the SMTEs in Portugal. Thus, the quantitative methodology which `commences with theories or hypotheses 
about a specific phenomenon, gathers data from the real-world setting and then analyses the data to support or 
reject hypotheses' (Jennings (2001, p. 22) was seen as more appropriate for this study. In other 
words, rather than attempting to build a new theory, which may be better achieved by 
qualitative research, this study focuses on applying existing business and management theory, 
in particular the Porter's models, to the study of the implications of EMU on businesses. 
One of the innovative features of this investigation is a triangulation of perspectives on the 
implications of EMU on hotels. In addition to the hotel perspective, this research also sought 
to contribute for the knowledge of the topic by understanding the national authorities' and the 
industry associations' perspectives. While different questionnaires/interviewing guides were 
used for each study group (the choice of data collection method will be explained in Section 
4.3.5.2. ), there were common areas of questions, which aimed to compare the different 
viewpoints of the hotel's stakeholders. 
Finally, since the study aimed to investigate the implications of EMU based on different 
perspectives, the quantitative approach allows the measurement of the perceptions of a great 
number of people to a limited set of questions, which facilitates comparison between the 
distinct study-groups involved in this research. 
4.4. THE RESEARCH PROCESS 
An examination of the literature on research methods revealed that multi-stages occur in any 
research process. There is no a consensus about the precise number of stages to be followed 
during research. But, in general, authors of texts on research methods share the idea that those 
stages include determining the purpose of the research, reviewing. the literature, knowing 
whom and what to research and deciding how and when to research (see for example, Pizam, 
1994; Oppenheim, 1999; Balnaves and Caputi, 2001; Punch, 2005 and veal, 2006). 
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This research has adopted the main stages proposed by Pizam (1994) although they were later 
adapted to encompass the specificities of the area of study, as emphasised in Figure 4.5. 
1. Formulation of the research problem 
2. Reviewing the related research; 
3. Identification of research questions; 
4. Selection of research design; 
5. Selection of data collection techniques; 
6. Selection of subjects; 
7. Data collection implementation; 
8. Data processing and analysis. 
9. Interpretation and writing up 
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Figure 4.5. Stages of the research process in this study 
I. FORMULATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
2. REVIEWING OF THE RELATED LITERAURE 
2.1. The economics of integration 3. IDENTIFICATION OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND 
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMWORK 
2.2. Business environment and the 
influence of EMU 
4. SELECTION OF RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1. Descriptive 
4.2. Comparative 
5. SELECTION OF DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 
6. SELECTION OF SUBJECTS 
5.1. Secondary data 
5.2 Primary Data 
Survcys 
Structured II Semi-structured 
questionnaires questionnaires 
I Census (Business people) 
Judgmental Sample (National authorities) 
I Judgmental Sample (Industry associations) 
7. DATA COLLECTION IMPLEMENTATION 
8. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
9. INTERPRETATION AND WRITING UP 
I Analysis of structured questionnaires 
FAnalysis 
of semi-structured questionnaires 
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4.4.1. Formulation of the research problem 
Any piece of research starts with the identification of a question, or research problem, which, 
according to Pizam (1994), may be suggested by some practical concern, such as the provision 
of information for future decision-maldng, or by some scientific or intellectual interest, such as 
a concern with some social problem or an interest in some general area of behaviour. In the 
case of this research, both of these factors were important in the selection of the research 
topic. In addition, as was suggested by Jennings (2001), the personal interest of the researcher 
was also a reason for the selection of the topic. 
First, from a scientific point of view, despite claims that EMU will be a powerful force 
influencing tourism businesses, at the time this research began little empirical research-on the 
perceived implications of EMU on the tourism sector had been conducted and it still remains 
poorly documented. If the tourism sector is to capitalise on the opportunities and challenges 
posed by the full economic integration of Europe, it is important to understand the hotel 
sector stakeholders' perceptions of the likely perceived impacts of EMU on hotels. 
Second, from a practical point of view, this research is the first attempt to provide in-depth 
information about the perceived implications of EMU on hotels in the north of Portugal in 
order to help to understand their strategies/actions within a new business environment 
brought about by EMU. 
Finally, in respect of personal interest, having lectured on European Integration and Tourism 
Planning courses, the researcher has constantly witnessed the strong and important 
relationship between European integration and tourism activities as well as the various 
problems resulting from a lack of tourism planning under the context of economic integration. 
In addition, having lived in Portugal, the researcher was deeply interested in contributing to the 
development of one of the most important sectors in Portugal, which as the researcher 
believes, will have more and more importance for Portuguese economic development. 
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4.4.2. Reviewing related literature 
The review of related literature, the following stage in the research, is an indispensable part of 
the research process (Hart, 1998). The review allows the researcher to find out what already 
exists in the topic area and provides the framework for the topic. It helps the researcher to 
become thoroughly knowledgeable about the topic and to be ready to do research that 
advances knowledge on the topic. 
In the context of this research, the key literature and findings on the implications of EMU 
were reviewed. Following the advice given by Hart (1998), the major concern was to analyse 
key studies and highlight the major findings rather than to try report every study on the 
implications of EMU. For this purpose, the literature review was broken down into two main 
inter-related areas, which together provide the overall underpinning of the topic. The areas 
indude: 
The economics of integration and the fundamental concepts of European integration 
(Chapter two); and 
The business environment and competitiveness concepts and the influence of ENfU 
(Chapter three). 
This was done to provide an appropriate analysis of the literature and to show how each part 
relates to the other. Particular efforts were made to identify and analyse the way the research in 
this subject area has been developed, the different approaches to thinking about the subject 
and the gaps /opportunities resulting from the existing work. As result, important conclusions 
for the development of the study emerged. Among the main conclusions which have, in part, 
already been mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, are that in spite of EMU having been 
considered by several authors as a key driving force in the business environment of firms (e. g. 
Shackleford, 1998; Bieger and Laesser, 1999; Lepecq, 1999; Piggott and Cook, 1999; Johnson 
and Turner, 2000; Rickards, 2003; DeGrauwe, 2005 and Ratz and 1- inek, 2005), and the 
acknowledgement by several authors (e. g. Bieger and Laesser, 1999; Lepecq, 1999; Piggot and 
Cook, 1999 and Ratz and Hinek, 2005) of its importance for the sector, there exists a gap in 
the literature on the implications of EMU in the tourism area. In fact, much of the vast 
literature on EMU is not related to the tourism sector. In addition, most of the outputs of the 
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available studies focused on expectations and possible scenarios built by the authors and not 
on the views from the key people involved in the tourism business environment 
It was also evident that not many academic articles have been published after 2002 on the 
theme, which together with the fact that some Portuguese and British newspapers (e. g. Daily 
Telegraph; Expresso, Financial Times; Sunday Times; The Observer and Vida Econömica) have 
been contributing to the debate on the costs and benefits of EMU, required the researcher 
frequently to use newspapers as a source of information in spite of the risk that they could 
introduce potential bias in the research due the nature of the theme. 
The relevant literature on methodology, as detailed in this chapter, was also reviewed in order 
to help the research to define the best way to achieve the main purpose of the research. 
4.4.3. Identification of research questions 
The literature review indicated a lack of studies on the implications of EMU on Portuguese 
enterprises in general, and on tourism enterprises in particular. In addition the little 
information that was available was outdated. Therefore, the overall aim of this research was: 
To analyse and critically evaluate the perceived impacts of EMU on the competitiveness and decision- 
making of hotels in the North of Portugal, based on the views of the stakeholders - hoteliers, industry 
associations and national authorities. 
Following from this overall aim, four research objectives, expressed here in the form of 
research questions, were formulated: 
" How regional economic integration, with particular reference to the evolution of the 
European Union and the introduction of European Monetary System, is understood in 
the literature? 
" What are the expected and perceived effects of European Economic Integration and 
Monetary Union on the national, industry and operational environment of the hotels 
operating in the North of Portugal? 
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" How has EMU affected the decision-making or strategies of the tourism/hospitality 
stakeholders? 
" Do the hotels senior managers' perceive the effects of EMU in the same way as the 
national authorities and industry associations? 
In order to produce the answers to these research questions and to achieve the aim and 
objectives of the study, the research design, discussed below, was adopted. 
4.4.4. Research design 
Would you tell me please, which way I ought to walk from here? 
That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, said the Cat. 
I don't much care where, said Alice. 
Then it doesn't matter which way you walk, said the Cat. ' 
(Carroll, 1989, pp. 63-64) 
As the extract of the renowned book, Alice's Adventurrs in Fonderland, suggested, without being 
clear about what is going to be researched it is excessively difficult to plan how to research it. 
According to Oppenheim (1999) research design refers to the plan or strategy of the research, and 
the logic behind it, which will make it possible and valid to draw more general conclusion of it. In the same 
way McMiller and Wilson (1983) defined research design as the overall plan of the research, 
intended to yield answers to research questions and Balnaves and Caputi (2001) stated that 
research design is the guide to how the research was constructed and carried out. As a result, 
and bearing in mind the type of information required and the purpose of the research, there 
exist various forms of research design, which can be categorised according to five major forms: 
exploratory, descriptive, comparative, explanatory and evaluative (see, for example, Pizam, 
1994; Finn et al, 2000; Balnaves and Caputi, 2001 and Jennings, 2001, for details). 
Following Jennings (2001), and bearing in mind the aim, objectives and research questions of 
this study, the present research opted to use primarily a descriptive approach, but to 
complement this approach with comparative approach, which together would permit the 
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description of the perceived influence of EMU upon tourism enterprises in Portugal, provide 
background information about the theme in question, and comparisons of the perceptions of 
the influence of EMU held by hoteliers, national authorities and industry associations. 
Once the approaches have been determined, the next stage was to consider the data collection 
techniques in order to select the proper methods and suitable tools for data collection. 
4.4.5. Selection of data collection techniques 
In order to collect the necessary information, secondary and primary data collection techniques 
were used in this research. Secondary data include data already gathered by other researchers for 
purposes other than the completion of the current research project, while primary data include 
data that are collected directly by the researcher to use in the research project. (Ritchie and 
Goeldner, 1994; Pizam, 1994; Babbie, 1995; Jankowicz, 1995; Oppenheim, 1999; Finn et al. 
2000; Jennings, 2001 and Saunders et al. 2007). 
4.4.5.1. Secondary data 
Within this research secondary data were collected from public (e. g. Directorate General for 
Tourism (DGT); National Statistical Board (INE); and Ministry of Economy and, at 
international level: VMC, WTO and European Commission) and private organisations (e. g. 
Hotel Directory of Portugal) in order to obtain statistical information on hotel activity 
indicators or other relevant tourism statistics. The national tourism plan approved by the 
Portuguese government and European legislation was also examined to obtain information. 
The option to use secondary data at the outset of this investigation was based on the fact that 
these data provide valuable context for reporting the research findings. In addition, other 
advantages of collecting secondary data, commonly identified by researchers such as Pizam 
(1994); Babbie (1995); Finn et al. (2000) and Jennings. (2001), were also taken into account, 
namely: () easy and quick access to information; (ii) relatively low costs in obtaining them; (iii) 
the ability to go back in the time; (v) the time and money saved by not having to replicate 
studies. 
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Nonetheless, the data collected in secondary sources demonstrated that some of the common 
limitations found when using secondary data were also evident in this research (for a full list of 
the common limitations, see for example Jennings, (2001)). For example, at the time this 
research began, little and incomplete information in official statistics in general, and in 
particular in tourism, was available. In fact, in certain cases the figures quoted in tourism 
business statistics that were needed to identify SMTEs in northern of Portugal (e. g. size and 
number of existing SMTEs) and economic statistics, relevant to contextualising the 
implications of EMU on macroeconomic environment, varied according different sources, 
revealing relatively high margins of error and inaccuracy. On the other hand, the data collected 
did not always address the precise aims of the present research. Hence a high dependence on 
the secondary data would have introduced considerable uncertainty into the research and 
consequently primary data was required. 
Most of the secondary data used were placed in the introduction and literature review chapters 
instead of in the research findings. The aim was not to re-interpret secondary data for a 
different purpose to the original, one of the ways to use secondary data, but simply report the 
data in its original format as support or evidence for the research argument. 
4.4.5.2. Primary data 
In spite of primary data collection being more time consuming and more expensive than 
secondary data collection, the use of primary data within this research, as in any research, 
allowed the collection of information for the exact purpose of this research and to target the 
particular population(s) desired for the study. By doing this, as stated in the introductory 
chapter, three perspectives relevant to the success of the hotel industry were involved in the 
research with the aim being to identify the perceptions of the implications of EMU held by 
hotel business people, which were represented by the owners/senior managers of the hotels 
selected, the national authorities, represented by the Minister in question or his/her 
representative and in certain cases by the president of the organisation; and the industry 
associations, represented by its director or his/her representative. 
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In addition, based on the geographical division of Portugal used for EU statistical purposes, 
the north of Portugal was selected as the geographical area of the study of hotel business 
because, as stated in Chapter 1, this region, given a global market context, in which alternative 
tourism destinations to `sun and beach' are becoming increasingly appealing to rising segments, 
has potential as a Portugal tourism destination. The fact that the north has received 
considerable attention over recent years in terms of private investment and government 
policies and promotional efforts, together with its being feasible to reach the hotel respondents 
as it is the area where the researcher lives, were further reasons for selecting the 'north of 
Portugal as the area in which to collect primary data. 
The question was, however, what would be the best techniques to use within the primary data collection? 
From the most common types of primary data collection techniques (see Pizam 1994, for 
details), direct communication, and in particular questionnaires and interviews, was the 
technique chosen for this study. In fact, bearing in mind the purpose of this research and the 
research questions being addressed, it was decided that to collect primary data from the hotel 
businesses would be best achieved by the use of questionnaires with face-to-face contact, 
containing a mixture of closed and open-ended questions, while gathering primary data from 
the national authorities and industry associations would be best achieved by using face-to-face 
interviews based on semi-structured questionnaires, containing primarily open-ended 
questions. 
The hotelier respondents who were spread out throughout the area chosen were all at a senior 
level within their hotel being, either owners or managers, and were anticipated to be 
heterogeneous both in regard to their backgrounds and the types of hotels for which they were 
responsible. As a result structured questionnaires, based on a mixture of open and closed 
questions, were administered face-to-face with hoteliers for a number of reasons. First, 
hoteliers were the largest of the stakeholder (respondent) groups within the study and 
structured questionnaires reduce the time taken to collect the data through the use of `closed 
questions'. Second, the use of open questions allowed for hoteliers to provide not only 
answers based on predefined options but also their own explanations taking into account the 
heterogeneity referred to previously. Third, and while it may appear contradictory to the last 
point, the use of set questions, and closed questions, asked in exactly the same way, reduced 
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the extent of variability in the potential interpretation of the questions by the interviewer and 
the respondents. Finally, the personal nature of the interview encouraged participation and 
allowed for the interviewer to ensure completion of what was a long and complicated set of 
questions. 
Face-to face interviews, based on semi-structured questionnaires with the national authorities 
and the industry associations, were used for a number of reasons. First, many of the 
respondents were at a very high level and personal interviews were considered as more likely to 
lead to participation in the study. Second, as for the hoteliers, it was considered that personal 
interviews would be most appropriate because it would encourage participation and allowed 
for the interviewer to ensure completion of the set of questions. Third, asking questions that 
were phrased generally, but which the respondent/interviewer interpreted into the context of 
the remit of the authority/association, was considered to be more effective and efficient than a 
series of different questionnaires (one for each different type of authority/association). Fourth, 
because some of questions /topics might not appear, or actually be, relevant to the 
authority/association given their remits, it allowed both the interviewer and the respondent 
together to determine relevance rather than relevance being pre-determined, an issue that was 
particularly relevant in respect of national authorities for whom consideration of tourism/the 
hotel industry may only be a peripheral responsibility. Finally, the interviewer could continually 
monitor that the respondent was answering from the standpoint of the authority/association 
and not their own personal standpoint, although ensuring the correct standpoint was difficult 
to do in practice. 
4.4.6. Selection of subjects 
Having established the research collection techniques most relevant to this research, the next 
stage was to identify how many respondents should be involved in the study. According 
authors as such Pizam (1994), Descombe, (1998) and Sapsford, (1999), all researchers have the 
option to study either all of the study units that are the focus of the research project 
(population/census) or select a sample of study units or participants from the population 
(sample). The study of the entire population is considered as the perfect situation but, due the 
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large size of many of the populations involved, the difficulty of access to the population 
and/or money, human and time restrictions this may not be possible. As a result, a sample of 
the population is often used as an alternative (Jennings, 2001). 
In this research, due the type of the information needed and the distinct characteristics of the 
three groups of respondents, it was decided to apply different approaches according to the 
three groups in question: the national authorities, the industry associations and the hotel 
businesses. The logic behind this is further explained below. 
i) Selecting the national authorities 
In terms of the national authorities, the use of probabilistic sampling was not appropriate given 
the information required and from whom it was required. The information needed was on the 
views of the authorities and not the views of the individual respondents, which meant that no 
more than one interview per organisation was required. As a result a non-probability method 
of sampling was adopted. Non-probabilistic sampling techniques, such as snowballing and 
convenience samplings, were assessed as not being appropriate for this research (Finn et al., 
2000), because the researcher knew from whom data should be collected. Thus judgemental 
sampling was used to select units from the overall population. This approach to sampling, as 
suggested by Oppenheim (1999) relies on the selection of the situation, or people, according to 
the theoretical purpose of the research and in this case judgemental sampling was used to 
select only those authorities, which according to their remit had a potential role in respect of 
the tourism sector or of the environment in which the tourism businesses are operating. Based 
on these criteria, and from an extensive list with more than 40 national authorities, 16 were 
selected to participate. 
In total, 10 authorities actually participated in the study. They were: (1) Ministry of 
Economy/Secretary of State of Tourism; (2) Ministry of Finance (3) Ministry of Labour and 
Solidarity; (4) State Secretariat of Local Administration and Regional Planning; (5) DGT - 
General Directorate of Tourism; (6) ITP - Portuguese Tourism Board; (7) Tourism 
Observatory; (8) National Institute of Tourism Training; (9) ICEP - Investment, Trade and 
Tourism of Portugal and (10) CCRN - Coordinating Commission for the North Region. 
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The remaining 6 authorities did not participate due to the high number of meetings they had in 
that period or because they did nor reply to the telephone calls asking for participation. Among 
these, there were: the National Association of Portuguese Municipalities; Ministry of Public 
Works, Planning and Regional Administration and the Tourism Regions located in the North 
of Portugal, which are responsible for the specific promotion of the tourism in the region. 
Bearing in mind that these authorities perform distinct responsibilities in the tourism sector, 
their participation in the study could have offered additional perspectives on the topic of the 
research. The potential contribute of these authorities is discusses in the evaluation chapter 
(chapter 8 sub-section 8.2.2.1) 
ii) Selecting the industry associations 
With respect to the industry associations, the approach adopted was similar to the approach 
employed with the national authorities. A judgemental sample approach was adopted to involve 
only those organisations that dealt directly with the hotel industry. At this stage, the sampling 
procedure involved three main steps: identification of the entire population; selection of the 
units from the overall population according to the theoretical purpose of the research 
(judgemental sampling) and contacting the units selected. 
As a result, the heads of 7 local and national industry associations with direct involvement in 
the hotel industry were contacted and 5 agreed to participate in the study. They were: (1) AEP 
- Portuguese Business Association; (2) ADETURN - Tourism in the North of Portugal; (3) 
Association of the Hotel General Managers in Portugal; (4) CTP - Confederation of the 
Portuguese Tourism and (5) UNISHNOR - Union of the Hospitality and Restoration 
Northern Associations. 
The remaining 2 (Association of the Hotel in Portugal and APAVT - Portuguese Association 
of Travel Agencies and Tourism) did not reply to the phone calls or letters. It should be notice 
that, in spite of the potential for the views of these 2 Associations to enrich the findings of the 
research with two additional perspectives, their absence is a limitation out of the control of the 
researcher, as discussed in the evaluation chapter (sub-section 8.2.3.1. ). 
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iii) Selecting the hotel businesses 
For the purpose of this research, all the hotel businesses invited to participate in this research 
were located in the North of Portugal. The main reasons for choosing the North of Portugal 
were related to the fact that, under a context of constant challenges for the Portuguese 
Tourism sector (as explained in the Chapter 1 sub-section 1.2.2), this region has a great 
potential as Portuguese Tourism Destination and not many academic studies involving this 
geographical area have been developed. Moreover, the reason why the North has been the only 
region included in the study, was about what kind of findings and limitations could be found if 
two or more regions were included. The inclusion of two regions will show similarities and 
differences between the answers. But the same would be true for three or more regions. 
Therefore, this raises one main question: where to stop increasing the number of regions, which may 
ultimately have led to having to include al the regions in Portugal. This would be impractical 
due research, time and money limitations. In addition in terms of results, they will reveal 
similarities and differences, but they will not reveal if they were typical or not. 
To identify the whole population of hotels in the north of Portugal, the official data provided 
from the General Directorate of Tourism (DGT), Hotel Directory of Portugal, National 
Statistical Institute (INE) and Tourism in the North of Portugal Association (ADETURN) 
were accessed to ensure that all hotels were approached. Subsequently, it was identified that 
there were differences between the four official sources in terms of the number of hotels 
operating in the North of Portugal (ranging from 94 to 102 hotels). As a consequence, while 
according to the official statistical data (DGT, 2002), there were 102 hotels located in the 
North of Portugal, nevertheless further research, using other sources such as the telephone 
directory or Internet, a further 8 hotel units were identified, giving a total of 112 hotel units. 
The decision about these hotels was whether to undertake a `census' or a sample of this 
population. A census refers to a situation when the researcher intends to cover the whole 
population (Sarantakos, 2005) and it was this that was used in this research. The reasons for 
using this approach with the hotel businesses was because the hotels were the main focus of 
this study and by covering. the whole population the representativeness of the results would be 
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ensured. The choice of this approach was possible because the population was not very large 
and could be clearly defined and identified. As result, all the hotels derived from the DGT list 
(102) plus and telephone directory (8) were selected to participate. However, it may be argued 
that a full census was not achieved as the eventual number of hotels that participated 
accounted for 93 percent of the hotels located in the North of Portugal. This decision, and the 
extent to which it was achieved, has implications for the types of statistical analysis possible 
because it effectively ruled out/rules out the use of inferential statistical procedures based on 
hypothesis testing, as is explained later in Section 4.4.8.1. The achievement of 93% and 
implications is discussed in Chapter 8 (chapter 8 sub-section 8.2.3.1). 
4.4.7. Data collection procedures and stages 
As stated previously, the collection of data in this study was done using two methods: 
interviews using semi-structured questionnaire and interviews using structured questionnaire. 
The procedures and stages of designing and administering the interviews using semi-structured 
questionnaires and structured questionnaires are explained and discussed below. 
4.4.7.1. Interviews using semi-structured questionnaires 
The data were gathered from the national and industry associations using face-to-face 
interviews based on semi-structured questionnaires. For this purpose two sets of surveys were 
conducted: 
The national smruey with the national authorities influencing the tourism sector, and 
The industry survey with the industry associations associated with the hotel industry. 
The procedures taken to design each survey are explained in next sub sections. 
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i) Designing interviews with the national authorities: the use of interviews based on 
semi-structured questionnaires 
The `national survey' was based on the conceptual framework adopted in this research, with 
the aim of understanding the viewpoints of the national authorities on the implications of 
EMU for the business environment faced by businesses, as well as the measures and the 
actions undertaken by the Portuguese national agencies as a result of the introduction of EMU. 
The nature of the institutions was also taken in account in designing the survey. As a result, the 
questionnaire did not only embrace the national views on the three levels of the business 
environment (as identified by the literature), but also gave particular emphasis to the views on 
the national environment and especially the Portuguese economy, since this is the area in 
which the national authorities are highly involved and most likely to provide information. For 
this purpose, the concepts of component 1 of this research framework (already explained in 
sub-section 4.2) and, more particularly, Porter's Diamond Model, were used as the basis for 
the central questions of the national survey. The structure adopted to support the interviews 
(see, structure of the survey in Appendix A1.1), was divided into 7 parts covering the following 
areas: 
" Part I. Information about the authority 
" Part II. The implications of EMU upon the Portuguese economy. general perspectives 
" Part III. The implications of EMU at operational level of the authority 
" Part IV. The implications of EMU for the Portuguese tourism sector 
" Part V. The implications of EMU at the level of the hotel industry 
" Part VI. The implications of EMU at the level of individual businesses units 
" Part VII. The respondent. 
Parts II, III and IV were developed in great detail in this survey, by focusing on primarily 
open-ended questions on those topics in which the interviewees, by their activities, were likely 
to be more confident. For example, within part II, the central questions were expanded to 
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cover other aspects considered as relevant. For this purpose there were included open- 
questions about the influence of EMU on the economic situation of Portugal in order to 
understand how the national authorities explain the ongoing effects of EMU. They were also 
asked to explain the influence of the most common forces cited in the literature (i. e. Stability 
Growth Pact, Single Monetary policy and the Euro) for the economy of Portugal after the 
introduction of EDMU. In part III, there were included specific questions focusing on changes 
in the activities and priorities of the national authorities as a result of EMU. In part IV, there 
were included specific open-questions on the implications of EMU for the Portuguese 
Tourism sector (namely, questions to understand the influence of EMU on the tourism 
national policies, national infrastructures and competition). 
The main characteristics of the national survey are summarised in the following table (4.2). . 
Table 4.2. Main characteristics of `national' survey 
DESCRIPTION 
OF DATA SET 
HOW SAMPLE 
WILL BE 
SELECTED 
NATURE OF 
INSTRUMENT 
ADMINISTRATION 
SURVEY PURPOSES SAMPLE 
SIZE 
RESPONSE 
RATE (%) 
Portuguese Judgment Survey identify the perceptions and 10 63 
national Sampling decision-making of the national 
authorities authorities facing to the 
(from a 
influencing the implications of EMU population 
tourism sector Explore the explanations on 
of l6) 
the national context 
ii) Designing interviews with the industry associations: the use of interviews based on 
semi-structured questionnaires 
As far as the `industry survey' is concerned, the aim was to design a survey with a view to 
obtaining information from the Portuguese hotel industry associations about their views on the 
implications of EMU on the business environment and their decision-making and, in 
particular, about the industry context after the launch of EMU. Following the conceptual 
framework of this research, Porter's Five Forces model was the basis of the questionnaire 
which primarily focussed on the industry context. In addition, the viewpoints of the industry 
associations on the national and the operational environment of the hotels were also explored. 
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The industry survey, using a similar structure to the national survey, was adapted to the 
industry associations, putting emphasis on parts III, IV, V and VI rather than the part related 
to the implications on the national environment. As result, within the industry survey there 
were left out specific questions about the ongoing situation of economic in Portugal and the 
questions on the implications of EMU on the tourism sector and the hotel industry were 
underlined. Hence, parts III and IV included more than 50 percent of the questions asked in 
this survey. The structure adopted is presented below: 
" Part I. Information about the association 
" Part II. The implications of EMU upon the Portuguese economy: general perspectives 
" Part III. The implications of EMU upon Portuguese tourism sector 
" Part IV. The implications of EMU at the level of the hotel sector 
" Part V. The implications of EMU at the level of individual hotel units 
" Part VI. The implications of EMU at operational level of the association 
" Part VII. The respondent 
For the same reasons as for the national survey, the industry survey also adopted interviews 
based on a semi-structured questionnaire as the data collection technique (see, Appendix 
A. 1.2). In fact, by using this technique the interviewer had the chance to ask for further 
clarification (by using open questions) and to pursue these issues according to the features of 
each respondent being studied without compromising the quality of the information collected. 
Table 4.3., summarises the main characteristics of this survey. 
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Table 4.3. Main characteristics of `Industry' survey 
DESCRIPTION OF 
DATA SET 
HOW SAMPLE 
WILL BE 
SELECTED 
NATURE OF 
INSTRUMENT 
ADMINISTRATION 
SURVEY PURPOSES SAMPLE 
SIZE 
RESPONSE 
RATE (%) 
Portuguese industry judgemental Survey Identify the perceptions 5 71 
associations linked with sampling and decision-making of the 
the hotel sector industry associations, while 
(from a 
organisations, facing to the population 
implications of I MU of 
7) 
Provide an overview of the 
competitive environment of 
Portuguese SMTEs 
4.4.7.2. Designing interviews with the hotel businesses: the use of structured 
questionnaires 
Following the conceptual model adopted by this research, the questionnaires used with 
businesses hotels included 60 questions that, apart from specific questions related to the 
respondent and the hotel, were derived, essentially, from Porter's Diamond, Five Forces and 
Value Chain models. Through the use of these models, the different components of the 
business environment likely to be influenced by EMU: national, industry and the operational 
business environments were covered by the questionnaire. In order to emphasise the level at 
which the business respondents were highly involved, 40 per cent of the questions where 
devoted to the implications of EMU on the operational environment (part VI of the 
questionnaire). 
The questionnaire was designed with six parts preceded by a general introduction to explain 
the purpose of the questionnaire and to ensure confidentiality in the treatment of the 
information. An explanation of the aim of each part is presented below and a copy of the 
questionnaire is in the Appendix A. 1.3. 
Part I- hotel details - aimed to obtain the hotel characteristics, such as: principal activity, 
location, type of ownership, number of establishments and locations, main sources of the 
capital used, number of employees, work force structure, services offered, presence in other 
countries, and so on. 
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Part II - identification of the manager/owner - sought to obtain details of the person who 
answered. Namely, in terms of academic and experience background, age and sex. 
Parts III and IV aimed at providing information on the respondent's viewpoints of the 
implications of EMU on the macro environment, current and potential changes taking place in 
the external environment in which the hotel was operating, and identifying how the changes 
were affecting the business. The hotel's opportunities and threats as result of the external 
environment changing, due the introduction of EMU, were identified under these parts. At 
this point, three different political, economic and social issues were explored. Moreover, within 
these parts, questions were included to facilitate the analysis of the competitive advantage of 
Portuguese inbound and domestic tourism (using Porter's Diamond) under the context of 
EMU. 
Under Part V the implications of EMU at hotel industry level were investigated. This part was 
based on the competitive approach, which embraces the identification by the business 
respondents of the factors that demonstrate that EMU affects, or does not affect, the 
competitive position of the hotel industry. This was based on the concepts of Porter's Five 
Forces framework, showing the influence of EMU on each of those forces which, according to 
Porter (1990), affect the profits of an industry. 
Finally, Part VI, the central issue of this questionnaire, aimed to identify the implications of 
EMU on the different activities of the hotel, using an operational approach. For that, the 
concepts of Porter's Value Chain model were applied in order to examine the influence of 
EMU on all the activities a firm performs. This part also aimed to provide data on the 
weaknesses and strengths of the hotel in accordance with their resources and competences and 
as well to understand what the firm is doing (and, what the firm is expecting to do) to respond 
to the impacts of EMU. 
Table 4.4, summarises the main characteristics of this survey. 
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Table 4.4. Main characteristics of `business' survey 
DESCRIPTION OF HOW NATURE OF STUDY PURPOSES POPULATION RESPONSE 
DATA SET SAMPLE WAS INSTRUMENT RATE (%) 
SELECTED ADMINISTRATION 
Owners/managers A list provided Survey Identify business's 112 hotels 93 
of hotel Business by the DGT perceptions and their 
decision-making facing to Telephone EMU implications in order directory 
to compete even better. 
Internet 
Beyond the attention devoted to the content of questions, the stage of designing questionnaire 
in this survey, as in the national and the industry surveys, involved consideration of other 
matters central to the success of a good questionnaire, such as: C) the wording of questions; (7i) 
questions sequence; (Iii) type of questions and (7v) length and appearance of the questionnaire. 
For this purpose, the main recommendations proposed by Descombe (1998) and Oppeinheim 
(1999) were considered during the design stage of the questionnaire. For example, the 
questionnaire was written in a way to make it simple and easily understood by the interviewees. 
Some of the original terms used in Porter's models on which the conceptual framework was 
based, such as the `power of buyers' or `home demand', were avoided and replaced in the text 
with simpler words that would be unambiguous in the context. In addition, there was a 
concern to design a questionnaire that was as user-friendly as possible and asked only 
questions that were absolutely vital for the research were also concerns. Moreover, there was a 
concern to adopt the right type of questions for the information needed. `Closed' questions' 
were used in the measurement of the perceived effects of EMU and `open-ended questions were 
used to have a greater flexibility of answers and to better understand responses to the closed 
questions, namely those ones which could offer doubts about the real meaning (e. g. closed 
question: Identify the main advantage brought about EMU based on a set of predefined options; 
open question: Why is this an advantage? ). 
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4.4.7.3. Contacting the hotel' stakeholders (national authorities, industry associations 
and hotel businesses) 
Having designed the questionnaires the next stage of data collection was to define the method 
of approach to the respondents. 
The national authorities and the industry associations, after they had been selected on the basis 
of their influence on the environment in which the hotels are operating, were contacted by a 
letter addressed to the previously identified most senior member of each authority or 
association explaining the aim of the study and requesting an interview. For the purposes of 
this research, it was necessary to determine the viewpoint of the organisations rather than the 
personal viewpoint of the respondent. Thus, it was important to involve a respondent who 
could present the institutional viewpoint (e. g. ministry or president of the association). 
Approximately two weeks after the letter was sent, the person or his/her assistant was 
contacted by telephone in order to confirm if he/she received the letter and if the interview 
could be booked. There were several cases within the national authorities that contact was 
made by the authority within two or three days of their receiving the request, suggesting their 
interest in the topic. 
From the 16 national governing authorities and 7 industry associations selected, 10 national 
authorities and 5 industry associations agreed to participate in the study. Subsequently the 
interviews were scheduled for a convenient time and location. Those who declined the 
invitation claimed that their agenda was to full. There were two cases for whom, although an 
appointment was arranged, the interview did not materialise due to the official commitments 
of the respondent. 
As to the hotel businesses, the process of approach to the respondents was quite similar. Each 
hotel, ranging from one to five stars according to Portuguese Tourism Board standards, was 
initially contacted by telephone in order to identify the name of the senior person, owner or 
manager, in the hotel with the aim of personalising the following contact. Then, a personalised 
letter was mailed, explaining the purpose of the study and its importance. The letter also served 
to reassure the potential respondents about anonymity. 
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Approximately one week after the letter was sent, a follow up telephone can was made to 
confirm if the potential respondent, had received the letter and if the meeting could be 
booked. As mentioned earlier, from the 112 hotels contacted, 104 people agreed to participate 
in the study, so the most suitable dates for the participants were identified. The remaining 8 
declined the invitation stating that they did not have the time available to participate or that it 
was a policy of the hotel not to participate in any academic study. However, even with the 
exclusion of those hotels, the percentage of those participating was 93 percent of the 
population. Moreover, an analysis of non-responses, based on the hotels' location, type of 
ownership and star rating, suggested little differences between those that participated and 
those that did not participate. Thus, the results of the research could be regarded as 
representative of the whole population. It should be mentioned that among the 8 hotels that 
declined the invitation, 6 hotels do not appear on the Official DGT list of hotels, meaning that 
only 2 hotels derived from the official list did not participate in this study. 
4.4.7.4. Carrying out the surveys 
The final stage of data collection, carrying out the survey, is now explained. As the procedure 
of carrying out the survey was similar in the national and industry surveys, they are presented 
in the same sub section. 
i) The national and the industry surveys 
The 15 interviews were carried out over three months (March - May 2003) through face-to- 
face semi structural interview that lasted for about 1.45 hours each. 
The researcher conducted the interviews personally in order to avoid bias, to increase the 
validity of data and also to have a direct contact with the respondent. The interviews, when 
authorised were taped, were carried out in different cities of Portugal. As the majority of the 
national authorities are located in Lisbon, most of the interviews were conducted there. 
However, they also took place in Oporto and Aveiro. 
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Furthermore, after the interviewee and interviewer had introduced themselves and passed over 
the `warming up' stage, the main good practices of interviewing, suggested by authors such as 
Strauss and Corbin (1998) and Finn et aL (2000), were respected, meaning that, when 
conducting the interview, the researcher introduced the aims of research, kept to the agreed 
time, asked about taking notes and taping, kept to the objectives of the research, was formal 
but relaxed, led the interviewer, listened more than spoke and avoided interviewer bias. 
The surveys were a relatively long process since they depended up the extremely full agendas 
of the respondents due their positions and responsibilities. Therefore, this process took more 
time than anticipated. 
ii) Hotel businesses survey 
The data from the hotel businesses were collected over five months (March July 2002), 
through face-to-face interviews with hotel respondents supported by a structured 
questionnaire. In spite of face to face personal interviews being more expensive than other 
ways of surveying, such as by mail or telephone, the main benefit anticipated was that a higher 
response rate would be obtained. 
Before the main study commenced the questionnaire was piloted in five hotel units. The 
objective was to test the validity of the survey questionnaire. Business respondents were asked 
not only to answer the questions, but also to underline factors that were not dear to ensure 
that all respondents understood every question. As a result of the comments made, it was 
found that there was no need for major changes but in different situations similar answers had 
different meanings. As result, it was decided to include open questions following the majority of 
the closed questions in order to better understand responses to the dosed questions. 
4.4.8. Data processing and analysis 
Before the analysis, the data collected from the business survey were coded and entered into 
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 10.0. On the other hand the data collected 
from the national and industry surveys, since they used mainly open-ended questions, were 
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transcribed onto the computer, translated to English and entered into the NUD*IST (Non- 
numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Searching and Theorising) software. This stage was 
very time consuming, for every hour of talk on a tape it took several more to transcribe it 
However, as Descombe (1998) argued it is also a very important part of the research, because 
it brings the researcher `close to the data'. 
4.4.8.1. Analysing the structured interviews with the hotel businesses 
According to the literature, there are two main statistical approaches to analysing quantitative 
data: descriptive statistics and inferential statistics (Finn et al. 2000; Balnaves and Caputi, 2001 
and Jennings, 2001). Essentially, as Jennings (2001) stated, they differ in the relationship 
between a sample and its population. While descriptive statistics denotes the search for 
describing the aggregation of raw data in numerical terms, inferential statistics are based on 
probability sampling and are relevant to testing hypotheses and mating statements about the 
sample in relation to the population being studied. Inferential statistics is used when'it is 
necessary to infer from the sample to the population from which the sample was selected and 
only accounts for a small part (Balnaves and Caputi, 2001). 
The choice of the use descriptive or inferential analysis depends on the aims, objectives and 
hypotheses of the research process, and, above all, it depends on if the researcher is dealing 
with data collected from a sample or a population. When analysing data based on a sample, the 
researcher's aim is to generalise to the survey population, which explains the use of inferential 
statistics (Finn et al, 2000). In contrast, when analysing data based on a whole population, 
researchers have included every member of a given population, thus inferential statistics should 
not be applied. On the other hand, the descriptive analysis can be used in both cases. 
Bearing in mind the objectives of this research and the fact that, within the business survey, 
the data were gathered from effectively the entire population, the quantitative data were 
analysed using descriptive analysis. Inferential statistical procedures were not needed because 
there was effectively too few to infer to, and to take account of, in terms of those not 
answering potentially altering the answers/conclusions. 
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At an early point, the data were analysed using basic descriptive methods, such as frequencies 
and cross tabulations. These are statistical methods of summarising large quantities of data so 
that patterns and relationships within the data may be observed (Miller and Wilson, 1983). 
Indeed, the frequencies used for categorical variables, provide a clear description of the 
number and percentages of observation in some given category. In this case, each variable was 
examined separately - Univariate technique - with the aim of illustrating patterns and tendencies in 
the data, both for ease of presentation of the respondents' profile and the viewpoints studied. 
In addition, for continuous variables descriptive methods - median and mean - were used in 
order to summarise the characteristics of the group. Tests assessing the existence of statistically 
significant difference were not performed because the data were effectively a census. 
4.4.8.2. Analysing the semi-structured interviews with the national authorities and the 
industry associations 
The central approach used in this research in relation to the semi-structured interviews with 
the national and industry authorities and association, based on open-ended questions, was 
content analysis. The data were first analysed using two types of content analysis suggested by 
Jennings (2001): summation and explanation. Summation involves a data reduction into 
categories that integrate and generalise the major topics of the interviews. On the other hand, 
Explanation means that the text is explained based on the content of the documents (Jennings, 
2001). The content analysis was supported by the software programme QSR NUD*IST 6, 
which essentially enables the researcher using key word searches, coding and retrieving text 
from multiple interviews in a database. This use of this research software was also helpful to 
pull up the sentence in which that key word was used, allowing to see the work in some 
context. 
Therefore, to undertake the content analysis five main procedures suggested by Descombe 
(1998) were followed. They are now presented and explained. 
- Breaking the data down into units for analysis. Based on the research framework, this 
procedure implied decisions on the units (words or sentences) that are useful for the 
analysis (e. g. national, industry and operational business). 
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- Identify relevant categories for analysing data. Once the data were analysed following the 
initial coding procedure, the concepts were organised by 'key words' on the basis of 
themes, concepts or similar characteristics, reflections on the categories (e. g. each concepts 
of the different models used in the framework). 
- Code the units in line with categories, using the computer software. This procedure aims to 
make the connections between categories and the data from the coding procedure. 
- Count the frequency with which these units occur, in order to identify how frequently it 
occurs and in what order it occurs. This was particularly useful in quantifying the responses 
obtained. 
- Analyse the text in terms of frequency of the units in order to allow the researcher to 
understand how ideas are related (similarities and differences) and identify the participants' 
views that enabled a description of the relevant aspects of the implications of EMU as 
understood by the national and industries organisations. 
Commonly, although the content analysis was used as the main type of analysis within the 
national survey and industry survey, it should be noticed that the replies were not explored in a 
qualitative approach, commonly associated with content analysis. Instead, building on 
Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2004) and Witcher et al. 's (2003) studies, in which the authors 
illustrated how emergent qualitative themes could first be `quantitized' and then subjected to 
descriptive analysis, the emerged themes from the content analysis were transformed into 
quantitative data based on the frequency with which an answer occurred. As suggested by 
Miles and Huberman (1994), there were two main reasons for doing this: to identify patterns 
more easily with the view to describe research results and to maintain analytical integrity. 
4.3.8.3. Analytical Framework 
The output of the primary research are presented in terms of the themes arising from the 
answers rather than by the surveys conducted. The logic behind this was to put together the 
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views of the three study groups on the same topics, instead of presenting these views 
separately in different chapters, which could make difficult an immediate comparison of 
perceptions and make the text repetitive. As result, the following framework was adopted in 
this research with the findings being presented in terms of the three levels of business 
environment: 
  Stage 1- Chapter 5- Analysis of the perceived effects on the national environment, 
using mainly Porter's Diamond Model; 
  Stage 2- Chapter 6- Analysis of the perceived effects on the industry competitive 
environment, through Porter's Five Forces Model 
  Stage 3- Chapter 7- Analysis of the perceived effects on the operational environment, 
by using Porter's Value Chain Model. 
At each stage, the views of each study group are presented, analysed and compared. For this 
purpose, the findings resulting from the literature review and mainly from the primary data 
collection (surveys with 104 hotel business respondents and with 10 respondents from the 
national authorities and 5 respondents from the industry associations) are used. Nonetheless, it 
should be noticed that, as already explained previously, the contribution of the three study 
groups to each of the business environment levels and themes differs, since the main focus of 
each survey varied according to the main focus of each of the groups of respondents. 
The analytical framework used to present the results is illustrated in Figure 4.7. and is recapped 
at the beginning of chapters 5,6 and 7 to underline the focus in the analysis in the chapter. 
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Figure 4.6. Main stages of the data analysis 
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4.5. CONCLUSION 
This chapter has provided an account of the methodology used in the study. It summarises the 
research process, which made up the entire research programme, explains the research 
methods selected and explains both the research strategy and the manner in which the practical 
implementation of each method was conducted. This enables the reader to know exactly how 
the research was carried out. 
In doing so it first, defined the conceptual framework adopted in this research and explained 
the choice of an approach and the triangulation perspective. Second, it discussed the multi- 
stages of the research process: formulation of the research problem, reviewing the related 
research, identification of research question, selection of research design, selection of data 
collections techniques, selection of subjects, data collection and planning of data processing 
and analysis. The chapter links the research models and research questions described in the 
previous chapters and the empirical results outlined in the next chapters. It does not discuss 
the performance of the measurement models. These will be reported in the following chapters 
dealing with the study's empirical results. 
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S ENVIRONMENT AFTER T 
INTRODUCTION OF EMU 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The academic literature, discussed in chapters 2 and 3, assumed that I,: N11 represented one of 
the most significant changes in the business environment in participating countries. In fact, 
many authors (e. g. Barbosa et al. 1999; jonung, 2(1(12; Nlicco et al., 2003 and Ntussvv viler and 
Strack, 2004) and the media (e. g. Financial 'l'imes; Daily Mail; 1'. vpresso and Wall Street journal) 
have claimed that EMU would bring many changes for the participating national economies by 
affecting the national environment in which enterprises are operating. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the literature commonly- refers to changes in national economies as 
a new macroeconomic policy framework characterised by first, a single independent central 
bank responsible for monetary policy and with a strict mandate to preserve price stability being 
established and, second, the Stability and Growth Pact (S(; P) setting behavioural guidelines for 
the fiscal policies of national authorities. Other changes discussed in the literature were already 
identified (Chapter 3, subsection 3.3.3. ). 1lowever, as already mentioned in previous chapters, 
questions about the effects of E'NIU on the national economies and on national 
competitiveness were a critical element of discussion at the time this research began. The 
debate was essentially composed by two different views: the supporters and, on the other 
hand, the opponents and sceptics of FM[ (I)eGrauwe, 2005). 
In fact, despite several years having passed, this discussion still continues. For instance, authors 
such as Trichet (2004) have supported the idea that the Furo has become a strong, stable and 
credible currency and, since the introduction of FN11., the 1? ure) countries have witnessed a 
period of low rates of inflation and low levels of long-term interest rates. Conseduently, it has 
been suggested that EMU has been highly successful in furthering macroeconomic stability in 
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Europe and national competitiveness (e. g. Mundell, 2004 and Trichet, 2004). On the other 
hand, several ideas have been proposed with reference to the weaknesses of EMU. The 
following provides a brief summary of these: 
(i) The Euro convergence criteria required by the Maastricht Treaty pushed forward great 
changes for the participating countries in terms of macroeconomic variables. Nonetheless, 
important macroeconomic factors such as unemployment were underestimated (Mathieu and 
Sterdyniak, 2003); 
(u) Since the early days of EMU, some countries of the Euro Zone have witnessed a stagnation 
of their economies, higher levels of inflation, deterioration of their trade accounts and a 
reduction in the number of available policy tools that they can use to tackle their problems (The 
Daily Telegraph on June, 09,2003 and EC, 2005a; EC, 2005b), 
(iii) Some countries, such as Portugal, have been under immense pressure by the European 
Commission to cut government spending wholesale as required by the Stability and Growth 
Pact, damaging consumer confidence and resulting in slow economic growth (FT on October, 
23,2003; EC, 2005a; EC, 2005b and EC, 2006). 
Within the debate of the effects of EMU, how have the stakeholders of the hotel industry in 
Portugal perceived and react to the changes brought about by EMU on the national business 
environment in which the Portuguese hotels are operating? Did they recognise and understand 
the effects of EMU on the Portuguese tourism competitiveness? Did the respondents 
anticipate, at the time the surveyed was run, such issues, meanwhile, identified in the literature? 
The aim of this Chapter is to addresses the above questions by establishing the perceptions of 
the potential effects of EMU against the determinants of the Diamond model that Porter 
(1980,1998) identified as relevant for national competitiveness, and which are, here, applied to 
the Portuguese economy and, in particular, to the Portuguese tourism sector. That is, factor 
condition . r, 
demand conditionr, firm structure, strategy and rivalry; related and supporting industries and 
government (Porter, 1980,1998) (see chapter 2 for details). Given that chance (also considered by 
Porter to have an influence on the national system) relates to those events that are outside the 
control of firms, such as wars and terrorist attacks, they were not evaluated in this study. 
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Conversely since, within the context of EMU, there seems to be ample evidence that the 
national Diamond is influenced by factors outside the home country, as explained in the 
methodology chapter, an additional variable - the supranational power of the EU - was studied in 
spite of it not being in the original model of the Diamond. In fact, the original model does not 
adequately address the role of EU in the participating economies. 
The following Figure (5.1) visualises the main stages of the data analysis presented in this 
chapter. They are identified by the boxes in grey. The remaining boxes (related to industry and 
hotel operational environment) are analysed in the next two chapters. 
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Figure 5.1 Main stages of the data analysis of Chapter Five 
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As can be observed in the Figure 5.1 above, the focus in this chapter is on the national 
environment. For this purpose, the information gathered from the survey of national 
authorities forms a significant part of the discussion in terms of content. In fact, based on their 
activities, the national authorities were in a better position to present views on the implications 
of EMU on the national environment rather than the industry associations or the hotel' 
respondents. Hence, although the three study-groups contributed to this chapter, the 
contribution of each of the groups is occasionally uneven in terms of amount and content. The 
results reported in this and the two following chapters (6 and 7) are then discussed in Chapter 
8. 
Before moving into the discussion of the perceived effects of EMU on competitiveness and 
the analysis of the Tourism Diamond, the overall views of the hotel stakeholders towards the 
effects of EMU on the Portuguese economy are discussed, as they provide a general 
background of the perceived implications for the national environment. 
5.2. OVERALL VIEWS OF THE PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF EMU FOR THE 
NATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
To gain an overall indication of the study group's views of the implications of EMU for the 
national business environment, the survey asked respondents from government, industry and 
hotels to state whether the organisations or hotels they were representing had recognised the 
effects on the national economy as a result of the introduction of EMU. The respondents were 
also asked to identify the main benefits and constraints, which they thought were likely to 
happen as result of the participation of Portugal in EMU. It was found that EMU had been 
identified by all the respondents of the three study groups as a key force affecting the national 
business environment and also that the effects of EMU were perceived as being both positive 
and negative. These results, for each study-group, are presented below. 
As explained in the methodology chapter (Chapter 4, subsection 4.4.8.2. ), the answers resulting 
from the open-ended questions (m great part in the case of national and industry surveys) were 
grouped into categories (integrating the major topics of the interviews). The aim was to 
observe patterns of responses and identify how frequently it occurs and in what order it 
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occurred. Hence, as will be noticed in this section and also in the next ones, the information 
from open-ended questions is displayed in tables that show the aggregate categories (in italics) 
that resulted from the process of data reduction and illustrate the themes that made up main 
each category and explain the context of the answers (normal text). In addition, several 
quotations were presented as part of the text interpretation in order to reinforce an 
understanding of the more precise meanings of a specific question and thereby enriching the 
data presented. 
5.2.1. Views of the representatives of the national authorities 
As the results indicated (Table 5.1) all the national authority respondents believed that the 
process of EMU had impacted, and would impact, positively on economic activity in the Euro 
countries namely in the medium and long-term of EMU. 
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Table S. 1. National authorities' perceptions of the positive outcomes of EMU for the Portuguese economy and the 
explanations given 
Aggregate description of positive outcome (italics) and specific answers combined to 
Number of Number of 
form aggregate positive outcome description (normal text) respondents responses 
anticipating a informing the 
positive positive 
outcome outcome 
I)eýýrilirw 0/, ro1/0111 '; irlrti U. %rnt bill U/ II mý°, v11// i 
Single Monetary Policy as a new step of Fluropcan integration 
Common currency is a tangible clement that cunsuIldatcs the I? urupc: in 1 
project 
Improni g the Paria' uese inmge 2 
Strong imagc of I'l in the AX iirld I : cunomics and Politics 
llcvcloping a greater I? uropcan Idciitir 1 
Improving the international business hovccr I 
Moir tanpetitive envinnnnent 4 
Reductions in transactions cults, exchange risk and the po-ibtlh1 ut picanin}ý 3 
additional economics of scale ww hich together increase competition 
Improinng the macroeconomic climate (economic growth) at medium and long teem 10 
Low level of inflation 5 
Strong currency 1 
Single currency 2 
Reduce real interest rate, and thereby stimulate investment, output and 8 
employment 
Price transparency 1 
AI orr efficient political and /7nanaal inleýralion at medium and lang term, 
New macroeconomic climate 1 
Reduction of the interest rater 
I? conumic and fiscal convergence 3 
Ease in doing business 2 
Improving the rnacruccunumic chmatc pof business 2 
I, onrcr transactions costs I 
Iy/ live role stabibt) 
Singlc Al, tuv P, I]ItN 
10 
I0 
Notc: I'hc fact that the tnqal nwubcr "t rc"1ýunýc. i. l. irt'(i thin ihr nunýl, cr ( 111.11 -nir iý: 1nýnýlrni. 
gave murc than nie responsc (multiple re p 1t c) 
Using multiple responses, the national respondents indicated that they believed that l'all' was 
intended to create a stable macroeconomic environment through greater exchange rate 
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stability, lower transaction costs, lower levels of inflation, `price transparency', employment 
and a strong single currency. In particular, they shared the idea, as stated by one of the 
authority respondents, that: 
`EMU and a single currency prevent exchange rate turbulence within the Euro market" and "decreases 
economic uncertainty for consumers and enterprises, due to the end of exchange rate oscillations. " 
Among the answers obtained, it was found through 4 responses that EMU encouraged 
competitiveness, which was considered to be positive for the Portuguese economy. In 
addition, as shown in Table 5.1, that reflects what the respondents said, the benefit caused by 
the reduction of interest rates within the Euro Zone was also perceived (three times). as being 
important The following quote of one national authority demonstrates these views: 
"In the future, the economic situation and consumer welfare will tend to improve, since there are still 
low 
interest rates and there are also a single monetary policy and real economic convergence". 
Finally, it was evident that there were two views that Portugal's international image had 
improved after the introduction of the Euro. 
Nonetheless, it should be noticed that a further analysis of the explanations provided by the 
national authorities revealed that all of the respondents believed that, "to reap the benefits of 
EMU, all the countries involved needed to make further effort. ",. Some of the issues identified in the 
literature, for example, those focussing on the Portuguese case (Barbosa et al. 1999) argued 
that there was a need for effective coordination of common European policies, an adoption of 
a rigorous fiscal discipline and the completion of all the other requirements of the SGP, were 
also identified by 8 out of the 10 national authorities interviewed. In addition, for these 
authorities, the need to fulfil these requirements had delayed, in part, the arrival of the main 
benefits brought about by EMU. But, as they said, in the medium and longer term the Euro 
countries will witness the success of EMU. For them, EMU should not be blamed for the fact 
that several countries and, in particular Portugal, were in economic recession (at the time the 
survey was run). As mentioned by one respondent. 
"Portugal has been in a period of economic adjustment, because during the Nineties there had been 
excessive government expenditure, not due the introduction of EMU". 
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Views of EMU constraints 
When the respondents were asked about the negative implications caused by 1,. Nt1' for the 
national economy, it was found that all of the national authority respondents perceived no 
negative effects brought about by I? \1[, but they did anticipate some constraints or challenges, 
as six of the authority respondents preferred to call them. "These outcomes and their 
explanations are identified in "fable 5.2 below in accordance with the number of responses and 
respondents referring these effects. 
Table 5.2. National authorities' perceptions of the constraints of }? Ml for the Portuguese ccunon»' and the 
explanations , 
i%cii 
description of EMU constraints (italics) and sPespecific answers combined to 
Number of Nnmbcr of Aggregate 
(onn aggregate outcomes description (normal l text) respondents responses 
identifying identifying 
constraints constraints 
1süf e t!! ', 
Loss of national monctarv policy at national Icv cl 3 
1 ahour market rigidity in The medium and long term 
Absence of labour market convergence crncn: u 1 
Ina-easing corrtßetition 2 
Pcoplc and cntcrpnscs arc not rcadc for additional cornlictition 
Portr(gal entered in the mrong u q) 2 
Lack uf'rcaP convergence 2 
Strong armnii valuation in the long terra 
Loss of comhctitiun 
Luck of abikty of and reaction b l, the enle p ices to/rice the neu- em irm melt 4 
timxll size of cnturpnscs 4 
Operational and institutional costs during the transitional period 
Change of currency 2 
Reduction ofNational Inre tnents in the medium term 
Nccd tu fulfil the rcyuircmcnts of I? 11 1 
7i, r ý< m° r: p nrtý. ýlir7 dt;: 1c f 
Nutc: I. l ht (. tct tI tt the t4)lII nuntl)rr (It r( axm: c. is 111CAll, 111.1t 1}; 
avc more than one response (multiple respiInsc) 
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Four responses indicated that there were no negative implications for the Portuguese 
economy. However, in terms of negative answers, the `lack of ability of, and traction by, the 
enterpriser to face the new environment lack of the enterprise reaction' was the most frequently cited 
challenge by the national authorities (cited by 4 national authorities). For these respondents, 
the small size of enterprises could affect their ability to cope increasing competition. 
A further analysis of the main challenges identified and the reasons behind the other national 
authorities' responses highlights other issues. For instance, the fact that political decision 
taking became constrained (through the loss of policy tools in terms of sovereign monetary 
and exchanges rate policies) was also mentioned. It was argued that Portugal, as with the other 
Euro countries, lost the ability to use monetary and exchange rate policy in order to address 
economic shocks and this could be a constraint for the Portuguese economy. In addition, the 
initial costs of switching to the Euro and the implementation of the new legal, economic and 
financial institutional frameworks were also mentioned (two times). 
Despite the above mentioned aspects resulting from participation in monetary integration, it 
should be noted that the 6 respondents who identified constraints or challenges believed that 
the potential benefits would be more important than these factors and they would help to 
overcome the obstacles caused by the implementation of EMU. 
5.2.2. Views of the representatives of hotel industry 
Similar to the results obtained for the national authority respondents, the responses given by 
the industry association respondents (Table 5.3) lead to the conclusion that the five 
associations interviewed considered that EMU improved the macroeconomic environment. 
The decrease in real interest rates, the level of inflation and exchange rate stability and the end 
of cost transactions within the Euro zone were the main reasons cited by these respondents 
for the improvement of the macroeconomic environment. As result, all of the association's 
respondents believed that, in the short, medium and long term, consumers, investment and 
employment would be positively affected. In addition, one of the respondents added that 
"Portugal, as with the other Euro national economies, mould benefit from a stronger currency in the world'. 
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Based on three responses the data also revealed that l'a\tl' represented a deepening of 
I uropean economic integration, since it implied a single monetary policy and a convergence of 
national economic policies. The remaining responses pointed to the increase in the efficiency 
of the single market due to the single currency. These findings are presented in the following 
table (5.3), which identifies the aggregate description of the positive outcomes and the main 
reasons for those outcomes brought by FMMV. 
Table S. 3. Industry associations' perceptions of the positive outcomes of EMI' for the Portuguese economy and the 
explanations given 
Aggregate description of positive outcomes italics and specific answers combined 
Number of Number of 
tu form aggregate positive outcomes description (normal text) respondents responses 
giving the firming the 
positive positive 
nutcnmc uulcumc 
I)e<t ertntg o/ eronomic inlrýra/ion between I. 1 - member i 
iinglc Monetary Pulicc 3 
( Como n currency is a tangible clement that amsolidatcs the l': uruhcan 
Project 
Am on efficient single market 2 
Single N I 1onctary Polio 2 
tiinglc currcncy 2 
Reductions in transaction costs, exchange risk and the p issihility of gleaning 1 
additional ccunumics of scale 
Ii pronng the macroeconomic climate 3 
Lumr lev-C) of inflation 2 
, om cr transactions cots 2 
Reduced real interest rate and thcrcb\ stimulates the im cstmrnt, output and 3 
cmplurmcnt 
stitnul. ttilm ut the ct, rn. umt t4 
Note Ihc faut that the tot: nl nunil)r. r (t rcawu. r: i: larger than fite nuinbcr of rr. hnnnrntz inr. in: 111.11 Mimic IL s1)( )Ildc Ills 
gave inure than one response (multiple response) 
From Tablc 5.3 it is also evident that the same explanations were offered for different bcnet ts. 
For example, single monetary policy was the reason behind a more efficient market and also 
deepening of economic integration. This suggested some similarities in the views presented, 
although presented in different way. 
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Views of EMIJ constraints 
In terms of the constraints (Fahles 5.4 heh vý), the data from the industry a5SOci; itiým curve 
indicated that, with the exception of one respondent, all the industry associations shared the 
opinion that there xerc some challenges brought about by I1 \IL . 
Table 5.4. Industry associations' perceptions of the constraints of 1{A1l' for the Portuguese coin omy and the 
explanations gi%en 
Aggregate description of negative outcomes (italics) and specific answers combined 
Number of Number of 
to form aggregate resp respondents respunscs to form constraint [ outcomes description (normal text) 
identifying forming the 
constraints constraints 
o: u tcreýl /' SGI' 
Tltc rcunumtc wtian, it is nci'an\, IN tntlucncc(I h\ ruts to tlt( Týu\ ( III III( Tit 
builIct 
The inahilrh o% Porn ii to' p/7 roil, r['Jicirn, i to ; h, dee f mint of 
he lack of procluctn-it) and of business stratc}, ncs and proactic c reactions 2 
7'hc l rtugucse mentality and lack of qualified pcuplr 2 
Single M1unctan- Pt licV 1 
Inflation 
Opportunism be sonn people as a conscyucncc of the changeover 
Tben' if the risk of the cunrnc7 va/nation in the medium term 
Strums, currcncc . luc to an if crta int (Icinarnl 6 er I uri 
Nutc: Ili Litt that the tut. tl nuntln-r of tupuut u is I. itP, i ilt. in Iii nuitiI ur.. f tc<launululit' tui. ilt ilt. u -m, t(l)''I d, tut' 
i, nr nu rc ih. tn unc rc>I nl; c inudtiltlc Iu 1I , nst) 
In accordance with data from "fable 5.4, the SGP was the major concern of the respondents, 
because they believed that the level of Government investment would be affected by the strict 
rules imposed by the Pact. In this respect, one association added that 1: N117 would possibly 
contribute to a delay in Portuguese economic growth since, as its representative mentioned: 
"1: /11 [' required additional e/färI. c by /he ýur/iý7paIllh ý'lll! /1/17Cf /0 /u//i/ JGG . 
Il nl. rhr /, J nquiremen/ 
und SGI), which in the scorn lean had ill%hmmced the number of m'llw nation, // inr,: ýJ/ enl. r. 1 'he need to 
reduce national expenditures pushed national a utho/7Jies lo limit /1(1/1011/l huv. jImenls . 
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Moreover, it was also evident among the responses that there were worries about the ability- of 
Portugal to respond with efficiency to the deepening of I "uropean economic integration, which 
pushes the enterprises into a more and more competitive and demanding market. They feared 
that the lack of productivity, of qualified people and of a spirit of enterprise would cause 
problems to Portugal. One of the respondents mentioned as a constraint "un ifilblionury moment 
when the ý"ha« eover period took place", but added that "it was a trunsitog si///, I/iou". There were two 
additional references concerning the risk of the l : uro becoming a very strong currency and the 
risk of Portugal not being allowed to use its own monetary policy to respond to possible 
asvmmctric shocks. 
5.2.3. Views of the business respondents 
'Ehe data from the business survey (using a cl )sed Llucsti)n) revealed that all of the 
respondents recognised the potential effects on the Portuguese economy brought about by 
1 MU. As 't'able 5.5 demonstrates, a very high percentage of the business respondents (96°, 'o) 
had positive attitudes towards the effect of F NIL' on the Portuguese economy. 
'fable S. 5. General attitudes of the hotel business respondents towards the Portuguese participation on EMU 
Total 
General attitude N % 
ý11ý111\t': Ittltti(R. I()() I)G 
1\ cgatIvc attitucic 3 3 
Unccrtain 1 1 
l uatl 104 100 
\Y hcn the hotel respondents were asked, through the use of two multiple respunsr yuesti<ms, 
to identi(v the two most important benefits and constraints for the Porniguese economy 
because of joining F NIL', a close examination of the responses revealed that 111(1 respondents 
identified benefits, while only 68 respondents identified constraints. Moreover, from the 
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responses obtained a number of common ideas were evident in terms of benefits and 
constraints, which made it possible to cluster the responses into meaningful categories created 
according to the similarities of the answers. 
Positive views 
Table 5.6. surnrnarises the benefits most frequently identified by the respondents. The main 
constraints are summarised after the (hscussion of these benefits (see, 't'able 5.9). 
Table 5.6. Perceptions of the business respondents on the positive outcomes of I: Mt' for the Portuguese economy 
Total 
Positive outcomes N 
(n=200)* 
oö 
Sinthlicitc 
. mýi 
bu; inc. < ct ticiý ncý ti's 15 
Political and economic c nvcrgcncc 43 22 
Portugucsc cconumic dcvcl pn cnt 1_9 15 
Imprt>Vingthe Competitive position 2il IO 
Improving of the image of Portugal I1 0 
Increasing rigour as a result of I"A' intervention 8 4 
Total 290' 1U 
' Notc that the counts add up to 200. That is the total number of responses because each 
respondent could give up to tint resp roses. 
In overall the benefit most frequently mentioned by the respondents was `. rinne/iý7i}y and business 
e/faciemy; which was cited 89 rimes (45(o). Coiwerscly, `m ceasing our as a result o% 1: 11 
iaten'ention'was the least fre 1uently benefit cited (8 times in 200 or 4°'o). 
Regarding the reasons }, riven by these 100 respondents (Fahle 5.7), who identified benefits to 
explain the advantages of lall', answers such as `the use o/' a single (7nm'm)'' and `iai7easm 
PorI«trsere prestige' took a large proportion of the overall responses. Nonetheless, the 
respundcnts also mentioned reasons such as `busine. rc situp/iiilp ; `I :1' is mon, iijoi-wus hohl Porln i/, 
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`s1Fvnger position of Portugal around the world', and 'economic cwm'er, o'm , '.: As in the above table (5.6), 
the results are presented based on multiple responses which explain why the results come toi a 
total of 200 and not 100. 
Table 5.7. Main reason presented by business respondents for cacti positi\c outcome identified 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived Total 
outcome (bold and italics) N 
. 
Sa/zpIi 71v aiid lJ , o, ess elr/i7eno, 
1'hc use of A Sinijlc currcncc 82 92 
lind of some bureaucracy 8 
Political and economic convergence (u=-l 3) 
lousiness simplicity and efficiency 3.1 , `> 
Increasing Portuguese prestige 21 
Portuguese (Innruns develop men! (a=_'9) 
he use of a single currency is 62 
Increasing Portuguese prestige 11 38 
llnßroring the cornßete/ire position (n=_20) 
Kusincss simplicity and efficiency 18 5U 
Ind of some bureaucracy 2 1i 
lmprorin o%! Ge inmge o% Portl, gal (11= 11) 
Stronger position of I rtul'. rl 6.1 
I(crmumic ( A)nvergence -l ; (. 
l sreariuo r, o, ir as a result of EU intemeution (u=8) 
Il is more rigorous than I'ortugal 5 (. i 
Increasing Portuguese prestige 3 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents 
identifying each outcome 
lt is clear from Table 5.7 that in some cases, the same reasons were given tu explain different 
benefits. For example, `the use q1 'a single eummyy' was the main logic behind the responses liven 
by those respondents who identified `_rinip/ril} /rtr/ businer. ý eJ/i 7enýýý' as an advantage, but also by 
the responses given by those respondents ,,. -ho identified ` orlq nese e onomi den, lopnmenf as a 
benefit. 
Since the review of the literature had demonstrated that `increasing economic stahi/ih-, was 
one of the main common benefits cited by the proponents of F NW, the business respondents 
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were asked to identify his/her level of agreement about of the advatutage proposed iit the 
literature. This was done in order to compare the benefits perceived by the business 
respondents with the main advantages cited by the literature. For this purpose the business 
survey used a closed question, meaning that the respondents had to opt for one of the 
following answers: `completely disagree , `di. cuyree', `agree , 'completely atn'e' and `mi',, tral'. There were no 
`completely disagree' or `completely agree' answers given by the respondents, as result they were 
excluded from Table 5.8. 
Table 5.8. Agreement of the hotel business respondents with increasing economic stability being an advantage of 
joining E1 IL! 
Total 
Hotel business'views N% 
Disagree ItiW 
tilr il 19 18 
\} rrc 5 ?2 
'I Ot. ll 11)4 101) 
Table 5.8 demonstrates that more than 70 percent of the respondents agreed that I 'NIL' would 
increase economic stability nevertheless, 8 percent of the respondents disagreed and 18 percent 
took a neutral position. 
Views of the constraints of EMU 
In terrns of the likely negative effects caused by F %W, the data from the husiticss sun ey 
revealed that, when the hotel respondents were asked to identity the t-, w-o main 
disadvantages/constraints brought about by I"Nlt' for the Portuguese economy, only 68 
respondents said that they could identity negative implications. I knee, as compared to the 
perceptions of the benefits, a considerably lower number of respondents recognised 
disadvantages (68 against 100 respondents). In addition, from these 68 respondents, only 39 
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respondents identified two disadvantages, the remaining 29 identified only one disadvantage, 
even though they could state up to two responses. 
The list of disadvantages identified is presented and ranked in "Table 5.9 in accordance to the 
total number of times they were cited by the respondents, as shown in the right hand column. 
For example, the disadvantage that the respondents listed most often was `loss o/ soi'erri'i/ty' (41 
times), while the least cited disadvantage was 'additional, "ompetition' (15 times). 
By comparing these results with the most cited disadvantages found in the literature, namely: 
loss of option to nnanage exchange rates' and the `strength of the I uro' (e. g. "Torres, 1998), it is evident 
that these respondents support the fact that the loss of sovereignit , (caused by aI : uropcan 
single monetary policy) could be a chsadvantage to Portugal. I lowever, in terms of the likely 
strength of the Euro, there was much less evidence that the hotel stakeholders support the 
views found in the literature on 1 iMU. 
Table 5.9. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the negative outcomes of I: MI! for the Portuguese 
economy 
Negative outcomes 
Total 
N 
(n=107) 
", ö 
IncrrasinLýt! I{ bctwccn Ilic Kanu mcmbcrs 29 
Inflation 21 2o 
. Additiom il cum}ictiti(m 16 15 
l'(1tal 10' Ilk) 
` Note that the counts add up to 107 instead of 130 as expected, because 
from the 68 respondents only 39 identified two disadvantages 
Wien asked to explain the disadvantages identified by giving the main reason for the 
disadvantage, various reasons were identified. Namely, `im71W. Vi i f: 1 ' is/en'enhioir in l/wr urrlioncm/ 
econonnq' and `lack of enterßrz. res preparation', were the most cited reasons (see, 'f'able 5.1(x. ). From 
the results, it was also evident that the same reason was used to explain different 
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disadvantages. l'o>r example, the `lack o% enleryrices preparu/ioii' was given to explain an increasing 
gap between the Euro members, but also competitiv-c concerns. 
Table 5.10. Main reason presented by business respondents for each negative outcome identified 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived outcome 
N 
Total 
Loss o/ so, erei; nty (n=4 1) 
Increasing I? l' intervention in the nati<m. tl ecunumc -11 IUU 
In reatiq gap between the Euro members (o=29) 
Lack of enterprise prcharariu>n _ 
1ou 
I u/latioo (u=-' 1) 
I'ortugucsc rncntality 
The high value of the I? uro 
1S 
6 
,1 
29 
. -l 
dditiooal Competition (n=16 
Lack of enterprise Preparation 
I'ortugucsc ccunt)mic situation after 1? itill' 
I1 
6 
69 
31 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents 
identifying each outcome 
5.3. PORTUGUESE TOURISM COMPETITIVENESS AFTER EMU 
There vVas no consensus in the literature as to the likely effects of I. Mt' on the 
competitiveness of Portugal. Authors such as heller (19911) expected that factors such as a 
strong I? uropean currency and the loss of a national exchange rate FR)IIc\ \Vould reduce the 
ccýmpctitivcncss of Portugal's tourism. Consccluently, Portugal may no linger be able toi 
compete effectively on price as it did in the past. Other authors such as Torres (1998) argued 
that, following the introduction of I `NW, Portugal had more chance to be competitive 
because, for example, increasing simplicity' and ]rice transparency would benefit the 
competitiveness of the tourism sector. Therefore, in the surveys it was asked if the respondents 
thought I MU had affected Portuguese competitiveness in terms of tourism. The results are 
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discussed below-. Chapter 8 presents further discussion on this topic by comparing the v-ievV 5 
between the three stakeholder groups. 
5.3.1.1. The views of the national authorities on tourism competitiveness 
Six of the 10 authorities believed that I: N1t had p )simely attcctcd the cumpetitivcncss of 
Portugal as a tourism destination, showing similar views in their explanations (fable 5.1 1). 
1'he following quotation by one respondent summanses their views: 
"1; 111 ' bro,,, h/ about a neu' macroeconomic em'lronmenl, which has improved /A, , ompeti/ire 
e»virronmetil o/ Poriuial and the tourism sector". 
In addition, it was mentioned twice that, because the single currency implied the elimination of 
exchange rate risk and exchange conversion costs, "the truitsa, /ions (0St_r in Thiele, evlii'Niee_i were 
reducecd'. As reported within one of the responses, this, together with VA, pia, trunspan, m), ucmSs 
the Euro countries, contributes logrealer compelition, and to ut/raclilr inrestorr'. 
Table-;. 11. National perceptions of the effects of 1? Mt1 for Portugal as tourism destination 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU for Portugal as tourism Number of Number of 
destination (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description respondents responses 
(normal text) forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1:. 111, its na, I ", urr n. unif. ýli'irrnec 
he competitive cnctrunmcnt of Portugal hcnrtit> front a nc%% 6 
macroeconomic cm'ironmcnt brought about he I 
The I 
. urn makes 
business an'l mn cnient caacr ýcithin the I? uro area 2 
'Price transparency' across the I'uru counties contributes to greater 
c tmpctition 
'Price transparency' might represent a nsk for the competitive mumm 
husincss environment of Portugal 
1 iAI U is not an essential factor affecting the eon etitirenecr 3 
( lualitc is more important to obtain ciimhentiv mess 3 
'oml ctin encss is based essentially on the Products characteristics of the 2 
Inducts 
I'M 7 helps to obtain competitiveness but is not the most important factor 
Ido itt t ha%c a icu 
IM 
4 
1')ýý 
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Note: The fact that the total number of responses is larger than the number of respondents means that some respondents 
gave more than one response (multiple response). 
Among the remaining responses, it was found that the national authorities thought that the 
services and tourist products provided in Portugal have a better relationship between `price and 
quality'than in the other Euro countries. For these respondents, this together with the fact that 
The Eure makes the tourist life easy, , specifically the movement of tourists within the Euro's zone, 
would benefit Portugal. 
On the other hand, another authority mentioned that they were quite sceptical about the 
positive relationship between EMU and tourism competitiveness. This respondent indicated 
that even if `price transparency' might be a benefit, it also might represent a risk for the 
competitive tourism business environment of Portugal. Within the answer, he explained that 
"The higher exposition of prices after the introduction of EMU may encourage tourists to opt for the 
Spanish services, since they are of ring similar or better services at a cheaper or the same price than the 
Portuguese service': 
In addition, three respondents mentioned that they considered that EMU affects the 
competitive environment but not directly. These respondents argued that EI1U helps 
convergence and, indirectly, the process of becoming competitive, but it is not an essential 
factor affecting the competitiveness. Indeed, they shared the idea that factors such as `quality' 
and the `characteristics of the products or services' are much more important factors affecting the 
competitive position than EMU. In this line of thought it was mentioned in one of the answers 
that "EMU might facilitate and incite competitiveness, but har not had a direct influence on Portugal as 
tourism destination'. 
It should be noticed that 4 out of 10 national authorities had no view on this topic, answering 
that they have no official data which could help them to have a view. 
5.3.1.2. The views of the industry associations on tourism competitiveness 
Among the representatives of the industry associations the pattern of responses was almost 
equally divided (Table 5.12). Three of the associations stated that the competitiveness of the 
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tourism sector was not affected, while the other two said that I? h1L affected Portugal at this 
le-, -el. 
Table S. 12. Summary of the industry associations' perceptions on the effects of l'ML for Portugal as tourism 
destination 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU for Portugal as ttutrisrn Number of Number of 
destination (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description respondents responses 
(normal text) forming the 
aggregate 
description 
li. l (( icýrr, u<ý týýunrin ýooýýrlilüa°nrýrý 
1[. %I U intensities tourism eumhctitiv mess , which requires newr strategics ami 
d 
pr ricticc measures 
The I , uro simplifics business acticitics increasing cunthctitit'rness I 
Toati. vn anpeli ivenerv was riot ciinrfrcunth affected bp E, I 1U 3 
Other issue arc more important to obtain t'umpctitiv eness 
(iurnpcriticeilt is ba'ed essentiallt to tilt I. rtt. iuct : trail . cntcc ytctlnv 
Note: Flic fact that the týý1 ii nunthcr ý, t ic, p onscs is larger than the nunnlxr ýd n'll)(1nclcnts mcan. thAt . emu n; I-uJ(iu< 
gave more than unc rcawnsc (multipic rcawnsc). 
For those respondents who did not believe in the effects on competitiveness (3), competition 
was seen to be linked, essentially to factors such as quality or the prices of sen-ices/goo>ds.. As 
one association representative responded: "LAU ' or asinrgle cum, ny did nol Game a direl in%luena, on 
these Jiidorc". In fact, for this respondent and the other two, the loss of the ability to use 
exchange rate policy, pointed out by some studies as a factor that could affect the 
competitiveness of the countries in the I uroý zone (e. g. Deloitte and "1'ouche Consulting, 1998; 
Bywater; 1997), was not a concern, since they, believed that the price of the currency has not 
been so important for tourist choices. One respondent added that "the use o/*e. vchunn; e rates n'ould 
he ihhzportani Jar the levtile . reg-/or, 
but not for the tourrsni _ceelor clue the nutuin' o% this sector'". 
On the other hand, in the view of the remaining two associations, I. NIII affected tourism 
competitiveness, because the new business environment brought about by I IM I. required 
proactive measures and strategies, reinforcing a more and more competitive environment. 
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5.3.1.3. The views of business respondents on tourism competitiveness 
Fable 5.13 shows that effectively half of the respondents (54" o of total) believed that FMI. 
had affected, either positively or negatively, Portugal's compctmve position and, conscyuentlV, 
Portugal as a tourism destination. Almost 40 percent said that I: NIL' had positive implications 
for the competitive position of Portugal, while 14 percent considered that the effect was 
Incgative. 
Table 5.13 11 otel businesses' perceptions on the effects of LMIJ for Portugal as a tourism destination 
Effects of EMLI for Portugal as tourism destination Total 
N % 
I'ffects 
acgaticr 1.1 11 
Ni icftccts 4 33 
1kmnotknow 6 6 
Total 104 1 UU 
The main reasons given by the respondents to explain their are presented in the 
following table (5.14). 
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'Fahle 5.14 Main reason that the hotel businesses identified, or not, implications of EM If on Portugal as a tourism 
destination 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N % 
I'rerill/ e Jr, I ill) 
he existence of di(tcrcnt Lnccs ut crcicc> ottcrcol 18 46 
Sim )licit\' 21 54 
\elaln-e e ecs /n= 14) 
the existence of different prices of services offered 9 64 
Portuguese enterprises are not ready for ill(' need to trnl ru\ t S 36 
services and (111: 111t\ 
.Ao r/JriY. o i» -4 
i) 
]? MU is just an instrument 21 47 
I'hc existence of different prices of s cri ices ntfcrc. l 1 2 
Other factors are more important 23 51 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents expressing each view 
It can be sccn in Table 5.14 that `Ibe r_'z_rh'me of diý)iýýýrt »nzte. o/ . rci7rýýr' and 
'sinvpliily' were the 
reasons most cited as implications of [Mft' on Portugal's as a tourism destination (49 times). 
For the majority of these respondents, services and products had l(>vver prices in Portugal than 
in other Furo countries, affecting positively the position of Portuptl as a tourism destination. 
I lowever, it should be noted that some respondents used the same argument to say that the 
existence of different prices could have a negative effect on Pnrtuta, because from their point 
of view the services were more expensive in Portugal than in countries such as Spain. 
5.4. THE PORTUGUESE TOURISM DIAMOND AVYER EMU 
I'hc aim of this section is to discuss the ht"rcclpti<ms of the effects of 1I, 11t' on tourislil 
competitiveness by using; the model of the Diamond and, in particular, the four dimensions 
that Porter (1990) identified as relevant for national competitiveness: /v/or eondilrnuc, eleimind 
conrlilio1r., firm . druih, re, slralegy und rivalry and ala/ed rand supporYin( , 
if(liISlri('. ( (Porter, 198O, 1998) 
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and also two additional factors considered to have an influence on the national system: 
government (as suggested by Porter, 1990) and the supranational power of EU. 
5.4.1. Factor conditions 
As mentioned in the Chapter 3, this dimension includes natural and cultural resources, capital, 
infrastructures and human resources. For this study, the natural resources were excluded from 
the analysis for the obvious reason that the natural resources that Portugal enjoys in terms of 
landscape and climate would not change due to the introduction of EMU. As a result, this sub- 
section focuses on the influence of EMU on factor conditions related to capital, infrastructure 
and human resources. 
5.4.1.1. Capital 
The availability of capital assumes a particular importance for the growth of businesses and is 
particularly important in the hotel industry where initial investment requires larger amounts of 
capital in comparison with the other tourism enterprises. It is also evident that public sector 
investment in infrastructure, which contributes to the growth of the tourism sector, such as 
transport, airports or basic public services, requires large amounts of capital. As a result, any 
change in the capital markets may have important effects on tourism development. 
Within the context of EMU, many economists, such as Spiegel (2004), argued that monetary 
integration leads to financial integration, having positive consequences on bilateral borrowing 
from EMU partner nations and also on the cost of capital. He explained that a country's 
accession to the EU required the elimination of its capital controls and allowed banks from 
EU creditor nations to operate within its borders bringing lower costs in terms of capital 
available. Hence, according Spiegel (2004), there was a dramatic increase in Portuguese 
borrowing through the 1990s. At the same time, the share of borrowing from EMU-partner 
nations in Portugal more than doubled, from 37.5 percent of overall borrowing on average per 
year during the period before 1991, to 85.6 percent of overall borrowing on average after 1999 
(Spiegel, 2004). 
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When the study groups involved in this study were asked about the effects (, f IMI' on capital, 
it was evident that there were different views within the three groups of stakeholders. The 
results found in each studs' group are discussed as follows and compared in Chapter 8. 
5.4.1.1.1. The views of the national authorities 
From the data gathered with the national authorities ('Fable 7.15), it was evident that some 
effects commonly pointed out in the literature (e. g. Spiegel, 2(04), such as an increase in the 
amount of capital available after the introduction of I": yIt' and, consequently, a decrease in its 
cost, were recogiused by all the authorities. 
Tahlc 5.15 National authorities' perceptions on the effects of EMI ! on the relationship I": Ml' and capital 
Aggregate description of the perceived rceived effects of EMU in capital (italics) andspecific 
Number of Number of i` 
respondents responses answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) reponin t forming lite 
aggregate 
description 
I'; NI1 consolidates free movement of capital 3 
Capital market became innre efficient H 
To u'itne. u a porrtive relationship between LAII 1 and capital tbete an come requirements to tit/il belore 
Pricat( and public borrowings Hied to be controlled to obtain benefits 1 
At present the Icccl of indebtedness is too much higher to have bcnctit> 1 
1)1, 'rot "h r <1 rrrn 
Note: I he tact th. u In ä, 1.1l nutnlnr ()t rcawn. cs is Ltriý&r tuten the nunth, t (t t, >Inmi'III, 111,. 111, that . 11d, fit, 
gave more tä, 11 one reslwncc (multiple resp nisc). 
As shown in fable 5.15, fi responses indicated that 1A1. had brought about positive effects ill 
to rs of free movement of capital and an efficient capital market. I I()wevcr, within the 
responses of national autho>tities, it was evident that two authorities believed that the positive 
relationship between FAlU and capital was undeniuned, explaining, for instance, that people in 
general, entrepreneurs and some former governments had increased the lev'e'l of indebtedness 
as result of lower interest rates instead of making new investments. As result, these two 
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respondents believed that in order to increase the benefits from EMU through a more efficient 
market, public and private borrowing should be based on the needs of investment, which they 
believed would happen in the short to medium term. 
Moreover, the responses also showed that 2 out of 10 national authorities had no view on this 
topic, saying that they never thought about this, because they believed that other national 
authorities, such as the ministries of Finance and Economy, would reflect on this. 
5.4.1.1.2. The views from the industry associations 
Within the industry associations' responses, it was found that 4 out of 5 association 
respondents interviewed believed that, after the launch of EMU, there was more capital 
available in Portugal. This was believed to be the result of the free circulation of capital within 
the Euro zone, which they suggested was encouraged by EMU. Nonetheless, it was indicated 
through three responses, that access to capital was still a problem for SMEs, a size category 
which describes the majority of tourism enterprises. In contrast, in another responses it was 
pointed out that in the view of the association that the respondent represented "there were no 
effects of EMU on the cost of capital or amount of capital available", explaining that "since the beginning of 
the 1990s and, in particular since 1993, the participating countries of the European Union already had a 
common market in terms of goods, people, . cervices and capital'. 
In addition, as he mentioned "SMTEs 
of still have problems in financing their need.? ' and "EMU could not beep these enterprise. '. A summary 
the two main patterns of the results are presented in the following Table (5.16) in accordance 
of the responses obtained. 
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Table 7.16. Industry associations' responses on the relationship EMIL and Capital 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU in capital (italics) and specific 
Number of Number of 
hs responses 
answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondent answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
L 91 U imßact. J ositnich ý1 /Jul I 
I'MU consolidates I? ur)pcan common market 3 
There are more capital available in the Into zone 4 
UMU encourages free movement of capital I 
There are no effects on capital as re. en/1 of E. 111 I 
'I'hc effects on capital were result of rite single cummom market 
Note: the fact that the total number of fc p(m, c. is I: u, 'cr 111.111 the uiinI cI pit rc'pu d(III < III( iI], tli. u ('nlr It 'I)( TIdLni- 
hncc im Ire than c>nc response (multihlc re., pmsc). 
5.4.1.1.3. The views from the hotel businesses 
An analysis of the frequencies (fable 5.17) shows that H3° o of the total business respondents 
believed that l MU did not have any impact on the cost of capital, revealing a clearly different 
point of view to the majority of the respondents of the other two study groups. 
'Table 5.17. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the effects of EMU in the `cost of capital' 
Total 
Effects of EMIJ in the `cost of capital' N 
ncna. ýcl 
llccrcascd 6 
No Change 86 83 
1)o not know 13 13 
I "I II lint 1 00 
21)2 
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A similar result was found when the business respondents where asked about changes in the 
`access to capital'. As shown in "fable 5.18, the majority of the respondents (560 ) diel not expect 
changes on this topic. 
Table 5.18. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents towards the effects of EM1; in the 'access to capital' 
Total 
Effects of EMU in the 'access to capital' N % 
%t"rc ditticult 3 3 
No change 57 56 
Easier 31 30 
Donot knou 13 13 
Total 104 1 uu 
When these respondents were asked about the reasons whv- the access to capital had not 
changed, the only explanation provided was related to the fact that the Portuguese bank 
bureaucracy had remained after F NIL', impeding any positive effect on capital market. In fact, 
from the point of view of three respondents, bank bureaucracy should be eliminated in order 
to increase the possible benefits of 1-: NW on levels of capital. In contrast, for those 
respondents who expressed positive views towards the effects of FAR' on access to capital 
(30°% of total), the effect on banking competition caused by the freedom of capital, and also 
the simplicity of dealing with a single currency were the two reasons presented for likely easier 
access to capital. 
5.4.1.2. Infrastructure 
Since Portugal joined the 1? U in 1986 (Iuropean Economic (: ommunitv, at that date), the 
Portuguese economy has benefited from Furopean structural funds proývvicicci in order to 
converge with the other economies. As result, large amounts have been invested in the road 
and railroad network, airports and general infrastructure (1. AP\11'. I, 2001). The question is how 
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]? MU could help, or not, to improve infrastructure development. 't'herefore, the study groups 
were asked about their perceptions of the implications of I?, \Il' for the I'o>rtugucse 
infrastructure and which may influence tourism development. The results are presented below. 
5.4.1.2.1. The views of the national authorities on the national infrastructures 
When the national authorities were asked about the likely effects of [`Mt' on the national 
infrastructure it was noticeable that, generally speaking, they believed that in the medium or 
long term EMU will bring positive effects on transport and infrastnlcture in Portugal (S(-'c 
subsection 5.2.1.1 for details on the benefits). In tact, 8 out of 10 respondents indicated that, 
factors such as Ion ering ifrten 'sl ra/es, inrpror'emt'n/ of the nnatmecoiiomnie e/rrimumt'n/, ntd/torlirl 001101nrC 
. r/ability, were mentioned as 
factors pushing towards an improx-c-mem of the Portuguese 
infrastructure, which, in turn, will benefit the tourism sector (fable 5.19). 
Table 5.19. National authorities' perceptions of the likelihood of changes/impros anent. in national infrastructure 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU in national infrastructures 
Number of Number of 
(italics) and specific answers combined tu form aggregate description (normal text) respondents 
responses 
answering forming tile 
aggregate 
description 
1ý_11C' imi^aiLý paitirel7 tratiordi,; / j nvý17/fl 
The nc\\ macroeconomic eng inmmrnt is favourable for intrastructurc 
2 
investment 
Lowering interest rates will be reflected in an unhrutanent pof the - 
infrastnicturc in P<rrtural and in particular in the I »urism scour 
As the Portuguese economy becomes more stable, nerv in%cstmrnt in -' 
infrastructure will be Possible 
To untne. cr af oositiee relationship between EMI and national infrarimauirc there are some requirements to 2 
fulfil before 
There is a high level of public expenses that need t he re lucc/I before any 
potential effect 
Note: the tact that the total Hornher ißt r1 . l1>c> ix Eimer ih. tn The numln (It r'E' nL 1( 111, iii, i11.11 -mi, rr"l 
gave flu IC than one respnisc (multiple respunsc). 
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Ilowcver, as shown in "Table 5.19,2 respondents drew attention to the fact that, in the short- 
term, the investment in infrastructure may not be possible due to the need to reduce public 
sector debts, which could delay, in part, the development of the tourism sector. 
5.4.1.2.2. The views of the industry associations on infrastructure 
The industry association respondents gave a mix of resp( nscs toi the question of the effect of 
11\IU on infrastructure development. 
Tablc 5.20.1ndustrN associations' perceptions of the likelihood ofihangcs/irnhrovcrncnts in n. uinnaI infrastructure 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of I MLJ in national infrastructures 
Number of Number of 
(italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
I 
. 
lll', i« i"irt' 1ircýý 
HIC ncvc macroeconomic cnctronmcnt is fav (ILITA) c tur mtrtstructurc 
imcstmcnt 
EMU has no imparts in national infra trn, tur s 
? NIU plays no role in national infrastructure de%clujxnent 
The dccclhpmcnt of national infrastnicturc is c:. cntiall. rc>ult If I? urOj can 
fun is 
I :. 11{] impacts negatir'el7 national inJiast, rictuns 
S(', P requires cuts in public expenses 
Note: the tact that the total numl" r uI nawn: cs i, I. u; " r thin th, n iwhur ut respwndcnt, Im . 111' th. it ".. nu axmdcntý 
t', a'c nwrc th: m Imc rc>Ptmsc (multtpk tu p insý). 
As 'kable 5.20 shows, three out of five associations were not confident that I NIL' would play a 
role in improving of the infrastructure. For them, the development of the infrastructure which 
had been occurring in Portugal was essentially a result of the I . uropcan 
funds available for the 
participating countries. As one of these associations mentioned: 
'Porhiiu/ has rweined a lol of, /ziia mal . rnpporl 
from hie /A ', hullo h the I: //mpean l "an d %or 
Uevelopmenl and the Cohesion! Fund, and leis is the n'a. ron /i)r the improi'enmenl of the iufnr. rlim. 11rre. 
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Moreover, if the EU reduces the current fraancral support j)rorided to Portugal, /Gr dere%meirl of 
infrastructure will slop, even with a new macroeconomic environment brormbt clboul by I .AI[ 
In contrast, the other 2 associations believed that I? ML could affect development of the 
infrastructure in two different ways. For one of these associations: 
"Since EMU represents improvements in the ecaromy, Me inn/raslructrrre xiil iudirec ily be positively 
q(jecled'. 
For the other one: 
"The implications of the SGP for cols in public iunes/ments will neýrrlinely uf%'cl the deme%pmew 0/ the 
infrastructure". 
5.4.1.2.3 The views of the business respondents on infrastructure 
1'hc data from the business survey (I'ablc 5.21) revealed that, wlien the business respmdcnis 
were asked about their perceptions of the effects of I : N1l' on Portuguese infrastructure, the 
majority of the respondents (80('%o) thought that ENIL would have no effect. 
Table 5.21. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the likelihood of changes/improvements in the national 
infrastructures 
Total 
Effects of EMIJ in the national infrastructures N o, o 
1i"VIt I, iI,, t1, rn 11 14 
N o, thcrc arc nut t(ccts 83 Rn 
Do ntrt knuu 6 6 
Total 111-1 ll iu 
5.4.1.3. Human resources 
According tc) the literature, one of the main implications of 1: NIL' wines from employees 
knowing whether enterprises in the same activity, but in different countries, are offering higher 
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wages, as result of the wage transparency (Brooks and Weatherston, 2000). The implications 
could be that some employees will be dissatisfied or there will be an increase in worker 
mobility within the Euro Zone. In addition, other authors argued that changes in the 
macroeconomic environment as result of EMU, such as possible implications on investment 
or economic growth, could alter the employment rate within the Euro Zone (Walters, 2002). 
There were also those, such as Lepecq (1999), who expected that the Euro could alter the 
attitudes of consumers resulting in a requirement for staff training, involving consequences for 
human resources. 
Therefore, in order to evaluate how the study groups perceived the effects of EMU on tourism 
human resources (characterised by large numbers of unskilled workers) the respondents in 
each group were asked about their views on the effects of EMU on the Portuguese labour 
market. The results, presented below, reveal that the three study groups perceived many fewer 
effects of EMU on labour than those suggested by the literature, as discussed in Chapter 8 
(subsection 8.3.3). 
5.4.1.3.1. The views of the national authorities on tourism human resources 
From the answers given, by the national authorities, it was found that all the national 
authorities shared similar opinions about the implications of EMU on the labour market in 
terms of workforce mobility, employment and peoples' attitudes. In fact, in all responses from 
the national authorities regarding the relationship between EMU and tourism human resources 
there were references to the potential effects of increasing competition on the performance of 
the workforce (Table 5.22). 
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'Fahle S. 22. National authorities' perceptions of the effects of EM l' on tourism human resuurccs 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMLJ on the tourism human Number of Number of 
resources (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description respondents responses 
(normal text) answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
f: _lI U impa, is jo iliveh human it oinces 
I luman resources "ill be posirivck aiIalptcd to the n('%% n>ml>rrntv 3 
cm ironmcnt 
Competition brought about bV FAIL' rcyuires more 1ualiticd people 3 
\Xithin tue context of I -%I cntcrptisc> to be cumhctitntr, nerd e ualihcd 2 
11ctthlc 
%Il' rcyutres labour market tlc\ibilirc to improve the market cumpetitiv encss 5 
Notc: 'I'hc fact that the tutaI numhcr (, f It. pv II I. I. ii'crIII. in the nIIIIIIt rc1)un( ut, mc. in< tli. ii' liii Ik 14)11 I nt 
cave mire than one respomsc (multiple I( spi it t. 
As shown in the above fable 5.22, the respondents believed that 1'Ortugucse emhluvecs vVOUId 
realise that the market had become more competitive after VIM(' and, as result, would do their 
best to improve the performance of their workforce. 
A further analysis of the data also highlighted that according to four of these national 
authorities, I ML' urgently required labour market flexibility, arguing; that, as one authority 
stated, "1 the Euro countries were u, ulertaking dema, ldiu, slrrniura/ m%orm. c in the labour market drye the 
requirements of L uropean in/e, grulion": These respondents believed that the effects of 1 . 
MML: on the 
labour market were essentially caused by the economic implications instead of factors such as 
`wage transparency'. This opinion was reinforced in the answer of one of the respondents with 
an important role in social matters, who said that, although their authority had not carried out 
any study of the possible effects of 1'1N11' on employment, they recognised that: 
"I "All 7 may cause e jfec is at this level, since [ :. l 11 ' has u»plicalrnn r /i)r Me economic e11171rommenl iu 
which the e, Ttei7rises are operating and n'in/örr'r /he need %r cinalified workers". 
The respondent added that: 
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`The authority had a National Plan for Employment and, although that Plan was not created because of 
EMU, the likely effects of EMU on businesses competitiveness were considered when the Plan was 
designed. " 
Despite the respondents being asked about the effects on human resources in the tourism 
industry, the national authorities in their responses mentioned human resources in a general 
way because, as they explained, the effects would be similar in the different sectors of the Euro 
economies. 
5.4.1.3.2. The views of the industry associations on tourism's human resources 
From the answers obtained within the industry survey, the need for a free labour market was 
mentioned by two of the five association respondents, who explained that "within the context o fa 
single currency and common market there is no more place for any obstacles in terms of labour mobiliDP or 
that "EMU reinforced the European ringle market'. 
The common concern found within the responses from the five industry associations was that, 
within a more demanding business environment brought about by EMU through changes on 
the competitive position of the hotel units, a skilled workforce was urgently needed. 
5.4.1.3.3. The views of the hotel businesses on tourism human resources 
The data from the business survey (Table 5.23) showed that, in general, the business 
respondents did not perceive changes in human resources as a consequence of the 
introduction of EMU. Moreover, when they were asked their views on the potential changes of 
EMU on workforce mobility and labour qualifications, both items referred to in the literature 
as the most important implications for human resources, the large majority of the business 
respondents explained that workforce mobility has always existed, even before the single 
currency. In addition, they believed that in the tourism sector there is a need for a skilled 
workforce but EMU had little, if any influence on this. Only 3 percent of the respondents said 
that they believed that EMU impacts positively on the level of labour qualification. For these 
respondents, after EMU the European market became more competitive. As result, there is an 
additional need for more skilled people. 
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Table 5.23. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the effects of EMU on tourism human resources 
Total 
Effects of EMU in the tourism human resources N 
I'nsitivcct(rct> 3 
\cpti\ c effects - 
I: fticts 101 
focal 104 1 Uu 
5.4.2. Demand Conditions 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the c/enrund ewndilion determinant )t the COlnpctitivc 1)t aIII()' d looks 
at local and foreign demand and consumption of products and services (Porter, 1990). About 
this topic, most of the studies (see for example \V°1'O, 1998) on the implications of FIT\11` on 
the tourism sector expected an increase in tourist flows as one of the most important effects of 
I J\IU. Therefore, the study-groups were asked about their views on the effects of 1: NIL' on 
these demand conditions, namely in terms of the tourist flows. 
5.4.2.1. The views of the national authorities on demand conditions 
As shown in 'fable 5 . 
24, it was c\-idcnt that all the national authorities thought that I': N1l - could 
have an impact on tourist flows. 
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Table S. 24 
. 
National authorities' perceptions of the effects of I? Ml on tourism demand 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on tourism demand (italics) 
Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (nonnal (ext) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1;. 1111 üupa, tr; ocilü-e% 10817nn drmunrl Ii 
Positive macroeconomic changes ocill incite hcuple to travel 10 
Simplicity of using a single currencc 8 
Notc: Flic tact that the total number iii ii ii ti'i i. I, tttit that[ th1 nuntlicr alt ilia >i lttý na. nnýlcnis 
gate mute tlhan unc responsc (III L11111)](' t( a)OHNL) 
In the view of all the national authorities, since I: lt imhruvves the macroeconomic 
environment, the 1, uro citizens would be more disposed to travel affecting positiv ely the flows 
of domestic tourists and Furo country tourists. Moreover, eight of them believed the simplicity 
of the single currency would affect the demand conditions. As was expressed in the following 
quotation by one authority respondent "simplicity hmui/i ahoul by the I: nro nicht oico rra e people 
either from the Euro countries or non-hure countries to trage/ n iMin the l nrope". 
5.4.2.2. The views of the industry associations on demand conditions 
By analysing the data from the industry association survey (fable 5.25), it was evident that the 
industry associations had similar views to those of the national authorities. In fact, from the 
perspective of the industry associations a single currency had positive effects on tourist flowws. 
I lowever, all of the respondents shared the idea that, in spite of the contribution of I, NII', that 
the reasons for tourists travelling are much more related to factors such as the "tn/nisl hilerest" 
or "the quality o/lbe sen'ice. e' than a single currency or the simplicit , caused h this. 
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'rabic S. 25. Industry associations' perceptions of the effects of i \It on t(mri. ni Jccnt. tnd 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on tourism demand (italics) 
Number of Number r of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (nunnal text) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
EM ' nnj i i. j osilirel- lmuiwm demand 
Yositicc macroeconomic changes sr ill incite people to travel 2 
EA1U has no rýgntJrcanl impacts on tounrnr demand 3 
1: 11' plays a role in hotel demand but is not the main important factor for I 
tourist choices 
The service quality is more important than I': AII1 2 
I'hL ti Iris III tcrc>t.: ire more untlwrt. tnt th. m .t xin}-1i (tire nc\ 
I 
Nutc: Ih, i. ict hit tltc total nutinlur of rca11-il is I. nt; cr 111.111 tlc nuntlut .. f rcaýýmilint, ntc. tn. tlt. it 111111L i(ld, III, 
ýýaýc uni II than unc resjitm. c (multiple resp(, nse). 
The data from industry associations also sho,, vrci that in terms ut the effects of IIMll' on 
Portuguese tourists the responses were mixed. 't'hree of the respondents thought that the 
propensity of Portuguese people to travel may decrease in the short and medium term Chic to 
the current economic situation in Portugal which, as was explained, "is nol e uu. red bey 1:. 111 ', bid 
by nlgay other Jactorr, such as /a i Ie, 'elr n/ imI eb1,, dn(, rs of l o, iui, iest' /l'ru»ilies 
On the other hand, it was mentioned by mo respondents that the implications of I: alt' for the 
macroeconomic environment, in the short tern, would be positive OOn the propensity to travel 
Of Portuguese people internally and externally. 
5.4.2.2. The views of the hotel business on demand conditions 
In respect of ncc views of the business resjumcdents, as shown in '1'ahk 5 . 
26, a large percentage 
of the respondents (almost 60("o in each case) belirv-C(i that d )mystic demand and the tn)Unst 
flows from outside of the I': uro zone (lid not change significantly after I-: AIl'. 
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Table S. 26.1 hotel businesses' perceptions of the number of tourists in Portugal 
on tourism 
Increase 
No change 
Decrease 
Total 
Total 
Portuguese Tourist Euro Tourist Non Euro Tourist 
N °/u N % N %- 
'5 24 51 53 35 34 
65 63 42 42 63 62 
14 14 5 4 4 4 
104 100 101 100 102 100 
The data in Table 5.26 also reveals that when some business respondents (less than 15° o of the 
total) menrioncd that the tourist flows would decrease after I : Nll', the majority of these 
respondents were referring to a decrease in domestic flows. 
Weihen the business respondents were asked to explain their ansvvers ('fahles 527,5.28 and 
5.29), it was found that the majority of the respondents explained that tourist choices are 
dependent on the destination quality or price rather than a single currency. In addition, for 
those respondents, who perceived a decreasing number of domestic tourists (67° (, in total), the 
fact that I? N1U could in the short term negatively affect Portuguese economic performance was 
the main reason for this. In fact, in their view (Fable 5.27) the propensity to travel of 
Portuguese people was affected by economic performance. 
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Table 5.27. Main reason given by hotel business respondents for their answers regarding changes in the number of 
Portuguese tourists 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect 
(italics) N 
Total 
°rö 
1ýýýrr<ýre ('i=2 ) 
Im ruvvcmcnt oftnacrocctminmic ICs'(-] 25 IUIi 
l\o bau e (u=65) 
FAR' is just an instrument 26 41 
Othen fach ors arc more important c. g. services (uality 311 59 
/Decrease (n= 14) 
Inflation 
I)ccrcasing of economic conditions 
11 
37 _1 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents identifying each effect 
As is demonstrated in "fable 5.28 in fo>lloxing, in respect of the flow of tourists from other 
I? urO countries, the majority of the respondents believed that the I: uro increased hotel 
demand. This was explained by the `price truniIwir 'j' and `cinýfý/rýrlp' that they associated vVith 
EMU. 
Table 5.28. Main reasons given by hotel business respondents for their answers regarding changes in the number of 
tourists from the liuru zone 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect 
(italics) N 
Total 
"/o 
lu, rnc'r (i154) 
Price tram arcncv 0 1I 
Sim licinv by the use of single currency -15 88 
No change (o=42) 
1N1l' is just an instrument 15 36 
)thcr factors arc rut ire important cervices q ualitc) ^_, 64 
1)e, rease (it= i) 
llccrcasinl; ()(economic ctmtlitittns 4 lull 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents identifying each effect 
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In terms of the implications for the number of tourists from the non Dora Zone, the data 
(Fable 5.29) reveals that the majority of the respondents (62° o in total) whop said that there 
were no changes explained that in their v ice- I AIt' has no impact on this and demand is 
affected by different factors, such as the quality of services. On the ether hand, as shown in 
Table 5.29, si»rplicz/y, brought about by the use of single currency and the economic silualiou, were 
also explanations for changes in the number of tourists. 
Table 5.29. Main reason given by hotel business respondents for their answers regarding changes in the number of 
tourists from the non F. uro zone 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect 
(italics) N 
Total 
III Terl. fe (n= 3 5) 
I'aSIC1 111c1\'cmunt within the 1'un) %1111t' 2 6 
Simplicity from the use of single currency 33 93 
No <l mroe (n=6 3) 
I'M haS nil Impact on this 30 48 
( )thcr factors arc more im ortant (c. g. scrviccs quality) 33 52 
I )e; rease (n=4) 
World cclmllmic situation 4 100 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents identifying each effect 
A note should be made, that when comparing the expectations from the three study groups 
with the national statistics for the tourism sector in Portugal, the tourism sector in Portugal has 
increased over the last few years (ICNP, -2o06). 
Nonetheless, these official figures do not reveal 
the extent to which the Euro has contributed and several factors could have contributed 
towards this incrcasc. 
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5.4.3. Firm structure, strategy and rivalry 
Under this topic the three study groups were confronted with two views found in the 
literature: on one hand, authors such as Costa (1999) stated that the changes caused by EMU 
in the national business environment would positively affect the structure, strategies and 
management of firms. On the other hand, an investigation of the structure of tourism 
businesses suggested that changes in aims, strategies and management would not be evident in 
Portuguese tourism enterprises due to the nature of the tourism businesses which is 
characterised by a large number of small enterprises (with a low level of education and 
productivity) operating in individual ways (DGT, 2002). 
5.4.3.1. The views of the national authorities on firm structure, strategy and rivalry 
As summarised in Table 5.30, in terms of the national authority survey, it was found that EMU 
was seen as a pervasive issue of the firms' strategies and rivalry. Generally speaking, they 
believed that EMU represented a significant shift in the national environment of Portuguese 
enterprises and has potentially far reaching implications for the choice of strategy and tactics. 
Economic integration effects, interest rates, exchange rates, transaction costs and other single 
currency effects should be fed into the strategic planning process of the enterprises. However, 
among the responses obtained from the authorities it was found that the "lack of enterprise 
reaction" and "the enterprises ability to face the new macro environment ", were mentioned by 2 
respondents, respectively, as potential constraints for some enterprises. In fact, in contrast with 
the views expressed by the others respondents, these two responses showed some scepticism 
about the current level of the competitiveness of the enterprises in Portugal and namely they 
ability to get the opportunity to improve or change strategies. 
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Table S. 30. Summary of the national views on the implications of FMl' on firm structure, strategy and rivalry 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on firm structure, strategy and Number of Number of 
rivalry (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal respondents responses 
text) answcriiig forming the 
aggregate 
description 
h. \I ' lntßa. ts tine stnrurnr. traleg) and m jl! ) 
I, cunomic integration effect., interest rates, exchange rates an l ether single 7 
currency effects should be fed into the strategic Planning process of the 
enterprises 
Transaction costs and single currency effects should be fed into the strategic 
3 
planning process of the enterprises 
Ell f' has no ctgn, scant imparts on jinn stir. , 't rr. straleg) and tirahj 
'Ilse cntcrptiscs ability to lacy the new macro cnvtrunmcnt is limited 
back it cntcrp risc reaction 
Nute: Ihn t. ut tlcn the total nunibcr ut ru"i) lt c I. ttt', ur th. tn tin tutnlut uut ii' uiklitit> nt. tn. th. ut ý(, ntc n. Iýým Iu IN 
gavc muhe than nn, response (mulnlulc reu pu»tu c). 
\Vhen the national authorities were asked about the effects of F. NI[ on their own strategies in 
terms of the tourism sector, in general, the respondents highly involved in the tourism sector 
agreed that the implications of FNIL' formed part of their strategic planning process to ensure 
strategies remained current and appropriate. 't'hree authorities mentioned that I,: NII' would 
reinforce the 1', 'atio, ia/ iouris, n Strutegiý- Plan through the positive impacts that I'IMI had on the 
economy and on tourism flows. Two of these authorities explained that through the jA'uliouul 
Tourism Strategic Plan (See, A1iwsltrio da l: eouomiu, 2005 for details about the plan), in which 
they are involved, they were making efforts to achieve new objectives in the tourism sector by 
2015. These objectives included: increasing per capita tourist expenditure, improving 
seasonality; increasing the number of tourist arrivals; increasing length of stay; and increasing 
the number of return visits. hence, they believed that the positive effects brought by I'INI 
would reinforce their objectives for tourism. 
There were also two additional views from different respunclcnts that the low cost stratcPes, 
commonly used by the Portuguese enterprises, had more chance to be successful within the 
new macrocconotnic context. The remaining respondents, who played no direct role in the 
formulation of the National 'I'ouri. rrrm Strife ie Pled, mentioned that the had no specific strategies 
for the tourism sector, because this was not their area of competence. I lovVev r, they believed 
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that in general their actions to improve the areas in which they were directly inv lvcd, stich as 
social and financial, would have also positive effects on the tourism sector. 
5.4.3.2. The views of the industry associations on firm stnicture, strategy and rivalry 
The data from the industry survey (5.31) showed that I: 11 % vas also recognised as an 
additional issue for changes in a firm's structure and strategies. Following on from xhat they 
had mentioned about the implications of FAR' on tourism competitiveness (see subsection 
5.2.2.2) two respondents said that, in the more competitive environment, firms needed to 
rethink their own strategies. In this context, they mentioned that the hotels, for example, 
should implement, or reinforce if necessary, `sinne ies o/ dr(lt'em»lia ia! /', in tern-is of the services 
offered and quality. 
Table S. 31. Sumrnar- if the induýtrv views on the implications (if 1{M1' on firm structurc, tr: uc c and r-% 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on firnt structure, strategy and Number of Number of 
rivalry (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal respondents responses 
text) answering funning; the 
aggregate 
description 
1'.. 11[ rrýý^. r': rin i; ;! r7r, lnr1 . 10.;! 1 il 
d 17r. i. ''7 i 
'NIL' rcyutres new strategies (c. g. lltttcrcnnanun) 
I II t(IS ncc l to he mnrc cfhcicnt 
Nutc: I If( Lilt litt the uttal nuniltcr ut rc)'m>(, i>]. iii"r 111.111 tlu" numlu"r .tn. liiinilrfit, Im All' tli. it"intc1, 'pIIII fit, 
}; avc nturc than unc resptmsc (multiple rf. pmi'c 
There were also three views that, to be competitive in the new macrOcc(>n( mit envirunn1cnt, 
hotels must continually improve operational effectiveness in their activities while 
simultaneously pursuing distinctivvc rather than imitative stratepc positions. I lowcVcr, it was 
found from their answers that the lack of management strategies and actions within this new 
context was a concern for these associations. As one of these respondents mentioned: 
We ivothed that the lack of hotel s/rateoir c, looelher with the kick of prodmcti/'ilp and qualified skills, 
may reduce the potential positive of feels of1;: 1 II 
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Adding that. 
"this can explain why the effects of EMU on hotel strategies, structure and management were not so 
evident'. 
When the respondents were asked about potential changes for their own associations in terms 
of their structure, strategies and management, the data showed that all the respondents said 
that in their association this had not happened because there was no need for it to happen. In 
addition, as the 5 associations reported, their actions or strategies were always designed 
towards a more competitive environment, and as one association said "EAIU is an additional 
issue contributing to a more competitive environment'. 
5.4.3.3. The views of the hotel business respondents on firm' structure, strategy and 
rivalry 
The data from the business survey (explored in detail in Chapter 7, section 7.3.7) revealed that 
the majority of the respondents (more than 80%) despite recognising the effects of EMU on 
the external and competitive environments, thought that EMU had no (or little) influence on 
their own businesses, adding that for this reason EMU did not require new actions or 
strategies. 
5.4.4. Related and Supporting Industries 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the tourism sector is significantly influenced by related and 
supporting industries as this sector has strong linkages to a large variety of industries and 
enterprises. Hence, a high level of co-operation and co-ordination among related and 
supporting services is usually required. 
Nonetheless, data from an official source in Portugal - DGT - revealed that co-operation has 
been insufficient in Portugal where there is still a high level of fragmentation in the tourism 
sector. As a result other destinations, where tourism-related services have achieved a higher 
degree of co-operation, may pose a threat to Portugal. (DGT, 2002) 
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In this context, some of the views expressed in the literature (e. g. Costa, 1999, Torres, 1998), 
that increasing competition as a consequence of EMU could enhance the relationship between 
enterprises and related or supporting enterprises (as for example suppliers), were explored with 
the study groups. 
5.4.3.1. The views of the national authorities on related and supporting industries 
Only two authorities, both directly involved in the tourism sector, had a view on this topic. 
The remainder mentioned that they would prefer not to answer because they did not have a 
clear perception of this. 
According to those who had a view, "EMU pushes enterprises to co-operate" and "the linkage between 
enterprises must be reinforced' as a result of its impact on the competitive position. One of these 
respondents mentioned that: 
"They believed that enterprises in order to become more competitive will make alliances with other 
enterprises in order to obtain competitive prices and services. " 
On the same line of thought, the other respondent indicated that. 
'Enter rirer are now more conscious about the importance of co-operation with related and supporting 
enterprises. " 
5.4.4.2. The views of the industry associations on related and supporting industries 
The answers obtained within the industry survey were very short and revealed that, although 
the majority of these associations (4 out of 5) have recognised the likely effects of EMU on 
enterprise co-operation, since EMU was pushing enterprises towards greater cooperation, they 
believed that there was no evidence of this happening. As one association respondent 
mentioned: 
"Co-operation is still very limited between tourism enterprises and, in particular, among the hotels and 
other enterprises. There is still a high level of fragmentation in the tourism sector". 
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In addition from three answers given by 3 of these respondents it was underlined that co- 
operation and/or alliances between tourism enterprises would help enterprises to cope with 
the challenges brought about by EMU. 
However, according one of the industry associations there was a chance to witness changes on 
related and supporting industry. As this associations explained the expected effects in on 
business competitiveness may encourage the hotels to cooperate. 
5.4.4.3. The views of the hotel business on related and supporting industries 
The data from the answers given by the business respondents (discussed in chapter 7, section 
7.3) showed that, in contrast with the expectations reported in the literature, the majority of 
business respondents did not perceive changes to related and supporting enterprises, arguing 
that these effects were not so evident up to 2003. For instance, when the business respondents 
were asked about the effects of EMU on the location of their suppliers, the majority of the 
respondents (almost 90%) said that there had been no effects. The results from business 
survey are further discussed in Chapter 7 and 8. A comparison of these finding with the others 
from the national authorities and the industry associations is provided in Chapter 8. 
5.4.5. Government 
It is evident that decisions and actions made at a national level may have an important impact 
on business and competitive activity. Political changes are likely to create opportunities for, or 
present threats to, enterprises (Brooks and Wearherston, 2000). In relation to this, Porter 
(1990) using the diamond model included `government as an additional influence on the national 
business environment. Therefore, the research investigated the viewpoints of the three study 
groups on the political implications that EMU was likely to have on national policies and 
decision-making. For this purpose, the analysis focuses on changes in the activities and 
priorities of the national authorities as a result of EMU. The results are presented below. As 
already stated, within this analysis, special attention has been given to the national authorities' 
views, since the main focus of the survey of national authorities was the effects of EMU at the 
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national level. Nonetheless, the views of the others two groups are also thscussed and are 
l nportant. 
5.4.5.1. The views of the representatives of the national authorities towards changes in 
the national priorities 
When the national authorities were asked about the effects of I". AR' on their activities and 
priorities, 6 of the 10 respondents stated that there were no changes evident because of the 
introduction of FLAIL'. For them, there was no political response that required a change. In 
contrast, 4 respondents indicated that their activities and priorities had changed because of the 
participation of Portugal in 1? MMV. 
Table 5.32. Summary of the national perceptions of the cffccts of t: NII on national priorities and ac ti%itics 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMI' on natinual priorities (italics) Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal (ext) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1:. 11 I1 imps, u the naeional Jnienztic. s 1 
'lhcrc IS a ncccl to full the FU requirements 5 
S( ;P limited the national decision making 4 
hie new macroeconomic context requires new responses 2 
LAU U does not play' a role on the national prioritier 6 
'lhcre is no need of specific response. I 
there is nt, political respun>c> that n jumn ml tth. ini, 
Nute: the Iact th. u the 1"1.11 nwnhcr I'1 rc'p'll - I, I. ir 1i ýli. 1 ih, nu1111"T .t nýlýnicnt: i 11.111 tli. ii -. iniI, nJrnt. 
}; avc rnurc th. m onc rcnpImsc (multipic resjwnsc). 
. Among these four respondents, three explained that the convergence criteria required by the 
Maastricht Treaty pushed the Furt> countries to reduce government spending and, 
consequently, the budget of the public institutions became more limited, restricting their 
decisions. As a result, one Of the respondents explained that changes in gtwcrnment 
investment policy and priorities could be expected since, due to budget limitations imposed by 
1) 1) 1) 
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the SGP, some plans or activities could be not put into practice, which affects the business 
environment. As he said: 
"On the one band, there is a need to help the enter rises to become more competitive but, on the other 
hand, the national investments were reduced because we have budgetary limitations required by the 
Convergence Pact" 
In the same vein of thought, the remaining 3 respondents said that changes in government' 
investment policies will affect their activities. As result some of their priorities needed to be 
reviewed, or even cancelled, adding that this could negatively affect their performance and, 
consequently, the business environment and competitiveness. 
It should be noted that, even though two respondents mentioned that EMU could cause some 
limitations. For them, the national policies undertaken by the Economic and Finance 
Ministries were acceptable and understood, since EMU requires efficiency and action. When 
asked whether their authority had changed policy with respect to the tourism sector, the data 
revealed that six respondents responded `yes' in a positive sense. As said by one respondent 
`Noun, more than ever, the quality factor in the tourism sector is essential to achieve 
competitiveness. As result, the term `quality' replaced the term `quantity' whenever a policy is 
created': 
Moreover, all of the respondents believed that `EMU pushed the national authorities in general to 
increase their interest in the tourism sector, since tourism represents an important component in the 
development of the economy in Portugal. One of the respondents added that 
"The tourism sector appears now as one of the most important factors in stimulating economic 
development and national policies". 
Another authority respondent mentioned that 
'Within a new macroeconomic environment, it is necessary to be conscious of the great importance 
of the sector, and this is what is happening. The current government programme recognises the 
importance of the tourism within the national policies': 
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5.3.1.2. The views of representatives of the industry associations towards changes in the 
national policies 
As shown in 't'able 5.33, three of the five industry associations believed that national policies 
had not changed significantly as a result of the introduction of 1'111'. But, within this group, 
two of the respondents argued that this should happen, blaming the Portuguese Government 
for being unable to reorganise itself and to adapt the budgetary policy toi the new 
macroeconomic conditions consequent on Portugal's participation in I IMI'.. As a consequence, 
they asked for changes in the national policies concerning emplovvnicnt (% ith a view to 
improve productivity and labour force flexibility) and also economic matters (e g. Co ntrol of 
public deficit, in order to meet the requirements of S( P). 
In terms of the policies for the tourism sector, all the industry associations indicated that 
tourism national policies had not changed significantly as result of the introduction of I": iAII'. 
As result, two respondents suggested that government should, as soon as possible, change its 
tax policy under the new macroeconomic environment. They considered that the fact that 
V, 1'1' in Portugal was higher than in the other countries of the I, uroý zone prevented 
Portuguese enterprises butter exploring the ohportunities brought about by I": NIt'. I I(>wCVcr, 
they believed that I :, NIL' in, the medium or long term, ' mild have positive implications tier tax 
policies. 
'Fahle 5.33 Summary of the induýtrv perceptions cif the cffcct. Of I : \I1 (in n. iti"naI pri., ritic.. tlnI . 1.1 
i. itic. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EML on national priorities (italics) Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
I- llI 
I 6c it( \\ macroccunumtc cuntcXt rcyutrc> ti t\% resl 1' 2 c> 
LV U has no srgni/icanl inipa<'t in the national priotide. r, but should haue 3 
National policcs should be atlaptcrl to th " n('\% contcv (c g tax policy) 2 
At short term, P rtutntc>c }tovrrnrncnt \%as unablc to he adaptcd itsclt t thc-2 
nc\c 111,1( r, R C, nuc cfi, ct 
Note: I he t. trt th. tt tit( twal nuntbir ut t(p( I-c t, lkI r th. irn tliý nninlýý r . "t iý"ý, ý nJciit, nun. tli. it inn< ýcýý, unJcnt. 
I;. t\( 11( lC than (mc reslwnsc (m(ltiple rr>Iwn>c). 
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Two of the industry association respondents also believed that the investment by Portugal in 
tounsin infrastructure, such as external accessibility-, would increase in the medium or long 
term, as a result of the positive effects of I N11'U and SCP upon the economic development of 
the 1 uro countries. In the short term, they believed that the S(P could have an opposite 
effect at the tourism level since, as one associations mentioned, "Porin, ad n'a. c nol n'radp 10 'Ice such 
17. mrous requirements, implying that Pormu u/ could need (air additional e//ort thron {b, für example, brrdgetur' 
cuts". 
There were two associations that mentioned the fact that, in the contest of the changes 
resulting from the deepening of economic integration, the creation of a Ministry of "Tourism 
becomes all the more necessary in order for the tourism sector to be better organised and 
adapted to the new macroeconomic environment. 
5.3.1.3. The views of the hotel business respondents towards changes on the national 
policies 
The data from the business survey (fable 5.34) show s that the majority of business 
respondents (76° o) considered that the introduction of F NIL' had not significantly changed 
government policies in any sector of the national economy. 
'T'able 5.34. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents on the effects of EMU upon national policies 
Effects of EMU on national policies 
Total 
N °. 'o 
I'')sitlV& i ft((t '1 ?u 
NO i ttcctS 6 
N&g: Itivc Cttt( t, 1) U 
Do not know -1 
4 
Fora 104 1N) 
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5.4.6. The supranational power of the EU 
As mentioned before, the implementation of EMU transferred decision mating from the 
national to the EU level. The most significant example was monetary policy which was now set 
by the European Central Bank, meaning that each individual country within the Euro zone no 
longer had the ability to use exchange rates as a tool of economic management such as 
increasing the attractiveness of exports or malting national products more competitive. 
Moreover, the strict rules imposed by the SGP on national economies were also evidence of 
the supranational power of the EU. 
Bearing in mind that the literature pointed out that monetary and exchange rates policies have 
been used sporadically in the past by Portugal as a central tool with considerable success, the 
respondents from the three study groups were asked if they believed that a single monetary 
policy, defined by the European Central Bank, would cause problems for the national 
economy and competitiveness. Then, they were asked about their views of the main 
implications of the Stability and Growth Pact for Portugal and the effect of the SGP on 
Portuguese competitiveness. The results are discussed as follows. 
5.4.6.1. The role of the European Central Bank. a single monetary policy 
It is evident that, since the launch of the Euro, the EU has increased its power through the 
ECB. The views of the three study groups on the effects of the single monetary policy defined 
by the ECB are now discussed. 
5.4.6.1.1 The views of the national authorities towards a single monetary policy 
As shown in Table 5.35. all the national authorities thought that a single monetary policy 
would benefit the Portuguese economy, arguing that the competitive advantage of an economy 
should not be based on changes in exchange rates. 
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Tahlc 5.35. The national perceptions of the effects of a single monetary policy for the cc On my in Portugal 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of a single monetary policy (italics) Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
Answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
. 
Suqle mo, ielat) p(, /i, 7 inmD., t. r pie1ilire/ tl'e Pmin{ucr r: onoinl It) 
National competitiveness is not affected in a otguivc way 4 
.\ single numctarc poky c mpensatc the loss of the use of %ariablc exchange 10 
rates 
lt brings the chance to annex the national currency to a stronger reality 2 
\ rn: ttiunal numctarc Policc flocs not make sense any mh, rc 1 
Note: the tact th. tt the octl ntimb, I ýd rc<lv'Il": IS .ti' ''r tlt. tn th, itit iI t 'ýt tc, l, ''nd, III, inctn, 111.11 "ýnir i, <l"urnülit, 
l,. týcIIt IC than tic I( 1) (tnIII III)IcRSl)(Im ), 
From their answers, it was evident that they believed that other factors were more relevant for 
Portuguese competitiveness for example, VA, ýniitml ofnrflulron', VA, oppor9iruity lo I)III N 1/Je nhNinuhil 
Crnmrnty to ctron er reality ', e. -v hank rate stabi/rtp' 'eýýonomie 17', (101" and 'ßnidmIC7rrily'. Thus, they believed 
that the end results of a single monetary policy would compensate t-or the loss of the use of 
variable exchange rates. Two of the respondents stressed, however, that Portugal would feel 
the difference, because governments were accustomed to using successive devaluations to 
improve the economy but, as they argued, this would not be a problem since the final results 
of a single monetary policy would be better. One of the respondents added that monetary 
policy was an important government tool in particular periods in the past, but as he said: 
", '\'owai/a;. c monetary policy does »ot nuke cen. ce, because eeouoi»ic development is depend /// on several 
oilier /uiiorc', arguing that `/iwi this point o/ lieu' a n'in/rurement 0/ for conditions /rar hither 
productivity und gron'tG is necessary". 
5.4.6.1.2. The views of the industry associations 
In terms of the industry survey, it was found that for tour industry assOciatioms the effects of a 
single policy were also thought to be positive for the Portuguese ccOnumv and 
compe6tivencss. '1'hcy shared the idea that competitiveness obtained by %%'ay of devaluation 
was always an artificial and ephemeral profit. '1'lic following twO gluo tatio ns from two of the 
resp<mdcnts revealed the logic behind their answers: 
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'The Lte end of et c%urme rick would be /ür orrrub/e fnr the rrutionu/ et onornies' and that `the t onrße1ilir'erreSS 
of /Ge roar//rie_c or err/er75ri_ces /, used on /l>e national monetary Po/ity, as a ! ool !n rýulornce or del'uhrute a 
currency, did not make sense any rrlort, 
"The smile monetary polio y implies e, -0 110INi ritollr /or countries like' 1'nrirrgul (... )" 
5.4.6.1.3. "The views of the business respondents 
From the perspective of the businesses, the data (Table 5.30) sh(m. s that -Iti percent of the 
respondents thought that there v'ere no negative effects of a single monetary policy on the 
Portuguese ccon<)rnV, which contradicts several expectations found in the literature (e. g. 
Barbosa et al. 1999). 1 1o\, \vcv-er, some business respondents (13° 1, of the total) indicated that a 
single currency could cause specific costs. Moreover, the percentage of reshondcnts saving that 
they had no view was relatively higher, 39 percent in total. 
Table 5.36 Perceptions of the hotel business respondents on whether the Single Monetary Policy had an effect on 
the Portuguese economy 
Single Monetary Policy is key force in the Portuguese 
economy 
Total 
IC "II 48 
\cutrtI 41 39 
\ýrcc 13 Ii 
'foua 104 l(XI 
5.4.6.2. The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) 
The nccd ()t the I: uro countries toi tiiltil the S(', I' was rumtnýýnlý cited in the literature un the 
potential impact of 1_J\1U as one of the main factors of I? l' supranational 1x>,, ti'cr, since the Pact 
sets tough limits on national deficit spending (Barbosa ct al, 1999). 
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5.4.6.2.1 The views of the national authorities on the relationship between SGP and 
national environment 
The national authority survey revealed that, with the exception of one authority respondent, 
who preferred not to answer this question, in general the responses from the national 
authorities mentioned that the SGP had increased EU power and was playing an important 
and positive role in the development and competitiveness of Portugal, since `it requires rigor and 
discipline", it aims at economic convergence" and "it is part of the EU integration pmcecd'. Within his 
answer, one respondent argued further that 
"the economy of Portugal was worse before the Pact, because at that time Portugal was spending money 
without any control and today there is a budgetary control which will allow Portugal to develop itself and 
will help to improve the economic situation, saying that inflation became controlled ; adding that: "we 
have observed a decrease in interest rates with positive implications on enterprise financing and 
competitiveness. " 
Nonetheless, as shown in Table 5.37, it was also underlined in two responses that Portugal had 
to take several risks to fulfil the requirements of the Pact, and this had implications for current 
national policies in terms of budgetary cuts. As result, the respondents expected that economic 
development would be delayed in the short term. However, in the medium and long term, they 
expected it would have a positive effect on the National economy as a result of the "economic 
convergence and rigor required by the Pact'. They stressed, however, that the other countries within 
the Euro Zone also felt the difficulties felt by Portugal. 
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Table 5.37 Perceptions of the national authuritic. ý, n the relationship between SGP and the national cciinon ' 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of SGP (italics) and specific answers Number of Number of 
combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
answering forting the 
aggregate 
description 
I be 
. 
S(P / //eiý; '. r pýý /I ' ell Ib, Pur7týi; uý ;ý r<onoun 
'SGP is posim'c for I-: G cutnpenm cncs. 9 
SGP requires rigor and disciplinc 4 
`( I' aims at ccunumic cunccrgcrncc 
S( I' is part of the IaI intcgration process 
A( ; I' needs tu be adjusted tu slic ncsi macroeconomic cm'irunment 
The SGP implies rast at rhorl leim 2 
S(; P needs tu be adjusted tu the nrvV macruccummuc cncirunmcnt -' 
S(; P mac represent sonic limitations in terms of national iccisitttt making Ic t1 
r restrictions) 
Ntttc: IIi. IIt that the total number ut responses t. Ltrgcr than the nunil cr I'1 rca it 1cnt. tnc. tin 111,11 " : Il( iß "1 nk it" 
, gave nwrc than one resp<tnsc (multiply response) 
Table 5.37 also shows that, within three <ot the responses, it was commented that there was a 
need to adjust SGP to the new environment. As mentioned in one of these resptmses "Y/Me 
SGP must he discussed in a new round o% ne, oliations and needed to be man'-%1evihle. 'I his was adoplc'd d11ring 
a period 0/-economic etpunsin/r anti Meal nom, the Pict should take into account i/e period of mcc' sion ". ( )nc 
of the responses also revealed that there were concerns about the effects of SGP un P()rtugal, 
because, as its respondent argued, "Portrmu/ is a small count, l' nilhaul Me ability to drive' IGr 1: l 
locomotive and consequently, this limits The Porlu rye-ce position in I'umperu/ discnssioýts and d/e, ision-niakin '. 
5.4.6.2.2. The views of the industry associations on the relationship between SGP and 
national environment 
The views of the industry associations rcvcalcd that all of these stakrhulclcrs have recognised 
that the requirements of the FT, and in particular of the S(ýP, , vould delay the economic 
development of Portugal in the short tann since it had implications in terms of national 
budgetary cuts and tax policies. It should be noted that this suggests a certain consistency with 
the findings from economic research published into Portuguese official data (Banco dc 
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Portugal, 2004). Four out of five associations recogmised that the S(; P plays a positive role for 
the development of Portugal, attributing three main positive effects to the S( P: "thee rl'rji/iren/Ci/I 
q rr, or and diS(z»line', `increu. rin' no, to, mc comverrew, e' and VGA, d epeiriu{ of I: 1 ' iu/r; ra/roa pmi'es_r" (also 
found by Barbosa et al., 1999). 
5.4.6.2.3. The views of the business respondents on the relationship between SGP and 
national environment 
The results from the business survey (1'ablý 5.38) sh<vV that the majority of the business 
respondents (77/0) believed that the SGP had positive effects orº the Portuguese econ<otnt. 
The majority demonstrated the same vieýti s as the respondents from the other tv. Vu groups: that 
is, that the SGT' had positive effects for the participating countries. 
Table 5.38 Perceptions of the hotel business whether there were effects of the SGP for Portuguese economy' 
Effects of the SGP for Portuguese economy Total 
N % 
ILiciti%'r 8U 
ýo cthrt. li 14 
Total 1 u. 1 1 uU 
5.5. ACTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS PRESENTED BY THE, STUDY GROUPS FOR 
OVERCOMING BARRIERS AND STRENG'I'I IENING 'I'I-IE POSITIVE OtJ'I'CONII"S OF 
EMU FOR THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
The 1 rg )ing analysis reinforces the uhscrvati()n tliat the majuritV (, t the lu ctrl stakcho )ldcrs 
identified positive outcomes from FAR', but that they also reco)gnnised the existence of S mie 
costs or challenges. First, it was suggested by the majority of the respondents in each study- 
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group that, because of EMU and the subsequent SGP, the EU has effectively increased its 
intervention in national issues, requiring additional efforts by participating countries and 
specifically having effects on national expenditure. As a result, there were suggestions as to the 
importance of the Euro countries re-negotiating the terms of SGP, which they considered 
must be more flexible. The logic behind this was to exclude certain investment from inclusion 
as a government expense and, as a consequence, avoiding government cuts in specific 
investment. The aim of this would be to prevent the requirement to reduce public deficit and 
therefore increase the public sector ability to invest. It should be noticed that, meanwhile, the 
SGP was reviewed. Secondly, a concern was expressed about the lack of productivity and lack 
of strategies by enterprises in Portugal. As a result, the majority of the national authorities (8 
out of 10) and the industry associations (5 out of 5) asked for higher productivity and for 
proactive reactions by the enterprises, drawing attention to the need for Portuguese enterprises 
to become more competitive in a more and more demanding market They suggested that 
these enterprises should focus on quality services/products (instead of low prices), innovation 
a skilled workforce and management. 
The importance of creating alliances or partnerships was also suggested by six national 
authorities and four of the industry associations. According to these organisations, Portuguese 
competitiveness is strongly related to the performance of the enterprises, reinforcing the idea 
that the enterprises' strategies, actions and investments have a central role to play in 
Portuguese development. On the other hand, many of the business respondents called for the 
end of bureaucracies (e. g. the use of cheques in the Euro zone), which according to them 
contradicted the advantage of using a single currency. Simultaneously, they complained about 
the lack of Portuguese policies to overcome changes caused by EMU, suggesting that the 
Portuguese government should adjust the tax, namely VAT, to be similar to the tax in the 
other Euro countries. As they argued, this would make a difference in a more competitive 
environment, which prevents tourism enterprises to take advantage of the opportunities 
brought about by EMU (see section 5.4.5). 
As concerns the role of the Portuguese government, the industry associations suggested the 
adoption of structural reforms at the political level in order to improve the productivity of 
qualified workers and flexibility of the labour market. They called for economic reforms (e. g. 
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control of public deficit) in order to face the requirements oof SGI', which according toi them 
would imply rigor and economic stability. S(mic concerns wcrr expressed relating the risk of 
the I uro becoming a very strong currency and Portugal not being allowed to use its own 
monetary policy to respond to possible asymmetric shocks. The main tigures associated to 
these findings are given in "Table 5.39. 
Table 5.39 Frequency of the respondents' proposal actions and suggestions 
Proposal and actions suggested National lndustr Hotel business 
authorities Associations 
Igor, cuuit ric>it (dIh. tsrinsurelitsihll hurl star mlcs pul .. t In 
rL xj)( Indents 
Enterprises should: out (it 11I 'gut Lit 
reshnnst -I-ndcnt> 
Increase hn, luclicit and hit I racti\e rcacwmns 
. 
111 repo ill nt, lulul iI : nlcrpnscs should Incu, on the yualty' sen Ices/products (instead it nslamdcnt> 
low prices), innovation a skilled v urkf , rce and management. 
I? ntcrhriscs sh, luld crc: uc alliances or partnerships 
(. "Lit 0 Iti vl n slm lt ms 
. l" mJ, nt. 
Government should: '_ mit it 5 
n . pntk ms 
I)elcit p ecnnnmic rcl()r, ns (e. g. control Iitdcticit puhlic; 
i led with remaining bureaucracies (e. g. use of chcyucs \tnhm lie respondents 
Isuro area) 
i 
. \djust taxes, namely \': VI Within the Dorn ei umriss 
ý(ý out of lu-1 
i 
reslil Indents 
il e tide heuer infrastructures, 1,1(11111(S ant! >cntccs to "niir I, 
ittr. ict mixe tourists tu Portugal. nut of 
1114 r 
c rc>lalndents 
From the above table, created on the basis of the results presented over this chapter, a final 
ObscrvatiOns can be made: there is still a need to upgrade productivity and efficiency in 
1'Orrugal. Within this context, 1?, Nll' may be considered as one to)ul f)r economic grov. wth. 
5.6. CONCLUSION 
I sing the responscs from questionnaires gathcrcd with 104 uut of 112 ii tcls in the North ()t 
I'urtugal and intcrvicws conducted with 10 senior rchrescntativ-cs of the national : RuthOritlcs 
and 5 industry associations, this Chapter explored the effects ut I-: A1 t' on the national business 
environment and found that IIMU has been generally perceived as a jl<ositiVVc force on the 
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Portuguese economy. The findings indicated that the Euro is generally favoured due to 
reductions in exchange risk and transactions costs, which according to the majority of the 
respondents in each group will improve the medium and long term the efficiency of the single 
market and the Portuguese macroeconomic climate. Also, the Euro should ensure price 
transparency, as price differences in different countries will be more apparent to consumers 
and business, which may encourage competition, rigour and trade. The findings revealed that 
for a large number the respondents EMU was considered to be more of an economic force 
than a political or social force. Nonetheless, other main related benefits have been suggested 
from the participation in EMU including: administration savings and an improvement of the 
international image of Portugal. For some respondents within the national authorities, the 
Euro will also encourage work mobility. It was found however that for a large proportion of 
respondents in each group, the potential benefits for the Portuguese economy depended upon 
the ability of national enterprises to respond with efficiency to the additional competition and 
rigour, and also on the ability to converge with the other economies in the Euro zone. This 
research also demonstrated that few respondents from the national authorities had recognised 
that their activities and priorities had changed due to Portugal's participation in EMU, and for 
the majority of the respondents the national policies and priorities have remained unchanged 
since the launch of the single currency. 
In terms of the tourism sector environment, the findings revealed that the majority of the 
respondents believed that EMU may contribute positively to the improvement of the 
competitiveness of Portugal as a tourism destination. This was confirmed by reviewing a 
model of the Portuguese Tourism Diamond based on the findings from the surveys. 
Nonetheless, there were a large number of respondents saying that EMU should be seen as an 
`instrument' to improve competitiveness in the tourism sector and the potential benefits 
depended on several factors. The quality of the services, for example, plays a relevant role in 
the tourism development. 'EMU isjusta rrlevant tool, as several respondents stated. 
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6. THE INDUSTRY BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AFTER THE 
INTRODUCTION OF EMU 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
\s demonstrated in the introducto>rýy Chapter, the hotel industry is (, f si""niticant ünp)Ortance to 
Portugal's economy and is an csscntial and clý namic component Of the tO>urism sector. In fact, 
for many rears hotels have been the most visible Cornponcltt of the accommodation sector, 
providing the greatest amount of cmhk>ymcnt in general terms and accounting for the highest 
level of receipts (1GT, 2005a). The Tourism General Directorate (1)in'(zwo Genii de 7 urr. nuo) of 
the Portuguese governnlcnt, indicated that in 2(R)3 the total of stock of beds in Portugal's 
hotels was 109.529, representing 57 percent of the total overnight accommodation and the 
major source of revenue in the accommodation sector. I urthcr no re, according to the same 
source, there is a continuous trend for an increase in the hotel industry (1NF, 2U05). 
Ilcncc, taking into account the importance of the hotel industry, questions arose aitcr 
Portugal's I Mt membership as toi whether the hotel industry was prepared for I' MII 
mcmbcrship and the 1 ur<>, and what the impacts of any changes arising % ould be on the 
compctltiv-cncss of Portugal's hotel industry. 
Therefore, the objective of this Chapter is to evaluate the hotel stakeholders' views on the key 
areas of change affecting the hotel industn' and the extent to which in their ýýhiniým I IM 
affected the competitiveness of Portugal's hotel industry. For this hurPuse, the perceptions ut 
the representatives of the national authorities, as statements about the views of the : authority, 
the industry associations and the business respondents are presented and related toi the 
premises of Porter's Five forces model: the hovw-er of suppliers, the p( wwcr of buyers, the 
rivalry among competitors, the entry of new competitors and the existence of substitutes 
products. "These were suggested by Porter as determinants of the competitiveness of an 
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industry (Porter, 1980). The perceived opportunities and threats brought about by EMU for 
the hotel industry in Portugal are also presented. In addition, the actions suggested by the 
study groups, to overcome the barriers and to take advantage of the opportunities are 
reviewed. 
The Chapter is structured as follows: section 6.2 presents the overall views of the three study 
groups towards the effects of EMU on the Portuguese hotel industry. Section 6.3 assesses the 
competitiveness of the hotel industry using Porter's Five Forces Model. Section 6.4 discusses 
the views of the opportunities and threats that ENIU poses to the hotel industry. Section 6.5 
describes the actions proposed for overcoming barriers and exploring opportunities. 
Concluding remarks appears in section 6.6. 
Notice that in this Chapter each section starts by the analysis of the data from the industry 
association survey, since the respondents from the industry associations are highly involved 
within the context of the industry business environment. This is followed by an analysis of the 
data obtained from the national authorities and the business surveys. The following figure 
helps to visualise the main topics analysed in this section. 
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Figure 6.1. Main stages of the data analysis of Chapter Six 
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6.2. OVERALL VIEWS OF THE THREE STUDY GROUPS TOWARDS THE EFFECTS 
OF EMU ON THE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF PORTUGAL'S HOTEL INDUSTRY 
In view of the possible effects caused by EMU in terms of the competitive climate of the 
industry, the respondents were initially asked what they thought were the general implications 
of EMU for the competitive position of the Portuguese hotel industry. This was important for 
understanding the general view of respondents, as well as allowing a comparison of the data to 
the literature. The findings are explained in the following sub-sections. 
6.2.1 The views of the representatives of the industry associations 
Using the responses from the industry association survey, it was found that, apart from one 
respondent, the respondents considered that EMU was affecting the competitive environment 
of the hotels. The following quote from one of the respondents reflects the main reason 
presented by three of these respondents who considered that there were changes in the 
competitive environment: 
`he Euro could encourage business competition, as price disparities in d jerent European countries 
would be more apparent to consumers and business' and `EMU brings economic stability to the 
competitive environment'. 
Furthermore, using the words expressed by another respondent, they shared the idea that. 
"EMU has contributed to the consolidation of the European Single Market, which in turn, could have 
: effects upon the competitive position of hotels due to the reinforcement of the European free market" 
Finally, two respondents said that the end of `art fcial ways', used sometimes as tools to 
ons improve competitiveness, such as `changes in exchange rater'was the logic behind the implicati 
on competitiveness. Three respondents added that foreign exchange tisks had been reduced, 
which according to them became an opportunity for business operation. 
As shown in Table 6.1, according to the respondent who believed that EMU had not affected 
the industry environment thought that "competition is related with the intense rivalry among competitors 
and the number of competitor. ' and EMU did not significantly affect that this. 
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Table 6.1. Industry associations' perceptions of the general outcomes of EMU for the competitive position of the 
hotel industry 
Number of Number of Aggregate description of the general implications of IiMU fur the hotel industry 
respondents responses competitive position (i[a6cs) and specific answers combined to form the aggregate 
constraint outcome description (normal text) 
funning the 
general 
implications 
cncuuragc businc>s cum1 cnnccnc» 1 
I": \IU brings cconutnic liability for the competitive environment 4 
I'hc consolidation of the I. uropean integration affects positively the 3 
Competitive position of hotels 
1? N1L1 brings exchange rate stability 
I lotels mould be ready to take the oppurtnnin to benefit frnm FAH' 
1\ egatit e imßliralrau 
I hoteliers were not be ready to fully operate in a more cuml. ctitiV c 
cm irnnniunt 
There are no imphlutianr 1 
('llmhctiti n is eclat(ii 1, ý w1l I t., uc, ruin th. tn I%II 
IIII numb( I nt T( )h c1 lit - 
Note: The fact that the tuttl nuntbcr c, t rcap, in i< i. tr. "cr th. in Ili, nunil, cr .. t rc. l, , n, l<nt, nt . tu> tlt. tt -Ili, I"p-lid, tit, 
gat c mule than tmc response (multiple resp n() 
Furthermore, the general attitudes of the industry associations tO ards the effects of I -AII' on 
the industry business environment, as expressed by fur respondents, revealed that they had 
more positive views than negative ones (on(, respondent) of the implications of 1 : `\1l' for the 
competitive environment. For them, the `end o/ the risk o/ eve Lame rate fluclualion, `the . sin/e 
current},, imreased competilion' and the '( general positif'e impact on nrammc'onoini>' stability' were the most 
important opportunities brought about by } : NIL . 
These effects, together , ith the ability of 
enterprises and the owners/managers to overcome possible obstacles caused by FAR' (e. g. 
strong value of the currency), W Ould benefit the hotel industry. Conversely, one respondent 
believed that the increase in competition was threatening the Portuguese hotel industry 
because, in his view, the hoteliers would not be ready to fully operate in a more competitive 
environment because "maatmers are still /hinking in a rep, iadir/dual »aýy, /bulking locally. They need to 
have prom-fire reactions and see the market as a , global one': 
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6.2.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities 
The ansvvcrs from the sun-ey of nanu>nal authorities, given in "1'al>lc (.?, indicate that Al 
respondents agreed that l: h1U was changing the industry environment. 
Table 6.2 National associations' perceptions of the general outcomes of l{Ml' for the competitive position of the 
hotel industry 
Aggregate description of the general implications of I: MI. for the hotel intlustn 
Number of Number of 
competitive position (italics) and specific answers combined to form the aggregate respondents 
responses 
constraint outcome descriptions (normal text) 
forming; the 
general 
implications 
I'rýr: iirr irnf G:; uto/J 1t 
{i\IU as other factors encourages hotel industry contltctintcncss 3 
?: Nil reinforces the I? urultcan market and cunscyucnth i 
competitiveness (c. g. market has benefits from the use of a single 
currency, well informed consumers and bi ttcr ccuntnntc cundttumsl 
(Potential) neuobre impli: <2eriinr 
I)e rradatittn of the com(tcntitc position as a result tut the ntc. gtacttc Of luttcl> 
to respuml Stell to the new challcne'cs such as a more . 1cr»an. ltnq, transparent 
and rigorous market 
Ut"}, rt: ulattun of the cuntltctitit c position as result (, f the lack of nrrrntsanun of 
the hotel intlustn 
it . 11 It nilit ri)t r( lt: rnilrit > Iýý 
Note: IItc I. i(t that ncc ti t. tl nuntlur III 1,1-11-- :, Ltr,,, r tli. ui III, nand,, i , -t rc. I-fid, III, III, . [I]- tli. it -aIII, I, 'J" md, lit' 
g. t%c nwrc than unc resI n>c (nutlttj lc rc>I . n>c) 
Nonetheless, as shown in "Table 6.2, in the view of three ut these respondents, I MII' was not 
the only force increasing the competition. As they said, factors such as 'inmwsirný ron. nun er 
demand' (mentioned by I respondents) and 'the need to o/jrr wiviCes will, lie//er and bolter quality' 
(mentioned by 2 respondents) were also factors contributing to changes in the industry 
environment. The remaining seven respondents agreed that the increased number of 
competitors under a `non, powerjn/ European markst' (reinforced by I ": NI l_') was the main reason 
for changes in the competitive environment. In their vice, I: All' brought positive changes tu 
the industry environment such as: `none (lrm(rnrliag and infimil/e(l -onsunwrr' (menti(mcd by 4 
respondents), `limp/ii. 71y' (mentioned by 5 respondents), '/ nira. ced eompelitim' (mentioned by 4 
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respondents) and `heller economic indicalorc' (mentioned by 7 resp<)ndel)ts). Noncthclcss, they 
believed that some hotels could face some obstacles to benefiting from these changes. 'Ehe 
`small si: 7 o% some hotels' (mentioned by 2 respon(Ients) and 'the wady Mg were run as a busiuress' 
(mentioned by 3 respondents), together with the `IUck of on /1/isalion e. v7ilrltg in lbr lo1/ri /i set"lor' 
(mentioned by 2 respondents), were the reasons behind that. '1'hcv argued that under the more 
dynamic', `rz omnu. r', `trawparenl' and `dei»ainlin, ' cm-ironmrnt brought about by Iý'Nll' only the 
competitive enterprises would continue successfully in the market. Thus, according to these 
national authority respondents the risks of E NIL' for the hotel incüustrv- only occurred if the 
managers did not know how to react to the new challenges of I `. N It'. 
6.2.3. The views of the business respondents 
"1'hc data from the business survey, summarised in 'fable 6.3, revealed that half of the total 
number of respondents believed that F NIL' had brought about changes in the competitive 
position of the hotel industry, whilst 43 percent thought that I \It' had not affected the 
competitive climate. The remaining 7 percent said that they diel not have an opinion about this 
question, showing uncertainty about this subject. 
Table 6.3 1 Iutcl businesses' overall views on the nature of the changes in the industry competitive cnvirunntcnl 
Perceived effects of the general implications of 
Total 
EMTJ for the hotel industry competitive position N 
N 
It Ixt l% lo 411 
C', 
't . tm t 
lc 1, 6 
1 ), ) nwt know 
Total 104 1t to 
Furthermore, from fable 6.3, it is evident that the majority Of the business respondents 
believed that 1-. NIL was a positive driving force in the industry environment. 
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'Table 6.4 Reasons for the existence/lack of changes in the industry competitive environment (business survey) 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived outcome (bold Total 
and italics) N % 
Reasons for chances (n= 
Increasing number of compctitors in the area I) 3, 
Increasing rivalry between the existing competitors 1 
Price exposure and simplicity after the launch of I? >1D brought 
new competitors 
2', 1-1 
Fnd of exchange rates lu 
Reasons for no changes (n=4 S) 
1; N1U is not a sufficient reason is 4i1 
Competitiveness depends on factors such as yualihv of services _ 60 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents identifying each outcome 
Moreover, the data (Fable 6.4. ) revealed that the majority- of the respondents pointed out that 
higher price exposure and simplicity were the reasons for positive changes in the industry 
competitive environment. Changes, either in the number of co mpetito rs or the level of rivalry 
between the existing competitors were mentioned by only teww- respondents (1()° o), suggesting 
that, factors such as `situp iiit ' played a more important role in the industry environment than 
changes in competition. In addition, it was also evident that the major concern of the 
respondents, who perceived negative implications, was the `end ofe. v-ehan, ee mies within the 1 : ur<ý 
zone as a national tool to improve competitiveness and a source of the hotel profits through 
the application of commissions for currency exchanges. There were also to respondents 
expressing concerns over the increase in cuýmpetition as a result of the price exposure or, 
simply, by the entry of new competitors after the introduction of 1111[. 
For those respondents who believed that l1M1` had no impact on the industry competitive 
environment, 40 percent of them argued that 1 ., 
%11' %vas not a sufficient reas(m for changes iii 
the industry's competitive environment. The remaining respondents explained that factors 
such as ". rernit"e quulily" or the "lope o% senie"e. r o#ýrrr/ b Golelr" vN, crc more important for 
ccnnpctition th: ii I? N1 U. 
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6.3. COMPETITIVENESS ASSESSED USING PORTER'S FIVE FORCES MODEL 
In order to further assess the views of the study groups about the effects of EMU in the 
context of the hotel industry, the respondents were asked to explain their views about different 
topics, organised according to the premises of Porter's Five Forces model, i. e. the power of 
buyers, the power of suppliers, the rivalry among competitors, the entry of new competitors and the existence of 
substitute products. The aim was to assess whether or not EMU affected each of the five forces in 
the view of the study groups and, if so, to understand the effects of EMU upon the 
competitiveness of Portugal's hotel industry according to the Five Forces model. This model is 
widely recognised in the literature as a relevant model for competitiveness analysis because, as 
Porter suggested, it identifies the determinants of the nature and intensity of competition 
within a market. The results obtained in each study-group are presented as follow. The 
similarities and differences between the three study-groups are explored in Chapter 8 
(subsection 8.3.2). 
6.3.1. Force 1: The power ofbuyers 
The impact of EMU in terms of the `power of buyer? focuses on the ability of negotiation by 
those individuals or organisations who purchase the hotels products or services. As mentioned 
in the literature review authors, such as Gill and Duncan (2001), expected that the `power of the 
buyer' would increase after EMU as a consequence of a greater facility to compare prices and 
decide what provides the best value. In addition, as already mentioned in the previous chapter 
some authors, such as Costa (1999) and Lepecq (1999), argued that the number of tourists in 
Portugal would increase after the introduction of EMMU, which could have an effect on the 
number of hotel customers and, consequently, on customers' ability to negotiate with the 
hotel. Conversely, there were authors who expected that EMU would not affect tourist 
movements significantly or the number of hotel customers and, as a result, there would no be 
effects on negotiations with customers (Blevins, 2000). Moreover, literature published in 2000 
(EC, 2000b) argued that the level of customers' education and understanding of the value of 
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Euro would rcrnain low in the first years of the I . uro, supgcsting that i,: N1 could have a 
negative effect on the power of bu}yerr' in the short term. 
'1'hercfore, the respondents were asked about the potential effects of 1:. %W on hotel demand, 
namely, in terms of the ability of negotiation of potential hotel customers. The effect of 1: ß`\1l' 
upon the numbers of customers was also considered in order to understand if the study groups 
would recognise that potential changes in tourist flows would have effects upon the ability of 
customers to negotiate. 
6.3.1.1. The views of the representatives of the industry associations on the power of 
hotel tourists 
An examination of the answers from the rehresentatlvvcs of' the indu', tn : is5(>riati()ns (I'al>lc 
6.5) revealed that all of the respondents recognised the possible effects of FAH' on the /ouveer n% 
buyers, as suggested by Gill and Duncan (2001). Namely, the respondents recognised those 
effects that result in a greater facility to compare prices . and assist in decisions as tu what 
provides best value. In this sense, they believed that the ability of hovers to negotiate could 
increase. The specific reasons presented in the next fahle (6.5) were based on findings troml 
the literature in order to better compare the results. 
Table 6.5. Industry associations' perceptions of the effects of ENII on the jpon er .! bohr. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on the 'pon'cr ofbuvcr. ' 
Number (if respondents 
(italics) and specific answers combined to font the aggregate description normal agreeing 
text) 
1.. 111 
Vi ell intirrmctl cinzcn.: tint it is easier tu cuml arc I ncc> and Jcculc . chat S 
provide the best value 
(: han}acs in the numltcr of ctuctumcr> inrrcasc their ahilrn tu teVott. ttm. 
I I)tal numl>cr (d(respwn(lcnt. 
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In terms of the effects of I? i\11' on the number of hotel customers, as already mentioned in 
Chapter 5 (subsection 5.4.2), in general, the industry respondents believed that "t/it, . cinißlic-ily o/ 
the sirngle currerliy", together with "an improrenrew in the iýnr yrreconoiýiic enrirvame»f', would encourage 
people from the other Furo countries to travel and look for accommodation. Nonetheless, 
they considered that these factors were not the main reasons for an increase the number of the 
hotel customers. As one respondent mentioned, "the masons /rrr ! Druids /me/lin., rrere tiluch more 
related to factors such as the tourist irrlere_r/s or the quality of ! be sen'ices Man a . 
ürrg/e currently or the . cim 
/ic r! y 
caused by thi. o". As a result, all of the respondents from the industry associations shared the idea 
that potential changes in the number of customers would not have a significant effect upon the 
ability of customers to negotiate. Only the fact that the Nuro may afford facilities to compare 
prices and to decide the best value would have effects on the customer's ability to negotiate 
prices or services. 
6.3.1.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities on the power of 
hotel tourists 
The data from the national authorities (fable 6.6) showed that all the national authttritics 
believed that ]? ML, and namely the single currency, would contribute to tourists (or/and hotel 
customers) being more informed about the market, price and services, which in turn rt nild 
increase the customers' ability to negotiate. 
'fahle G. G. National authorities' perceptions of the effects of I: \1l on the Moir yr o% hon vr%' 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects of EMU on the 'po rr i ut-rrN' 
Number of respondents )fh 
ý{ recinl (italics) and secific answers combined to form the aggregate description (normal 
text) 
I All /,, I inifýýrrf nn tl Lulrl "ii. Uanirr. ýdýi/ýlt 10 Iý 
ýC'cll informed citizens find it caster tu cumparc hnccs and decide best t attic I(I 
(langes in the number of custunur: increase their ability to negotiate O 
f, rtal 1 unIb, I ,, f I, II,., Idt nt. Iii 
?. }ý 
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Wien they were asked about the potential effects on the number of hotel customers, K 
respondents mentioned that `_vinmplihi/y' and `a netz' mucmmme, viiontie ent'im, uneul' brought about by 
EMU would encourage people to travel. In addition, 2 respondents said that yulun' iiinvImenl irr 
the supply side'would occur with the view to cope the main challenges resulting from I: Nll'. As 
consequence, they believed that tourism would increase. I lowever, for all of the national 
authorities an increase number of customers would have no effect on customer ability to 
negotiate. The customer's ability power is result of how wvcll informed the customers are and 
not from the number of customers. Nonetheless, all of them thought that customers are well 
informed, suggesting that they support the views found in the literature. 
6.3.1.3. The views of business respondents on the power of hotel tourists 
As ret ccte(l in "Table 6.7., the majOnty of the l)usiness rý sý)( )fl( lets (liii nut expect changes iii 
the number of hotel customers due the launch of I, '.: All'. In tact, 87 percent of respuntlcnts 
argued that these effects were, or will be, nil. 
According to the majority of the business respondents, hotel rates did not hav'c too much 
influence on the choices made by customers Fable 6.8. ). Thus, the effects of a single currency 
and the consequent price exposure would not make a significant difference to hotel demand. 
1'heýbelieved that the customer's ability to negotiate , could not increase after the 
introduction 
of l . 
Al1 `. the majority of the respondents (86)", )) believed that 1' NIL was not a tutor in 
peoples' choice of accommodation. Based on the experience of the hotel they vVrrc 
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representing, they believed that the factors behind customer choices, or potential customer 
choices, were related to the particular characteristics of the hotel, such as location or services 
offered by the hotel. As result, the ability of customers for negoti: ati(m might be limited. 
Table 6.8. Reasons for the hotel businesses identifying change/nu change in the number of hotel customers 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N 
(. kuqm. r 
Rcductiun of hotel rates as a rc,, ult of more cumhctiti(n iu 
Ntacrot-cnncmiic cnvirimnunt 50 
No <lmn rt (a 90) 
Pcuplc's clmiccs arc dependent in othcr tacuirs (e. g. hiitcl 
I icatiun and sctviccs ) 1 
loo 
7 
-A 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents identifying each effect 
6.3.2. Force 2: The power of suppliers 
As mentioned in Chapter 3 authors, such as Gill and Duncan (2(H)1), forecast that 11N1L' could 
increase the sources of supply, because 1Ovr cost sourcing opportunities would l)ecumc readily 
apparent after the launch of the single currency. l urthenn<ore, according toi these authors, 
there would be a whole new range of suppliers available to I : urupean c<mihanics xxhich may 
not have been considered in past. In addition authors, such as Nhrques (1999), , N, cre expecting 
that the single currency would reinforce the importance of international suppliers, as a 
conscyucncc of price transparency and the simplicity brought about by the Euro. In contrast, 
liltwins (2000) pointed out that it would he extremely dlitficult to know hur much difference 
the kure) would make in terms of the replacement of national by international suppliers as a 
ccýnscyucncc of price transparency. I is argued that converting hricrs into a singIc currency had 
never bccn particularly difficult, adding that factors such as, after salts sul)l)Ort, (1tIality of 
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guarantee and legal concerns or even language, were some reasons to continue buying from 
domestic suppliers even given price transparency. 
Within this research, the examination of the impact of EMU on suppliers' power was made 
through a direct question related to the possible effects of EMU on those individuals or 
organisations from whom the hotels purchased items that were needed-to carry out business 
activities. 
6.3.2.1. The views of the representatives of industry associations 
Analysing the viewpoints of the industry study group, it was found that the views expressed in 
the literature concerning lower cost sourcing opportunities and easier comparison of suppliers' 
prices were not perceived by the representative of the industry associations. For these 
respondents EMU and the Euro did not bring changes with respect to suppliers. 
The explanation behind this, in the opinion of three of the respondents, and using the words 
of one respondent, was that. 
"(... ) The intensification of competition would not permit significant market fluctuations, although a 
new range of suppliers would be noticed'. 
Furthermore, it was evident that they shared the idea that "the majori ty of the Portuguese hotels made 
their purchases in Portugal' and, using the words of one respondent, this led them to say that 
`there would be no relevant advantages of a single curreng in terms of suppliers' 
This contradicts what some proponents of EMU had argued, namely that the single currency 
would change the relationship between hotels and suppliers as a consequence of price 
transparency and the simplicity brought about by the Euro. The remaining two respondents 
said that they did not perceive changes in relation to suppliers but, as they said, they did not 
have a clear opinion on it. The following Table 6.9 summarises the patterns found in the 
answers. 
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']'able 6.9. Summary of the industry perceptions of the effects of I: MI on the hotel suppliers relationship 
Aggregate description of the perceived rceived effect of EMtl on the hotel suppliers (italics) 
Number of Number of ý; #; ' 
and specific answers combined to form the aggregate description (uurmal text) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1;. 111 iß, 1, no , 
ü;; J, ,, "ur r ý,.. irr; ; "Frn 
1'11c use of the I(uru clues not make dtticrcncc hcc. wsc purcluncý arc nt. ulc 
essentially in 1 rnttral 
I'hc relationship between hotels and suppliers remains exactly the satnc 3 
Market forces limit potential changes 3 
Not to ca clear opinion 2 
Notc: I he tact that the T( )t. 11 numhcr uut resj)uit i" I. tn'cr than the nunilx r 1, 'p. '11, lcfit, III tIN tli. tt . ýmt( irýlýnnýli ntý 
}'al I Ill( )IC 111.111 tut rc. }xmsc (tnultyle rcShnn. cl 
6.3.2.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities 
As shown in 'i'ablc 6.10., < iv five of the national authoritics l, resrnicd \ ieWs ()n this topic. In 
fact, the remaining five respondents preferred not to reply, stating that it was very specific and 
they were not able to answer and/or did not have an opinion about this. 
From the answers obtained, there was a clear vie that these respondents believed that there 
had been effects of I? MU on hotel suppliers. 
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Table 6.10 Summary of the national authority perceptions of the effects off". NI on hoteI Suppliers rclati msIt if) 
re ate description of the perceived effect of EMU on hotel suppliers (italics) and 
Number of Number of 
the the specific answers combined to form the aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
answering forming the 
aggregate 
description 
6.110 Lug /mpd Ir w" hole/ntppGerý 
I )uc to an increasing of competition 
1)ue to a favourable macroeconomic environment 
Simplification be the use of the Furo 
1)o rid ', u ,i rrrn 
Now Ili( tact that the total numbcr 0 responses is larger than the number 'tIL ndcnt> nu. ni, tlt. u >( 1111L ILIj)( n. lcnt 
gave more than one response (multiple response) 
Table 6.10 also shows that three of the respondents shared the idea that F . 
ML' brought 
increased competition and a favourable macroecono>nuc environment, which xill have positive 
implications on suppliers. In addition, one respondent mentioned that there were new 
opportunities to identity more competitive suppliers and also easier acres tu other markets 
and suppliers. 
Conversely, for two respondents there were some concerns that needed toi be taken into 
account. One of these respondents explained that: `9l would be possible to witness a nr, atire e(jecl on 
the supplier's prices as consequence o/' the mnadm up. " The other respondent said that : "(... ) the 
consolidation of tie single market a/jecls the hotel suppliers due the imerase / nm miler o/ conlPelitorv ißt the 
marker. " 
6.3.2.3. The views of the business respondents 
1'hc data from the business survey (fable 6.1 1. ) showed that the great majority of the business 
respondents did not perceive any effect on suppliers, LnVilig the example Ot their ()wn hotels 
and suppliers. 
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Table 6.11. Hotel businesses' perceptions of changes in location of hotel suppliers relationship 
Views on the EML1 effects in location of Total 
hotel suppliers N 
No chap acs 
9' 91 
Total l04 100 
I lowever, almost 6 percent of the respondents said that there had been an effect no the hOtcl 
suppliers arguing that after FNIU the suppliers, in order to become more <<>mpctitiVe, had 
provided cheaper prices and also that it had bccomme simpler toi deal with international 
suppliers due to the use of the single currency which, according to them, was positive (fahle 
6.12). In contrast, 3 percent of the total respondents revealed concerns about the inrhlicati<, ns 
of FAIL' on suppliers, accusing suppliers of rounding prices up in the changeover period, 
contradicting the most likely trend in a more competitive cnviro nnuent. 
Table 6.12. Main reason given by hotel business respondents for their answers regarding changes in the hotel 
suppliers 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
More amlhctiti< n and simplicity duc the u. c of single currency ti 
Rounding up prices 
No (hall es ý11=0 
{N111 is not a reason for change 95 1 IR) 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the tc tal number of respondents identifying each effect 
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When the business respondents were asked about their intentions of 1()Oküig f or nevc suppliers 
(fable 6.12), their answers showed that the majority of resp<mclrnts had no intention ( 
looking for new suppliers in the short or medium terns, suggesting that 'price transharcncv' had 
not affected their relations with their suppliers and their plans to purchase. . As a result, the 
degree of supplier concentration seems not to be changed after I ":, r1 t', even given the 
additional simplicity of dealing with international suppliers. 'Ehe supplier's market pOsitiurn 
seems little affected. "These findings may reinforce the fact that in Portugal, the relative 
importance to the buyer of the product or services being purchased from national suppliers is 
quite evident. Moreover, the fact that the majority of the respondents had experienced nog 
change in their suppliers reveals that, in contrast with what was expected in the literature, and 
by some respondents, the effects in practice were not noticeable. 
Table 6.13 Intention of the hotel respondents to look for new suppliers 
Intention to look for new suppliers Total 
N 
c h. ini'( 
No chant; r 
95 91 
Total 104 1 (x) 
6.3.3. Force 3: Rivalry amonx competitors 
According toi the literature (James, 2U0l) the intensity of rivalry brtvýrcn existing competitors 
would become stronger following the introduction of I `Nil' as result Of a murr demand and 
opening market, `price transparency' and the single currency. This in turn, could stimulate price 
compctiric>n or investment in product/service differentiation. 
Therefore, the respondents from each studs' group w ere asked about their views On the effects 
of EMU on the `rivalry among the competitors' operating within the hotel industry. 
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Additionally, they were asked about the effects of ],: NI[' on hotel rares and inVVestnicut, as tools 
to become competitive. The results are reported in the fullo,, ving text and compared in chapter 
8. 
6.3.3.1. The views of the representatives of the industry associations on rivalry among 
competitors 
From the answers of the industry survey (fable 6.1.1), it vvas evident that, Whilst recot; nising 
some effects on the degree of rivalry between existing competitors, all the respondents, apart 
from one, believed that the effects on rivalry betvvicen competitors were limited to the 
relationship between national and international competitors. As one respondent mentioned: 
'The Ge 
_thWe current), allowed potential cu stomerr to compare P1iCes Il TOSS the 
1 iin, , oiilrt, ie'5 a// the More 
rea(kly, increasing competition and requiring potential cbanrger in prices or in the t)pe of . rerr'vs o/Jewd 
In addition, these respondents believed that a more competitive environment would rcyuire 
high quality services, which could motivate the degree of rivalry between Portuguese hotels 
and hotels from the other Euro countries. 
Table 6.14. Summary of the industr' perceptions of the effects of FNII on the dcgrcc of ri%aln' between existing 
competitors 
Aggregate description of the perceived effect of EMU on the ri%ulry between 
Ni n%her of Number of 
relwndent. responses 
existing; competitors (italics) and the specific answers combined to funs the 
answering forming the 
aggregate description (normal text) 
aggregate 
de, cription 
I'nccs arc rnurc cclutscd 4 
(; urnrcmiun has incrcascd 1 
Nccd fur hcttcr scniccs 
I i1117 l , a. ( im inparl in the rirahj between e\i. rti, t ; aeillentorr 
Ihit, lcmllp tII I! . Ill 1 (. 11 II III t 
Ill n. 1 II Il titn. 11inI%\In, I r 1-1. itt, , I,, I 
Note: I. I he I. tct th: u tltc total nuinhcr ut rca m t> Llil t tl. tn III, uunii i , l, u, n. lcntý inc. in, tlt. it -III 1-1-11J, III' 
gave m re than nc rcawn. c (m utltiple response) 
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When the respondents were asked their perceptions about the likely effects of the Fur() o>u 
hotel rates in Portugal, the responses were mixed. 't'hree of the respondents said that no 
changes in hotel rates would be expected as a result of the introduction of IAN', while t% o 
respondents believed that hotel rates would increase, arguing that the changeover periOd was 
used by some hoteliers to increase prices through rounding up. 
In terms of investment, the majority of the respondents (four) thought that 1? 1\Il` could 
contribute to an increase in investment by hotels, since more and more customers were well 
informed and demanding and there was a new macroeconomic environment. I IovVeVer, as they 
stated, and put in the words of one of the respondents, "1:: Ill ` should be finceed as one o//be 'amours 
factors that are ronlributzn for inneslnnent". 
6.3.3.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities on rivalry among 
competitors 
As shown in Table 6.15, not all of the respondents from the national authoritic> ansvrcrecl tliis 
question. lluc to the activities performed by the authority that they represented, they did not 
feel confident in how to answer. As a consequence, three of the respondents did not answer 
about the effects of EMU on the degree of rivalry among competitors and on imvestnment. 
Table 6.15. Summary of the national authority perceptions of the effects of I: MI' on the degree of rivalry between 
existing competitors 
Aggregate description of the perceived effect of EMU on the rivalry between 
Number of Number of 
existing competitory, (italics) and the specific answers combined tu form the 
respondents responses 
aggregate description (normal test) answering answering 
furtniny, the 
aggregate 
dc"srriptiun 
I!: NII ! IS unc ut the threes affecting the internal m alr but there arc others L. g6 
increasing consumer) 
RequirCS new actions an l inccstmcnts l 
Need for more efficient services G 
Do nol hate a lieu, 
Note: Ih( l. ut litt tht ýýo. il nnnilxr ýd : h. r 
ýý: nc Hinre than nni n sluiuiuU ýnuiltiplc rc juhu) 
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Of those who did answer this question (7), the data revealed that they had similar views. They 
believed that the degree of rivalry among competitors would increase as consequence of EMU. 
As they said, EMU would require more efficiency, actions and investments by the enterprises. 
Nonetheless, they said that the increase in rivalry, and also investment, were also caused by 
other factors not related to EMU, such as "increasing consumer demand" and `thegeneral need to of er 
services Tvith better and better quality ". 
In terms of the effects on hotel rates caused by a potential increase in price competition, the 
results showed that seven of the respondents said that they did not have official statistical data 
but, from their perspective, since the introduction of the single currency it was possible to 
observe an increase in prices due to the rounding up of the prices and opportunism by some 
people. According to them, this effect was, however, more evident in restaurants and cafes. 
But, even in this case, they thought that the effect was not very significant and that the 
tendency would be to witness a price decrease in the short and medium term. 
One respondent explained that his authority did not blame EMU for changes in the prices of 
products or services. He said that 
`Probably if we did not nritness factors such as the 11 of September or economic recession, the 
enterprises would increase prices. But as those things happened, it did not happen. " 
6.3.3.3. The views of the business respondents on the rivalry among competitors 
As already mentioned, the results from business survey on the effects of EMU upon the 
industry competition (see subsection 6.2.3, Table 6.3 for a review of the data) revealed that the 
proportion of responses saying that there were effects on competition were slightly different. 
Nonetheless, when these respondents were asked about the potential effects of EMU on hotel 
rates and investments, as factors influencing the rivalry among competitors, the answers 
revealed there was a general view that EMU would not require further investment nor affect 
hotel rates (see chapter 7, subsection 7.3.3.5. for details on the effects on the hotel rates and 
7.3.7 for details on the effects on investments). In fact, for approximately 83 percent of the 
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total respondents, EMU did not push either hoteliers or potential investors to significantly 
invest in the sector, showing that the majority of the respondents did not believe that there 
were effects on rivalry among competitors resulting in a high level of investment. Giving their 
own example, 37 percent of the respondents said that EMU had not increased the level of 
their investment. Only 13 percent of the respondents admitted that EMU had influenced their 
investment as result of a new macroeconomic environment and not due rivalry among 
competitors or price exposure. A very small percentage (less than 2% in total) stated that, 
following the introduction of EMU, investment became more difficult, blaming EMU for 
causing problems for the Portuguese economy. 
6.3.4 Force 4: The entry ofnew competitors (threat of entry) 
The impact of EMU in terms of the `entry of new competitor.?, focused on the views of the three 
study groups on the ease of firms entering and competing in the industry market after the 
launch of EMU. Under this topic, the respondents were asked about the effects caused by 
EMU on those factors commonly found in the literature as contributors for easier entry into a 
market or an industry (e. g. Harris, 2001 and Barr et al., 2003). Namely, the effects on the cost 
of capital as result of changes in interest rates and the effects on the number of mergers and 
acquisitions. In fact, it was suggested in the literature (e. g. Harris, 2001 and Barr et at, 2003) 
that a rise in competition caused by EMU would bring new competitors through an increase in 
the number of mergers and acquisitions in a large variety of industries, and particularly in the 
hotel industry which is characterised by small and medium enterprises. Thus, EMU could 
indirectly change the structure of the hotel industry (e. g. Torres, 1999). In addition, theoretical 
findings (see, for example Barr et al., 2003), indicated that that the economic conditions 
brought about by EMU would pave the way for entry into a market or an industry through a 
fall in the interest rates. 
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6.3.4.1. The views of the representatives of the industry associations on the entry of new 
competitors 
The data from the industry associations, summarised in Table 6.16, reveals that according; to 
three of the representatives of the hotel industry, the effects of 1": '\l[' on the ` ost of iuprterf, 
together with `the consolidation o1'the economic inteýmution pnness' and `flit economit" S/Ulirlitt' in the medium 
and loq terns', could attract new competitors in to the hotel industry. I luvVeVer, according to 
these respondents, the development of tourism over the last decade, and events such as the 
I? uropean Football Championship - Furo 20(14, were more important in attracting new 
investors than the introduction of EAMU. 't'herefore, as was mentioned by these respondents 
that: "I /11U could be seen as one of the rurrous_/ic/orr that mould atlnict neu' ionrpetrtor . °' .\ 
different 
opinion was presented by one of the respondents who said that: 
"I l11( 1 would not ht%/ueitee the entry o/new eompe/itom heetmse the e/ora{es ,m eel b), /. 'A 1(' wet, not 
slmng enorý'h to c/)an e the investment scenario. " 
Takle 6.16. Summjr-, of the industn 1wreeptl n. of the effects of I: \l( 4111 the cntn 'o nc\\ conipx utor. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effect of 1,. 111h on the entry of new 
Numhcr of Number of 
respondents responses competitors (italics) and the specific answers combined tu form the aggregate 
answering forming the description (normal text) aggregate 
description 
I'onozl/r, ( ý(I1h'u/1/01 
(; ost of capital may encourage ncu cm nl cnt rs 2 
Business cm inmmcnt became more attractive for new investment 3 
I? NItI, together with tither iss ItS, maV encourage nc\t competitors tu enter the 3 
hutcl industry 
; *'o eJ/ed. r 
FNIU plays no rule 
Ido not hate a view 
of hair L-notl'h intrm: triom 1 
Note: I'hc t: ut t. u thr t, t. il nuntlnr ri"lvm, . 1, Lti., t ! h. (, t ; L, 
)ý. trc mute than omc rt punS( inwliq)lc I(' )( lit 1 
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As noticed in Table 6.16, there was one respondent saying that he would prefer not to reply 
because he did not have an informed view. 
When the respondents were asked about the effects of EMU on the number of mergers and 
acquisitions over next three years, there was a consensus among the respondents that "EMU 
would push the enterprises to merge in order to become more competitive". But all of them considered that 
there were several contributing factors to this, reinforcing the idea that EIAU would be just a 
small part of these factors. They believed that factors such as globalisation or market trends were 
much more important, arguing that the mergers and acquisitions became a trend even before 
the introduction of EIN. 
One of the respondents emphasised further effects of EMU in respect of this issue in the 
medium term, saying that 
"The positive effects of EMU on the macroeconomic environment, together with the increasing importance 
of tourism in Portugal, would attract national and international investors to the sector and encourage 
mergers and acquisitions within the hotel industrj'. 
This respondent added that he was confident about the positive effects of EMU on mergers 
and acquisitions, believing that these effects would contribute to a more efficient 
reorganisation of the sector and to an increase in the number of competitors. 
6.3.4.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities on the entry of new 
competitors 
Examination of the answers in the national authority survey, summarised in Table 6.17, shows 
that for the majority of the respondents (seven out of ten), the main sources of barriers to 
entry to a market were: the capital requirements and the exploration of economies of scale (both pointed 
out by Porter, 1980) considering that these source would be positively affected by the 
introduction of EMU. 
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Table 6.17. Summary of the national perceptions of the effects of EMU on the entry pof new cumpctitur. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effect of EMU on the cnW of new 
Number of Number of 
competitors (italics) and the specific answers combined to form the aggregate 
respondents responses 
description (normal text) answering 
forming the 
aggregate 
description 
neu- Ito, 
Cost of capital may cncouragc new compctiturs 
I? uropcan Single Market became more attractive for new imvcstmcnts 6 
Macroeconomic cm irunmcnt has impruccd 7 
There are no potential changes 
1? NIU plays no role at this topic 
Do not haze a razz 
h(c %%, )rk in different arc:, 
Note: IItcI. it dirt the tN. tl numbcr u( I( lpun. cs i: I_II Yrr th. tn the nuntl, (I .. t nt, ii, in 111 11 ,, , nu ir"I,,, ii I iii 
gax Im )r(. than unc reshunsc (multiplc respioonse) 
In accordance with the literature, they believed that falling interest rates and the consolidation 
of the single market could increase the number of current and new investors over the next t-(-%%- 
years, which would represent new competitors. Four of the respondents said that this wVOuld 
happen in the hotel industry and, four others, particularly those not working; directly with the 
tourism sector, said that they were not sure about the hotel industry, although they I)CIR Aed 
that perhaps this could happen. Conversely, there was one respindent who believed that I : Mt' 
did not have any effect at this level. "There were two respondents who did not rcply because ()t 
the reason already mentioned -- no cunilxetrnce to, ()) , u. 
When they were asked about the effects ut I NI On the number ()f' nmcrgcrs :wd. i Ii. itiuns 
over next three years, six respondents said that the%, were not so sure about the p )sitiýc effects 
of 1? 11l' at this levc]. They argued that the increase in the number ut mergers and acc LUSltiuns 
was normally linked with other factors, such as glohalisatio n. yo, ncthclcss, the ]quint ()t VicW of 
three authorities was that FM U would push investors tu merge and acyuirc enterprises, 
chancing the number of competitors and the industry structure. 
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6.3.4.3. The views of business respondents on the entry of new competitors 
l'sing the analysis of the data provided in Chapter 5 (sub-scctio n 5.1.1. ) n irciing; tO the 
business' perceptions on the cost of capital, two observations emerged. Firstly, as shuýývii in 
Table 5.17 (Chapter 5), only 6 percent of the business respondents bclicvcd that the ro(l o/ 
capital had decreased after the introduction of 11\IU. As result, one of the main arguments 
found in the literature to explain why FN IU reduce some of the main barriers to entry in 
the industry (i. e. capital requirements) was not perceived by the majority of the business 
respondents (94° o). Secondly, the business respondents (69° 0) did not think that I: N1[ 
impacted on access to capital, which . vas cited 
in the literature (e. g. I larris, 2(1()1 and Barr et al., 
2003) as a potential effect of 1? 1\1U that will encourage entrants to enter the market and 
compete with the incumbents (sec, Chapter 5, sub-section 5.4.1.1., for detailed tables). 
Ili order to obtain the view of the business respondents towards the potential effects On 
merger and acy Usitic>ns as potential new entrants, the survey included a closed yuesti(m <m 
this topic with five options for change: decrease considerably; decrease; neutral; increase and 
increase considerably. 'lie answers, expressed in 1': ihlc 6.18, reveal that 02 percent Of 
respondents believed that, within the hotel industry FAR' had had a no effect nm the level ()f 
mcrgcrs and acyuisiti<>ns. 
Table 6.18. The hotel businesses' perceptions of the effects caused by IAil in the number of mergers and 
acquisitions 
'1'utal 
Effects of EMU on mergers and acquisitions N 
I )i rc. ta tunaJct. il l 
I )ccrrtsc , 
Ncutr. I 6; Gi 
Incret't ü 33 
Itit: rc. tw cctnsidu ahh' _ _ 
'fatal IU-{ Iýtu 
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These results also demonstrate that 36 percent of all the respondents believed that the numl>cr 
of mergers and acduisirions could `increase' (340 o) or 'increase considerably' (? " o), following 
the introduction of EMU. "These data seem to contradict the results found in the literature that 
EMU could change the structure of the industrv, creating new competitors through its effect 
on merger and acquisitions. 
The main reason pointed out by the respondents for the perceived effects of I, NI I_' in the 
number of mergers and acquisitions are presented in the following table (Fable 6.19). 
Table 6.19. Reasons provided by hotel businesses for the perceived effects of 1": 1111' in the number of mergers and 
acquisitions 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived Total 
effect (italics) N 
(: hant; c of ccllnomic SitU. M011 2 1tNý 
1'erdral (a=G5) 
\lcr gcrs and acquisitions arc a trend 49 -i 
I? 111 does not affect it 16 25 
Increase (a= 35 ) 
Positive changes of cc )numic situation 18 51 
business simplicity 14 -It) 
lit her interest of internatt(utal imvcsto rs .1 iý 
Increase ansiderab/1" (u=_') 
(: banges of ccu1C111c situation _' 
1(Nl 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each vicw 
In fact, the above table (6.19) shows that a large number ()f the r("sp )ndcnts believed that 
mergers are a trend and not a result of the introduction of I III'. In addition, changes inn the 
lnacroccon<miic environment and the simplicity through the use of a single currency %vvcre the 
main reasons cited for those respondents who believed that mergers and acquisitions vV(nild 
increase. 
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6.3.5. Force 5: The existence ofsubstitutes products (Threat of substitution) 
According to some literature on EMU, the loss of Portugal's ability to devalue its currency 
could result in the emergence of potential substitute products and services in the tourism 
sector (e. g. James, 2001; Mussweiller and Strack, 2004). The logic behind this was that in 
several years the devaluation of the Portuguese currency had been used as a way to improve 
the competitiveness of Portugal (Abreu, 2005). However, after the introduction of EMU, this 
possibility was not available any more for Portuguese products and services, which according 
to some literature Games, 2001) would push people to prefer other countries with similar 
products /services and low prices due to a weak currency. In addition, as already mentioned, 
some authors (Ratz and Hinek, 2005) had expected that easier comparison in prices brought 
about by EMU would imply changes in hotel customers' choices, namely in those customers 
from whom price had an important role in their choice. Therefore, 'the respondents from the 
three study groups were asked if they believed that EMU could result in a threat of substitution in 
hotel services by its effect on exchange rates (one currency only) and in price exposure. In 
contrast with some views found in the literature, the answers from the surveys revealed that 
for the study groups the effects on substitute products or services were not perceived as likely. 
These results are presented in the following paragraphs. 
6.3.5.1. The views of the representatives of the industry associations on the existence of 
substitutes products 
The responses from the representatives of the hotel industry associations revealed that 
Portugal's loss of the ability to use exchange rate policy was not a concern for the majority of 
the respondents (4). Using the words of one of the respondents, they believed that "the price of 
the cur7rncy had not been so important for tourist choices and should not been seen as a threat", contradicting 
some views found in the literature. Only one respondent was worried about it. 
Nonetheless, when they were asked about the possible effects of the easier comparison of 
prices for existing products/services, the answers showed that four representatives of the 
industry associations recognised there would be effects. However, according to three of these 
respondents, "the easier comparison of pricey benefited the Portuguese enteprises "because they thought 
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prices were cheaper in Portugal. Nonetheless, this opinion was not shared by one of the 
respondents, who argued that "hotels in Spain offered better rates than Portugal'. As result, he 
argued that, under a context of dear presentation of prices, there was a need for additional 
efforts by Portuguese enterprises to become more competitive. Otherwise, as he added 
"Potential hotel customers would choose Spanish hotels, substituting the Portuguese senices/producty with the 
Spanish one? ". 
6.3.5.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities on the existence of 
substitutes products 
From the comments made by the representatives of the national authorities, it was evident that 
they readily acknowledged that Portuguese products and services were facing, more and more, 
a consolidation of a single market, without internal frontiers and with a common currency with 
fixed rates. According to 8 out of 10 respondents, these effects of EMU may increase the 
number of `substitute products or services', but in a limited way. 
As found in the literature, one of the respondents further argued that 
We single monetary and rates policies may cause a threat of substitution, because now the Portuguese 
services and products cannot bent from the effects of cunency devaluation". 
This concern was also mentioned by another respondent. Nonetheless, it should be noticed 
that none of these respondents exclusively blamed EIAU for this. They thought that EMU 
could have an effect on product/services substitution, but the threat of substitutes would 
persist even without EMU, due to factors such the globalisation, the use of new technologies 
and the fact that the consumers were more and more demanding and informed about 
alternative products and services. 
6.3.5.3. The views of business respondents on the existence of substitutes products 
The data from business survey (Table 6.20. ) showed that the majority of respondents (72%) 
believed that the loss of exchange rate flexibility after the introduction of EIAU had no effects 
on the hotel industry, suggesting that they were not expecting significant changes in the 
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existence of the substitute products as result of a single m onetary- policy. In addition, the data 
also revealed that there were respondents who mentioned positive effects and others negative 
effects. 
Table 6.20 Hotel businesses' overall perceptions of the effects caused by 'loss of exchange rate policy' 
Effects of 'lost of exchange rate policy' Total 
N % 
VOsitivcctaccts 15 18 
Negative cttcct< 15 14 
No cttccts ,4 "2 
1 1*Ou1 11)4 100 
The reasons the respondents presented for their answers (Fable 6.21) provided a better 
understanding of their answers. 
Table 6.21 Reasons provided by hotel businesses for effects/no effects, resulting from the 'loss of exchange rate 
policy' on the hotel industry 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N 
Pwilire e iertr (rr= I il 
Price exposure 6 41 1 
Portugal offers cheaper prices and services 9 60 
\e atire e ecis (»=15) 
Consolidation of a single market and competition .1 
20 
Fixed exchange rates . 16 
Spain offers cheaer price, 3 21 
Lasier comparison of prices 2 14 
No e ecis (ri='4) 
li urist choices are not based on the currency dlcvvaluati m 64 86 
Price exposure is not a reason kor substitute services II) 11 
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For the majority of respondents currency devaluation was not a significant reason for tourists 
changing their options to travel. This confirmed what they had already said in the previous 
questions, since they explained that factors such as the quality and type of services offered 
were behind the choices of tourists, minimising the potential effects of EMU on product 
substitution. For the same reasons, the majority of the respondents did not believe that price 
exposure would have effects on this. However, it was evident that some respondents believed 
that there were effects caused by the loss of exchange rate policy. In addition, as they 
explained, there were concerns about the possibility of the Spanish services and products 
becoming `substitute products or services', in part as a consequence of the end of exchange 
rates and their higher ability to compete offering better quality and prices. 
6.4. THE PROPOSED ACTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS AND TO EXPLORE 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Bearing in mind that this research was undertaken not only to identify the views of the study 
groups on the impacts of EMU, but also to use their views to contribute to the solution of the 
problems, and the strengthening of positive outcomes, the respondents from each group were 
asked to provide suggestions for hotel industry development in the context of EMU. 
6.4.1. The views of the representatives of the industry associations 
From the industry survey it was found that the majority of the respondents (4) believed that 
the sector was well structured and able to face any change in the competitive environment. 
However, using the words of one respondent, they called for. 
"betterprovirion, rigour and fdency of hotel services in the attempt to increase the competitiveness of 
the industry, in a market that became more competitive" 
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Table 6.22. Summary of the industry association's proposals for the hotel industry 
Proposals suggested Number of proposals cited 
7-0 kcýý )rwn. i,, ns? l r7 i. tc/ 1 dvtd r, ' oul 1 
Hot ei indu i0 needs in haie proactive actions 
Need of to implement national structural Or ms (e. g. avoiding unnecessary expenses) 1 
'I ital of responJ it, =i 
Note: Thu fact ih. it the t(ýtal number nt rcau, n<cs i. l. tr, 'rr 111.111 tic numl, ir ýýt Ic ji IiJ, fit, iu, 
gavc n- rc than unc rc>Ix n>e (multiple rcilwnsc) 
Within the responses, there were also concerns (2) that the industry could he not ready- toi fully 
operate in an increasingly competitive environment, clue the inability )f the hotel managers to 
think in a global way and be proactive. As result, there were common calls for: fimac/ir'e 
actions/strate; ies and a global nzanagerrrenl' (Table 6.22). 
One respondent expressed a concern over the behavimur Ot the pul, lir ; Lvt( r, namely the 
excessive public expenditure during the last decade. Ile believed that this would Affect the 
performance of different industries of the national economy and make difficult the 
exploitation of some of the opportunities brought by F NW. As a result, the itnplementati<n of 
some national structural reforms was suggested to help the different industries and, namely, 
the hotel industry. In this way, he suggested that: 
"it would be necessary to encouraie chaq'es 1hal pernirl a conrplele% %n"e labour market in Europe and 
also avoid unnecessary public expenses" 
6.4.2. The views of the representatives of the national authorities 
In terms of the responses collected from the national authuritv' survey, the main findings 
showed that, firstly, the respondents shared the idea that IIMtl' should be considered by the 
hotel industry as a `mean and not as an end'. As one respondent said: 
'I äA 11 should be seen as u tool, which may Delp economic deve/opnient and improve the wi any the 
enteipri ces operule. bust not as an opporlunilp which does nol n'quire uitp ucliest 
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Secondly, there were six calls for proactive actions from the supply side, as already mentioned, 
and also referred to by respondents from the industry associations. To reinforce this idea, one 
respondent said that 
"the opporluuilies are not expected to be realised bgy d%iull or without a major , I/Ort on of the 
enterßri ces ()1'11)e Bum countries. " 
Thirdly, six of respondents suggested that `hotels should o//i'r big/ qua/11, se 7'iees lo /aoe a mon, 
demanding market' (cited by 3 respondents), 'Golels need to ir't/ nki, m abou! the sen'iees they an, of%irrný 
and in particular their Jidure strategies (cited by 2 respondents) or 'hotels' strategies iced to be adapted to 
the context of EA 1U' (cited by 3 respondents). 
Tablc 623. Summary of the national authority proposals for the hotel industry 
Proposals suggested Number of proposals cited 
I-A I{ ! 5houl i be seen as a tool not an end ri 
Ilote(industr) needs to hare proactive actions 6 
Hote&r industry needs to offer more and higher quality ten ices 3 
Neu- strategies are needed 5 
II Emil (A rc>ppnl I(I I I( ) 
Note: II( Litt that tIut, t. tl nuntI tut rc"Ivýn: c" nLiý}ýt ih. tn the Ii l! I" i '. t ., -1,, -ii -11,1,111, it' 
gave tnc, rc than on( rcipxmst (nwIt1I)IL resIxm. c) 
Part of these views was also evident in the industry survey findings. I loýrcý er, among; the 
answers provided by the national authorities there were more references regarding their 
concerns about the current quality and diversity of services/products than in the res]) )flses Ot 
the industry associations. Finally, as was mentioned, the national authorities suggested: 
"Some measures /r the hotel induslr}y in order lo n7'-o7n, mise the rector; which in their riew was hi'hl)' 
characterised by fruýmeýrlUlion and L, elemýeueiIy, e. ipetial/p in the , 1`ort/, o/ 1'or1ýýg, ýI': 
They indicated that in the North there was still high entrepreneurial fragnncntation, which 
could cause sonne cifticultics in dealing with the thriving forces of the business environment, 
such as 1? i\1t'. I lowever, they also believed that there was a high p )tcntial toi dcvelul) tourism 
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in the North, arguing that the North had the greatest diversity of tourist resources which, 
together with a new business environment brought by EMU, could represent an opportunity 
to develop the region. 
One respondent said that there were a lot of factors that needed to be improved in the North, 
which were already explored in regions such as Lisbon or the Algarve. These factors were both 
internal and external, such as an increase in partnerships, cooperation and associations between 
tourism enterprises but also the external infrastructures and promotion of the Region. As a 
result of these needs, the hotels in the North could have more difficulties in benefiting from 
some of the potential changes in the business environment than the hotels located in regions 
where infrastructure and promotion were more developed. 
The answers showed, however, that half of the respondents had an optimistic view of the 
ability of hotels located in the North of Portugal to face the challenges of EMU, because they 
believed that the people responsible for the hotel industry and managers were conscious of the 
need to change. Five respondents added that this, together with the potential of tourism in the 
North, could give hoteliers the ability to respond to the new challenges. Nonetheless, three 
respondents complained about the type of management followed by some managers in the 
North, suggesting "more innovation and creativity was needed to run a successful business. " 
6.4.3. The views of the business's respondents 
With the aim of understanding the perceptions of the business respondents on the ability of 
the hotel industry to cope with the EMU challenges, respondents were asked to indicate their 
level of confidence on this. This was measure using a5 point Likert-scale (fully confident, 
confident, neutral, not confident and no confident at all). As Table 6.24 shows, the majority of the 
respondents was confident (62%) on the hotels ability to succeed in the context of ErMU. 
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Table 6.24. Hotel businesses' overall views on the ability of hotel industr to succeed in the context of I? MI 
Total 
View about the hotel ability to succeed N % 
I-tdlc c"nt dient t, a 
t: unttdcrnt 04 
Nctitral 5 5 
Not conficILnt 25 24 
Not cuntidcnt at all 4 5 
Total I64 104 
The factors used by respondents to explain their answers (fable 6.25) confirmed that the 
majority of the respondents believed that FNIl' had little effect On the hotel industry. In fact 
this was an argument found among the diverse answers. 
Table 6.25. Reasons provided by hotel businesses for their perceptions of the ability of the hotel industry to succeed 
in the context of EM I' 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect Total 
(italics) N 
Fill), confident (n b) 
Little effect of I? AILT on the hotel indti in 6 1lNl 
Confident (n=64) 
. 
Ability to adapt easily to neW. situations 23 36 
Little effect of I? NI 1, 31 64 
Neutral 
Little/no effect of IAI U on the hotel industry 5 100 
\0! confident fn=_'I) 
Lack of national policies and support 14 56 
Lack of strategies 3 12 
Decreasing economic stability 6 24 
Small size of enterprises 2 8 
Not confident at all (n=4) 
Changes pof ccc)nomic situation 4 1t(0 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each view 
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As Table 6.25 shows, in general, the respondents were fully confident, confident or neutral, 
essentially, because they believed that the effects of EMU were not relevant for the hotel 
industry. However, as this table (6.25) also demonstrates, almost one third of the respondents 
considered that the hotels have a great facility to be adapted to market and competition 
challenges. As result, the potential effects of EMU would not represent a problem for the 
hotel business. 
In respect of the main explanations given by those respondents who had negative perceptions 
(28% in total) about the industry's ability to succeed in the context of EMU, the data (Table 
6.25) shows that `lack of national policies and support was the most important reason cited, 
followed by the `lack of business strategies , `decreasing economic stability' and the `. rite of enterpriser' in 
the hotel industry. 
The respondents' reference to a lack of support by the national authorities seems to contradict 
the answers given by the business respondents when asked to indicate if their hotel had 
received support from the national and the industry associations (see chapter 7 subsection 
7.3.7 for details on these views). As will be reported in Chapter 7, almost half of the 
respondents (49%) indicated that the national authorities and the industry associations were 
doing enough to help their hotels to face the possible implications of EMU. In fact, in their 
view, the national authorities and the industry associations had provided them with enough 
information about EMU. 
6.5 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has provided a detailed analysis of the perspectives of the three study groups on 
the impact of EMU on the competitive business environment of the hotel industry. As a 
result, a range of conclusions emerged. First, despite different perceptions on specific subjects, 
the three study groups recognised either positive or negative outcomes for the competitive 
environment. Second, it was evident that the representatives of the national authorities and the 
industry associations were more certain about the consequences of the effects of EMU on the 
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competitive environment than the business respondents. In fact for the national authorities 
and industry associations, EMU plays an important role in the competitive environment, while 
for more than half of the business respondents, EMU was perceived as having limited or nil 
effects on competition in the industry. Third, it was found that the main arguments for an 
increase of competition were factors such as a larger exposition of prices as result of the `price 
transparency, a more demanding market and `the entry of new competitor.? in the sector. By contrast, 
for those who did not expect significant changes in the competitive environment, the fact that 
the hotels in the North of Portugal had unique characteristics, which enable them to 
distinguish themselves from their competitors, together with the limited role of EMU in this, 
were the main arguments. This was an idea particularly argued by the business respondents. 
Fourth, when the respondents were confronted with the effects of EMU on Porter's Five 
Forces Model, it was evident that, although the three study groups perceived effects on these 
Forces, the national authorities and the industry associations were again more confident about 
the potential effects than the business respondents. In fact, both institutions identified more 
effects of EMU on the competitive environment than the business respondents. According to 
the business respondents the effects were quite moderate, whilst fox the other two groups 
there were positive effects. Finally, in spite of the respondents being fairly optimistic about the 
ability of the industry to face changes in the competitive environment, they suggested 
proactive actions, which included measures that would permit a conjugation of multiple efforts 
among the various industry stakeholders, such as partnerships, cooperation and associations, 
and also a greater emphasis in the quality services, promotion and infrastructures (e. g. access, 
safety and improving of cityscapes). 
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7. THE OPERATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AFTER TI IE 
INTRODUCTION OF EMU 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
There was a broad consensus (e. g. Branco, 1997; I)clOittc and l uuchc (A)nsulting, 1998, 
1999; Shackleford, 1998 and Ratz and I linek, 2005) that the operatic>n: d business environment 
would change following the introduction of I : NII'. In the literature, prior to the inception of 
FAIU, there were arguments that the l uro was more than simply another currency because, its 
implementation would affect, in a variety of % ays, the eats in which enterprises ýlýerate, Plan 
and invest. I lowever, the effects on each individual business could be tliffcrent and wmild 
depend on a wide range of factors (l)eloitte and buche Consulting, 1998). 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the impact of FNII at the operational level of the hotels 
selected for this studs' by assessing the hotel stakeholders' perception-, on ho) 1: 11 ' impacts 
these units. The chapter includes an evaluation of the perceived changes in the hotels' 
activities, using Porter's Value Chain model as a measure of reference against which the 
impacts of FM4C' upon business activities could be identified and evaluated. The chapter also 
offers an analysis as to how I? N11' could contribute to changing hotel business plans or 
investments. The chapter concludes by identifying; the hotel businesses' perceptions of their 
strengths and weaknesses and the suggested actions to o\ erc( ine the harriers mid explore the 
opportunities created by the introduction of l : All'. 
The following figure helps to vistialise the main topics analysed in this srcti<n 
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Figure 7.2 Main stages of the data analysis of chapter seven 
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As can be observed in the Figure 7.1 above, the focus in this Chapter is on the operation of 
individual hotel enterprises. For this purpose, the information gathered from the business 
survey forms the most significant part of the discussion in terms of the amount of detail. In 
fact, the business respondents were in the best position to present views on the implications of 
EMU on the operational environment, based on the experience of the hotel they were 
representing. Moreover, even though the views of both national and industry associations were 
also relevant to the analysis, in general, these respondents had a macm perspective, while the 
analysis in this chapter is more concerned with a micro perspective. Hence, in this chapter there 
are some sub-sections in which there are no findings from the, national authorities and industry 
associations. This is due to the specificity of the questions in the analysis, which meant the 
subject area was not included in the national and industry surveys. 
Each section starts with the analysis of the business survey. When appropriate, this is followed 
by an analysis of the data arising from both the industry and the national respondents, 
according to their relevance. 
7.2 THE OVERALL PERCEPTIONS OF THE IMPACT OF EMU AT THE 
OPERATIONAL BUSINESS LEVEL 
In order to gain a general view of the potential effects of EMU on the operational business 
environment, the respondents in each study group were asked whether or not they thought 
EMU had an influence on the operational environment. If so, they were then asked to classify 
the overall effects of EMU as positive, negative or neutral and explain why. The overall figures 
found under this topic in each study group are summarised in the following sub-sections and 
compared in Chapter 8. 
7.2.1. Overall views of the business respondents 
The data presented in Table 7.1 reveal that the majority of hotel business respondents (61%) 
recognised that EMU had general implications, either positive or negative, on the operational 
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business environment, with its having positive effects (59°o) being the most frequent answer. 
Nonetheless, it was found that 38 percent of the respondents thought I-: NII' lud nog gittert on 
the operational environment. 
Table 7.1. Overall perceptions of the outcomes of EMU for the hotel operational environment (business survey) 
EMU outcomes for the hotel operational Total 
environment N 
l ltiv L. (ý2 
Neutral 3() 38 
Negativvc 1 2 
I) not know 1 
1 
local 104 104 
Most frequently the changes brought about by l. i\1U at the national and Competitive 
environment levels were put forward as the reasons for perceived effects, as ']'able 7.2 
indicates. The majority of the respondents believed that EMU brought about a ncvý external 
and competitive environment which, in turn, had implications for the oopcrati<nal 
environment In addition, these respondents said that, since the h )tels were dealing; with a new 
currency, either changes in the internal organisation of the enterprises (e. g. IT, training and 
accounting) or changes in the relationship bct-, tccn the enterprises and their suppl'e'-`. 
distributors or clients were needed. 
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Table 7.2 Reasons provided by hotel businesses for changes, in the hotel operational en ironnment 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect Total 
(italics) N 
1'iintilr 
NIacroccam(imic improvements 35 S6 
1doption of Euro 19 31 
Increase in market competition 8 13 
Neutral 39) 
Effects depend on the size of enterprises 29 ?a 
I lffecis of I? NIU are limited 10 26 
Negative (n_') 
Decrease in economic welfare ' 100 
Do not know (a= l) 
Too earl' to know I loll 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each view 
As shown in 'Table 7.2, some respondents (38% of total) believed that the implications of 
EMU were neutral as regards their operating environment. 'T'his was seen to he a result eßt the 
size of the enterprises With the implications of 1 AIt u iily being evident in larger enterprises, 
such as banks and multinational companies. In addition, the limited effects of I :ýI for the 
hotel industry were also mentioned as a reason for no changes. 
Finally, 't'able 7 .2 also 
demonstrates that only a fuwww prop rti<m of the respondents identified 
negative outcomes for the operational environment. On the basis of the economic situation, 
they expressed concerns about the potential effects uzt I: 1. %11', indicating that since the 
introduction of FMF the economic situation of Portugal had bec(mmc more difficult. 
7.2.2. National authorities' overall views 
During the national authority survey there were ditticultics in obtaining answers from all the 
respondents on this topic as half of the national authorities stated that thcY were not able to 
reply to this general question because it , could require a micro perspective and they were 
macro analysts. From the five responses obtained (sec 'fable 7.3), it was evident that within 
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this group, there was a general positive feeling about the implications ()f I -Al l' for the 
operational environment. "Through their answers, the respondents explained that since the 
Portuguese economy would become more stable, credible and rigorous in order to fulfil the 
requirements asked by the EU, and in particular the SG), enterprises would need to change 
the way they operate, by improving their sen-ices and strategies. The liAlowing quotation 
obtained from one of the respondents summarises these views: 
"S'ince 1-,, 1I[7 /gas fa7'ourably changed the niatm environment o% the I'oriu, ue re eeonommp, t rougi the 
adoption of precise economic rules and aims imposed by the uationir/ authorities surd I: uropeau 
Institutions, the enterprises' operational environment had to ehaate in order to be adapted to the neu' 
challenges brought about by 1:, 1111 " 
Table 7.3 National ah ti rities' perceptions of the outs ones of I: MI' fnr the fit) tc1 uhcr. uional cmironmcnt 
Aggregate description of positive outcomes (italics) and specific answers combined Number of Number of 
to form aggregate positive outcomes description (normal text) respondents, responses 
giving the forming the 
positive positive 
outcome onlconle 
Nei' hier only ton", 
as a rcxult t C1MuVC. to the national tnacruccununuc cmvunmrrnt 
due to the adoption of the Iuru, since this stmhltfics Simi cnctnura}; c 2 
international relationships 
due to the favourable uimpctitiv r cm irtmtucnt 3 
Do Nol have a lien' 
Note: the tact that the tutal nunilnr "t naýýýn. ý. t. Ltr. ýr tlt. in tI IIIIIIIIq i .. 1 rc. lýýý1I IIII ý III . in, 11.1I 
yav& Mork, than onc resj u SC (multihlc rcau I 
As demonstrated in Table 7.3, the use of a common currency within the I : ur(> area was also 
found as an additional reason for changes in the operational envirunnicnt, as a result of 
international relationships among business being simplified and eenc(uraged. 
A note should be made of the tact that, within the answers, the respondciits gave, several 
times, the term `erzlerf»r. ce' business environment was used instead of `ho/rt business 
environment (cited only once in all the responses). In fact, although they were asked about the 
operational environment of the hotel units, it was evident that they preferred tu use a general 
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term in their answers. During the interview, they were asked if there was any reason tor that, 
and the answers were unanimous. They thought that the effects of F NIL' for the operational 
environment were common to the majority of businesses and, as a result, they used tllc word 
`enlerßrise' instead of `hotel. 
7.2.3 Industry associations' overall views 
From the industry association survey, only positive implications in tCnns (4 (eherational 
changes were identified. In fact, all the respondents (5 out of 5) mcnti<mcd that changes caused 
by the introduction of a new currency, together with the implications that I': 111' broliglit about 
for the Portuguese economy and in the accommodation industry sector, would certainly 
influence the way the hotels were operating. Sentences such as the following one, cited by one 
industry association respondent, were commonly found in the responses to demonstrate the 
feeling that they had about the implications of I: Nlf' for the operational environment: 
'This association considers Mal the E: uro simplifier the waly how lo do hueine rs and Ining. r a 1, 'imur able macro 
and competitive environment %or business operution_r 
A summary of the industry perceptions of the outcomes of I\11 for the hotel operational 
environment is provided in the following table (7.4). 
'fahle 7.4. Industry assiicIatii US' pcrccpti"m, of the outo'mcs of I: MI' for the tUitcl operational emirunmcnt 
Aggregate description of positive outcomes (italics) and specific answers combined 
Number of Number of 
to form aggregate positive outcomes description (normal text) respondents responses 
giving the forming the 
positive positive 
)UtC/11rue outcome 
I (ow, olvl 
dtic to macroccunumic imhruNcmcnts 
as result it the simplification Ihn night about by the I: uru 
due to the tavuurahlc conipctitivr cm'irommrnt 1 
Nute: Hu fm l that tIi. ti: ll ii tI cr "t n i. Lns, r tlI. in tII, aufm, ' I .. t I, I, mdI III, in( . in" tli. it - 'nu 7, 'j, . n, 
lrut, 
ý; ýýc m(>rc chart unr rc. punsc inIt IIIpIt f ., p('n. 
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7.3. ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEIVED CHANGES IN THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF 
HOTELS, USING PORTER'S VALUE CHAIN MODEL AS THE ANALYTICAL 
FRAMEWORK 
This phase of the analysis explores the perceptions of the effects of EMU on the operational 
business environment, by assessing the perceived implications of EMU for the main activities 
of the hotel units operating in the North of Portugal. In doing so, as already mentioned, 
Porter's Value Chain model is used as the framework. As mentioned in the research 
methodology chapter (Chapter 4 subsection 4.2), the purpose for using this model was to 
better organise the data and, simultaneously, explore each of the main activities of the hotel 
units. 
It should be borne in mind that, in his model, Porter (Porter, 1985) distinguished the firm's 
activities as both primary or support activities in order to explain all the various activities a firm 
performs and how they interact. The primary activities were identified as being directly 
involved in the flow of products to the customer, and include: inbound logistics, operations, 
outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and sere cer. The support activities include: procurement, human 
resource management, technological development and infrastructure and facilitate the functioning of the 
primary activities. In this research the model was adapted, to take into account the type of 
enterprise in this study, service enterprises, and, occasionally, some of the activities defined by 
Porter (1985) were not directly applicable to the hotel industry. For instance, as widely 
recognised in the literature on tourism, services have specific characteristics, such as intangibility 
and perishability, which distinguish them from many other products (Middleton, 2001 and 
Kotler et al., 2005). Therefore, three main adaptations were introduced to the Value Chain 
Model. These are: 
a) Procurement and inbound Logistics. For the purpose of this analysis, emphasis was 
given to procurement rather than to inbound logistics, since procurement includes all purchasing of 
goods, services and materials while inbound logistics refers to the goods/raw materials 
received from suppliers and how they are moved around the organisation. 
For the hotel industry, the relationship between hotels and suppliers suggested by procurement 
is more relevant than is inbound logistics, which would however be relevant if the research was 
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dealing with products and not services. For this reason, inbound logistics were not included in 
this analysis. 
b) Outbound logistics. Another adjustment related to outbound logistics, which includes the 
sending of products along the supply chain to wholesalers, retailers or to the final consumer. 
They also would be more applicable to physical products than to services. As mentioned by 
Buhalis (2002), for a hotel, outbound logistics involves housekeeping, announcing to the front 
office that the room is ready to be rented, as well as preparations for the room to be put on the 
market. Therefore, bearing in mind that the aim of the research was to analyse the implications 
of EMU, outbound logistics was also excluded. Topics related to the distribution chain in 
tourism/hotels, which may be affected by EMU, such as the sale of rooms, are analysed in the 
marketing and sales sub-sections. 
c) Services Category. The factors in the services category of Porter's Value Chain include 
installation, after-sales service and complaints. Nonetheless, due to the inseparability 
characteristic of hotel services, where the delivery and consumption of services are 
simultaneous, only the complaint factors were considered in this category. 
Therefore, this section analyses the impacts of EMU on hotel units by looting at 
" Impacts of EMU on pmcurement, (7.3.1) 
" Impacts of EMU on operations; (7.3.2. ) 
" Impacts of EMU on marketing and sales; (7.3.3. ) 
" Impacts of EMU on services; (7.3.4. ) 
" Impacts of EMU on human resource management, (7.3.5. ) 
" Impacts of EMU on technological development; (7.3.6. ) 
" Impacts of EMU on hotel administration and infrastructure, (7.3.7. ) 
7.3.1. Impacts of EMU upon procurement 
In order to evaluate the effects of EMU on Procurement, which embraces the relationships with 
suppliers that are developed in order to secure the lowest possible price for purchases of the 
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highest possible quality, the hotel respondents were asked whether or nur FAR' had affected 
the relationship of the hotel with its suppliers and, if there were changes, to explain why'. The 
same question was asked to the other two groups, but because the findings have already been 
presented in the previous chapter when dealing with the 'power of smpp/ierr' issues (Chapter 6, 
sub-section 6.3.2. ), the findings from these two groups are not repeated here. 
7.3.1.1 The views of the business respondents on the impacts in relation to hotel 
suppliers 
The results from the business survey are presented in Table 7.5 and reveal that vcr') l pcrrcnt 
of the total respondents reported that I: N1L' did not affect their relations with their suppliers. 
Only a small percentage ()%) said that the interrelationship of the hotel and its suhl)li1 rs had 
changed following EMU. 
'Table 7.5. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the impacts of L! 11l' on their relationship with suppliers 
Total 
Perceptions of business respondents N oö 
I : AII' has irnhac is h, r hotcl'stillin n 1, 
I(ýIl has no impact tier hutcl'suppilirS <)5 
Total 104 lilt) 
Table 7.6 presents the main reasons provided by the respondents. 
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Table 7.6. Reasons provided by hotel businesses for impacts or no impacts in relation tu the hotel's suppliers 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N °%a 
More rigour and better prices which was positive 6 06 
Suppliers had increased or rounded prices up which implied 
additional negotiations to avoid significant price changes 
3 
Reasons%r no in adt (a: ýI 
l NlU lays no role in relation to suppliers t>> I Oll 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each view 
As shown in the above table (7.6), the data also reveal that those respondents vtiho) perceived 
changes in relation to suppliers believed that, after the introduction of I': NII', suppliers had 
provided cheaper prices in order to be more competitive and that the relationship had become 
simpler due to the use of the single currency. "1'herefh>re, as they said, there vv-ere 1x)sitiv, e 
effects on suppliers. I Iowever, there were also negative V"ic,, t"s on the implications of I'. All on 
suppliers. Accorchng to 34 percent of the respondent who identified changes, the suppliers had 
increased or rounded prices up, which implied additional negotiations and inv ice control to 
ensure that no significant price changes Wtimild occur in order to avoid negatiVc effects. 
7.3.2. Impacts of EMU on hotel operations 
In order to identify the effects of 1 : ýIN11, urn hotel opri-aliulti, in l artiruLir, in tlhe sen R r4 Ottc rccl 
hv hotels, a question about the hotel stakeholders' perceptions of the effects of I: NII un the 
hotel services, such as accu>mmodati<>n and other supporting facilities and services was 
included in each survcv. In order to understand the logic behind their answers the hotel 
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businesses, the national authorities and the industr' associations were asked tu explain their 
answers. The results obtained for each group are reported below. 
7.3.2.1 The views of the business respondents on hotel operations 
\C'itbin the business survey, the question about the business respondents re"rctptl, >n» ýd t1 
effects of ENIU on hotel operations was asked using a closed-question where the respondents 
had the option to choose }yes, no or do not know. This was followed by an open question: oily. 
fables 7.7 and 7.8 present these results. As there were no `do not know' answers this item was 
excluded from these tables. 
Table 7.7. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the impacts of l: Ntl' on hotel tiperatiun. s 
Perceptions of the hotel business respondents Total 
N 
c., th, rc an ch. inpr> ý. j 
No, there arc nu ChaI1 tS h1 86 
Total Ii 4 IAN 
The frequencies shown in Table 7.7 demonstrate that the majority of the rcSp i nlents (46° o in 
total), thought that IAI' had no effect on the services uttcrcd by their ho tels.. As indicated in 
Table 7.8, the main reason for this was the fact that they believed that the introduction ut 
IN11' had had no impact on hotel operations. 
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Table 7.8. Main reason provided by the business respondents to explain their views on the impacts of l MU on 
hotel' nrrratinn. s 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived TOW 
effect (italics) N oho 
Reasois oe cian', r (r. 1 SI 
Sim Aificatiun of external relations 8 61 
Impro)vrrncnt of services as a result of more 
ititerise competition 
5 33 
Reasons for no thanes (s=89) 
Services are not affected be I":. AI11 65 -3 
Services are dependent of other factors (c. g. 
staff, quality, prices 
26 21) 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents in each view 
The data, summarised in "fahle 7.8, revealed that the respunclc"nts, who icicntiticd changes, 
referred that the services offered by their hotels improved in order to Lace addltiomal 
competition brought about by I,: Nll' in the national and competitive environment, in 
particular. For the majority of these respndents, the simplification after the l: uru in the 
external relations would also lead them to improve the quality- of the services offered by their 
hotels. On the other side, those respondents who did not identified changes believed that their 
services were not affected by Ei\IU. 
7.3.2.2. The views of the national authorities on hotel' operations 
In order toi obtain the national Views of the t"ttects ut I ": yI1' Oii hý)tCI (1 cf 1/ruu-r the national 
survey, using an open question, asked tht, national auth()ritics toi express their "1'hc 
results (Fable 7.9) revealed that in general the national authorities -who had a view (8 out uzt ltº) 
recognised the relationship between li \tL and hotel openslions in indicating that the 
implications of I'. NIU on h<)tcl industry Competition would require changes in hntcl services. 
This was suggested through sentences such as `in our rrev, Senln"rr iril/ improve 'i mi, /t of the mnrr 
i»tense com»eliliou brought uboul by 1; AII " or 'as eompetilion is now _trrm lr, . rýnrrý. c 
hure to , Gange' which 
were cited in different responses. 
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't'able 7.9. National authorities' perceptions of the impacts of 1? Mt I on hotel' operation% 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' operations (italics) 
Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses forming the 
aggregate 
tlc criptiun 
l:. lll ' uiif i ;s the bete/' op 1 1Iion r 
Services are affected due changes on the hotel competitiveness 3 
Competition requires better services 3 
There is a risk of positive impacts he nor realised 3 
Da vol harr m opinion 
Note: I'hc tact that the total number (. 1 rc. "nm. r thin the 
gavc nu)rc than omc response (multiple ruspoiisc', 
The answers also highlighted a concern, shared by three respondents, that in practice sonic 
hotels would not react to the possibility of increased competition and thcreti, rc the positive 
effects may be not noticed. In their view, the fact that the hoteliers did not realise there was an 
increase in competition was the main reason given tee explain these last feelings. This can be 
demonstrated by the following quotation: 
"I1"e have doubts about the Jac! I/icyl all Ibe hole/s will imp/vie their serrii-e. r under Ihr- iiontev-1 of! :. 111 ', 
as they should, because some o% them did not 'rali. re y e/ the ýolenrici/ e(/rý7. r o/-1.11 [ ', ucuiiý /l' in leim r Of 
rompeli/ion ". 
7.3.2.3. The views of the industry associations on hotel' operations 
When the industry associations were asked aiRnit their \1(-%\, s ()n this t(pie, their ; insvvers 
revealed that all of these respondents focused on the pOsitiý e effects of F\ll ' ()it the qtmlin, of 
services (fable 7.10). As with the national authorities, the explanations l)ruývidcd for the 
potential changes in hotel operations were in great part related to the fact that the ncvti 
competitive environment brought about by I, 'NII' rcyuircd heiter services, but also due the fact 
that, in their view, 1: 1NIU had simplified the process of payment for the services offered by the 
hotels through the use of a single currency within the I : urO zone. 
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'Mahlt 7.10. Industry associations' perceptions of the impacts of I: A4t' on hutCI opcr. tti, n. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' operations (italics) 
Number of Number of 
and specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1illl'infJ)a, Is 1A, I I, " npri, /11W t 
sur,, ices arc p usitIN clc atlcctccl clue changes in hotel cunthcntl% liess 
Scr\ ices A ill bccanm nutrc siml litic l he the use f tl c . in }'lc rurr( it( c t, 
tilt( rn. tii(lful p. nntritt', l4r,. nt,, tt,. Ti 
Nutc: I he tact that the Urtal numIxI (t rc>Iturres is I. tri'cr titan the nutnhcr 't n sp, mdclit, ntran. that " )III( rc<I , rnlcnt, 
}, rave afore than one respun. c (multiple rcamsc) 
7.3.3. Impact of EMU on marketing and sah 
Within the three sunveys there were included different yucstiuns f ctioliL On the perceived 
impact of F. MU on hotel marketing and sales activities. '1'hcY cox-crcd varied t(j)ICs, such as the 
studies undertaken by the hotel to evaluate the implications of lall- and the competitive 
position of the hotel, pricing policies, promotion and sales activities. 
These topics were chosen not only because they' Were part of the hotel value chain, but also 
because they were frequently mentioned in the literature as areas where signtiticant changes in 
the operational environment were expected. Among an extensive list, authors such as Biet; cr 
and Iaesser (1999) and Bywater (1997) expected that I: All' could cause changes in such 
factors. As mentioned in Chapter 3, these authors drew attention to the fart that a single 
currency required a re-thinking of marketing plans, since I". uro>pc would Leconte a 'sitngle 
market'. In addition, the literature st>< vested an increase in the number of tourists as ()ne of the 
most likely effects of the introduction of the single currency, which w wild hit%'e 1p()sitiv'e 
implications for hotel sales. 
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i) Studies undertaken by hotels to evaluate the impact of EMU 
In order to explore if 1? MU was seen as a significant en nigh change toi warrant the betel 
needing to find out about the changing environment, the hotel' stakeholders Urre asked about 
the effects of 1: MU on the studies carried out by hotels. Within the business survey, the 
business respondents were asked if their hotel had carried out, or had the intention to dcvelup, 
a study of the implications of EMU. In the national and industry survey, they vv-cre asked about 
their general perceptions. 
7.3.3.1. Views of the hotel business respondents on the impacts of Et111' on hotel' 
studies 
As shuwii in "Table 7.11, the majority of the business respondents (6)") had it( )t carried out 
such a study, arguing that they had other priorities or that the effects of Lill' on their 
business were too small to merit a study (fable 7.12). (onverscly, 30 percent of respondents 
said that, on basis of the information available, they had analtsect the potcnnal implications of 
1? i\IU in terms of competitiveness and operational level. 
Table 7.11. Hotel businesses studies evaluating the implications of I: A1t' (business survey) 
Answers from business respondents in regarding Total 
the hotel studies N nö 
No, studies were not undrrtakcn and therc is nu 
intention tu do so 
(0) 
No, studies were not undertaken but there is intcntiicn 
to d. ,,, 
I 
'I'ot. 11 104 101) 
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There was only one respondent saying that they did not yarn- out a study, but hail the intention 
to study the implications of 1? i\IU. As fable 7.12 indicates, he expressed aims to evaluate the 
implications of F. I\1U on market competitiveness. 
Table 7.12. Main reasons provided by the hotel businesses for the implementation/or not of studies 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N% 
(. ý1171ing Oul. timI, e. r (n- i I) 
1'O understand market and cum rudre changes I, . 1S 
Ti) understand the operational implications 4 I: NIl' Gir the h ucl 16 S, 
IV`ot carrying ad studies (n= -_') 
Ihere '1 ere it icr prim rit es .ü 
I( 
I Intel is tnu small tu merit a stud. " 31) i.! 
Intention to carry out studies (n= 1) 
To understand the market and cum rilitt c changes I IUu 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents in each view 
7.3.3.2 Views of the national authorities on the impacts of ENII I on hotel studies 
[sing very short answers, the respondents tiuni nati()nal sure eY (lei nistratcd that in their 
view the impact of 1: MU would be studied by all, or at least most, businesses (fable 7.13). '1'hc 
use of direct responses, saying that the enterprises would carry out snidiics, may suggest that 
they were very sure that this would happen. 
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Table 7.13. National authorities' perceptions of the like I) impact of I: NI I on lintel studic, 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMUJ on hotel' studies (italics) and 
Number of Number of 
specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) rasp ndcnts responses forming the 
aggregate 
description 
ILAI L/ rnip, l, /, ! he I, o/rl' itudicr 
)n nnl All " all ofiuian 
11(1( is 
.t nrcd to 
intpIctnunt 11 (\> >tu. lic: 
Most of the hotels \Anultl Guth' the implic. ui m. nt II I' 
Note: the tact that the rota number ut res} insc> IS Ln}cr [11.111 tl c nuuilkci (-t T( 11, Inic IIIS 111( . 111' th it . inn ii Ii 
h fit, 
gave more than one response (multiple response) 
7.3.3.3 Views of the industry associations on the impacts of EMI on the hotel' studies 
In the view of the live respondents ý)t the ii lii trv assý)ciatl MIS (l'ahie . 
l-I) it \\ . 11, cýýýciIL1(1 
that FAR' would push the hotel enterprises to undertake studies about the implica i(mns of 
FAR'. As explained by 2 respondents, changes at the inclustn" and national lcvcls rccluirc(l new 
studies. 
Table 7.1 4. Industry associations' perceptions of the impact, of I : 1Nit' on hotel studies 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMIL on hotel' studies (italic, ) and 
Number of Number of 
specific to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses specific answers combined 
a 
forming the 
. tt; gregale 
description 
1:. 11! imparti //e hold, Iu, b", 
I here is a nccd tu u11111Munt neu' stUdic, 2 
M-t 4 tht I tj \r-Il d <t jv Ili, l l) Iu. 111. m,, 't I AII 
Note: I'hc t: uI 111.11 tlu Ii. il nunilnr 1 ir. lýiýiýýc. iý Itt iIL. in Ih, IUIIII T ''t ýc"l, ýýn, lýnN iii . iný ili. ii , ý.,  I ,. 
I, iýt 
ga%c nu rc Than unc rc>I unsc (rnulnp)lc response) 
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ii) Competitive position and hotel reactions 
With a view to evaluate the perceived effects of I NlL on unarkcting and sales, the respondents 
were also asked about the potential effects of 1 i\1U on the competitive position of the hotels. 
A great part of these results, namely those regarding the national and industry surveys, was 
reported on in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.2). In the case of the business survey, the respondents 
were additionally asked about what happens in their own hotel and how they had responded to 
potential changes, if any. '1'hcref rc a further analysis re ardin ; the data front husincss surVCV 
is presented in the following sub-section. 
7.3.3.4. Views of the hotel businesses on the implications of ENII for their comj)ctitiVe 
position 
As can be observed in Table 7.15, the majority (t business rý slwuýiý nts (-(, " o) l)(licv o 1i t that 
FNIU had not affected the competitive position of their businesses. These results demonstrate 
that in this case, where they were expressing their c>\ý n experience, the perceived fewer effects 
than when they were answering about the effects on the hotels C( l1 pe"titivc pOsiti(>n in general 
(see chapter 6 sub-section 6.2.3). 
Table 7.15. Hotel business' perceptions of changes on hotel unit competitive position 
Total 
Answers of business respondents N % 
l ; '1 
\o -6 
Total 104 Ilk) 
\n analysis of the reasons provided by the respcndcnts (fable 7.16) reveals that ti, r thc 
majority of the respondents, who believed that there were no effects, they thought that this 
was because their hotel offered better services than their competitors and had specific 
characteristics, for example, location, price and/or service yualitv-, which distinguished them 
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from the others hotels and made the introduction of I": NIl' irrelevant. I-()r u, tlicr reslwndrnts, 
the fact that their competitors were domestic made the et'tects of 1i\11 ' nil because I : MI ' only 
affected external competition. Others simply said that I? N1l' xx: is not : in i5suc tour tlic 
competitive position of their businesses. 
Table 7.16. Main reason for hotel business perceptions of the impacts of EMl un their competitive position 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N 
l'; ntrv of neu cOm ctitors Ib 64 
Faster tu compare prices within I : urc iI nc 9 36 
Perceived no thanes 
(lomrctitnvcncss depends on other factors (e. g. quality of services) 
thc), have 
48 týl 
? NIE l has no effect on national cumhctii rs 0 
NIU is not an issue for their competitive position 'r. 33 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents in each view 
On the other hand, the most common reasons griven by those respondents, who identified 
changes in the competitive position of the lintel unit, were the increase in the number 
competitors in the market and the fact that there was a higher cxp )sure of hutrl rates 
following the introduction of the I . uro>. 
In order to identity' the reactions of these respundents 
towards increasing competition, the respondents who identified changes were asked in in (>I)(-, n 
question, to identify the ways they had reacted to those changes. Table 7.17 sets out the four 
different types of answer found by ranking: 'To improve . reniee 
' To hold the lw/el ra/e. c /ur aev/ prur; 
`C. öa/ideiztial' and TO e. %plon' new murkel c 
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'Table 7.17. hotel attempts to overcome the increasing cumpctitiun 
Measures to overcome competition Total 
N "-ý 
I'1ýirn nlvc., tNit- 
h) hold the hotel rates for neat Urar tu face 
increasing con il rni s 
? 
( miti(lrntial 4 10 
(1 l'\)I('re Ill'N markets 3 12 
Total 
-ii IOU 
The data presented in the table (7.17) suggests that the respondents, ti, r %vho m c<, mpc"titi(m 
was perceived to have changed, were more concerned with improving; the services theý" Ottcrcd 
rather than in developing new markets. N1om-over, 20 percent of the respondents said that toi 
face the increasing competition, they would hold hotel rares. This may suý; tests that these 
respondents associated the price of sei-ices as one of the most important competitive issues 
which is, however, in contrast with the views of 410 0 of business resp(indlcnts when referring 
to the relationship between hotel rates and competition. For these responllrnts price was not a 
competitive issue (see Chapter 6 subsection 6 . 2.3 
for details on these views). 
iii) Hotcl pricing policy 
Prior to the launch ()f the I : uro>, s<m)c at It lu)rs (e. g. O'IR()v lr, 1 `)()- an il R i' nIclil anal \\ il'' rn, 
1999) predicted that the introduction of the Lure, would imply a fall in priers within the I: ur<> 
ZOOnc. Ccmverseiv, at the same time, others authors and, the sections of the press (I-°1', 5, 
September, 2001) foresaw that after the monetary changeover prices would rise sigiiiticafit ly. 
Moreover, after the introduction of the I. uro> and, in particular in ? l)lt?, most ut the lurO 
countries faced a number of internal consumer protests at the increasing prices of goods and 
services following the introduction Of the I': urc) (Schwartz, 2004). 1, ()r example, in Portugal, 
although there has not as yet been an academic study to evaluate the ettects of the single 
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currency on prices, an article published in 2002 in I:. ypn's; o, une ut the nu)st rclial)lc 
newspapers in Portugal, pointed to restaurants and hospitality as the two sectors which had 
contributed the most to increasing prices (f . zpresro, 
October, 5 
-'()()2). 
7.3.3.5. Views of the hotel business respondents on the hotel rates 
Therefore, given that the price of the product or service uff rýýl might he au iinp(wtant tactOr 
in customer choice, the hotelier respondents were asked about their views on the impact of the 
Euro on the price of the products and services offered by the hotel. In the case Of the nativ )nal 
and the industry surveys the research used an open question. In the business survcv, the 
researcher used a closed question in order to easily compare the results. In this qucsti(>u III 
respondents had to choose one option from a range of tive. '11hevv were: `t/e r ýi. e ýonsu/enýhlý 
pri, vs ,- 'decrease'; 'nei/iaible el/ecIs 
,- S%ig& mind,,, up', `. firn/leim/ immise in pno' '. 
The results from the business survey (Fable 7.18) revealed that c»ily a vcty, small percentage cif 
the respondents reduced their hotel rates after the launch of the I luro. In fact, the majunty Ot 
the respondents confirmed that hotel rates had increased slightl\ tine r<nnnding; ul) ýt lýrires 
during price conversion. 
'Cable 7.18. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the effects of the Euru on the hotel rates 
Total 
Effects of EMU on the hotel rates N un 
l)rcret c. 2 
\c liýhblc ctfccts 41 39 
Slight increase (rounding up) 5- 55 
Increase constdcrabhv 4 4 
I Ot. l 1(0 1UNl 
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note should be made concerning the fact that, when asked to explain the main reis on for 
change or no change in the hotel rates (fable 7.19), some respondents during the intervie w 
indicated that, despite of having increased their prices since the f : uro launch, thcy answered 
this question with a `no' because IML had no role in these changes. In most of the cases, the 
explained, the reason for change was due to recent investment clone to improve the hutcl 
services. This suggests that, occasionally, a superficial study comparing hares before and after 
the ENIU may give an incorrect view of the effects of FAIL' on hutcl rates. y1ore( v, cr, from 
their explanations it was also evident that, in contrast with summe ()f the expectations in the 
literature, reductions in rates were not due a higher visibility of the prices after the introduction 
of a single currency, but because they believed that I'MI' brought some macroeconomic 
problems, which required lower prices to cope with a national economic situation. 
Table 7.19. Main reason for the impacts of F MV on hotel rates 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect Total 
(italics) N 
)e, rrrviu; i/ r, d, i . 'I 
\V )rscnin g of national (C( mOi1 is situation 
iý eu 
/igible eeds (N =-i II 
1 {A1 tI plays no role in the h(itcl raus 41 1110 
I nmreastnq rates (n=61) 
Slight rounding up 
Im prowcmcnt of infrastrucnrccs 2 3 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents in each view 
Bearing in mind the argument of the proponents of I ill' that the prices of services vVuul(l 
become easily and directly comparable from (me c<ýuntr- tº) another anal, Co IIStyut'ntlv, 
customer choices will change, the business respondents were also asked about their 
perceptions of the prices charged by similar hotels located in the other I -uro) cuuntnes and also 
to explain their answers. The results, presented in 'Fable 7 . 
20, revealed that the majority >f the 
responclcnrs (56°"ýo in total) believed that the prices charged by their hOtcl were, on averas; c, 
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lower than the prices charged by similar hotels located in other I, luro> c(>untries. 1 l( \vcý er, 25 
percent of the respondents had an opposite view stating, for example, that similar hotels in 
Spain offered lower hotel rates because of a more advantageous national policy in terms ()I 'tax 
(see, Table 721). There were also views (1(1° o) saying that there were tl<) significant ditferenccs 
between hotel rates in the Euro zone. The remaining 9 percent ut the respondents said that 
they did not know much about hotels in the other countries essentially because it was not 
important to them or that there were no differences since the sen-ices were similar. 
Table 7.20. The hotel business views on prices offered by other hotels located in the horn' countries 
Perceptions of the hotel rates within the Euro Total 
zone N 
l gill l'ý . LF( 
111,01tr in PI s-tii'. 1l 111 
Prices are lower In ltt)rttical 26 2 
Prices within the I? uru area arc similar lU 10 
Do not have art Whim m 8 9 
'total 104 1 (N ) 
An analysis of these results may suggest, in this way, that a higher prices ex po>sulre after the 
introduction of the Furo would not have negative implications for the hut(IS in the North of 
Portugal. In fact, only 25 percent of the respondents believed that prices were higher in 
Portugal than other countries. This did not mean, however, that they thought that frrct' 
Irumparenq would threaten their businesses (fable 7.21). In fact, keeping in mind that the large 
majority of the hotel businesses believed that the hotel customers' choices were dependent on 
quality and services (see Chapter 6 sub-section 6.3.1) rather than prices, the /girr /nnt. mpii, rn 7, 
may not be a concern for these respondents. 
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Table 7.21. The main reason for differences or no differences between hotel rates in the Eure Area 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (italics) Total 
N 
Ili her rives in Poren al ,c(, U) 
Different economic realities 53 KK 
Popularity of the destination 12 
Lowerprices in Portnga/ to _'G) 
Different tax \'A l in Spain 21 81 
Different economic realities ? 19 
Sinrrlar rices in the Iuro countries (a= 10) 
Services arc similar 10 1U0 
. 
A'o o iniar (rt=S) 
Little or null information about lintel' rates in other 
C untncs 
_'i 
lt depends on the countries in question 5 64 
. Ibis toi is did not deserve too nwch . ittenn011 1 11 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each vier 
7.3.3.6. Views of the national authorities on hotel rates after the introduction of the 
Euro 
The views obtained tram the national surveys rcvcilcd that ()nl\ Sig Hari Hal auch uuta had 
views on the impacts of EMU on hotel rates and four respondents still that because they did 
not have official data or a precise Vic\V on a specific sector they would prefer not reply this 
question. From the answers obtained (fable 7?? ), there were 4 respondents saying that, since 
the introduction of the single currency it had been possible toi observe an increase in the prices 
in the service industry (including hotels) due to `1h' mending up o/ prr, r-r' and `oppoduniSmi by some 
pcoplc. IIovV-c-, -cr, t herc, N-crc a lso tvVO reshundcnts s: tving that the priers rcrni: tineLI ýlt: tlIIC at tcr 
the introduction of 1,: 11'. 
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Table 7.22. National authority perceptions of the impacts of 1?! 111 on hotel rate. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' rates (italics) and 
Number of Number of 
specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses forming the 
aggregate 
description 
1:. 11['iomu'i ii I i/ nile 
Prices have increased 
EAI U has no significant impact in the hotel' rater 
Prices remained stable 2 
1)o not have enooG information to rfi1 
7.3.3.7. Views of the industry associations after the introduction of the Euro 
Similar views were found in the answers obtained in the industry surve\-.. As within the nati()iial 
survey, the 'Opportunim1' and `roumrdra, o uup' were identified as reasons tOr perceived changes in the 
prices of hotel services after the introduction of the kurO (fable. 7.23). 
Table 7.23. Industry association perceptions 4( the impacts of" I\IL (111 lintel r. uc. 
re g to description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' rates (italics) And 
Number of Number of 
specific answers combined to form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses forming the 
aggregate 
description 
I. Alf , m1p, da, lh, hol"I'lale., 
Prices have iucreascd due to some managers 'opportunism, 
Prices have slightly increased due 'rounding up' 
11.11 U has no signrfztai l inipart irr the hotel' rates 
Prices remained stable 
I Itcl rates have increased but to dittercnt rr. u1-u< th. tn I \II' -aI flit 
I un, 
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Nonetheless, as shown in Table 7.23, not all the respondents perceived changes in the prices in 
the hotel sector. One of the respondents explained that, even though he recognised an increase 
in prices in the service industries, namely in the restaurant sector, in his view hotel rates were 
not altered after the introduction of the Euro. Moreover, another respondent explained that 
over the last few years there was a tendency towards an increase in prices in the hotel sector. 
However, as he explained "this tendency is not related to the implementation of EMU or the Eum, but 
related to an increase in the quality of services over the last years, which is a good strategy adopted by the 
hoteliers". 
iv) Businesses' promotion 
Some authors, such as Torres (1998), stated that the image of businesses could improve as a 
consequence of Portugal's participation in EMU, since EMU would bring more credibility to 
the Portuguese market in Europe or even in world. As result, they believed that the way the 
businesses would be promoted would change. There were also some authors who argued that 
the potential size of the `domestic' market would increase following the introduction of EMU, 
and that the single currency would make it easier and less costly to reach customers in other 
Euro countries (Abraham et al. 2000; Borghijs and VanPoecks, 2000). As a consequence, they 
thought that EMU would affect promotional activities. Finally, in the literature there were 
suggestions that businesses could emphasise the idea of a European market instead of a 
Portuguese market. Therefore, the respondents from the business survey were asked if EMU 
had affected the way their business was promoted. The respondents from the national and the 
industry surveys were also asked about their perceptions of the implications of EMU on the 
way firms promote their business. The results are presented as follows. 
7.3.3.8. Views of the hotel business respondents on changes in hotel promotional 
activities 
Table 7.24 demonstrates that almost 90 percent of the respondents did not change their 
promotional strategy or promotional plans as result of EMU. 
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Table 7.24. Changes to the hotel promotional activities and plans (business survey) 
Hotel business perceptions on changes in Total 
the promotional activities N % 
tier, arc ch. n}. cx I 13 
No, there are no chan gesI S, 
"Total 104 100 
7.3.3.9. Views of the national authorities on changes at the hotel promotional activities 
From the responses obtained within the national authý ýritý pur' c. \ (able -. 25) it was rý ident 
that there were different views on this issue. On the one hand, three respondents thought that 
l, 'NIU had positive effects on the promotional activities of businesses. As vvas t(0und in the 
literature, they believed that the use of a common currency vVOulcl help tu promote business in 
the I? uro market and also that the Portuguese market gained more visibility in 1? uro>pc and 
world. On the other hand, in the view of one reshOndicnt, I'All' did not affect the way 
businesses would be promoted. In his 6cvv, the promotional activities uut hotels, as for other 
enterprises, were related to the general strategy and sprritic aims cic"hncd by the hotel and, as 
be believed, I? MU played no role in this. The remaining respondents said that they had no 
views on the relationship between IJ\IL' and hotel promotional activities. 
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Table 7.25. National authorities' perceptions of the impacts of EMLI on hotel promotional artivitics 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' promotional 
Number of Number of 
activities (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description respondents responses 
(normal text) 
forming the 
aggregate 
description 
I., %jI ' I/q), 1, li 1/ýr bole'l'przmoliowd<rrlirilner 
The 1? uro helps to promote busincs. cs in the I : urn c(, untrics throui; h the 3 
simplicity of a single currency 
The Furo increases Portuguese visibility, which is positive for 2 
promotional activities 
E. 11[J plays no rote in hole! promotiona! a tirilier 
Promotional activities are linked to general strategy of the hotel 
Do nol hare eiere 
Note; I'hc l, ict that the tutstl tnumbct ut respOnsts is Lttucr 111.111 III( nu111h1 ,. t i1. I-nJlnt, 1111 tI , 111.11 -111, i, I,,, nJ, nt, 
gave murr than one respunsc (multiple response) 
7.3.3.10. Views of the industry associations on changes in hotel promotional activities 
As Table 7.26 reveals, the industry assoxiati(HnS, thrutioli nuultiplc 
FNIU would affect hotel promotional activities, namely in terms of the international market, as 
result of new opportunities brought about by a single currency and also the consolidation of 
the I urohean market. Nonetheless, there were concerns, cited four times, that the hotels 
would not take advantage of the l,. uro in terms of promotional activities. . 
\s was cX1)lainecl `a 
lack o/'proactive actions and strateihc vision may limit the potential bene/its o/"the USC 0/a . ringle c unenl1, 
'. 
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Table 7.26. Industry associations' perceptions of the impacts of I'ML on hotel pnonv tit i. tI irti\ itic. 
Aggregate description of the perceived effects if EMU on hotel' promotional 
Number of Number of 
activities (italics) and specific answers combined to form aggregate description respondents responses 
(normal text) 
forming; the 
aggregate 
description 
;, 1II lint rnIs Ihr Gnlel'proniotian, i/, rrlirilie"s 
There is a positive relationship hctwcen I : NIV and promotional activities 2 
The I luro simplifies the promotional activities in ether cuuntrics 
Poring ucsc market beconics more visible in the world market 
I. a(k SCI h, i l 1(tl(, n< 111.11% linut C, tIC C I- I 
v) Sales 
In order to investigate if 1,1\1t ` had affected howl sales, the three sure e's Carried mit in this 
research included questions on this topic. Within the business survey, the reshumndents w ere 
asked to indicate how they thought their sales would be affected by 1"AR , tiamcly 
in terms of 
the number of clients. Within the other t\v-O surveys, respondents were asked alw it their 
general views towards the implications of FJ\It, for hotel sales. 
7.3.3.11. Views of the hotel businesses on the implications of EMI on the hotel sales 
The business respondents had six ()peons to choose from in terms Ot their view on sales: 
`decrease considerably ; 'decrease, 'no chwn fie', 'inm'ase, 'in, n"are <a! cigenablp' anal 'do not knar'' anal had tu 
indicate the potential effects on POrtuguese client numbers, the I : uro) c(nuntnv client numbers 
and non-Lure) country client numbers. The results are presented in the 'fahle 7. '_7 and 
reviewed below. The table excludes `dnii'ase consiterahlp' or `if, lnrmr con it/erdb/t'', because nog 
respondent chose these items. 
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Table 7.27. Perceptions of the hotel business respondents of the effects of the 1? uru on the number of hotel clients 
Effects of EMU on the hotel clients (normal text) for each type of Total 
client (italics) N ;o 
Poringuese Clients (a= l(N) 
1ccre: uc 3 3 
No change -6 
Increase 1 16 
Do not know i 5 
l: uro CYienis (n=104) 
Decrease 2 1 
No change 63 61 
Increase 31 30 
Do not know 8 
. 
Vote Eiiro C Lents n=104) 
Decrease 3 3 
No change 68 63 
Increase 26 25 
Do not know 8 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each group of clients 
Table 7 
. 
27 shows that the majority of respondents, ranging from 61° o to 76° o depending oil 
the type of clients, said that FAIL' would not affect the number of their clients explaining that 
EMU per se did not influence the choices of their clients (see Table 7.28 for explanations). It 
also shows that for 3 percent (or less) of the respondents the number of clients had decreased, 
while for an average of 25 percent (ranging from 16° 0 to 30° o, depending un the type of 
clients) the number of clients had increased following the introduction Ot I':; 111'. 
For those respondents who expressed positive views, an increase in sales, the Sitnhlicit\' 
brought about by I? NIl', linked with the characteristics of the hotel, accounted for this (fable 
7 
. 
28). Coiwerscly those respondents, who said that the number of clients had decrease alter 
the launch of the 1? uro, expressed concerns about the economic situatic, n caused, arro <rdüni to 
them, by the introduction of 1 , All '. 
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Table 7.28. Main reasons for the effects of the 1{ono on the number of hutcl clients 
Reason (single response) Total 
N 
Positu'r' el/e, tf (n= > 
Simplicity of the use of it single currency 
I? uru and services uttered 
V'egatire eflias (a= 
\V'orsening of the economic Situation ? 100 
No e(%rtt 
Tourist choices are influenced by other issues such as 
quality of services 
101 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents in each view 
When comparing these results \6th the answers given by the business respondents "Oicn thc\" 
were asked about the potential effects of FNit' on tourist tlows in general, already analysed in 
the Chapter 6, it is noticeable that, in the case Of their own clients, the husiIiCSS resp(mdents 
were less sure about the effects of 1J tl'. No nencclcss, similar rrslpun. rs were given in terns of 
the effects by the nationality of clients. I lyre, those respondents Who said that the number of 
tourists would increase reported that they were expecting more changes regarding the possible 
effect of F: A1U on tourists/clients from the other I: uro countries than ()n the tourist/clients 
from Portugal or the non-1' ur(> countries (Fable 7.27). 
I rcc1ucntly the literature on tourism and the t. ur<) has pointed out that the I,. ur(> could affect 
the method of payment by clients since by using a single currency the clients from the I": uru 
Zone did not need to change money or that following the introduction of FAH' the Banks 
located in the I; uro Zone would apply a similar lank commission to debit cards. 't'hus, the 
business respondents were also asked if their clients had changed their nRcthOd Ot j)avnlcnt 
foll<»ing the introduction of I? N1f`. 1)uc the Very spcciticatiOfl Ot this question the national 
authontics and the industry associations , x-crc not asked about this. 'f'ahle 7.29 sunintariscs 
these results. 
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"Fable 7.29. The effects of EMU and the single currency on the method of pad mcnt 
Total 
Answers from business respondents N % 
i 
No ( 65 
Total 104 100 
The analysis of the business survey- showed that the answcrs the nialonty of the respondents 
(65% of the total) said that they had not noticed any difference in the method Ot haYnicrnt by 
hotel clients following the introduction of I i\tt .I 
lencc, these results sti, West that the business 
respondents did not experience the potential changes in the method of havnient expected in 
the literature, resulting from a simplification of transaction as result of the use of a single 
currency. 
7.3.3.12. Views of the national authorities on the implications of ENR I on hotel sales 
The results from the natiOnaI survey (m the iniI)Iirati(mis 1 ýr hutrl rwýtI inters Itav r iIre: uly been 
presented in Chapter 6, when the impacts of i1I on the hotel demand were reported 
(section 6.3.1). 1 lence, here is presented just a brief summary u>f the results already repoorted. 
In general, the national authorities believed that tourist do ws would increase and, 
consequentlvv, there would be a greater demand for accommodation provided by hotels in the 
North of Portugal. In fact, the majority of the resp ndcnts from the nail( nal auth(ritics 
identified positive changes in the number of tourists, mainly from the I urO '/. ()iic. 
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7.3.3.13. Views of the industry associations on the implications of EMU on the hotel' 
sales 
The data from the industry associations were also described previously (Chapter 6 section 
6.3.1). These results showed that the industry associations participating in the survey had 
various perceptions. Shifts in hotel demand caused by a more intense flow of tourists within 
the Euro area and no changes were both mentioned, by 4 and 1 respondent respectively. The 
respondent, who said that the industry association did not perceive any change, explained that 
the choices of the hotel customers were more influenced by factors, such as customer needs, 
rather than EMU or the Euro. 
7.3.4. Impacts of EMU on 'Setvices'(e. g. after sales services) 
Within the value chain, the concept of services focuses on factors such installation, warranty and 
after sales services. As mentioned before, this activity is more applicable to those enterprises 
that sell products instead of services. Therefore, this research did not explore these topics. This 
does not signify, that hotels have no after sales activities dealing with dissatisfied customers. 
However, no business respondents from the study identified effects on after sales services. 
7.3.5. Impacts of EMU on human resources 
In the literature on the Euro, two major effects on human resources were frequently expected 
after the launch of the Euro. They were the need for training and an increase in labour 
mobility in the Euro Zone as result of the easier comparison of salaries and the cost of living 
across Europe (Trichet, 2004). Therefore, these two potential effects were included in the 
analysis. 
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7.3.5.1. Views of hotel business respondents on the impacts of EMU on human 
resources 
In terms of /rainiq, the results from the business survey (Fahle '. 3()) did nO t r, )minn a guttural 
perception of a need for training due to the introduction of {: NIL' and the }: uruý. In fact, the 
business respondents who had experienced a need for training as a result of I: 11t' were just 
under one third of the respondents (31°%). 
Table 7.30. Effects of EMU on training activities (hasiness survey) 
Total 
Changes on training activities as result of 
EMU 
Yes 32 
N, ,2 Go 
I''ual 104 1ýH) 
In aciclitT1 n, as shown in Table 7.31 below, the majunty o the respOndents thought that I`all' 
and the ]E, uro did not require training, while the remainder believed that in order tu explain to 
their staff how to deal with the new currency and new suftvvare there was a need 1r training. 
Table 7.31. Reasons for changes/no changes on training activities (husiness sunny) 
Total 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect 
(italics) 
N 
(: bau, r. r on lruming rrr 
Neal of IT training 23 22 
Training toi use the new currcncc 6 6 
Training regarding the likely effects of I'I MV on the h tei 3 3 
o rbrnr rs on trainiu (n='a 
I INII I dtk"s not rcq ufre training 64 62 
There were other inccritics 8 8 
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In respect of free labour mobility, also in contrast with literanire, the ma)urity of the hiuiness 
respondents (hd not perceive an increase in the free movement of labour (! 'able 7.32). ( )nlv a 
small proportion of business respondents (11°0) said that the single currency, tlirougli tlit 
comparison of salaries and the search for alternative jobs, could encourage labour mobility. 
Nonetheless, in their views, this effect was not noticeable so far. In ad dawn, as shown in 
'Fable 7.32, most of the respondents chd not percci,, -e pwential effects on labour nmo bility, 
thinking that the single currency per se was not a sufficient reason to bring ab( nit mý )rc labour 
mobility. Most of these respondents added that such moýbilitAy had always existed. 
Table 7.32. Effects of EMI on labour mobility (business sun c\ ) 
Training activities as result of EMI? Total 
N 
(N=104) 
°4 
Is on labour mobilill (I. ' 11) 
Gemse IidJrinn of I . ururcan market thn)tit; 
h the Fur" 8 b 
Diffcrcnccs in salaries 1 3 
No e eis on labour mohi/il3 (q= yiJ 
I? %1I.! (I) cs not play a ride in labour mubility 5- 5> 
l, abc ur mnbilitý alrca(lV csistcd 36 i> 
\\-'hcn comparing these findings , xrith findings from the national and the industry surveys 
reported in Chapter 5 (subsection 5.4.1.3), evident differences were found. lhur instance, in 
contrast with the findings of the business survey, the national authorities and industry 
associations had su ested that changes in labour mobility were toi be expected. ( )n the other 
hand, as the respondents from the national and thce industry surveys thought, the-re- was a need 
for additional qualified workers to face a ne external and competitive environment the 
enterprises were expected to be looking for more suitable qualified . %"urkers, rnruuraging 
labour mobility. 
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7.3.6. Impacts of EMU on technology development 
The review o the literature on the implications of I'AW cell tccliii Ogi(', II LI(h)fs R\ c. 11cd III: II 
technological capacity and innovation ability could result from the introduction of I : Mll' (Pike 
and Barlow, 1998). 
7.3.6.1. Views of the hotel business respondents on the impacts of l': htl1 on 
technological developments 
In contrast with the literature, the data from the business survey rev (: LI((l tlr. tt he h(ýtel unit. 
studied did not experience any significant changes in technological capacity or inno vatio n 
ability due to FNIU and the I. uro (Fable 7.33). It was found that 89 Epcrrc"nt of the hotels just 
upgraded their software and, in some cases, the hard,, are (8° (, ), suggesting; limited effects oll 
innovation and technology dcvclopmcnt. %lorcuv-cr, the remaining 6 pcrccnt Of respondents 
said they did not upgrade or change software or even hardware, l, ccause their hu, tcl was very 
new. (>nc respondent stated that they did not change the ,o twarc because they had a 
nidimcntary hotel, and did not work with computers at all. 
Table 7.33. Effects of EMl' on technology development (huffiness survey) 
Effects of EMU on technology Total 
dcvclopmcnt N % 
ý-tmarc upt"r. tdc So 
Sc ft 'arc and I trd arc u . gradc 8 8 
No I'I'(ILIIUe, G G 
letal 104 Its) 
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7.3.6.2. Views of the national authorities on the impacts of EMU on technology 
development 
A closer examination of the views of the national authorities revealed that these respondents 
(10 out of 10), in very short answers, mentioned that in their view the use of the single 
currency affects technological capacity through changes in software and hardware, but they 
were not expecting additional changes for IT departments. 
7.3.6.3. Views of the industry associations on the impacts of EMU on technology 
development 
In terms of the results from the industry survey on this subject, the data revealed that all the 
associations believed that changes in software and hardware would occur as result of the 
introduction of a new currency. In addition, there were three associations that indicated that 
these changes must be seen as an opportunity for enterprises to innovate and improve their 
technological capacity. 
7.3.7. Impacts of EMU on the enterprises infrastructures, plans and strategies 
In accordance with Porter's Value Chain concept, the hotel's infrastructure includes the 
functions of the support departments of the enterprises such as accounting, legal, finance, 
planning, relationships with external agencies and general management. In these contexts, the 
impacts of EMU were analysed by looting at () the financial cost of the changeover 
(accounting and finances); (ii) the support given by the national authorities and the industry 
associations; (iii) current and future implications for the hotel's investment behaviour and (v) 
hotel plans and strategies. Due the specificity of these topics, only the business survey included 
questions on these subjects. The results are presented in the following sub-sections. 
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(i) The financial cost of changeover 
With the intention of evaluating the total cost of the char cý ýý ý r, and to explore changes in 
accounting and financing departments, the business survey asked respondents how much they, 
had spent on the changeover. A range of five options was presented to the respondents. They 
were: `iii/coal', `less them 5000 liuros; '5001-12500 Lrnn. c'; '12 5 )/- iOOO I: uv. r; 'iron' 1/im 25000 
Lams'. This question due its nature was not asked in the other t\ý () surveys. 
The data, presented in 'fable 7.34., shows that the majority- of the business respondents (73° o) 
identified the second option - `less loan 5.000 1; nros'-, followed by ' 5001- /2 00 l: un. s while less 
than 5 percent of the respondents said that they had spent more than 12500 I": uros on the 
changeover. In addition, 3 percent said that they did not have any costs because they had very 
recently started the business. 
'rabic 7.34. Cost of changeover (business sun'c,. ") 
Total 
Cost of changeover N o. a 
less than Si)(H (' '? 
5001 125004, 20 211 
12501-250004. 4 4 
More than 25000 4 2 1 
Total 104 100 
JI 
A closer analysis revealed that the greatest part of costs %N, wcre associated with IT (fable 7.3-4). 
1'his was followed by costs relating to the dual pricing during the chaug0)vcr p enºdi, nantrly 
costs in changing brochures and other pnntccl matenals such as I)ncr lists, which represented 
an average of 11 pct-cent of the total costs. The values presented in the following tal)lc (7.35) 
are based on the average of the values obtained from the total answers for rarh item. 
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"rabic 7.35. Descriptive statistics of the distribution of the changeover costs (husincss survey) 
Distribution of the changeover costs 
Total 
Mean (%) Std. Deviitkin 
ti(itlýl. lrc ýL(ýll 
(a=> I1 
Dual pricing 111.8t1 I6.20 
(ii=44) 
Statt trAilling -. -fö l0.43 
(n=10) 
i, (Pl11llllllllc. ltwil with suppliers 2.94 
(n! ) 
Other costs 
_ 3.92 12.30 
Note: the number in brackets correspond to the total number of respondents citing each cost 
As the above Table 7.35 shows, on average, less than 8 percent of the total costs were spent on 
training and almost 3 percent of the costs were related to communication with their suppliers. 
Notice, that the low percentage of costs on training and communication with suppliers 
matches the earlier views on no need for training or improvement of communicatiOn with the 
hotel suppliers. 
(ii) Respondent's views of the support and actions given by the national authorities 
and industry associations 
With the intention of evaluating the support given by the natio nal and industry assowiatio>ns toi 
the hotel businesses, the business respondents Were asked to identify the support they had 
received, in connection with training, intonnation provision, tinance, or other topics. Table 
7.36 presents the results. 
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Table 7.36. Support received by hotels (business sunvcy) 
Total 
Hotel business responses N ,, o 
1ý< ;I 1v 
Ih, nOt kIlo%% I I 
Total 104 10u 
I'he data reveals that the responses were almost equally divided, meaning that -4') percent said 
that they received some supj)Ort and 5( ) percent s: üd that they had n( )t received any support. 
\\1hcii the respondents were asked about who had provided them with support, the data 
presented in Table 7.37 shows that their hotels received support from the industry asso ciatio ns 
and other institutions, namely from the bank that the hotels usually worked with. 
Table 7.37. Organisations that helped the hotels to be ready for E. Ml' (business survey) 
Tuul 
Supporters of hotels N % 
National auf wrtr < 14 
Indust iv : 1SS(KGltl( us 12 24 
()thur, (e. g. bank) F 33 
Mix 8 16 
Urtal 51 11N1 
\V'hcn the respondents, who had received support, were asked which type of support thcý' had 
received, all of them said that they had received information a l)(ntt the single currency and 
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training support. Moreover, when they were asked about h<w useful this support was, the large 
majority of the hotel business (94 °'o of total) considered the support received useful Or v cry 
useful. 
A comparison of these findings with those obtained from the industry the assOci: itlOns and the 
national authorities when they were asked about the support that they had given to businesses, 
showed similar results. Both groups confirmed that they had supported 1i )tcl husincsscs by 
making available information and in some cases providing training. 
(iii) Implications for hotel investment behaviour 
Bearing in mind that 11Th could influence plans ti)r- invc"; ttncnt, tfie" hu>tnc>: ne, p, Onil&ntz 
were asked if EA1t' had affected their plans to invest. The results are presented in 'fahle 7.38 
as follows. 
Table 7.38. The implications of EMI I for hotel investment behaviour (business survey) 
Total 
Perceptions whether EMU had affected 
investment 
N 
No 83 8U 
DO w know 8 8 
I' tal Iu4 IUI 
As table 7.38 indicates, in contrast With expectations found in the litcranirr (e. g. \'illcrcl, 2(100), 
the answers from the business respondents demonstrated that a minority of the resp ndcnts 
(13"4, ) said that EJ\IU had affected their plans toi invest, while most of the reshunclents (81N' o) 
(lid not experience changes in investment. 
The main explanation given by each respondent for no changes in inv, e". tmccnt plans was that 
I'MU had little or no effect on their business and, cunseyuently, on their investments (lalle 
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7.39). Factors such as `il is not a good lime to invest', 'the ho/el has iim/er/aken n ienl in'eslinen r'; 'n c en! 
udrnini irulion ; ötber riorities' and `the hotel cburuc7e risi, cs' wcrr also expressed by the resp(, ndcnrs, 
but not so often. 
Table 7.39. Main reason for views on hotel investment behaviour after the introduction of l: Nit' (business survey) 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived effect (hold Total 
italics) N ue 
Positive effects (n= I i/ 
Increasingpromotion -16 
Incrcasinn the c ualm of cervices 4 31 
Improving the infrastructures e. g. repairs) 3 24 
Neutral effects 
Little or no effects of I . 
1111 -r 
`Uthcr irinritics' 1.5 18 
'I I tel charac tcristics' H 
'Recent imrstments' 9 11 
'It i. not firne tu invest, 
No opinion 
"I'hc investments are decided by the hotel chain' 5 (. 2 
'Too earl to know' 3 is 
On the other hand, among those respondents w-, who said that the had plans, to invest, the 
majority intended to invest especially in repairs, but also in service quality and hotel pro ino tio)n 
in other I: uro countries. 
(iv) Implications for the hotels' plans and strategies 
In order to evaluate changes in the hotel plans/strategies brought al)(wt by I: A(l', the busincss 
respondents were asked if they had a plan or strategy to deal with the challenges of I. ylI. In 
the case of a 'yes' answer, they were then asked toi identity which plans or strategies they had 
or, conversely, in the case of a 'no' answer, why they did not have a plan (, r strategy. 
As shown in 't'able 7.40, the results reveal that the answers varied. Approximately 14 percent 
of the all the respondents answered yes, whilst 87 percent stated they had nu plans ur strategries 
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to deal with the challenges of 1; M U, suggesting that 1": A11' and the I'. un> were Coll-, 1(1(-r(-(l as an 
operational factor rather than as a strategic factor. 
Table 7.40. The implications of EMU for hotel plans and strategics (business survey) 
Total 
Hotel business responses N oho 
14 1 
No ')t) 5, 
otal 104 100 
'1'hc plans/strategics mentioned by these respondents %%h( iclentit ed changts arc prrse"ntcd in 
the following Table 7.41. 
Table 7.41. The hotel plans and strategies after the launch of EMl' (husincss sur%". ) 
Total 
Plans and strategies N % 
I'O imhn vc ; cr%1((, 64 
Starting a ncuW rclatccl businrss . t: a 
complement t( their main bus tile' 
; 
-11 
(amtidcntial 
_ 
14 
Total 14 1(N) 
From this table (7.41), is noticeable that the tnajurity ut these rrsp(mndrnts (64", o) planned to 
improve the services offered by their hotels. The intensity of competition brought ahuut by 
EMU was the main reason presented by these respondents. It is also found that 1-1 l)rrccrnt of 
the respondents said that they would prefer to keep secret their plans or strategies and that the 
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`startirr a new relu/ed busijress as a complement to 1Geir main business' was it plan/stratc gv mrntiuncd by 
21 percent of the respondents. For those respondents who said that they did not have plans ot- 
strategies, the main reasons for their answers are presented in Table 7.42. 
Table 7.42. Reasons for not having plans or stratc. mes to face EMIJ challenges (business sttnr\ ) 
Reasons (single response) Total 
N % 
I. ittlc ur nip cttcrt ut ]AH 1' 1- 
Small size iA the h , tcl 20 
Littlc/no rchar. mo n 12 13 
lau not know what tu clu - 8 
(Mier Ixiuritics 5 G 
Others 4 4 
'l'etal 9u 1 (Nl 
'fable 7.42 reveals that, almost half of the total respondents (47",, ) indicated that tic' did not 
have plans to face F. 11' because the effect of I: Nll , vas very little or negligihie. The tact that 
they believed they were a very small business and I: NIL would affect larger enterprises (was 
also painted out by 22 percent of the respondents. 
In order to evaluate the priorities of business respondents under the C 11tcxt of I": NIE' and, at 
same time, to evaluate how important they thought I": NIl' was for their (business, the survey 
asked the business respondents to rank the importance of the following objectives tier their 
husincss (the ranking went from 1 to 5, where 1% vas the mist imhurtant and 5 the least 
imnportant): 'To ensure that your enter j rrre routinuIe'5 operrI/in{g within the l : rnn ; To r. \ fhorc' thee I:. I 1l 
of PortIIrnitier ,' To avoid the threats of 1 `All "; 'TO irpPF'e Ibe botel'ý wm1t ' and 'TO . \; Plori" 
the current stren! lbs 0/ilie e»teF? 5 ise'. The results are presented in the table hrlua (7.43) using the 
mcan value of the answers obtained with the vie to simplitv the demonstration of the results. 
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Table 7.43. Ranking of objectives under the context of I: Nit' (Mean) (business survey) 
Objectives under the EMU context Mcan 
1l 11111)l \. the CurrCnt %k(. lknl <. c. (dih( 1 ntc, )rtsc I (, i 
'1'O explore the h( tcl's Current strcn nth. I. 6- 
To cX Ihre I': At I, 1)pp( 'rtunlt1e 3.19 
1l1 a\'uld the threats (, f I'AII' 400 
To C1)3UrC that ý'ollr enterprise Continues ll eratltll' within the Intro 4.38 
The results presented in 'f'able 7.43 reveal that 'To innßrnt'e hie /rote/: r irnntva u'ea ne. rsei' was the 
item that obtained the closest value to I (most important item), while 'To en. urnr that your 
enlerpri. ce continues operatinc' were ranked as the least important item (with :a nkran value Ot -3.38). 
I\loorcover, the results reveal that 'lo amid /hn'ulr , ausel b I:. III was not so relevant for the 
respondents, with a mean value of. 4 
When asked about the main reason behind their ranking, as 'l'alle 7.44 demonstrates, the 
explanations most cited by the business respondents were related tu the fact that in their 
opinion EMU did not bring relevant threats for their business and ensunng that the ho )tcl will 
continue to operate was an unquestionable factor. On the other hand, a large numhcr Ot 
respondents thought that by improving the current -weakncsses they v >ulci inmpro ve their 
competitive position and benefit from the new uproot-tunnies brought about by 1: N11 '. 
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'rabic 7.44. Most common explanations behind the hotel objectives (business , un'cN") 
Reasons behind the hotel objectives Total 
N % 
'AIt' dhL1 nut hnni rclrý. int thnu. tn tiIr thou 
I 
. nsurin g that the 
hiitcl will continue to operate is an un ties tio iublr actor II 11 
Improving the current weaknesses benefits the hotel competitiveness mid 
highlights I INIl Iui iwtunito 
59 5' 
By exploring the h( tcl strengths, hotels bccurnc m )rc C( m prtitive 9 9 
I'wrtl I1)-1 Jun 
7.4. BUSINESS PERCEPTIONS OF THE OPPORTUNITIES ANI) '1'I IRI; A'I'S "1'O '1'1II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOTEL 
Bearing in mind the implications of 1. A11', the respondents from the business survey' narre 
asked to identify two main opportunities for, and threats tu, their husiness, resulting from the 
introduction of EMU. Hence, the respondents could identify tv,,, () answers f )r each cif the tvV 
cases (opportunities and threats). The results are summarised in 'fable 7.45 and discussed 
below. 
Table 7.45 Existence of opportunities and threats to business development (business survey) 
Total 
Recognition of opportunities and threats N % 
)I'll' 'I (11TIVIL'S T, 
l'hrrats I 1 
()hlxirtunitirs & Threats 15 14 
Nuithrr 3' 36 
Do not ktiu 
Total 104 100 
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As Table 7.45 shows, 61 percent of the respondents were sure there would be opportunities 
brought about by EMU for their business. I lowever among these, some of the respom(Icnts 
(14 percent) also identified threats for their business due the implementation of I? Nll'. ( )nlv a 
very insignificant percentage of respondents (1" 0) identified unly threats. By c( ntrast, 36 
percent of respondents said that I: MU did not represent either an opportunity or a threat toi 
their business. In addition, the number of respondents saying that they 'do not knovV' was very 
small (2°%), suggesting that, on the one hand, the effects wirre neg1a iblc, whervvisc they could 
be noticed or, on the other hand, the hotels were not ýý eit cnoui h intimned about the topic in 
order to recognise them. 
7.4.1 Opportunities for business development 
lý rliýýb fhe respondents, vVhO wcrc asked to iclcurih mý, main brt1 1tic, iip 
question, identified common opportunities as result of the introduction of I'. MMI'. .A general 
overview of the data demonstrated that the most cited opp<>rtunitics ', w ere similar to those 
opportunities found in the literature. As result their answers were C( dcd intu the sane 
categories as in the literature (Fable 7.46). 
Table 7.46. Distribution of the opportunities to business dc%clopment (business survey) 
Opportunities for businesses Total 
N 
(n=h4) 
% 
SInl , Ilru\ Sl ;1 
Im ru\vcnlcnt Ißt ecUnonrlic >tahtlrtV 15 ''1 
I )rl(t' tr. lil, lrl'tll \' 11 I2 
I Ill r. st' in dc'i11: 111d 4 i 
I tllrl: ISc 111111vcTn1t'llt 3 
! Ui. iI 91 11 N1 
' 91 instead 128, because only 27/ of the 64 respondents who had identified opportunities, 
mentioned two opportunities, as was required. The remainder identified Io ppOrtunity each. 
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Table 7.46. shows that ` implicity' of a single currency was the most significant opportunity 
expressed by the respondents (59% of the total answers). They believed that a single currency 
would simplify their business with the other countries. Conversely, an implication for hotel 
investment was the least cited opportunity (3% of the total answers). In addition, 21 percent of 
the total answers were focused on the improvement of the economic indicators, in terms of 
monetary policy and the reduction of public expenditure in Portugal after the launch of En1U, 
since for some respondents EMU would bring economic stability and better conditions to 
invest. With less frequency (12% of the total), there were answers related to the easier 
comparison of prices across Europe, signifying the fact that a common currency throughout 
the Euro Zone would give to some hotels in Portugal the opportunity to show clearly that they 
offered lower prices than in other countries. Finally, 4 percent of the answers focused on 
changes in hotel demand as an opportunity, because in the view of some respondents the main 
implications of EMU in the participating countries would be the creation of better conditions 
to travel. 
7.4.2. Threats to business development 
In respect of the threats, the results previously presented (Table 7.45) revealed that 15 percent 
of respondents identified threats as a result of ENIU, although none of the respondents 
identified two threats as they were asked. Moreover, as already mentioned, almost all of the 
respondents believed that there were also opportunities. Only 1 percent of the total 
respondents said that there were just threats. 
Table 7.47 presents the main threats identified from the answers. As for opportunities, these 
answers were coded into the same categories as in the literature because of the similarities 
between the literature and the data survey. They were: `lost of commission on exchange rates; 
`increase in competition; `not knowing bow to relate and manage the currency; `bank bureaucracies' (e. g. 
cheques); `decrease of tourists'. 
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Table 7.47. Distribution of responses of threats to business development (business survey) 
Total 
Threats for businesses N % 
1 . ()Ss (t cuIII) ISS loll oil c. \chant c r. uc; ) 31 
Increase in ci m ctitiun 4 
Not knuxvini Of the curr('nct i p) 
Bank bureaucracies (e. g. chcy icsl 13 
Decrease of tourists _ 
13 
Total 16 100 
res shown in Table 7.47, the main concern expressed by the resp(mdients in total was the 'loss o/ 
commission on exchange rate. ' within the 1=. uro zone. They believed that their hcrtcl had lust the 
possibility to earn commission from the exchange desk at the I1( tcl rcccpti<m as a cunseL1ucnCc 
of the single currency and this affected hotel profits. The respondents also presented C ncrrns 
about increasing competition as result of easier comparison of prices and the entre ()f new 
competitors 
From this analysis, it was also noticeable that some of the main threats identified here were 
similar to those some of the respondents had identified brtore as ohhOrnlnitics. In fact, while 
for some respondents, a new currency was an opportunity, since it vV"ould bring simplicity, for 
others the Euro was a threat, because it would confuse people who did not kno>W huwv to relate 
and manage the currency. Moreover, for some respondents l . Nlt ' would affect hosinvely- 
tourist flows, while for other this % ould affect in a negative wav' tourist tloýýs. I in: ýli , 
`prise 
/ranparenty' for some respondents had threatened their business due to higher price exposure 
within the Furo countries, whilst for others this represented an uppurninity toi evidence that 
they offer better prices than the others. 
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7.5. THE HOTEL BUSINESS PERCEPTIONS OF THE BUSINESS'S S'1'RI? NGTIIS 
AND WEAKNESSES IN THE CONTEXT OF EMU 
In order to perceive how the hotel would deal with the introcluctiOn Of l: All', the huýincss 
respondents were asked whether their hotel had either strengths or weaknesses in the context 
of EMU and if so, which were the most relevant. The results are presented in 'fable 7.48. 
'rabic 7.48. Existence of business strengths and weaknesses tinder the context of f? hll (business survey) 
Recognition of strengths and Total 
weaknesses N 
' t'akricssc 
-5 
5 
Strengths and NvcAncsscs 44 42 
'. 'either 32 31 
Total 104 1 lu) 
As Table 7.48 shows 44 percent of the respondents believed that there were both strengths 
and weaknesses for their hotel. Almost one quarter of the respondents thought there only 
strengths, while 5 percent believed that there were only %veaknesses. An analysis of the main 
strengths and weaknesses identified by the business respundcnts is prescntrd below. 
7.5.1 Business's strengths 
A closer analysis of the vaned strengths identified by the respondents showed thm 
can be clustered into three main catego>nes. They were: 'hold/ n, ler, 'services qlen,, I' and Wit, 
c-Gararlerislrec 0J' the holet'. ']'able 7.49 shows the three key strengths identified as well as the 
number of responses given and their distribution. 
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Table 7.49. Business' strengths under the EMU context and the distribution of responses (business survey) 
Total 
Business' strengths N ni, o 
Particular characteristics of the hotcl 30 35 
1\ is of services uttered 38 44 
Corn etitive hotcl rates 18 21 
I Otal 86" u() 
` 86 instead 114, because on1%- 43 of the 57 respondents who had identified strengths, 
mentioned two strengths, as was required. The remainder identified 1 opportunity each. 
The survey clarified several aspects related toi the main rcas(mns given by respondents (fahle 
7 
. 
5O). The data demonstrated, for example, that the respondents had different thoughts ýý hrn 
they referred to the `bole! iharacterist cs' as strengths. In fact, the respondents gave four different 
types of hotel characteristic to justit their answer: location, ownership, size and the nuimbur of 
years that the hotel had been in business. 
Table 7.50. Reasons for the strengths identified (business sun-c,, ) 
Single reason (normal text) for each perceived strength (italics) Total 
N% 
Pirti, nln-rba, aier s1,: r o/ the hotel i,: ;0 
Ownership 13 43 
Location 11 3- 
Size 4 13 
Years in business of the hotel 2 
Tip e ofsenice. r o erred (n= 38) 
Service quality 38 I( N) 
(. on elilipe hotel rates (a= /8) 
Cheaper prices when compared to the other Furo counines 18 11N1 
Note: the number in brackets corresponds to the total number of respondents citing each cost 
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The `type of ownership'was the reason most cited by respondents (43% of respondents), although 
with different perspectives. For example, on the one hand, for some respondents the fact that 
their hotel was a part of an international chain signified that they had a structure that was more 
organised than the other hotels and, consequently, better performance. In addition, some of 
the respondents argued that they were in a better position to benefit from the implications of 
EMU, because they had branches located in different countries. There was also one 
respondent who belonged to a national group who said that one of its strengths was 
`ownership', arguing that the hotel was better structured than others located in the North of 
Portugal. 
On the other hand, some respondents (4), who represented an individual business, argued that 
their businesses were more flexible than other hotels because their decisions could be taken 
independently of chain policy. Also, as they were smaller, they had better performance. The 
fact that the hotel was a family enterprise was also mentioned by some of these respondents to 
explain the speed of their decisions. 
`Location' was the second reason most cited by respondents (37% of total). They argued that 
their hotel's location, together with the single currency, had improved their competitive 
position. 
As shown in the table above (7.50) the site of the hotel was also considered to justify the 
answer of some respondents (13%). They argued that the medium or small size of their hotel 
helped in making decisions in response to changes in the business environment. 
Finally, 7 percent of the respondents believed that the number of years the hotel had been 
operating, linked with their experience, would help them to better face the challenges brought 
about by EMU. 
In respect of the types of services offered, it was found that 39 percent of the respondents 
thought that the type of services they offered was their main strength in the context of EMU 
because, as they mentioned, within an increasingly competitive environment the quality of the 
services that they provided (e. g. accommodation) would make the difference. 
Finally, in terms of competitive prices, according to 20 percent of respondents, the price of 
services offered by the hotels that they were managing was the main strength of the hotel. 
They argued that because the single currency increased the ability to compare prices, they 
would become more competitive since they had the lowest rates in the market. 
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7.5.2. Business's weaknesses 
The research paid attention to the major weaknesses the hotels faced in the context Of 
Therefore, respondents from the three study groups were asked tu identify the uhstacles that 
hotels face most. 
As presented previously (see Table 7.48), within the business survey 47 percent Ot the total 
respondents identified weaknesses, demonstrating that approximately halt ut the respondents 
considered they had weak points in relation to 1? \1L'. Nonetheless when they were asked to 
idcntiýv the two most important factors that that needed to be addressed tu inihr<, v c their 
hotel performance, only one fifth of these respondents identified two factors. These result: are 
presented in table 7.51. 
'fable 7.51. Main factors that needed to he addressed to improve hotel performance tinder the new environment 
(husincss sure cy) 
Factors that need to be addressed Total 
N % 
I. ack , ýt yuaIiticd %c, -1k. rs IS 3, 
Lack of infrastructures around the lu teI 16 33 
Lack of governnictitsupport 14 
\\'eak hotcl infrastructures 6 12 
Coto idmmil 4 
Total 41) 1INI 
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7.6 PROPOSAL ACTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS AND TO EXPLORE 
OPPORTUNITIES 
From the answers by the businesses, previously reported, it is evident that the majority of 
respondents thought that the ability of the hotel to overcome barriers and explore 
opportunities depended on exogenous factors (see, for example, Chapter 6 subsection 6.4.3). 
They believed that government support would be important and called for a powerful national 
tourism policy without so much bureaucracy and national incentives in terms of taxation. 
7.6.1 Actions proposed by the national authorities to help hotels cope with EMU 
challenges 
When the respondents from the national authority survey were asked about their suggestions 
for hotels in the North cope with the new challenges presented by EMU, they answered that 
their suggestions were quite similar to those they had identified when they were asked about 
the proposals for actions in the hotel industry (see Chapter 6 subsection 6.42, for details). The 
most common proposals are reported in Table 7.52. 
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Table 7.52. National authority proposals regarding how hotels could O%er. unnc h. irri. r.. and explore opportuniii.. 
brought about by EMU 
Aggregate description of proposals made (italics) and specific answers combined to 
Number of Number of 
form aggregate description (normal text) respondents responses 
giving the forming the 
referred aggregate 
proposal description 
I "111 should br rrndenlood a, a mean and nn/ 'Jr; eta 
I %ft' is just a tool 2 
1 lords tired to ha %c proactive actions to have advanta. gvs from the bane tit, I 
brought about by I NfU 
lord strategics and action, need to be reviewed 
1 lotclicrs should enter into a partnership with other tourism cntcrlmscs and i 
ww'itIi ot: hcr hotels 
I lotcliers should utter new and higher quality services to face r murr aml more 3 
market demanding 
I-hcre is a high entrepreneurial tral, +rncntatum in the north that nerd to Cull 5 
Within the context of I{\I l' it is important to ex lure the high potential of _' 
North as tourism destination 
I 1()ti 1< 11 clt, ) be prepared for 1151 Clt. tllrny, ý . 
Nute: ']'It( t. >ct tl>. tt th( t, t. >I n>nhcr ut I(p)II>c-. t> I. ttý - cI I II. n> the n(ItII t 
pvr more than one responsc (multiple resp nsc) 
As their answers suggest, five of the national authorities believed that in the North there was 
high entrepreneurial fragmentation, which could cause some clifticulties in dealing with the 
driving forces of the business environment, such as F NI['. I lovvvev, er, as it was mentioned by 
three of these respondents, there was a high potential toi devei>h tourism in the North, arguing 
that the North had the greatest diversity1 of tourist resources, which together with the new 
business environment brought by F NIL', could represent an uppOrtunity- to develop the hotel 
business. One of these respondents said that there were a logt of factors that needing to he 
improved in the. North, which were already explored in re 'tis such as Lisbon or . 
\Iganvr. 
These factors were both internal and external, such as partnerships, cooperation and 
associations between tourism enterprises but also infrastnicturc development and promotioli 
of the region. According to him, "tile 1ýack o/ /Gere fin'tor., in the North did not perniit the e. vp/oratiat o/ 
the potential c/urges in the business e, t1tmument in t/e sýrmm' upry as the. Suutl. of 1'o, 1ii a1'. This idea was in 
part shared by another two respondents, who believed the Implications of 1 : Al I' i( (111(1 Irr 
different in the North bearing in mind the particular characteristics Of the tlic" ability' ()t 
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the management of the hotels, how prepared the enterprises were and the degree of 
international relations the hotel h. ad.. As result they called for proactive actions and strategies cat 
dr(/erentiale, such as new services and higher yualitýv. There were also three calls for 
understanding "EA IU as a mean and not as an end'. 
7.6.2 Actions proposed by the industry associations to help hotels cope with EMU 
challenges 
\V'ith respect to the proposals presented by the representatives Ot the in(I ustrv ; ºs, )ri; ºti()11s, the 
results revealed similar views between the proposals for the hotel industry in general and for 
hotel in the north, in particular (sec, Chapter 6 subsection 6.4.1, for details un the prOpOsals 
for the hotel industry). I fence, 4 industry associations concluded by warning business that key 
forces in the business environment could increase the vulnability' of businesses (fahle ?. 53). 
Table 7.53. Industry associations' perceptions of how hotels could leere mit b. trricr. and t\ pI it ,Ip , minitic, 
brought about by EMU 
Aggregate description of proposals made (italics) and nd specific Answers combined tu 
Number of Number of 
for form aggregate description (normal (cm) respondents responses 
citing the forming the 
referred aggregAic 
r" p. ).. ml dcscripti n 
II olebers need lo be p oaaire 
II )trlicrs nccd proactive actions 7 
Ne challcngcs brought about be I{\l l' should incite hutclicrs to inno %atc 
The effects of F_A1 U need to be recognised 
(ha//mer bmuýlrl , iIoiit 61 Ii. 1ll ' oral In r.! try. r:,.. 
Nute: Ili. t: ut tlttt tltr 1, ý1II nutnh( r, )t resp utt. s I Iii tlt. tn tl. r u nin1 [it 111 1.1I .1 
I; aVc nu, rc than one respum. c (multiple re lose) 
As one of the respondents quoted: 
<ente? przseJ should pay allenhon to changes in /Ihe bu. clne, e olJ'no"n/Y/I 'Ind Nc' 11'. 1. 
ý) (n u1 c', fly' fA .l . 
l,, ttl ý: l7ý 
em ironmen! , thinking that `11)e ntantrgerr . vhould 
be proatYire and think , t'lo%, rl/) 
'. " 
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In the view of the industry associtions, this held true for EMU, and also for the other possible 
driving forces, such as customer requirements and needs, as mentioned by different 
respondents. With information and good sense, they believed that each enterprise would find 
the most adequate solution for its dimension, organisational resources and plans. 
Specifically, one of respondents suggested that: 
"the operational costs required by EMU in terms of IT could be used by managers to improve the information 
rystem . As well the need to change the hotel brochures, due the introduction of a different cumnry, could be used to 
improve the image of the hotel. " 
Another idea underlined by one of the respondents was that the hotels needed to ensure high 
levels of competitiveness under a more and more competitive environment. For this, 
'Me Euro must be faced as an important instrument to fact environment changes, since it simplified international 
relations, consolidated economic integration and could imply a stable maementrironment " 
7.7. CONCLUSION 
This chapter has analysed the major changes in the operational environment for hotels in the 
North of Portugal due to Portugal joining the FI11U, using the experience of business 
respondents and the views of the representatives of the national authorities and the 
representatives of the industry associations. 
Judging by the answers gathered from business survey, it was found that the hotels in the 
North of Portugal had experienced more benefits than problems due to the introduction of 
EMU. However, benefits within the business survey were less perceived than expected by the 
national and industry surveys or even in earlier literature. There were a large number of 
respondents saying that EMU had little effect on their business essentially because they were a 
small business, suggesting that the possible effects of EMU could be noticed in bigger hotels. 
Moreover, the majority of them recognised that they had to undertake IT changes (e. g. 
changing software), which required some financial costs, but said that EMU did not affect 
significantly their competitive position, sales, hotel rates or promotional activity. This suggests 
that the Euro was considered essentially an operational factor. 
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A different perspective was, however, presented by the majority of the respondents from the 
national authorities and industry associations, who believed that EMU and the Euro were 
really strategic issues as opposed to just affecting operational matters. In their view EMU had 
increased competition and hotels had to respond by offering competitive rates and increasing 
service quality. They believed that under ENIU the hotels would benefit through a new 
macroeconomic and competitive environment and suggested that the hotel managers must be 
attentive to changes in the business environment. 
The findings reported in this chapter are discussed in the following chapter where, together 
with the findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6, they are discussed and compared in relation to 
the differences and similarities between the hotel stakeholders' perceptions. Before this 
discussion, where findings from Chapters 5,6 and 7, are also compared with previous 
published results and theoretical expectations, the next chapter evaluates the theoretical, 
methodological and analytical approaches of the research. 
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8. RESEARCH EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 
8.1. INTRODUCTION 
As a catalyst for a closer economic integration thn, ugh i >in lc o. urrvnrv .I , no )fill(- anal 
Monetary Union held out the promise of welfare gains for the participating COuntries and their 
respective industries. Aniong the potential benefits of monetary union, I : AII ' was expected to 1 
enhance business competition through a stability-oriented macri x coiii imie policy framework, 
including greater transparency-, reduced exchange rate uncertainty, greater credibility to the 
policy regime and lower transactions costs, among others. Whether the stakeholders of hoitcls 
perceived, or did not perceive, significant changes brought about by FNIt' for Portugal, and 
the hotel business environment in the north of Portugal in particular, was the central subject of 
this study. Perceptions of both positive and negative effects were considered. 
Assessment of the perceived effects of I J\11' was by no means an easy task. 11\II is without 
precedent in terms of its scale and complexity' and, as mentioned in a study- by the I? uropean 
Commission's Directorate General for l, conomic and Financial . Affairs (l: C, 2U04a), 
sometimes it is difficult to separate the impact of FAIL' from the effects of other relevant 
issues such as globalisation, technological change or the single market pr<granime (I: C, 2004x). 
Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 4, depending on the outputs required from the research, 
measuring the perceived impacts of 1. NIU can involve a range of different theories and 
methodologies, which in their turn are fundamental to producing reliable and valid research. 
The main aim of this chapter is to evaluate the research undertaken and discuss its results. The 
chapter starts by undertaking the evaluation of the theoretical, methoýduýloggical and analytical 
approaches (secrion 82). This is followed by a discussion of the results emerging from the 
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analysis of the perceived implications of EMU (section 8.3). At the end of the chapter (section 
8.3), a brief conclusion is presented. 
8.2. EVALUATION OF THEORETHICAL, METHODOLOGICAL AND ANALYTICAL 
APPROACHES 
This section evaluates the theoretical, methodological and analytical approaches used in this 
research. The main purpose is to demonstrate the worth or merit of the reported research, 
using as the reference three widely accepted criteria of evaluation: validity, crrdibi/4y and reliability 
(Finn et al., 2000; Jennings, 2001; Punch, 2005 and Saunders et al., 2007). Validity refers to 
whether a measuring instrument measures what it is supposed to measure to meet the 
objectives, of research (Finn et al., 2000). Credibility refers to the standards emerging from 
outside the research that allow others to judge for themselves whether the research is 
believable or trustworthy. Finally, reliability refers to the extent to which a measurement 
instrument could reveal similar results if applied more than once to the same people under 
standard circumstances (Saunders et al., 2007). 
8.2.1. Evaluation of the theoretical approach adopted 
The theoretical approach adopted in this research was that of business management and 
competitiveness theories. In particular, this research focused on the perceptions of the hotel 
stakeholders towards the implications of EMU using and adapting three of Porter's models: 
the Diamond, Five Forces, and Value Chain models. A review of these theories is presented in 
Chapter 3 and the reasons for using these specific models are discussed in Chapter 4. In this 
section, the contribution of the theoretical choices to the perceived implications of EMU on 
the hotel business environment is evaluated. 
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8.2.1.1. Economic integration theory versus business management and competitiveness 
theories 
In searching for an appropriate theory through which to study the implications of EMU on the 
hotel's business environment, two main theoretical areas emerged: the economics of 
integration and business management and competitiveness theories. As mentioned before, this 
research opted for the second theoretical area to study the perceived impacts of EMU on the 
business environment of hotels in the North of Portugal. This approach recognises some of 
the existing gaps in the literature such as: (i) an over concentration of research based on the 
traditional trade theories and/or applied economic models, as demonstrated in Chapter 2 (sub- 
section 2.3), (ü) the lack of studies applying business management and competitiveness 
theories to the study of the implications of EMU at different levels of the hotel's business 
environment and (iii) the non-existence of studies based on the hotel stakeholders' 
perspectives. 
The fact that there were previous studies in the business field analysing changes in the business 
environment, although in different contexts and sectors, also offered benefits from opting for 
the business approach. Notably, there was a real opportunity to use Porter's models as a 
framework in the context of the implications of EMU. In addition, a new path for the study 
of the implications of EMU comprising the three distinct levels of business environment 
(national, industry and operational), and those variables involved at each level (see Chapter 4 
for details), offer new perspectives on the impacts of economic integration for participating 
countries and their businesses. 
8.2.1.2. The choice of Porter's models 
Each of the three Porter models used in this research has been used numerous times by 
authors to study the environmental influences on businesses and revealed to be useful in 
various contexts (e. g. Porter, 1990; Tribe, 1997; Campbell et al, 1999; Finlay, 2000; Lynch, 
2003; Wortheston and Britton, 2003; Moon and Lee, 2004). The Diamond model has been 
commonly linked to studies on the competitive advantage of a nation (e. g. Porter, 1990 and 
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Moon and Lee, 2004). The Five Forces model has been regularly used as a framework for 
assessing the nature of competition in an industry (e. g. Porter, 1989; Tribe, 1997). Finally, the 
Value Chain model has been commonly used as a tool for defining a firm's core competences 
and activities and relating them to an analysis of the competitive strengths of the business (e. g. 
Freire, 1999; Poon, 1998). 
Nonetheless, the findings from the literature review revealed that little research using these 
models, if any, had been undertaken in regards to the implications of EMU on tourism 
businesses. Even though, as demonstrated in the literature review (chapters 2 and 3), the 
impact of EMU on the overall business environment has been widely recognised, both prior to 
the commencement of this research and subsequently (e. g. Barbosa et al., 1999; Johnson and 
Turner, 2000,2006; Whyman, 2002; DeGrauwe, 2005; Ratz and Hinek, 2005 and Baimbridge 
and Whyman , 2005), there was a real opportunity to use the 
business models as a framework 
for the analysis of the implications of EMU. Porter's models merged a set of variables (macro 
and micro), which have been demonstrated as suitable for this study. Each of these models and 
variables are, now, evaluated in the light of their contribution to the analysis of the perceived 
implications of EMU. 
Porter's Diamond 
As mentioned in chapter 3 (sub-section 3.3.3.2. ) Porter (1980) identified various variables 
influencing the national business environment, which together he called the Diamond' of 
competitive advantage. They are: factor conditions, home demand, related and supporting 
industries, firm 
strategies, structure and rivalry, government and chance. These multiple components (. e. variables) 
contributed to the richness of the model and. the choice of the Diamond as a guideline to study 
the perceived implications of EMU on the national business environment (see chapter 4, sub- 
section 4.2 for details). Using the Diamond model, offered this study macro (m terms national 
level) and micro (in terms of business level) perspectives from which the perceptions of the 
implications of EMU on the competitiveness of the national environment could be analysed. 
As a result this study demonstrated that the factor conditions affected by EMU (e. g. labour 
costs, interest rates and exchange rates) were important determinants of the competitiveness of 
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the national hotel environment. But, the study also underlined the importance of considering 
the capacity of the enterprise to innovate and upgrade when studying the perceptions of the 
implications of EMU on the national business environment. In addition, the study confirmed 
that the Diamond model is versatile (regarding the context of study) and may be adjusted to 
new contexts and variables, countering one of the main criticisms of the model. Within the 
study of the perceptions of EMU, it was found that it would be beneficial to include a new 
variable to the Diamond model -the crrpranational power of the EU - and that to explore chance as a 
variable to the study of the perceptions of the implications of EMU would not be very useful, 
for the reasons already mentioned in the Chapter 4. In fact, by including the supranational power 
of EU as a variable, the hotel stakeholders' views towards one of the most significant 
implications of EMU at the national environment (i. e. the transfer of the decision-malting 
from the national to the EU level) was studied at the national and EU levels (see, chapter 5 
sub-section 5.4.6 for details). In a context where the process of the national decision-making is 
highly dependant on EU decisions, the inclusion of this variable in future studies seems 
particularly important. 
Porter's Five Forces 
Porter's Five Forces model emphasises the main aspects that are relevant for judging the 
perceived implications resulting from EMU for the industry business environment. The 
richness of the variables included in this model (i. e. the risk of new competitors entering the 
industry, the threat of potential substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power 
of suppliers, and degree of rivalry between the existing competitors) proved to be a useful guide for 
studying the perceived implications of EMU. By using each of these variables when explaining 
perceived changes brought by EMU on the hotel industry environment, relevant factors for 
hotel competitiveness, such as supply, demand, complementary products and substitutes and 
market structures, were included. Moreover, as reflected in Chapter 6, it appears that in general 
each of these variables was affected by EMU. Therefore, the results of this research 
highlighted the importance of looking directly at industry structure when explaining changes in 
the hotel business environment. 
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Porter's Value Chain 
In this research Porter's Value Chain (described in Chapter 3, sub-section 3.5.2) was used as a 
framework to analyse the perceived impact of EMU on the operational environment, breaking 
down the business's operation into the hotel's different activities. The Value Chain provided a 
simple but, nonetheless, powerful organisational tool for gaining a comprehensive picture of 
the organisation's operational environment and the perceived effects of EIAU in each of the 
particular activities that hotels are required to undertake (see Chapter 7 for details). Analysing 
the academic and managerial literature using the Value Chain also permitted a better 
organisation of the academic and managerial literature analysed, as demonstrated in Chapter 3 
(sub-section 3.5.2). 
The use of the Value Chain model within this study could be criticised on the grounds that 
Porter (1985) elaborated the model in a way that made it more suited to manufacturing than 
hotel services industry. The inclusion in the original model of variables such as inbound logistics 
(to refer the goods/rabv materials received from suppliers and the way they move around the 
organisation) could be an example of this. However, what this research did was to use the 
model as a tool for analysing the perceptions of the hotel' stakeholders on the activities 
identified by Porter as part of business operation (see chapter 3 subsection 3.5.2, for details 
about the variables), but adapting the model to the context of this research. For this purpose, 
as explained in the previous chapter (Chapter 7 section 7.3), emphasis was given to procurement 
rather than to inbound logistics and outbound logistics and sernces (i. e. installation, after-sales service 
and complaints). Therefore, the perceived impact of EMU on the hotel units were reviewed by 
looking at the impacts on: procurement, operations; marketing and sales; senses (only complaint 
factors); human resource management; technological development and administration and infrastructure of the 
hotel. As the findings discussed in Chapter 7 suggested, the inclusion of only those variables 
that could be applied to the hotel environment have given an overview of the perceived effects 
of EMU on all hotel activities. Moreover, this confirmed that the Value Chain is a model that 
can be used in different context and sectors. 
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8.2.1.3. Analysis of different levels of business environment by combining Porter's 
models 
By combining Porter's models together in an all-encompassing framework, the pioneering 
nature of the research aim was reinforced, since the three models used helped to confirm that 
there are advantages in merging more than one business environment level into an integrated 
study procedure. In fact, each of Porter's models emphasised certain variables that are relevant 
for judging the perceived implications, resulting from FIM, for the business environment. For 
example, as mentioned before, the Diamond model focuses on the national context from a 
macro and micro perspective, the Five Forces model relates to the industry context, and 
finally, the Value Chain model embraces the strengths and weakness of the hotel' activities. 
Keeping in mind that one of the main conclusions found from the business and 
competitiveness literature discussed in Chapter 2 was that under the threefold levels of the 
business environment the concept of competitiveness has a multifaceted nature and there are 
multiple indicators for its evaluation, this was particularly relevant and contributed to a better 
understanding of the implications of EMU at the three levels of business environment 
identified, confirming the benefits of the conceptual model adopted. 
One of the criticisms that can be made of using several variables to analyse the perceptions of 
EMU on the business environment is that the parsimony criterion, defined by Fawcett and 
Downs (1992) as the adoption of as few concepts and propositions as possible to explain a 
phenomena, is not fulfilled. However, the results of this research suggest that the use of three 
models with several variables explained why the hotel stakeholders thought the hotels 
might/might not gain competitive advantage in all its forms as a result of the introduction of 
EMU. This would not be possible if only one level of the business environment was studied or 
fewer variables were included in the study. 
In addition, the use of three models from the same author (i. e. Porter) may suggest some 
limitations in terms of the diversity of the theories. Nonetheless, as reviewed in Chapter 3, it 
does not mean that there are no other approaches which could be used. However, for the 
reasons already discussed, and the results obtained, Porter's models proved to be helpful for 
this research. In addition, the set of models used do not repeat variables, making the research 
process flow logically. 
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8.2.2. Evaluation of the methodological approach adopted 
Data collection is an essential aspect of any type of research study. Inaccurate data collection 
can impact on the results of a study and ultimately lead to invalid results. Furthermore, the 
reasons why the data were collected and the authenticity, quality and accuracy of the 
methodological research process are vital issues to confirm the credibility of the study. 
Therefore, based on these criteria, this sub-section evaluates the methodology adopted in this 
research. For that, the outcome of each step in the research process is discussed and the 
unexpected factors that arose during the research are identified and considered in terms of the 
quality of the findings obtained. 
8.2.2.1 Data collection techniques 
This research used three main techniques to collect data: literature review, secondary data 
collection and primary data collection. They are evaluated as follows. 
Literature review 
After the formulation of the research problem, a literature review and interpretation was 
carried out. Figure 8.1 shows the main purposes of the literature review. 
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At first sight, the process of a literature review seems fairly simple. II ý\v cv cr, since the 
literature review plays a vital role in the justification of the research topic and meth(dulogvv, as 
documented by Hart (1998), it re lulres appropriate depth, rigour and consistency, and 
effective analysis and synthesis in relation to the issues. Moreover, although the literature 
process was selective, at an early stage the researcher was confronted with a range ut literature 
that, even if it did not refer directly to the study, offered valuable information regarding the 
wider context of the research. For instance, at an initial stage, it was evident that studying the 
perceived implications of the European integration on the hotel business environment could 
be approached from different perspectives (social, political and economic or a combination of 
these). 
After exploring the theories, methodolo ies, secondary research findings and the research gaps 
in the held of the study, it became evident that there was an opportunity to study the 
implications of FN1U at three different levels of the hotel businesses environment. For 
example, the literature review revealed that although I: N1 has increasingly been vic%ved as a 
key driving force in the business environment of firms within the Furu Zone, as Johnson and 
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Turner (2000) and Pelkrnans (2001) have documented, within the tourism sector, only a few 
studies focussing on tourism and economic and monetary union have been published, as 
confirmed by Ratz and Hinek (2005). When applied to the effects on SMTEs in Portugal, the 
major findings and conclusions of a survey of the literature also confirmed that the 
implications of EMU on the tourism sector have not been subject to much investigation prior 
to or since the launch of the Euro in 2002, despite the importance that the sector has in the 
Portuguese economy. In addition, much of the literature published on the theme was 
published before the introduction of the Euro (for example, APVT, 1997; Deloitte and 
Touche Consulting, 1998; Torres, 1998; Costa, 1999) and was, in great part, based on 
expectations and assumptions or related to the practical issues relating to the changeover 
period of 1999-2002, with the main aim of informing entrepreneurs of the main operational 
changes of EMU. In this way, the literature survey helped to demonstrate how additional 
research could contribute to the body of knowledge on economic integration that already 
exists and supports the argument that led to the research questions and hypotheses. This 
review was central to the clarification and understanding of the major issues, debates, theories 
and methodologies surrounding the subject by identifying significant limitations, contradictions 
and contributions of previous studies. It also guided the selection of the main subject areas for 
primary data collection. As was found in the literature, there was a gap in the knowledge of the 
perceptions of tourism stakeholders towards the implications of EMU in the Northern hotel's 
business environment. 
To conclude, two final notes should be made. One concerns the process of writing a literature 
review. By convention, although many studies adopted the present tense, the references to 
these studies are in the past tense, because these articles have already been written and their 
conclusions have already been developed. The other one is related to the sources used to 
review the literature. When searching for literature in the research domain of this study, there 
was a concern to include mainly academic literature (e. g. books, journals and so on) and official 
reports published by EC, Portuguese authorities or other relevant sources. However, because 
this research was done almost simultaneously with the introduction of EMU, articles published 
in the British and Portuguese press were also reviewed and utilised. The use of these sources is 
however open to question, because as mentioned in the methodology chapter, newspapers arc 
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not necessarily as reliable as scholarly sources. Using newspaper sources is likely to encounter 
bias within the sources (see, Baron (2004) for details on media bias). An example of bias within 
newspaper articles on the effects of EMU is the possibility of the influence of the political 
affiliations of the newspaper and its general view in favor of, or against, the introduction of 
EMU in Europe. Nonetheless, the use of newspapers proved to be useful for providing 
information on the context of this research. The articles helped create an understanding of the 
issues for the economies of the different countries. In some cases, they included valuable 
information not found elsewhere, such as present news and distinct views on the implications 
of EMU. 
Secondary data collection 
The collection of secondary data was relevant in order to identify important economic 
indicators of the Portuguese economy and data from the tourism sector and hotel industry in 
Portugal (e. g. main indicators of tourism businesses in Portugal). In this case, official statistics 
provided by national institutions such as DGT, Ministry of Economy, INE, and ICEP were 
used. International agencies such as the World Bank, IAMF, Eurostat and \17TO were also useful 
sources. For example, an analysis of the statistical data of the tourism enterprises, provided by 
the national statistical board (INE), revealed the importance of the hotel sector within the 
tourism sector and provided an initial idea about the number of the hotels in the North of 
Portugal. It should be noted however that there was a lack of statistical data on the tourism 
sector in Portugal and, in some cases the existing data were found to be inconsistent among 
the different sources. These problems were overcome by using credible sources (Eurostat and 
Ministry of Economy), for example, to provide the Portuguese main economic indicators (e. g. 
the contribution of tourism in GDP), and when possible by creating new data based on 
existing data (e. g. grouping hotels based on size, location and classification). 
Criticisms can be made of the fact that there is little analysis or re-interpretation of the 
secondary data in this research. However, the aim of using secondary data was not to re- 
interpret these data for a different purpose to the original, as several authors did, but simply to 
report the data in its original format as a contribution to the research argument. For this 
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reason, most of the secondary data used were placed in the introduction and literature review 
chapters, instead of in the research findings. 
In spite of the valuable contribution in achieving the objectives of the research, the secondary 
data available could not provide answers to the research questions of this study. Hence, most 
of the data were collected from primary sources. The contribution of these sources is 
explained in following sub-section. 
Primary data collection 
As argued by Patton (1990), the decision to collect primary data depends on the research 
purposes, and also on the main findings of the literature survey and external factors such as 
time and monetary constraints. As a result, primary data collection methods can be used in a 
variety of ways, in different settings, and be obtained from different sources. Hence, it is a task 
of the researcher to develop the most suitable data collection procedures for his/her study, 
which requires very careful reflection and evaluation (e. g. Jick, 1983; Wes and Huberman, 
1994; Marshall and Rossman, 1989; Patton, 1990 and Marlow, 1993). 
As reflected on in the previous chapters, and indicated in the methodology chapter, to obtain 
the necessary information, this study adopted a quantitative methodology, using structured and 
semi-structured questionnaires. The three surveys carried out were undertaken using personal 
interviews. However, the method used within business survey differed from the method used 
within the national and industry surveys. In the business survey, the interviews followed a 
strictly controlled pattern of questioning (structured questionnaire), while the national and the 
industry survey the interviews followed a more open pattern of questioning (semi-structured 
list of topics). The aim was to make surveys more sensitive to the profile of the respondent 
involved. 
The following sub-sections describe the key outcomes of the methodological research choices 
and their benefits and limitations in terms of validity, credibility and operational adequacy. 
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a) The adoption of quantitative methodology 
As discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.3. ), both qualitative and quantitative methodologies are 
valid and suitable for social research. Therefore, the selection of which research approach is 
appropriate in a given study should be based upon the subject under investigation, the goals of 
the research and the resources available (Patton, 1990). This research adopted a quantitative 
approach. 
The ability of the quantitative approach (influenced by the positivism research paradigm) to 
generate an accurate description of reality based on established theories and variables, makes 
this approach powerful for understanding the implications of EAMU. Instead of building a new 
theory, this research took three models that were already well developed in the business and 
competitiveness fields and used them as guidelines to the content of the research. Additionally, 
taking into account that measuring the implications of EMU was the focus of this research, the 
option of a quantitative approach (strong in measuring variables) seemed appropriate for this 
research. The use of a quantitative approach allowed the analysis of the perceived implications 
of EMU at the three levels of the hotel business environment in as objective a way as possible. 
The topic of study is still a theme of heated debate in the literature as reflected in Chapter 2 
(subsection 2.4.2.3) and results describing the reality through quantifiable data can contribute 
and serve as basis for further research in other contexts. 
The methodology adopted, however, does not provide deep explanations or analysis beyond 
the descriptive level, even when significant, valid and reliable. Hence, future research could be 
undertaken using qualitative methodologies, for example, in order to understand the 
motivations of respondents. With a view to avoid a complete lack of explanations in the 
results, several open questions were introduced within the questionnaires that supported the 
three surveys undertaken. These questions were used to provide more comprehensive 
information of the objective framework adopted. 
b) Sampling 
This study provides a valuable contribution to the perceptions of EMU by sampling three 
distinct stakeholders of the hotel business industry: the national authorities, the industry 
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associations and the hoteliers from the north of Portugal. The process of sampling in this 
study, that is the rationale or justification for the decisions of selecting a study sample, was 
determined by the specific aims and research questions. The fact that there were few, if any, 
studies involving the perceptions of the hotels stakeholders was also relevant. In addition, the 
role that each stakeholder plays at each of the distinct levels of the business environment was 
an important reason for involving all of these groups. It was assumed that each stakeholder 
(defined in this study as an individual group or organisation that has an impact on, or is 
impacted by, the hotel business environment) would evaluate the implications of EMU using 
their own background (e. g. field of work and context) and that the perceptions of the various 
stakeholders might differ as well as agree since they may be affected by E IU in different ways. 
For example, the business respondents, who are directly involved in the operational activities 
of hotels, might have distinct views 'from the national authorities that develop policy and 
planning and make decisions at the national level for the future development and public good 
and from the industry associations that are directly involved at the industry level. Therefore, 
the inclusion of these three study groups in the research, beyond permitting a multi- 
perspective of the implications of EMU, also permitted the comparison of the differences and 
similarities between the three viewpoints with the literature. Each of these perspectives 
emphasises certain aspects that may be relevant for evaluating the implications resulting from 
EMU. 
The option of including hotels only from the North of Portugal and not more areas in 
Portugal, already discussed in Chapter 1 and 4 (subsections 1.2.2. and 4.4.6, respectively), 
brought benefits to the study. A census was achieved and the resources available (research, 
time and money) were not diluted. 
An evaluation of the sampling choices made within each survey used in this research is now 
provided. Taldng into account that within the national and industry surveys sampling was 
based on similar criteria, they are evaluated together. 
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b. i) Sampling within the national authority and industry association surveys 
The choice of sampling method and criteria for the national authorities and the industry 
associations was a non-probabilistic method, judgemental sample, using as the criteria the role- 
played by the organisation within the hotel sector. This was deemed to be the most appropriate 
for studying the perceptions of both these types of organisation. As explained in Chapter 4 
(sub-section 4.4.6) using probability samples to examine the views of the national authorities 
and industry associations would not be appropriate, because there was the risk of excluding 
relevant organisations or selecting organisations that may not be the most helpful for the 
research. The national authorities and the industry associations, which are intimately involved 
in the hotel business environment, would be likely to provide a better understanding of the 
potential implications of EMU on the hotels, rather than other national or industry 
organisations for whom the hotel industry might be at best a peripheral concern. By surveying 
the selected organisations, different components of the theoretical framework adopted in the 
research, and in particular the understanding of the national and industry environment in 
which the hotels operate (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.2 for details) was obtained. For example, 
by selecting the ministries of Economy/Secretary of State of Tourism, Finances, Territory 
Plan, Social Security and Work, and also the public entities responsible for the tourism 
training, financing, promotion and organisation, the main fields of the hotel business 
environment were explored, essentially, at the national context. On the other hand, by 
involving the industry associations, which seek to contribute directly to the success of the hotel 
industry, such as UNISHNOR, ADHP, ADETURN, CTP and AEP, an understanding on the 
implications of EMU on the hotel business environment, essentially, at the industry level was 
obtained. 
Hence, and given that the majority of the organisations agreed to participate, the study 
identified the industry perspectives towards the implications of EMU on the hotels business 
environment. However, this claim may be tempered by the fact that there are organisations 
that might have been included, but were not, for example, the National Association of 
Portuguese Municipalities; the Regional Tourism Boards; the Association of the Hotels of 
Portugal and the Portuguese Association of Travel Agencies and Tourism. As these missing 
organisations play distinct roles in the tourism sector, their participation would have been 
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desirable for achieving additional views on the implications of EMU in terms of the perceived 
implications of EMU at the regional level and tourism infrastructures and promotion. In fact, 
the regional and industry views may be under-represented with these missing organisations. 
Nonetheless, two factors suggest that the lack of the views of these organisations would not 
significantly affect the results of this research. Firstly, the Association of the Hotels of Portugal 
and the Portuguese Association of Travel Agencies and Tourism are members of the board of 
directors of the Confederation of Portuguese Tourism (CIT), which, in turn, was surveyed and 
represents and promotes the interests of its members in the industry context. Secondly, the 
most relevant regional tourism association - ADETURN -, which has the Tourism Regional 
Boards and National Association of Portuguese Municipalities as members, was surveyed, 
suggesting that the regional perspective was also not compromised by these two missing 
organisations. 
However, this does not mean that in future studies, efforts should not be made to include 
these organisations. Even though they are members of the organisations surveyed, which 
promote their interests, suggesting some possible correspondence between their views, it is not 
certain that they have the same views on all topics. A possible way to obtain the views of those 
organisations may be to ask the other respondents to interfere in this way. This is a common 
practice in the Portuguese context. In this study, they were contacted and invited to participate, 
but they did not reply to the letter and phone calls. 
b. ii) Sampling within the hotel business survey 
In the case of the hotel business survey, it was decided to aim for a census, that is, to survey all 
the study units (hotels located in the North of Portugal) rather than to select and study only 
some of the study units. The rationale for this option was presented in detail in the 
methodology chapter (chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.8). The assurance of representativeness, 
commonly problematic in survey research, was not a problem at all in this research, as virtually 
all the hotels participated in the study. It is, however, important to indicate that the 
representativeness is evident for the north of Portugal only for the reasons discussed in the 
introductory chapter (sub-section 1.2.2). Caution should be taken when generalising the results 
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to the national level, or even to other regions, because the hotel industry in other regions 
might have different characteristics potentially resulting in potentially different results. For 
example, based on data published by DGT (2005a), the hotels in the Algarve tend to have 
more intense activities at the international level, in terms of for example clients and suppliers, 
and hence they may have different views about the implications of EDW and, namely, the 
Euro. The methods applied in the study can be, however, replicated in different contexts, as 
reported in section 8.2. 
c) Survey design 
Although there are many useful guidelines in the research literature on how to design a survey 
(e. g. Jennings, 2001; Creswell, 2007 and Saunders et al., 2007), designing a questionnaire on the 
subject matter of the research entails more than following the basic rules of survey design. 
Considerations such as the use of clear and direct questions, avoiding biased questions and the 
warranty of total confidentially were not a difficult task in this research. However, features 
such as the selection of the most relevant questions in each questionnaire, the decision on the 
type of questions to use, the response format and the definition of the sequencing of sections 
or individual questions were particularly critical in the survey design of the three questionnaires 
used in the research. 
For example, in the business survey, given the nature of this survey, the translation of the 
questionnaires from English into Portuguese was problematical because in some cases there 
was difficulty in finding adequate words in Portuguese (e. g. business environment). 
Furthermore, the problem of translation was equally problematic when the information 
collected was transcribed and translated into English, which required considerable effort to 
ensure that the meaning of the Portuguese text was not misrepresented during the translation 
process. The specific decisions adopted to overcome these difficulties are explained and 
evaluated for each questionnaire below. 
In terms of the national and industry surveys, which involved two heterogeneous groups 
with different activities and roles within the hotel industry, the research design implied 
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different questionnaires for both groups (national authorities and industry associations). For 
the reasons already explained in ý the methodological chapter, two semi-structured 
questionnaires (using mainly open question) were developed as the basis for the face-to-face 
interviews carried out with the national authorities and the industry associations. In general, 
both questionnaires proved to be useful for collecting information on the various fields of 
activities involving the hotel sector. However, the data collection and analyses suggested that 
the information collected, namely data related to the perception of the national authorities and 
the industry associations towards the effects of EMU on the operational business 
environment, was in certain cases insufficient. For example, from the questions related to the 
operational level, it was not always possible to obtain detailed information from these groups, 
which in turn, limited the analysis of some topics. Hence, the use of open questions was useful 
in obtaining the organisations' views on the national and industry environment, but for the 
views on the operational environment it was not so useful, because in most of the cases they 
had not a view or an explanation about the topic. Nonetheless, the use of closed questions 
would have had the same problem. 
In terms of the business survey, it was decided to include a series of six foci for investigation, 
using both open and dosed questions to cover the main topics of the research (see, Chapter 4 
subsection 4.7.7.2. for details). By using open-ended questions following specific dosed- 
questions, additional information was obtained explaining the reasons for the closed question 
answers. This option, although time consuming when running the questionnaire, revealed itself 
very useful when analysing the questionnaires. It showed and permitted understanding that 
sometimes identical responses such as yea or no had very different explanations. At the same 
time, it did not change the basis of the quantitative approach used in the survey. The inclusion 
of these open-ended questions was possible because the questionnaire was implemented 
through face-to-face contact, otherwise it would be difficult to retain the attention of the 
respondents for so many questions. It should be noted that, on average, each questionnaire 
based interview lasted 50 minutes, which did not exceed the researcher's expectations when 
the questionnaire was designed, but confirmed that the questionnaire was long and could have 
lower response rate if not implemented face-to-face. By using face-to-face questionnaires, the 
business survey also ensured that each individual was asked exactly the same questions in 
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exactly the same way, avoiding errors in the data and interpretation of it given that there were 
many of them. In fact, the initial expectations that the business respondents, although they 
may have the same perspective as all were running hotels, may be heterogeneous in their 
answers were confirmed during the data collection. For example, it was found that the business 
respondents had different views on the implications of EMU on the competitive position of 
their hotels. 
In terms of the sequence of the questions of the business questionnaire, it should be 
mentioned that the sequential logic of questions adopted followed the logic of the theoretical 
framework. This included a set of questions about the perceived implications of EMU on the 
national environment, industry environment and operational environment. Particular emphasis 
was given to the operational environment, since it was the level with which the respondents 
would probably feel as most relevant to them. 
A final note should be made concerning to the important role that the pilot survey had to 
overcoming the problem of the translation of some words in the questionnaires from English 
into Portuguese. In fact, it allowed the identification of some words whereby additional 
explanations were required and the need to use adequate words known by all entrepreneurs. 
d) Administration of face-to-face questionnaires 
The three surveys developed in this research were administrated in person by the researcher. In 
all cases, this approach brought benefits for this study. 
As mentioned earlier, it was evident that face to face interviews increased the response rate 
(93% within the business survey, 63% within the national survey and 71% within industry 
survey) and also reduced the level of misunderstanding. In some cases, and particularly during 
business survey, the respondents revealed that they had agreed to participate in the study 
because they would have the chance to meet the researcher and discuss the theme face-to-face, 
which ensured them of the credibility of the work and had facilitated the completion of the 
questionnaire since the researcher would be there to explain any points in the questions that 
they could misinterpret. Some of these respondents also revealed that they had so many 
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requests to complete all types of questionnaires that most of the time requests made by phone, 
e-mail or post sank into oblivion. By the direct contact with key players in the field, the 
researcher could explain and clarify questions, and particularly, in the case of the national and 
industry surveys, probe by asking additional questions, to enhance the likelihood of obtaining 
useful responses from the interviewee. 
Apart from the benefits mentioned above, the administration of face-to face questionnaires 
was also relevant to ensure that the interviews were conducted as impartiality as possible. For 
this purpose, all the interviews were conducted by the researcher and there was a concern to 
discuss in the methodology chapter how the interviews were conducted in ways that are, at the 
very least, accessible to other researchers in order to maximise the reliability (trustworthiness) 
and validity of the data collected. Moreover, it was possible to confirm the interest 
demonstrated by the respondents in this study. For example, within the national survey, it was 
found that as soon as the respondents received the letter sent by the researcher explaining the 
focus of the study being undertaken and asking them to participate in the study, more than half 
of the respondents contacted the researcher two or three days later to arrange the interview, 
suggesting that they recognised the importance of the study. The fact that the study had been 
sponsored by the Portuguese Institute of Tourism, which had previously recognised the study's 
importance, may also have contributed to this. Those who declined the invitation claimed 
mainly that their agenda was full. There were a few cases were the appointment was arranged, 
but the interview did not materialise due to official commitments of the respondents. 
Conducting the surveys at the workplace of the stakeholders was important to ensure that 
hotel's stakeholders were inconvenienced as little as possible. However, it was also important 
to ensure that adequate time was provided to answer all of the questions asked. 
8.2.3. Evaluation of the analytical approach adopted 
Even though this study adopted a quantitative methodology approach, both quantitative and 
content analysis (generally considered a qualitative technique) approaches were employed, 
because of the nature of the questionnaires in the national and the industry surveys. 
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8.2.3.1. Quantitative analytical approach 
The quantitative analytical approach, rooted in positivism, was developed to analyse the data 
collected within the business survey. Since a census is involved, this analysis used mainly 
descriptive statistics instead of inferential statistics (see, chapter 4 sub-section 4.3.8.1 for 
details), which would have been appropriate if there was a need to `infer' something about the 
population from results based on a sample from that population, as authors such as Balnaves 
and Caputi (2001) have demonstrated. The use of descriptive statistics, which included basic 
descriptive methods such as frequencies and cross tabulations helped to summarise and 
describe the data of the perceived implications of EMU at the three levels of the business 
environment. In addition, the concepts and the operational process used in this research were 
defined and explained, meaning that other researchers can reassess and replicate this 
investigation. 
In spite of the number of respondents involved permitting the consideration of the group as a 
census, a note should be made in terms of the implications of the non-respondents in the 
analysis made. That is, 7 percent of the population (8 hotels). Taldng a hypothetical case that 
these units participated and had different thoughts about the implications of EMU, a question 
emerges: would the data obtained from these units change the interpretation of the results? 
Based on the profile of the non-respondents the answer is "most likely no". The non- 
respondent hotel had very similar characteristics to those, which participated, namely in terms 
of the star ranking, number of beds and type of ownership. 
8.2.3.2 Content analytical approach 
The content analysis approach (conceptual analysis) was used for analysing the data from the 
national and the industry surveys. According to Krippendorff (2004), content analysis methods 
are designed to determine in a systematic, objective and quantitative manner the presence of 
certain words, concepts, themes or sentences within texts or sets of texts. These characteristics 
of content analysis allow the analysis of data regardless of their format. Despite the fact that 
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the data from the national and industry survey were collected using semi-structured interviews 
with several open questions, this fact does not affect the analysis of these data using a 
quantitative approach. 
Employing content analysis in this study has served at least two main purposes: () to identify 
and interpret patterns and common themes in responses, by reducing the textual material 
obtained through the national and the industry interviews into more manageable bits of data 
(see section 4.4.8.2 for details on content reduction process), (u) to validate the research 
framework adopted in this study, by using the basic themes and concepts defined in the 
theoretical framework as the analytical template for data collected through mainly open 
questions (see section 4.2. for a detail of the explanation of the framework). The process of 
selecting appropriate units of content for study that could represent the theoretical concepts 
and themes developed through the conceptual framework of this research (e. g. the national 
competitiveness, the industry competitive position or business opportunities) has benefited, by 
its turn, the research results. As argued by Riffe et al. (2005), if the content classification is 
conceptually and theoretically sound, the researcher increases the chance that the results will be 
meaningful and valid (i. e. existing correspondence of the categories to the conclusions). Hence, 
one of the main criticisms to the use of content analysis, namely the lack of consistency when 
reducing text into categories or key works, was reduced in this research. For this purpose, it 
was important to provide a full explanation of the theoretical framework on which the study is 
based during the presentation of the methodological choices and processes made during the 
research. To respect, in a very careful way, the language used by the respondents as well as the 
context of the data was also a concern during the research analysis and, in particular, when 
coding data. 
As there was a concern to select categories and subcategories predetermined by the theoretical 
concepts and themes developed through the conceptual framework of this research, the data 
from the national and the industry surveys fitted easily under the main categories or 
subcategories adopted. The use of these categories provided a basis to describe and interpret 
the views of the national authorities and the industry associations towards the implications of 
EMU on the hotel business environment and make comparisons between the views of the 
different hotel's stakeholders involved in the study. 
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8.3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Having discussed the main theoretical, methodological and analytical issues affecting this 
research, this section discusses the results presented in Chapters 5,6 and 7. The discussion will 
be carried out in relation to the differences and similarities between the hotel stakeholders' 
perceptions, which are also compared with previous published results and theoretical 
expectations. In doing so, the discussion focuses on the main perceived implications of EMU 
at each level of the business environment. The contribution of these results to the 
understanding of the implications of EMU is also discussed in this section. In fact, the study 
provided a new path for the analysis of the implications of EMU by adopting, in the economic 
integration field, an innovative theoretical framework based on Porter's models and brought to 
the research arena a three-dimensional perspective on the implications of EMU, by using the 
views of distinct stakeholders of the hotel business industry, which previous research on this 
domain has not done. 
8.3.1. The implications of EMU on the national business environment 
On the basis of the results presented in Chapter 5, EMU represents a significant shift in the 
national environment of Portuguese hotel businesses and influences each determinant of the 
Tourism Diamond (see figure 8.3. ). As identified in Chapter 5, beside some basic differences in 
the views of the hotel stakeholders, there are many similarities in their perceptions of the 
implications of EMU at the national level of the business environment. 
In each study group, the majority of the respondents recognised the potential progress in 
macroeconomic terms as a result of the introduction of EI1U and described EMU as a 
positive influence on the Portuguese economy. Hence, the results of the surveys carried out in 
this research support previous expectations (described in Chapter 3) that EMU would benefit 
the macroeconomic environment in the Euro zone, as a result of changes caused essentially by 
factors such as interest rates, exchange rates, transactions costs, employment efficiency, 
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productivity and so on. Not surprisingly, these outcomes were essentially found in the national 
authority responses. 
The results of this investigation also indicated that over the first years of EMU the economic 
reality in Portugal did not match exactly with the expectations of the proponents of EMU or 
even the views of the hotel stakeholders. As mentioned in the literature, since 2001, 
Portuguese economic growth has slowed (see Chapter 2, subsection 2.4.2.3.3. ). In 2002, the 
national economy showed signs of recession and the Portuguese Government received a 
formal reprimand from the European Commission for the size of the country's budget deficit, 
which reached 4.3 percent of the country's GDP in 2001 (Banco de Portugal, 2003). This forced 
the Government to introduce a severity program to bring the budget deficit under control. 
Although they succeeded in reducing the budget deficit, the severe fiscal policy adopted, in 
conjunction with weaker global growth, postponed economic growth (Vida Econdmica, March 
2003). In 2003, Portugal had the lowest nominal per-capita GDP of all EU member states and 
at the same time, Portugal saw higher levels of unemployment and inflation remained 
considerably above the average for the Euro zone (The Daily Telegraph on June 09,2003; Vida 
Econdmica, March 2003 and Schwartz, 2004). However, one main issue should be considered: 
the three study groups described the implications of EMU in the medium and long term, 
showing that the current short-term economic performance did not necessarily contradict the 
study group's perceptions or the views of the proponents of EMU. This suggested that the 
Portuguese economy needed to adjust to the new regime brought about by EMU or/and that 
these adjustments may take time to become visible (The Daily Telegraph on June, 09,2003; 
Vida Econdmica, March 2003 and Schwartz, 2004). 
Within this context, the investigation of the views of the national authorities, as those 
responsible for policies and planning at the national level, was particularly helpful. By including 
the views of this study-group, the research has contributed to an additional understanding of 
the implications of EMU on the economic performance of Portugal. In fact, these respondents 
when asked about the economic situation in Portugal explained that Portugal was experiencing 
a period of economic adjustment because, during the 1990s, there had been excessive 
government expenditure. Hence, according to them, this justified the disparity between the 
literature expectations and the economic performance of Portugal at that time and explained 
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why the positive effects of EMU on the national business environment will be evident only in 
the medium and long term. They added that a set of structural reforms, for example in terms 
of employment, productivity and early retirement and old-age schemes, was taking place in 
order to anticipate the positive effects of EMU. 
Given that, assessing the impact of EMU on the intensity of the reform process represents a 
challenge for empirical research, because it may be difficult to distinguish which reforms are 
made in response to EMU. These views helped in understanding the perspective of the 
national authorities surveyed towards the relationship between EMU and structural reforms. 
According to them, the main arguments found in the literature for more structural reform, as 
result of EMU, are valid (see, Duval and Elmeskov (2006), for details on the arguments for 
EMU both strengthening and weakening structural reforms). About this, the study of the 
descriptive evidence on reform patterns after EMU, presented by Duval and Elmeskov (2006), 
suggested that there is little evidence, if any, that EMU has facilitated the pace of structural 
reform in the Euro zone. Based on the OECD figures, these authors revealed, for example, 
that EMU members have not been more active at reforming their labour and product markets 
than non-EMU EU countries. 
Potential effects for the tourism sector 
As demonstrated in Chapter 2 and 3, the literature suggested that tourism would benefit from 
the potential effects brought by EMU which was expected to have positive impacts on national 
competitiveness (e. g. WTO, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c; Torres, 1999; Ratz and Puczkö, 1999, Ratz 
and Hinek, 2005). The data described in Chapter 5, and summarised in Table 8.1, also revealed 
that in general EMU was perceived as a key force contributing favourably to the improvement 
of the competitiveness of Portugal as a tourism destination. Nonetheless, as shown in the table 
below (8.1), there are some different views, which were demonstrated particularly in the 
business surveys. 
In order to simplify data and better compare the results, the reasons presented in the table 
were previously aggregated into a pattern of categories using the techniques of content 
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analysis. For this purpose, the two first reasons cited by the respomLlcnts in their explanations 
were considered. 
Table 8.1. Summary of the effects of EMIJ on Portugal as a tourism destination based on the hotel stakeholder %i. WN. 
Effect of E: MU on Portugal as a tourism 
destination: 
Specific reasons explaining the general overview given by the 
hotel stakeholders 
E; nfav ourable Little effect or nil 
effect 
Favourable 
N I B N I B N I B 
I'he cxiOtcncc of different prices of services Ater d 
Price versus quality of the Portuguese product, 
l sitivc effects on the ccon(nn 
Simplicity 
Other factors arc more important (c. g. quality and prices) 
{. I II is just an instrument 
? N11 I requires proacdvc measures and actions 
Lack of ability of some Portuguese enterprises to respond to new 
challenges 
"Total number of rc: pondcnts in each study group 14 4 _ 4> t 
3 
IA. gcnd: N- national authorities; 1- industry associations, R- business units 
Table 8.1. demonstrates that the national authorities and industry associations were more likely 
to be confident about the potential effects of F. %11' on Portugal as a tourism (icstinati(m than 
the business respondents. In fact, even though several managers recugnlsed the imp rtance of 
EMU on tourism competitiveness, most of the business respondents believed that I": A1t' had 
little or no effect on the hotels, arge ng that there were other factors im re relevant ()r that 
EMU would be just an 'instrumenl' to improve competitiveness (sec chapter 5 t'r details abtut 
the other factors). 
For those respondents in each of the study groups who Identified the positive influence Of 
1. I\IU on tourism competitiveness, simplicity, macroeconomic effects and the need for 
proactive actions were the main reasons for such competitiveness. There wrrt" also) views, 
namely within both the national associations and the business survey's that in genoral 
Portuguese enterprises offer quality and competitive prices, which could he an advantage 
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within a more competitive environment. This is consistent with previous studies (WTO, 1998a 
and Ratz and Puczkö, 1999, Ratz and Hinek, 2005) that reported a relationship between 
competitiveness and EMU. However, these effects will be achieved in the medium and long 
run, since they are dependent on the macroeconomic environment, which according to the 
majority of the respondents in each of the study groups will be improved in the medium term. 
The upshot of the analysis of the effects of EMU on each determinant of the tourism 
Diamond (adapted from Porter's model) is that the majority of the hotel stakeholders 
confirmed that EMU could give tourism in Portugal a competitive advantage. In fact, on the 
basis of the results presented, particularly in Chapter 5, it was evident that the study groups 
expected positive effects on almost each determinant of the Diamond, as demonstrated in 
Figure 8.3. below. 
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Figure 8.3 Portuguese Tourism Diamond in 2003 and the effects of EMU, based on the views of the three groups: a 
summing up 
1 "11111 ruhcics and Jcci>ums 
Little effect expected 
Factor 
Conditions 
"II 
it rms of landscipc, climate and 
t; astrtIti my 
No effects expected 
" Lack of skilled workforce and 
ntln, lgcmcnt 
Little effects expected 
" Infrastructure still dLficicnt cccn 
with some improvements 
Positive effects expected 
" Imprmrmcnts of the ii urism 
infrastructure 
Positive effects expected 
" (: aiait. tl :n ail. thilitc 
Positive effects expected 
Context for Firm 
Strategy and 
L Rivalry 
Positive effects 
" Lick ýý1 husiflc' ýir. ucý; ic. 
Positive effect 
"I Itgh Icýcl n('Fr. tt; mcni. unýn' 
Positive effect expected 
" IIi: ', hnumhcr01tim n0 nutrl)n. t. 
Positive effect expected 
Demand 
Conditions 
Related and 
Supporting 
" InsuflicicnI Iink. tgcs ýcuhtn s, rig r< 
Positive effect expected 
" Lack of strong rrF. ucd ind >uh111-rt 
indUstrirs . irshnc > nnc vnlir, 1%cIlk III, 
Positive effect expected 
Po Sitioc CffCL't expected 
" liut rn. w, 'n. il Jr In. in, l 
Pusitioc cf e4 t cxprctvd 
"> . i. Iin. 
l rI nrr ntr. w, 1n (. t 
t.. unst. Marini; , ununcr mimt, 
Positive effect expected 
"I lt4h il(l)( n/lrncc i-t 1C iCintrtt 
Positur effect expected 
Supranxuonel 
Puwrrof GU 
i)"I-m 
Positi%r rf ccuc 
1 lence, the analysis of the implications of I : N1 l' on each determinant of the l )ianu and pro ývicie s 
further evidence of a positive relationship between I ": NI t and t(, urisni nati( mal 
competitiveness. The analysis offered a macro and micros herspcctiv"e from which the 
perceptions of the implications of 1: 1\IU on the competitiveness of the national environment 
can be analysed. In addition, the role of each determinant in the model was emphasised by the 
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results of this research. For example, on the basis of the views of the hotel stakeholders 
towards the influence of EU on the policy-maldng process at the national level, the importance 
of including the su power of EMU as an additional variable to the study of the 
implications of EMU on national competitiveness was confirmed. 
The perceptions of the majority of the respondents surveyed in each study group also revealed 
that EMU can offer to SMTEs the opportunity to improve their competitive position and 
modernisation through, for instance, better investment opportunities and simplicity of 
operation. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, the small size of most tourism businesses 
can be a barrier for sucessful competition. A collaboration arrangement between a group of 
smaller businesses is likely to increase the chances of success. This confirmed calls commonly 
found within the literature (e. g. Olsen el al, 1998 and De Bruijn and Tukker, 2002) for 
increasing the number of partnerships amongst tourism enterprises with the view to coping 
'with all the challenges that Europe is facing today. Moreover, according to the majority of the 
hotel stakeholders, there is still a need to upgrade productivity and efficiency in Portugal. 
Within this context, based on the findings of this study, EMU should be considered as one 
tool for economic growth and tourism competitiveness. 
8.3.2. Implications for the hotel industry 
One of the innovative features of this investigation was the use of the Five Forces Model as a 
tool to investigate the perceived implications of EMU at the industry level based on the hotel 
stakeholders (see Chapter 2 for a review of previous research on the economic integration). 
This section discusses the findings resulting from this analysis and assesses their significance to 
the study of the implications of EMU on the hotel business environment. 
Perceived effects on the five forces of the industry competitiveness 
Generally speaking, the analysis of the perceived effects of EMU on the five determinants of 
industry competitiveness identified by Porter (1990) (described in Chapter 6) revealed that in 
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most cases the three study groups had different views on the implications of [Nil' om the 
hotel industry-. In addition, the findings from the three surveys revealed that the I)ct-cciVed 
changes were somewhat less than predicted in the literature on I": \l l' (se(- chapter 3 subsection 
3.4.4, for the review of the I MU influence on the hotel industv). Reviewing the literature oil(, 
would get the impression that quite a lot of implications ýý-ill result for industry 
competitivensess but, for example, the business respondents had different views un this 
question, stating that factors, such as the quality of service, were in )re important for the 
competitive position of the hotel industry than I`NI and the I : uro. 
As reflected in Chapter 6, the business respondents were more sceptical ab(nnt the implications 
of EMU on all five forces compared to the other two groups. They revealed an overall view 
that I N1U had no effect on four of the key forces that, according to 11Orter's model (I)orter 
1990), determine industry competitiveness. For them, only the rrri/ri, between the ewis/iq 
competitors had effects and even these effects were moderate. In contrast the national and 
industry respondents perceived positive effects on the majority of the five tOrces. 't'he most 
frequent identification of changes was identified in the national autho+rity- , ur cy, with the 
positive implications of EMU in relation to the Five forces being the most frequent. 't'hese 
findings are confirmed by the following table (8 2), in which the answers . irre grouped taking 
into account the most common opinions found within the surveys. 
Table 8.2. Most common findings on the effects of EMU on 6v e Forces 
FIVE FORCES National Survey Indust 'survey liusincsssurvc 
I'i>wi r .. t buccr 
Power of suppliers 
Rivalry between the existing cum etitors + + + 
New competitors entering in the industry + + 
I'hrrat of I'umntial Substitutes = _ _ 
+ 114)sItrvc cttcct 
Iünitcd or no, effect 
The above table (8 2) also contirtns that the major effects ýýerceiý «i by thr study gr<ntj)s, 
namely the national authorities and the industry associations, were related to the power of 
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buyers, increased rivalry between the existing competitors and the entry of new competitors. 
An analysis of the perceived effects of EMU on each of the forces of Porter's model is now 
provided, by comparing the results found in each study group and as described in Chapter 6. 
The perceived effects ofEMU on buyers 
As mentioned in previous chapters, some studies (Gill and Duncan, 2001) have suggested that 
EMU would bring more efficiency in the production of services and differences in the prices 
of services within the Euro zone. As a result, European consumers would be afforded the 
opportunity to compare and decide best value. This, in turn, would also stimulate tourism 
enterprises to innovate (Ratz and Hinek, 2005): which confirms the view of Porter (Porter 
1990), in which he postulated that demanding buyers operating in a competitive environment 
force firms to meet high standards in terms of product quality, features, and service. 
Based on the hotel stakeholders' answers, reported in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.3.1) and 
summarised in Table 8.3., it was evident that the respondents support these findings by 
confirming they thought that consumers became more informed about the prices and will find 
it easier to compare prices and decide best value. Nonetheless, the fact that potential changes 
in the `power of buyers' could occur as result of changes in the number of customers, as 
suggested in the literature (Gill and Duncan, 2001) was not recognised by the majority of the 
respondents. 
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Table 8.3. Summary of the perceived effects of EMU on buyer power, based on the views of the three study groups 
Perceived effects on the `power of buyers' (italic) and the 
main reason presented for the perceived effect (normal 
Industry 
Associations 
National 
Authorities 
I Intel 
Business 
text) 
N % N N 
C ousumers well informed mad harr wore arrr to nqatiale 
I 
, asicr to compare prices and 
decide what provide the 
bc. t % alue 
5 100 lo 100 13 
C'ban'e. r in the number o/ customers does not a ea the customers abibtj to negotiate 
Buyers' choices depend on other factors (e. g. hotels 
characteristics and services quality) 
i I( t) 10 101) )u ht. 
Doubts about hon, to deal with the Euro mad denrase costumer. ower to nernti. rtr 
Consumer less informed about the value of the Ion 
avoid toi buy 
Note: Multiple response 
The results from this research also revealed that there were di ferences het vvi'rn the views of 
the study groups on the effects of 1 J\1t' on the 'power o/' the Gm ver', which refers to the 
bargaining ability of buyers (Porter, 1980. As shown in Table 8.3, for all national autliuritics 
and industry associations, EMU was thought to have increased the power of the buyers as a 
result of increased information, which is consistent with previous studies (Gill and Duncan, 
2001; Ratz and I linek, 2005). 'l hev also believed that an increase in the power of the buyer may 
influence the prices that hotels can charge, costs and Investments, because 'powerful' buyers 
demand costly services (also found in Porter's text, even though he was not referring toi the 
effects of EIAU (Porter, 1990). In contrast, the majority of respondents (86"o) from the 
business survey were not certain about these effects. '1'hev explained that the fact that 
were looking for particular hotel characteristics, such as location Or quality, %v<, tild limit their 
wish to negotiate, limiting in this way the 'power oil/c Gnper'.. \dditioonallv', there was a business 
respondents who said that in the early months of the l: uro launch hrulýle had doubts about 
the value of the Euro, suggesting that this could have affected peoples' behaviour, namely their 
expectation of being able to negotiate prices or on the option to not buy. 
Given that previous studies (1)G'I', 2004) demonstrated that the t(. >urists in I'ýýrtugal are very 
sensitive to prices and, as mentioned above, tourists compare I)nces casilY through the use ()t ': l 
single currency, one would expect that these issues would strengthen the p> er of buyer. 
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However, based on the views of business respondents, this expcctati<>n was not C( nfirinrd by 
all the hotel stakeholders. 
The perceived effects of EMU on suppliers 
The results have shown that the three study-groups had different beliefs about the effects of 
EMU on suppliers. As may be observed in 't'able 8.4, the nau<mal auth( )cities Were more 
confident about the positive effects of FAIL' on suppliers than the ether t-, wwu+ groups. As 
reported in Chapter 6 (subsection 63 2) these respondents thought that the new market 
conditions would push all enterprises to innovate and decrease pnccs. In tact, this ()ptimisin 
was not so obvious in answers of the representative ui the industry assnri: atiuýfs or in the 
majority of business respondent answers which, in general, identified the ettucts (At I-. 11t' on 
the hotel suppliers as nil. 
Table 8.4. Summary of the effects of EMU on suppliers, based on the three studN group' perceptions 
- ----- --- ---- 
Perceived effects on suppliers Industry 
Associations 
Nrtiunat 
Authorities 
I lutcl 
Business 
N N N °'ä 
There arc xtsitivc ctt " tý i ill 6 
There are negative Cftcets - - 
l"hcrc irc no t hertz S 1(K) n? ý'I 
I)o ttut have It \'iCW - - i iU 
letal 1 i 11 I)) IIN) 1161 IINI 
Thus, from the national perspective, the results support previmis research (Gill and Duncan, 
2001) that found positive effects of I ; \I[' on suppliers through an increasing inv 6-cment in 
European operations and markets. But, from the industry and business perceptive, the results 
contradict these previous assertions by identifying, for example, that there is no risk oot an 
increase in the `bargaining power' of suppliers because FNII has no effects on the domestic 
suppliers from whom the main hotels purchases are made (see chapter 6 sub-strtiun 6.3.2 for 
details about the reasons for perceived effects). I knee, the opportunity oot IlNit' to increase 
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the bargaining power of the hotel suppliers was not confirmed by the industry and business 
views. 
The perceived effects of EMU on rivalry among existing competitors 
Previous studies Games, 2001) have suggested that the competitive nature of the market in 
which businesses operate, was likely to be changed by the introduction of the Euro. Price 
competition and claims of enterprises innovating with a view to coping with new challenges 
being brought about by EMU were two of the most common reasons anticipated in the 
literature, as identified in Chapter 3 (subsection 3.4.4. ). 
The results from the national and the industry surveys support these findings. In fact, the 
majority of the respondents (7 out of 10 national authorities and 4 out of 5 industry 
associations) suggested that the hotels were stimulated to innovate as a consequence of 
transparency of prices after the introduction of the Euro and consumers being well informed 
and demanding. In addition, as referred to by seven of the national authorities (see Chapter 6 
subsection 6.3.4.2 for details), EMU reduces the barriers to entry into the hotel sector and 
expands economic stability. This results in more enterprises in the same market, which in turn 
increases competitiveness. 
Using the data reported in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.2.3) regarding to the views of business 
respondents on the effects of EMU in the hotel industry competitiveness, it became evident 
that these respondents had views about the rivalry among existing competitors that differed 
from the national and the industry views. As shown in Table 8.5, which aggregates into three 
variables the hotel stakeholders' views reported in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 regarding the 
implications of EMU on rivalry among competitors, only 10 percent of the business 
respondents identified increasing rivalry between the existing competitors, while in the other 
two groups this proportion was much higher (70% in the national survey and 80% in the 
industry survey). 
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Table 8.5. Summary of the effects of EMIJ on rivalry among competitors hased on the three study group perceptions 
Effects in rivalry among 
t 
Industry associations National authorities Hotel Business 
compe itors 
N %0 N % N % 
There are curets 4 fill 
_ 
1( ) 
There are no effects I 2u II l2 
Do not know - - 3 3o 8 8 
Total 5 l00 l(1 Iini 1()4 1(H) 
The perceived effects of EMIT on new entrants 
The results from this study revealed that the three study n curs had ditti- r(nt \i t"UI t( nn« d 
the perceptions of the effects of V NIL' on ` he enlrt, o/. neu' , wnpeIi/ors' as result of the 
introduction of l' \1L. The respondents from the national authorities and the industry 
associations were surer of the possible effects on the entry ut new competitors rather than the 
other two groups. Consistent with some views found in the literature (James, 2001), 8 of the 10 
national authorities and 4 of the 5 the industry associations believed that the reduction of 
interest rates, together with the consolidation of the economic integration process O)oth 
strengthened by the introduction of 1? MML'), would reduce barriers to entry into the hOtel 
industry. As a result, the number of current and new investors would increase over the next 
few years, which they considered be a positive effect. By contrast, the findings from the 
majority of business respondents revealed that a large number of these respondents held the 
view that E1\IU had no effect on the number of new entrants into the hotel industry. In fact, 
the majority of the business respondents described the increase in the number of co mpetito rs 
as a trend resulting from a more and more global economy rather than as an effect of 1 : ill at 
this level. Moreover, as reported in Chapter 5 (sec, Chapter 5, sub-section 5.4.1.1.3, for detailed 
tables), they did not recognise that after 1? N11' it was easier 'tu access to capital' or that 'capital 
became cheaper', which were reasons proposed in the literature (e. g. I tart-is, -'()()I and 
Barr et 
al., 2003) and within the other two surveys for explaining potential new entrants in the hotel 
industry (see, Chapter 6, sub-section 6.3.4., for detailed data). 
In addition, when comparing the findings of the three surveys with the literature oil the 
potential effects of I? l\IU on mergers and acc1wsitio ns also mcntiO IlCd in the literature as 
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reasons encouraging `new entrants' (e. g. Dcloittc and buche Consulting, 1998; ; 1lar(lucs, 1999 
and I lards, 2001), the data shown in 't'able 8.6, which aggregates the ý ices of each group (oli 
the basis of data from Chapter 6 subsection 6.3.4) revealed that the business respondents also 
had different views. 
Table 8.6. Summary of the findings of changes on merger and acquisitions, based on the three study group' 
perceptions 
Effects in mergers and Industry associations National authorities I lote) Business 
i i i acqu s ons t 
N % N % N % 
II hure arc Cttccts ý It i In ;) is 
l'hcrc arc no ctfccts i IU b 62 
Do nit h: Icc a icw 11 - G Gli 
Total 
100 1 t) 100 104 Itt) 
AH the respondents from the industry associations recognised effects in mergers and 
acquisitions, while in the other surveys the proportion of the respondents with these vviewwws was 
less than 40 percent (38°% in the business survey and 3(1° o in the national survey).. As sho )'xn in 
the above Table 8.6 a high proportion of respondents in the national survey (6()" (, ) did not 
have a view and the majority of the business respondents (62('o) said that there were no effects. 
The perceived effects of EMU on 'potential substitutes' 
In contrast with some of the literature (\tusswvcillcr and Strack, _'(u L-1), thu results tr(tn this 
study, described in Chapter 6, revealed that the majontv of the respondents in rich study 
group perceived limited or no effects of FAIL' on 7otenlia/ subslilt, hes'. They described the 
effects on potential substitutes essentially as a result of a conjugation of factors such as 
globalisation, technologies, FU enlargement, sizc" and organisation vicldtng dittercnces in the 
cost/quality dimensions or high levels of customer information. "Therefore, they argued that 
the role of EMU was fairly limited. Even when given the views of 8 of the 10 respondents from 
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the national authorities, that EMU had consolidated the EU market and made travel easier, 
potentially increasing the number of `substitute products or services', no significant effects 
were expected. In addition, as described in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.3.5), the majority of the 
respondents in the industry survey (4 out of 5) and in the business survey (74 out of 104) did 
not support the views, found in the literature and mentioned by two national respondents, that 
the end of exchange rate could and prices exposition could encourage shifts on demand side. 
Finally, according to the majority of the respondents in each of the three study groups, the 
differences between the hotel service rates in the Euro zone, commonly cited in the literature 
games, 2001) as a reason for an increase in `potential substitutes', was not a problem for the 
hotels in the north of Portugal. According to these respondents, the relationship between hotel 
rates and the service quality offered by hotels implies that a greater clarification of prices would 
not have a great impact on the choices of services or products. In addition, as reported in 
Chapter 7 (subsection 7.3.3.5.3), 56 percent of the respondents from business survey believed 
that they offer lower rates within the Euro zone, which suggests that the potential effect of 
EMU on substitutes services/products as result of a higher exposition of prices is limited. 
8.3.3. The implications on the operational environment 
As demonstrated in the literature review (Chapters 2 and 3), since the first plans were 
announced of the establishment of a monetary union in Europe several studies, reports and 
many journal articles and books focused on the relationship between EA1U and businesses. 
There is, however, a lack of information on the effects of EMU in the tourism field and very 
little research dealing with the impact of EMU on Portuguese tourism enterprises, as discussed 
in Chapters 2 and 3. With this literature base as the context, this study filled this gap by 
studying the perceived implications of EMU on the hotels in Portugal. Having discussed these 
implications at the national and industry context levels in which hotels operate, this section 
focuses on the results relating to the perceived impacts brought about by EMU at the 
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operational level. In doing so, the views of the hotel stakeholders on this question are 
identified and compared with previous studies and theoretical expectations. 
A review of the literature (e. g. Bieger and Laesser, 1999; Lepecq, 1999; Piggot and Cook, 1999; 
Barbosa et al., 1999; Whyman, 2002; Rickards, 2003; DeGrauwe, 2005; Ratz and Hinek, 2005 
and Baimbridge and Whyman, 2005) referred to a potentially strong relationship between 
EMU and businesses in general, suggeting that EMU was a source of constraints, threats and 
opportunities for European businesses. By studying the perceptions of the hotel stakeholders, 
this study confirmed that some of the impacts of EMU on businesses anticipated by the 
literature were understood by the hotel stakeholders as likely effects on hotels in partucular, 
but others effects were not. Tables 8.7 and 8.8, present these results on the basis of the value 
chain model. The use of the value chain model (see Porter, 1985 for details) has demonstrated 
to be useful for organising information and knowledge in an effective way (see subsection 
8.2.1.2, for a further review of the significance of the value chain when analysisng the 
perceived implication of EMU). 
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Table 8.7. Hotel Value Chain under the context of EMU: Primary activities 
Element Activity Effects of EMU (review of the The most common views in each 
literature) study group 
INBOUND Reception of Not applicable Not applicable 
LOGISTICS goods and raw 
material 
OPERATIONS Services offered The threat of new entrants and Business respondents: Simplicity by the 
Accommodation increasing rivalry will require that use of the Euro " Positive effects 
provided the enterprises to employ and 
improve their resources capability National authorities/industry in operation activities (Gill and 
Ducar, 2001, Ratz and Ilinek, associations: 
Increasing pressure to 
2005) innovates-s Positive effects 
OUTBOUND Housekeeping Not applicable Not applicable 
LOGISTICS 
MARKETING Market research The Euro may affect factors such Business respondents: Botels had not 
AND SALES as market and competitors analysis, carried out any study due the Euro 
Pricing policy g p° cy 
pricing points, price list, price- ýU did not affect their competitive displays, bar codes, catalogues and position 
advertising (Bywater, 1997) Prices rounded up Promotion The Euro requires new marketing Promotional activities did not change strategies (Europe become as a 
Distribution `single product' requiring a 
Sales did not change significantly 
rethinking of marketing plans) ý-º Limited or null effects 
(Weber, 1998 and Bieger and 
Sales Laesser 1999) 
The emerging macroeconomic 
National authorities/industry 
associations: Expectations that EMU 
environment must be taking into would change market and competition 
account marketing actions. analysis 
The customers' information must More competition, increased price become an important tool for the 
enterprises improve their sales 
pressure 
(Marques, 1999). Businesses will have to respond by cost 
reduction on price "-+ Moderate 
effects 
The Euro should change promotion 
activities, which requires proactive 
reaction and strategic vision 
Sales must increase «-º Positive effects 
SERVICES Installation The additional sales would imply Effects not perceived by the three 
After sales extra services requirements (Bioger hotel stakeholder L 
services and Laesser, 1999) 
Complaints 
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Table 8.8. Hotel Value Chain under the context of EMU: Secondary activities 
Element Activity Theoretical The study groups views 
expectations (based on the most common views) 
PROCUREMENT The function of New source of suppliers Business survey: The relationship with 
purchasing Shifts on the costs of suppliers 
did not change significantly 4 -P 
inputs. inputs (Johnson and 
Limited ornull effects 
Relationships Turner, 2000) National authorities/industry associations: 
with suppliers There is a positive relationship between 
EMU and suppliers. (e. g. new suppliers 
and shifts in the costs of inputs «+ 
Positive effects 
HUMAN Educational and Need of staff training Business respondents: Staff training (46%) 
RESOURCES training namely in accounting, -º Moderate e fects 
informatics and sales 
departments (Deloitte 
and Touche Consulting, 
National authorities/industry associations: 
1998) Worker mobility. Need of qualified people 
"-' Moderate effects Worker mobility 
Need of more qualified 
people 
a TECHNOLOGY Needs of the The adaptation of Business respondents/ National 
`o DEVELOPMENT new software software and hardware authorities: Adaptation of the software and ff 
P and hardware Information technology: hardware (e. g. data files and programs, 
vý billing, invoicing, cash registers, computer keyboards, 
accounting, management calculator buttons) w Moderate effects 
information and scanning 
systems must be 
changed. Chance to 
Industry associations: The adaptation of 
the software and hardware. Innovation innovate Positive effects (Weber, 1998). 
INFRASTRUCTURE Shifts on Changes on accounting Business respondents: Changes on 
financial services and legal contracts. accounting and legal contracts. Simplicity. 
Legal and New opportunities in the EMU did not affect 
investments. Effects 
contractual financial department as on 
foreign currency transactions. - 
features result of a new %foderate effects 
Accounting macroeconomic 
changes environment National authorities/Industry associations: 
Management Effects on foreign Changes on accounting and legal contracts. 
Consulting currency transactions. New opportunities to invest 4-0 Positive 
(S2"2,1999 1. effects 
These tables (8.7 and 8.8) present an overall picture of the identified effects of EMU in each of 
the particular activities through which a firms develop competitive advantage, as proposed by 
Porter (1985). These tables also show that, in the view of the national authorities and the 
industry associations, EMU can positively impact the majority of these activities by making 
possible new configurations of the value chain (for example, by requiring changes in services, 
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human resources and marketing departments). This is consistent with previous studies (e. g. 
Deloitte and Touche Consulting, 1998, Ratz and Hinek, 2005). However, the findings from the 
business survey, described in chapter 7, and briefly summarised in Tables 8.7 and 8.8, showed 
that, in contrast, the majority of the business respondents thought that there were little or no 
effects of EMU on hotel activities. A discussion regarding of these differences is given below. 
EMU and marketing and sales 
In respect of the potential effects of EMU on hotel marketing and sales, the findings from this 
research show that a large proportion of the business respondents did not believe that EIAU 
had significant effects on hotel marketing and sales activities, while the majority of the national 
authorities and the industry associations thought that EMU had positive effects on this. For 
example, the most common effects found in the literature (Weber, 1998), that the use of a 
common currency would help to promote business in the Euro market as it affords firms the 
opportunity to gain more visibility in Europe and the world, was not perceived by the hotel 
respondents. Only the national authorities and the industry associations identified this. 
Moreover, the claims, often mentioned by supporters of EMU (Mussweiller and Strack, 2004), 
that greater macroeconomic stability and cheaper cross board border barriers (e. g. end of 
exchange currency costs) will raise consumers welfare and demand, were not perceptions 
supported by the hotel businesses stakeholders in considering hotel demand. For these 
respondents, on the basis of their sales, hotel demand had not changed as result of the 
introduction of EMU. They believed that tourist demand is more influenced by factors, such 
as customer needs, rather than by EMU or the Euro (see chapter 7, subsection 7.3.3. for an 
explanation). By contrast, the majority of the respondents from the national authorities and 
industry associations were optimistic about there being positive changes in the number of 
tourists, mainly from the Euro Zone. The results from the national authority survey showed 
that, in general, they believed that tourist flows would increase as a result of EMU and the 
Euro and, consequently, there would be a greater demand for accommodation provided by 
hotels in the North of Portugal. 
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A note should be made concerning the impact of EMU on hotel profits derived from currency 
exchange transactions. This is a topic that is hardly, if at all, mentioned in the literature, 
perhaps, because, in general, businesses benefit from the simplicity resulting from a single 
currency. However, as reported in Chapter 7 (subsection 7.4.2) the results from this research 
revealed that 5 percent of the business respondents mentioned that they lost the possibility to 
earn commission from the exchange desk at the hotel reception as a consequence of the single 
currency and this affected hotel profits. This suggests that, due the specificity of the hotel 
businesses, this may be important to consider when analysing the implication of EMU on sales 
and profits. 
EMU and the suppliers oftbe hotel unit 
As previously referred to in subsection 8.3.2, the majority of the business respondents did not 
agree that the single currency had improved the relationship between hotels (hotels in general 
and, in particular, their own hotel) and suppliers as a consequence of price transparency and 
the simplicity brought about by the Euro, as was identified by, for example, Marques (1999) 
and Gill and Duncan (2001). 
In fact, 91 percent of the respondents mentioned that, on the basis of the example of their 
own hotel, EMU had not affected their relations with their suppliers and their purchasing plans 
(see Chapter 7 section 7.3.1. for details). This contradicts the majority of the views expressed 
in the national and industry responses, which identified a positive relationship between EMU 
and hotels suppliers. The general claims found in the theoretical expectations on EMU and 
businesses (Cunha, 2003) were, similarly contradicted by the business stakeholders' views. 
EMUand technology 
Previous studies (Pike and Barlow, 1998) suggested that EIAU required changes in business 
technologies and has afforded businesses the opportunity to innovate as software and 
hardware are required. Nonetheless, these suggestions were poorly recognised by the hotel's 
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stakeholders. In all the cases, the majority of the respondents recognised, to a greater or lesser 
extent, changes in the software or even the hardware used by hotels, but only three of the 
industry associations identified that hotels will experience changes in technological capacity or 
innovation ability due to EMU and the Euro. 
EMU and human resources 
On basis of the hotel business responses, the results showed that the majority of the hotels did 
not experience impacts on their staffing as result of EMU nor did they believe that EIAU had 
considerable implications in this respect. They did not confirm the need for training as result 
of the introduction of EMU, as expected in the literature (Trichet, 2004). In addition, and also 
in contrast with the literature, the majority of the business respondents did not perceive an 
increase in the free movement of labour. However, as explained in chapter 7 (subsection 
7.3.5. ), thirty-one percent of the hotels surveyed had training sessions for their staff. The 
results of this study also revealed that there were differences between the views of the hotel 
stakeholders. In fact, in contrast with the views of the business survey, all the national 
authorities and 3 of the 5 industry associations revealed that there were expected changes in 
labour mobility and staff training. In accord with claims found in literature (Trichet, 2004), the 
national authorities and industry respondents thought there was a need for additional qualified 
workers and trained staff to face the new external environment. As mentioned in Chapter 5 
(subsection 5.4.1.3. ), for these respondents, the enterprises in general, and hotels in particular, 
would be looking for more suitably qualified workers, encouraging labour mobility. 
EMU and accounting, financial and investments issues 
Changes in businesses investments (e. g. simplicity, macroeconomic environment and new 
business opportunities to invest), financial and accounting activities were often mentioned in 
the literature (Costa, 1999) as positive likely impacts occurring from ERMU. The results of this 
study demonstrated, however, that these changes were less than expected by the literature. As 
shown in Chapter 7 (subsection 7.3.5. ), the general views of the national authorities and the 
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industry associations agreed with the claims of literature in relation to the potential for new 
opportunities to invest and the need to adapt accounting contracts to the Euro. The findings 
from the business survey revealed that the practical changes resulting from need to adapt the 
accounting and financial department to the Euro were also recognised by the business 
respondents. However, in terms of investments, the data demonstrated that 80 percent of the 
hoteliers were not expecting changes in hotel investment. On basis of their own experience, 
the majority of these respondents indicated that EMU had little or no effect on their 
investments, because in their views the effects of EIAU on their hotels were very limited (see 
chapter 7 subsection 7.3.7, for details). 
In summing up the discussion on the findings resulting from the value chain analysis, two 
opposite questions emerged. Firstly, the business respondents, based on what happened in 
their hotels, suggested that the operational activities of hotels were much less affected by EMU 
than anticipated by the theoretical expectations of the national authorities, the industry 
associations or even in the literature. Secondly, on basis of previous studies (\Vhyman, 2002) 
many enterprises, for different reasons, are failing to appreciate the importance of the 
establishment of EMU. 
Hence, it is hoped that this study will stimulate further research on this topic, by considering 
the differences found in this study. 
8.4. CONCLUSION 
In order to critically evaluate the whole study, this chapter has discussed the overall merit of 
the reported research, demonstrating the main reasons to consider this study as valid, credible 
and reliable. In doing so, the chapter evaluated the theoretical, methodological and analytical 
approaches of the research. As far as theoretical approaches is concerned, the choice of using 
business theories and models as a framework to investigate the stakeholder' perceptions of the 
effects of EMU on the hotels in the North of Portugal was evaluated. The contribution given 
by combining Porter's models together into an all-encompassing framework was also 
discussed. In terns of methodological approach, the chapter, using criteria such as the quality 
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and accuracy, evaluated the issues related to data collection. Filially, an evaluation Of ihr 
analytical approaches adopted in this research , ras made. Iltis included assessing hic 
quantitative and content analysis. 
This chapter has also evaluated the results described in Chapters 5,6 and 7 b\- combining these 
findings with the review of the literature and also by exploring similarities and diftercnres 
between the hotel's stakeholders. ;A summary of the key similarities and differences is prOv-ided 
in the following tables (8.9 and 8.10). 
Table 8.9. Summary of key similarities between the viewpoints of the three stud'.. groups 
Natiunel 
Authorities 
Industry 
Associations 
I Intel 
Business 
Rey similarities: most comm in %icw 
National business environment 
Portugal's participation in I? NII is fav urablc 
r I? ivIV is a key force driving the business environment 
i The most significant impacts arise from the potential consequences for the 
economics of the participating countries. 
I'll' and SGP will bring better conditions for Portugal's ccuncmmc to the 
medium and lang term 
AII, nttc tm pruvc I'nrtutý. tl : tntr. t>tru( tures v - 
Industry business environment 
Tourism sector has become more cum )entiv e V A - 
NL '\% opportunities and threats will arise for h otcl industrt J J N 
'here Acre it rclcv: utt changes in the (ýrp. tntz. tttcm prior It Ics \ \ \ 
Operational business environment 
1{%I t' is a eO usidcrahlc impact u un the (i er. mmi. d bu>tnc» ciii ii mein \ \ - 
i Businesses had received support and significant information N A A 
dome enterprises are not ready for the new challenges or increased 
competition 
\ \ 
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Table 8.10. Summary of key differences between the viewpoints of the three %ttidv group, 
National 
Authorities 
Industry 
Act. ociatione 
Ilotcl 
Business 
Kev differences: most common ricw 
National business environment 
i I{Nil' has a considerable im act un national investment V N - 
I? N1U has a considerable im act at a social level 
Perceived changes in cost of capital J J - 
The effects of EMU on tourist flows 
I: MI' has a cunsidcrablc im pact un national cuni pctIt it clit, ss VA- 
Industry business environment 
I- 
.M 
I' has a c( nsidcrable im pact on costnmcrs N v - 
I-MU has a considerable impact on suppliers (suppliers become 
m"re con etitive and innovative 
N - 
I Al l_' has it considerable im act on market structure 
I AI I' has a considerable im act <n rivalry' among cirri colours 
U rational business environment 
i Need ti, r new business Stratctric< V N - 
Perceived changes on hotel rates - 
Impacts of F AI t' on promotional activities Ný - 
From the evaluation of the research process and the discussion of the m: ün results, it can he 
concluded that the main strengths of this research arc: (i) the fact that the theurrtiral approach 
adopted innovated in attempting to approach and adopt theories and lprrNlxcti\'c"S troml 
business management and competitiveness domains within the tirld of economic integration; 
(ii) by combining three distinct Porter models together into an all-encompassing framework, 
this study confirmed that it would be possible tu merge approaches into an Integrated study 
procedure and to involve several macro and micro variables for analysing the implications of 
EMU into the different dimensions of business environment and (iii) the assurance ut 
representativeness, commonly problematic in research projects, -was not a problem at all in this 
research since the study aimed for a ee, rsu. c of the hotels. There are, however, specific 
limitations in this research which should be addressed as a means for improvement ()r 
potential strategies for further study. "I'he\' are presented in the next chapter, where overall 
conclusions regarding the results and their correspondence with the resrarch 1UcStiuns 
presented in the methodological chapter are discussed. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
9.1. INTRODUCTION 
The present research analysed and critically evaluated the percepti, , is (, t the hý, tcl staks hý ýlýiý r: ý 
towards the effects of European Monetary Union upon the business environmrnt (external, 
competitive and operational) of hotels in the North of POrrugal. I-Or this purpose, a literature 
review on the economics of integration and of the business environment was undertaken 
(especially those related to I? \1U, competitiveness, national, industry and operational business 
environment) and presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Moreover, tu investigate the hotel 
stakeholders' perceptions in the implications of I. Nll', To identify benefits and problems 
resulting from the introduction of 1: N11 , as well as to provide solutions to reint. orce positive 
outcomes and overcome obstacles, primarv data were collected dLInllg 2002 and 2003 b% 
interviewing hotel businesses, national authorities and industry, associations. Chapter -1 
presented a detailed discussion of the techniques and methods used for the collection and 
analysis of the data. Chapters 5,6 and 7 reported the findings. The previous chapter (ti) 
demonstrated the main reasons to consider this study as valid, credible and representative and 
discussed the main findings presented in chapters 5,6 and 7 and compares them with preevvi()us 
research reported in the review of the literature (chapters 2 and 3). This chapter (9) provides 
the overall conclusions regarding the research objectives presented in Chapter 1. Iltis chapter 
also addresses the main contributions to the body Of knowledge arising from the research, 
both for theory and practice. The development taking place in the hotel business environment, 
since the primary data was collected, is also discussed and related to the implications t'Or future 
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research. The chapter concludes with a brief reference to the recent changes on the Portuguese 
hotel's business environment and some final remarks regarding the research. 
9.2. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Based on the findings discussed in the previous chapters, a summary of the main results is 
presented here, by considering the four research objectives addressed by the study. 
9.2.1. Objective 1: To introduce and review the theoretical underpinnings of regional 
economic integration with particular reference to the evolution of the European Union 
and the introduction of the European Monetary System 
As reflected in Chapter 2, much has been written and discussed about European integration 
since the early post World War II period. During the 1950s the discussion of economic 
integration was focused on the explanations and concepts of economic integration and the 
potential effects of regional agreements, in particular of customs union, were a central theme 
running through most of the studies (e. g. Viner, 1950; Meade, 1955; Lipsey and Lancaster, 
1957; Balassa, 1961). Later, the existing theories of economic integration and international 
trade were applied to different levels of integration and different areas of economic activity 
(such as agriculture, regional, social, among other) (e. g. Shibata, 1971; Corden, 1972; Grubel 
and Lloyd, 1975; Tovias, 1977). From the end of the 1980s onwards, monetary union and its 
future became a continuous source of forecasts and speculations with the objective being to 
identify the gains and losses brought about by EMU (e. g. Horvath and Lubos, 2002, Aiongelli, 
2002 and DeGrauwe, 2005). 
For tourism, European Monetary Union and its related currency has been considered by 
several authors (e. g. WTO, 1998a; Marques, 1999; Ratz and Puczkö, 1999, Ratz and Hinek, 
2005) as one of the most important contributions to the development of the tourism sector in 
Europe. For these authors, opportunities were expected in the tourism business environment, 
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and were expected to be created by such factors as competitive advantage and a stable 
macroeconomic environment The main opportunities identified were: (i) easier and cheaper 
cross-border transactions and operation, (u) reduced or eliminated market access barriers; (iii) 
price transparency; and, (iv) more efficient and integrated capital markets and increased 
competition. On the other hand, the literature also suggested that to exploit these 
opportunities there was a need for business preparation that required pro-active actions, high 
levels of information and the perception of the managers that there was a need for change. 
Nonetheless, despite the literature revealing that some authors had suggested a clear 
relationship between EMU and tourism, only a few studies focussing on tourism and 
economic and monetary union have been published up to now. In addition, most of the 
outputs of the available studies focused on expectations and possible scenarios built by the 
authors and not on the views of the key people involved in the tourism business environment, 
as this study did. 
Moreover, when applied to the effects of EMU on SMI'Es in Portugal, the major findings and 
conclusions of a survey of the literature confirmed that this theme has not been subject to 
much investigation prior to or since the launch of the Euro in 2002, despite the importance 
that the sector has in the Portuguese economy. In fact, the limited literature available on the 
theme was published before the introduction of the Euro (for example, APVT, 1997; Deloitte 
and Touche Consulting, 1998; Torres, 1998; Costa, 1999) and was, in great part, based on 
expectations and assumptions or related to the practical issues relating to the changeover 
period of 1999-2002, with the main aim of informing entrepreneurs of the main operational. 
Hence, overall, meeting this objective contributed not just to demonstrating that the business 
dimension was largely missing in existing literature on economic integration, which mainly 
used theories from international trade to study the implications of economic integration, but 
also that little was known regarding the implications of EMU in the tourism context in general 
and in the hotel industry business environment, in particular. 
Thus, this research provides an important contribution to the understanding of the 
implications of economic integration for participating countries and their businesses since it 
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introduced a new path for the study of the implications of EMU by introducing business and 
strategic theories as the basis for studying the implications of EMU on the hotel sector, rather 
than restricting its area of investigation to economic integration and trade theories. This 
research is also the first attempt to investigate various aspects of the implications of aN 
upon hotels in the north of Portugal as perceived by three distinct groups, which may be 
adapted to other regions or sectors. 
9.2.2. Objective 2: To develop a conceptual framework for researching the implications 
of EMU at the three main levels of the business environment (national, industry and 
operational level) and, consequently, on business competitiveness 
This study adopted and adapted the Porter's models (Diamond, Five Forces and Value Chain 
as the basis for studying the perceived implications of EMU upon the hotel industry. In spite 
of these models having been developed for the manufacturing sector, this study revealed that 
they provided a suitable theoretical framework for studying the implications of EMU in the 
services sector, which can be regarded as an innovative practice. Since these models proved to 
be sufficiently versatile (regarding the context of study) and may be adjusted to new contexts 
and variables (for example, within this study, it was found that it would be beneficial to include 
the supranational power of the EU as a new variable to the Diamond model), they can be used as a 
departure point from which researchers can develop future studies. 
Furthermore, by putting forward a conceptual framework that combines the three distinct 
levels of the business environment (national, industry and operational) and those variables 
involved at each level (see Chapter 4 for details), this research provides a richer perspective on 
the implications of EMU that had not been provided before. As result, some relevant 
conclusions emerged. 
One of the main condusions the study reached through the conceptual framework used was 
that, as expected, EMU has significantly changed the business environment. The adaptation of 
the Diamond, Five Forces and Value Chain models to study the perceived implications of 
EMU revealed that, according to the hotel stakeholders, EMU not only changed the business 
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environment at a national level, but also changed the competitive and operational environment 
of the hotels. However, the results of the empirical case study (hotels in the North of Portugal) 
did not confirm all the specific changes expected, as shown in the previous Chapter (see, Table 
8.8, for details). The effect expected in literature was greater than the effect observed by the 
hotel stakeholders and, in particular, by the business respondents. Interestingly, as chapters 5,6 
and 7 indicated the number and degree of difference decreased when the business respondents 
referred to their perceptions of the implications of EMU on businesses in general rather than 
their own business. 
It was also found that the effects of EMU at the corporate level were either underestimated by 
business respondents or overestimated by the literature, as some divergence was found 
between them. As reflected in Chapter 7, the majority of the business respondents in the 
North of Portugal, although recognising that EMU had changed the business environment, 
perceived that the implication of EMU on their own hotels was relatively limited, because 
according to their perceptions only a limited number of measures were required and most of 
them were routine in nature. By contrast, the majority of the literature, supported by the 
general views of the national authorities and the industry associations, estimated significant 
changes at the operational level of tourism businesses. For instance, expected impacts on the 
hotel competitive position, sales, investments, strategies and human resources found in the 
literature and also on the views of the national authorities and the industry associations were 
not commonly found among the answers obtained from the business survey. One of the main 
explanations found for these divergences may be related to EMU being an ongoing process 
that will take many years to fully complete. Consequently, the subsequent analysis and 
assessment on the effects should be taken as a study "in progress" as it is based on the 
evidence to date. 
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9.2.3. Objective 3: To analyse and compare the perceptions on the implications of 
EMU on the external, competitive and operational environment of the hotels operating 
in the North of Portugal, using the tourism stakeholders: business people; people from 
the industry associations; people from the national authorities 
In the tourism area, this study offered a three-dimensional perspective by using the views of 
distinct stakeholders of the hotel business industry: the national authorities, the industry 
associations and the hoteliers from the north of Portugal. The role that each stakeholder plays 
at each of the distinct levels of the business environment was the main criteria for involving 
these groups. It was assumed that each stakeholder (defined in this study as an individual 
group or organisation that has an impact on, or is impacted by, the hotel business 
environment) would evaluate the implications of EMU using its own background (e. g. field of 
work and context) and that the perceptions of the various stakeholders might differ as well 
since they may be affected by EMU in different ways. For example, the business respondents, 
who are directly involved in the operational activities of hotels, might have distinct views from 
the national authorities that develop policy and planning and make decisions at the national 
level for the future development and public good and from the industry associations that are 
directly involved at the industry level. Therefore, the inclusion of these three study groups in 
the research, beyond permitting a multi-perspective of the implications of EMU, also 
permitted the differences and similarities between the three viewpoints to be compared with 
the literature. Each of these perspectives emphasises certain aspects that may be relevant for 
evaluating the implications resulting from EMU. 
The evident conclusion achieved from this study was that the three study groups had relatively 
different hopes and fears concerning EMU (see Chapter 8, Tables 8.9 and 8.10 for details). In 
fact, as shown in the previous three chapters, hotelier respondents as a group revealed the 
greatest indifference and the group of the national authorities was the most frequently positive 
in regards to the outcomes of EMU, at the national, competitive and operational levels. The 
impact of EMU on the business environment was, nonetheless, recognised by the three study 
groups as, in general, showing positive perceptions toward future changes in Portugal's macro 
environment indicators and hotel competitiveness. 
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As explained through chapters 5 to 8, the perspectives of the three study groups varied 
according the topics in question. It was evident that the study groups shared similar views in 
regarding EMU as a key force driving the business environment, but the type or intensity of 
the effects varied. For instance, while among the national authorities and the industry 
associations were unanimous that enterprises needed new business strategies, within the 
hotelier responses this was not the most common view. Moreover, from the data it was also 
evident that the views of the national authorities and the industry associations differed from 
the views of the hotel businesses for some of the topics. For instance, while the national 
authorities and the industry associations recognised considerable impacts on competition and 
operational activities, the hotel businesses thought that these effects were limited in their 
hotels. Differences on the views regarding the implications of EMU on topics such as cost of 
capital, tourist flows and changes, increasing of national investments, hotel relationships with 
suppliers, business strategies, and operational activities were also found. In particular with the 
views from the business respondents differing from the views from the national authorities 
and industry associations respondents, who in general were expecting much märe effects than 
business respondents. These findings have important implications for practice, which are 
addressed later in this chapter (section 9.3.1). 
9.2.4. Objective 4: To understand how EMU affects the decision-making or strategies 
of tourism stakeholders 
As mentioned above, in terms of the hotel businesses the empirical findings presented in 
Chapters 5,6 and 7 showed that that the majority of hoteliers perceived EI U to have effects 
at each of the three levels of the business environment: the national, competitive and 
operational environment. But, when the hoteliers were referring to the business environment 
of their own hotel, the study concluded that the impact of EMU was perceived with less 
frequency by the respondents, as was evidenced in Chapter 7. For example, while 50 percent of 
the hotelier respondents believed that EMU had affected the competitive position of the hotel 
industry requiring proactive actions, only 24 percent of them said that the competitive position 
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of his/her hotel had changed. Moreover, for most hotelier respondents, despite of their mainly 
positive views about the effects of EMU upon the national and competitive business 
environment, the introduction of EMU and the adoption of the Euro did not cause serious 
changes at the corporate and strategic level for their hotel and most of the changes at the 
operational level were routine changes in systems. As a result, they recognised that they had 
done little to prepare for the changes brought about by EMU and the Euro, tending to be 
reactive or indifferent. Reasons such as `small site enterprise', `key characteristics of the hotel and 
`others priorities' were the most cited explanations by the hotelier respondents for the limited 
effects of EMU on their hotels and their reactions. However, the study also concluded that 
some hotels (14% of total) were looking to take advantage of the European integration process 
and tended to be taking a more proactive approach to their strategies or plans to face increased 
competition after the launch of EMU. For them, ensuring service quality and variety became 
more and more important for the business's development. In summary, the hoteliers perceived 
changes brought about by EMU but, in the majority of the hotels, decision-making or 
strategies were not affected significantly. 
In respect of the implications of EMU on the decision-mating or strategies of the national 
authorities, the data from the national survey revealed that, even though all of the respondents 
from national authorities recognised that the implementation of EMU transferred decisions 
made from the national to the EU level, due to factors such as the Single Monetary Policy, 
they considered that the activities and priorities of the authority they represented did not need 
to change. Only four out of ten respondents indicated that their activities and priorities 
changed because of the participation of Portugal in EIAU, explaining essentially that the 
convergence criteria required by the Maastricht Treaty pushed the Euro countries to reduce 
expenses and, consequently, the budget of the public institutions became more limited, 
affecting their actions in this way. 
A similar conclusion was found among the industry associations since, according the views 
presented in chapters 5,6 and 7, they recognised several implications of EMU but, as they 
mentioned, their strategies and decisions-maldngs did not change. 
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Based on these findings, this research demonstrated that contrary to the literature 
expectations, EMU seemed to have little influence on the hotel stakeholder's decision-making 
despite EMU having been recognised as a key force in the hotel business environment. 
9.3. IMPLICATIONS 
As earlier discussed, the investigation of the hotel stakeholder' perceptions of the effects of 
European Monetary Union on the hotels in the North of Portugal has contributed to a better 
understanding of the implications of EMU through three main theoretical contributions: First, 
the study provided and compared the perspectives of three groups of stakeholders on the 
implications of EMU: the national authorities, the industry associations and the hoteliers. 
Second, the study adopted and adapted concepts and relevant models from business, 
competitiveness and strategy theories to examine the perceived effects of EMU on the 
business environment. Third, the study offers original data on the stakeholders' perceptions of 
the effects of EMU on tourism and brings the discussion down a micro economic level by 
considering these effects on the hotels in the North of Portugal. The practical implications, 
which also address the research aim, are now discussed. 
9.3.1. Implications for practice 
From a practical perspective, the results produced by this study made available research 
findings with a view to help Portuguese tourism stakeholders (policy-makers, key managers 
and industry associations) to explore opportunities and avoid possible limitations 'and barriers 
brought about by EMU. 
Table 9.1 offers a sununary of the actions and suggestions proposed by the hotel' stakeholders 
and discussed in Chapters 5 to 8. 
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Table 9.1. Summary of the main actions and suggestions to explore opportunities and overcome barriers brought 
about by EMU 
Proposed by business res ridents Proposed by industry respondents 
" To make the requirements of the SGP more flexible in " To adopt structural reforms in order to improve the 
order to avoid major changes in public investment productivity of qualified workers and make flexible the labour 
" To end bureaucracies (e. g. the use of cheques in the market 
Euro zone), since they contradicted the advantage of " To avoid unnecessary public expenses 
Towards using a single currency " To see the Euro as an important instrument which is national 
national " To adjust tax policies, namely VAT, to be similar to tax economies and business of participating countries 
authorities in the other Euro countries 
" To provide better infrastructures, facilities and services 
in order to attract more tourists to Portugal 
" There is a need for national policies and support 
" To adopt a powerful tourism national policy 
Proposed by business respondents Proposed by national respondents 
" To provide more information on the implications of " To encourage the re-organisation of the industry which is highly 
EMU characterised by fragmentation 
Towards 
" To continue supporting hotel business " To explore the great diversity of tourist resources in the North industry 
of Portugal under a new macro environment 
associations 
" To continue to be conscious of the need to change in order to 
respond to the new challenges 
" To encourage partnerships, cooperation and associations 
between tourism enterprises 
" To support promotional activities of the region 
Proposed by national respondents Proposed by industry respondents 
" To be innovative and creative, adopting proactive " To create alliances or partnerships 
measures " To guarantee quality of services/products (instead of low 
" To increase productivity prices), innovation, skilled workforce and management. 
" To build new strategies, such as those which link the " To increase productivity 
potential of the North of Portugal to the new macro " To be rigorous and efficient in the attempt to increase the 
Towards environment or create partnership with other tourism competitiveness of the industry, in a market that is becoming 
hotel 
business 
more competitive 
businesses " To view EMU as a tool and not as an opportunity per at, " To develop strategies because the opportunities are not expected to be 
realised by default or without a major effort on behalf " To stop to 'thinking individually' 
of the enterprises " To act in a proactive way 
" To offer new and higher quality services to a more and . To be attentitive to changes in the business environment and be 
more demanding market ready to operate in a changing environment 
" The operational costs required by EMU should be used to 
improve the information system and the image of the hotel 
In summary, on the basis of the main findings discussed in chapters 5,6,7 and 8, which 
included the views of the entire population of hotels in the North, National authorities and 
Industry associations), this research has demonstrated that EMU is a key factor influencing the 
three different levels of the hotel business environment even though that is not always 
perceived by all the stakeholders. Therefore, this study concluded by warning businesses that 
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preparation and actions for a more competitive environment is needed. Appropriate tax and 
national policies are a necessary, but not, a sufficient condition for the success of businesses. It 
is very important that enterprises react to the opportunities available to them in order to secure 
maximum benefits, and minimise potential costs, from the process. There is a need for 
entrepreneurs to have vision, to identify substantive opportunities, and to develop the right 
business plans or strategies that fit with the new business environment brought about by 
EMU, even if the enterprises are small and medium size. A failure to make the right selections 
may endanger their position in the market and increase their fragility, given the fact that the 
establishment of EMU will bring more intense competition and fu ther pressure on hotels' 
profitability. 
9.4. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
Given that EMU is part of an ongoing process of economic integration that will take years to 
fully complete, and because several years have passed since the primary data were collected, 
this sub-section describes the recent changes on the Portuguese hotel's business environment 
and possible implications on new studies on the field of this research. 
() Recent data provided by the EC (2005a, 2006) regarding the implications of EMU indicates 
that since 2003 there has been less volatility in market variables, such as interest rates and 
exchange rates, and there is some evidence that an economic recovery in the Euro area is well 
underway. This may suggest that, nowadays, the hotels stakeholders, and in particular the hotel 
businesses may have different views on the implications of EMU on the hotel business 
environment. In addition, several years after the introduction of EMU there were more 
opportunities to perceive the implications brought about by EMU. 
(ii) With a view to the reorganisation of the tourism sector, the Portuguese government is 
undertaking a process of internal reform of the Portuguese public administration. As a result, a 
new Organisation Law of the Ministry of the Economy and Innovation and a legal framework 
was approved. Turismo de Portugal became the national public service for the Tourism sector. It 
results from a partial merger of the National Tourist Training Institute (INFTUR); 
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Directorate-General for Tourism (DGT) and General Inspectorate on Gaming (IGJ), with the 
restructured Portuguese Tourism Institute (ITP) (Decrrto-Lei n'14112007, April, 27). The 
implications of this reorganisation of the. tourism sector on the perceived analysis of the 
implications of EMU is essentially in terms of the kind of national authorities that need to be 
involved. For instance, since authorities as such DGT or INFTUR are now part of the 
Portuguese Tourism Institute, this will reduce the number of authorities to be surveyed. 
Meanwhile, API was also merged with ICEP (m 1st of July, 2007), resulting a new institution 
(AICEP) that became responsible for the promotion of global Portuguese trademark, services 
the attraction of structuring investment, as well as of the Portuguese direct investment 
promotion. 
(iii) According to data published by INE (2006) the number of the Portuguese hotels has been 
increasing considerably. In the North of Portugal there is evidence that there the number of 
hotels has increased 6 percent between 2003 and 2005, the majority of these being new 4 and 5 
stars hotels. The inclusion of these hotels in future studies may either confirm or alter the 
resulting analytical review although it is unlikely that a 6% increase in the population will, of 
itself, lead to major differences in the collective perception of the industry. It is argued that it is 
more likely that exposure to the EMU environment for a longer period of time will be 
mirrored in the collective response of the industry. 
9.5. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Though the approach taken in gathering the data was as comprehensive as was feasible at the 
time, there are two shortcomings that need to be addressed when considering the study and 
future research. First, this study focused on a phenomenon that is a very extensive and major, 
i. e. EMU. This represents a challenging task for research regardless of the more specific 
interests that the study may have. In this study, this extensive and complex phenomenon has 
been studied from a rather narrow perspective. The selection of the single case study - the 
implications on the hotels in the North of Portugal - naturally brings some limitations as far as 
the generalisation of the results of the study is concerned. Second, the main limitation of the 
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study concerns the available data, in the sense that primary data were collected in 2002 and to 
2003 and, with EMU as an ongoing process the business environment has moved on to a new 
phase in its development. In addition, as already mentioned, according to the data published by 
INE (2006) the number of the Portuguese hotels and those located in the North, have 
increased by 6 percent over the last three years. 
Hence, based on the results and the limitations of this research, there are some main areas that 
can be explored by both academics and practitioners in the future. They can be summarised as 
follows: 
A similar study could be initiated looking at hotels within different countries within the 
Euro zone. It would be interesting to compare within these countries the attitudes 
towards the implications of EMU; 
A similar study could also be undertaken within countries outside Europe, which have 
a high level of international relations with the Euro zone to determine the business 
thinking there; 
The study could be extended within the Portugal both by increasing the sample size 
and/or by sampling in other regions for example Lisbon area or Madeira or the 
Algarve. Equally a study could investigate differences between hotels focussing on the 
business market compared to those dealing with the international leisure market 
thereby enriching our understanding of Portugal's hotel sector, 
The study would be enriched if it could be replicated, exploring similarities and 
divergences in the primary data, in the sense of understanding how respondent' 
perspectives changed over time; 
In addition to the points stated above, the research is restricted to hotels, while it 
could/should equally be applied to other enterprises operating in the tourism sector of 
Portugal's economy. 
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9.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Recognising the significance of the introduction of EMU for the tourism business 
environment, this study offers original information in a field which, at the time this research 
began, was not investigated by previous research and remains still poorly documented. In fact, 
this study is one of the few in the field of tourism, specifically, designed to understand the 
perceptions of EMU by the main stakeholders of the hotel industry. Hence, it is hoped that the 
presented study contributes towards understanding the effects of EMU on the tourism sector 
and in particular in the hotel industry and, at the same time, encourages further work in this 
field. 
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A 1.1. National Survey 
National and Regional Public Authorities - Interview 
Part 1. The Authority information 
Name of the authority: 
2. Location: 
3. Main activities: 
4. What is the Authority main focus relating to Tourism. if any? 
Part II. The implications of EMU upon Portuguese Economy: general perspectives 
5. What is the current %icw of kuthority about the Portuguese participation in Fcononlic and 
Monetary Union? 
6. According to the viewpoint of your Authority, what are the two main udvuntu'('. s the Portuguese 
economy may expect from Economic and Monetary Union? 
Why'! (each advantage) 
When does your Authority think that those advantages will occur? 
What are their implications for business environment in Mhich firsts arc opcratii1 ' 
7. What does your Authority consider to be the two main disadvantages of Portugal joining I: NI I 
Why? (each disadvantage) 
When does your Authority think that those disadvantages will occur'' 
What are the implications of those disadvantages to Portuguese economy! 
When does your Authority think those disadvantages wilI be overcome'' \V by or why not. " 
8. According to your Authority's viewpoint, -, %hat is the main implication for the Portuguese 
economy of European Central Bank sets the interest rates? 
Does your Authority think that this an advantage to Portuguese cconom)'' Why? 
Is your Authority trying to take advantages of it'? I lovww? 
Does your Authority think that this a disadvantage to Portuguese economy? Why? 
Is your Authority worried about it'? Why'? 
Is your Authority trying to do something about it'? Ilow? 
9. According to your Authority's viewpoint, what is the main implication for the Portuguese 
economy of Growth and Stability Pact? 
Does your Authority think that this an advantage to Portuguese economy: ' \1 hy: ' 
Is your Authority trying to take advantages of it'? How? 
Does your Authority think that this a disadvantage to Portuguese economy'. ' Why? 
Is your Authority worried about it'? Why'? 
Is your Authority trying to do something about it? I low? 
10. Does your Institution think Euro will strengthen o% er next three )ears? 
If yes, what will be the effect of the Euro on Portuguese economy? 
Is your Authority trying to take advantages of it'' I low'! 
If no, does your Institution think Euro will weaken in the next three years. " 
Does your Institution think Euro will stay where it is'? 
Is your Authority trying to do something about it'? I low'? 
Part Ill. The implications of EMU at operational level of the Authority 
11. Taking into account E1IL introduction and consolidation, isVNII haying an impact on the in 
which your institution operates'' 
II' yes, how and why'? 
It'not why not'? 
12. How EMU may influence your priorities over next three years? 
If yes, why? 
If not why not'? 
Part IV. The implications of EMU upon Portuguese tourism sector 
13. According to your Authority, does EM t affect the competitise position of Portugal as tourism 
destination? 
If `yes', please explain how and why? 
If `no', why not'? 
14. Does your Authority consider that the loss of ability to vary the salve of Portuguese currency 
causes a problem for Tourism sector competitiNeness' 
If `yes', please explain how and why? 
If `no', why not? 
15. Does your Authority consider that Portuguese Tourism policies should he changed as result of the 
introduction of EMIU? 
If `yes', please explain how and why!! 
Does your Authority think that those changes will occur. ' When? Why not: ' 
If `no', why not? 
16. Has the implementation of EMU altered your policy regarding to tourism sector, if ans" 
If `ycs', please explain how and why and when'' 
If `no', why not'! 
17. Is your Authority expecting fron introduction of EN IU to bring about changes in Tourism 
Infrastructures, such as accessibility, airports and services suppliers o-, er next thrcc ears? 
If `yes', please explain how where and why'. ) 
What are the implications of this on Tourism Sector deyelopnment? 
If `no', why not? 
18. Does your Authority believe that EJIt may have intlucnce upon the vitality uf' the t'urtugucse 
Tourism Industry over next three years? 
If `yes', please explain how and why! 
What are the implications of this on Tourism Sector development: ' 
If `no', why not? 
19. According to your Authority does E\1 U' ha%e implications for the demand for holiday by 
Portuguese residents in Portugal? 
If `yes', how and why'? 
If `no', why not? 
20. What is your Authority's expectation of the effect of F\It' upon the number of tourists from other 
countries of the Euro zone? 
Why? 
21. What is your Authority's expectation of the effect of E\It upon the number of tourists from non- 
Euro zone countries of the Euro zone? 
Why'! 
2 
Part V. The implications of EMU at Hotel sector level 
22. Does EMU open up opportunities to the Hotel sector! 
I low and what are they'? 
If no, why not? 
23. Does EMU present threats to Hotel sector? 
How and what are they'? 
If no, why not`? 
24. From your Authority's point of view: Does E\1t mean an increase in the lesel of the competition 
for the Portuguese Hotel sector? 
Why'? 
Who'? Due national or international competitors? 
When'? 
25. Does your Authority consider that EMU is more likely to increase the number of ºnergers and 
acquisitions in the Portuguese Hotel sector over next three years? 
If yes, why'? 
How may this affect the future of Portuguese Hotel sector! 
If not, why not'? 
26. Does your Authority think that EMU might increase the number of' neýý in, *cstors in the Hotel 
sector over next three years? 
If yes, by whom and why'? 
If not, why not? 
27. Does your Authority consider that EMU will bring about more investments in existing Ilotels? 
If yes, Which types of investment'? Why'? 
If not, why not'? 
28. Some people considered that the Euro would result in price transparency in E uro cone. Please tell 
me whether your Authority agrees or disagrees that this is true for Hotel sector? 
If agree, what does your Authority think this means für demand für I lotel Accommodation in Portugal: ' 
Why'? 
If not, why not? 
29. In general, does your Authority consider that the introduction of the I uro has affected the prices 
of the products or services offered bN the Hotel sector in Portugal" 
Why'? 
What arc the implications of'this on demand for Ilotcl Accommodation! \\ hý'' 
30. Does your Authority consider that E\IU has changed the relationship hetýýeen hotels and their 
suppliers? 
If yes, how and why'? Does your Authority think that the price transparency v% ill Qficct it'. ' 
if not, why not'? 
31. Taking into consideration the implications of EMI' on Hotel sector. Nsould you say that are there 
differences between the implications for hotels based in the North of Portugal and the hotels hased 
in other areas of Portugal? 
Why? 
32. Has the implementation of EMU altered your policy regarding to Hotel sector, if ans? 
If `yes', please explain how and why and when'? 
If `no', is there any reason why your Authority doesn't have? 
3 
Part VI. The implications of EMU at Hotel business level 
33. Has EMU brought about changes in market conditions for hotel husiucss operation in North of 
Portugal? 
If'yes, what changes'? 
It no, why nut? 
34. From the Authority's point of view, are Hotels in the North of Portugal able to face those changes? 
If yes, why and how'? 
What arc the main forces that they might have due EMU introduction. " 
If no, why not'? 
What main difficulties they might have due EMU introduction? 
35. What kind of support, if any, (lid you give to Hotel managers in North of Portugal to help improve 
their business performance under E\11- context? 
In which of the following areas: 
Information/documentation Physique infra structwrs Account support Legal support 
Commercial support I raining support IT support Other 
36. What is the Authority's point of view of the overall effects of the single currcncý on the 
development and expansion of hotel businesses in the North of Portugal? 
Why? 
Part VII. The respondent 
37. \anºc and position: 
38. Main responsibilities in organisation: 
39. How long have you worked in this Authority? 
40. Please add any comment you would like to make. 
Months years 
4 
Appendix 1: Data collection documents 
A 1.2. Industry Survey 
III 
Industry Associations 
Name of the Association: 
Location: 
Type of association: 
Private Public Mix 
Local Regional National InternationalI 
Number of workers: 
Part I. The Association information 
1. What are the main activities of the Association related to Tourism sector? 
2. How much of your work is connected to Hotel sector? 
3. Ho% many, associated Botels from the North of Portugal tIoc. our k. ociatioýn ha%&? 
Part II. The implications of EMU upon Portuguese Economy: general perspectives 
4. What is the current view of Association about the Portuguese particiI)atlout in I conuuniic ands 
Monetary Union? 
5. According to the viewpoint of your Association, -, shat are the two main udruntuges the Portuguese 
economy may expect from Economic and Monetary Union? 
Why'' (each advantage) 
When does your Association think that those advantages will occur? 
What are their implications for business environment in which firms are operatin; e: ' 
6. What does your Association consider to be the two main disadvantages of Portugal joining FN1('. ' 
Why? (each disadvantage) 
When does your Association think that those disadvantages will occur'' 
What are the implications of those disadvantages to Portuguese economy? 
When does your Association think those disadvantages "ill be overcome? Why or ww by not? 
pon Portuguese tourism sector 
7. According to your Association, does EIAU affect the corn petitilc posilinn of Portugal as tourism 
destination? 
If'yes', please explain how and why? 
If `no', why not? 
8. Does your Association consider that the loss of ability to vary the . aloe of Portuguese currency 
cause a problem for Tourism sector competitiveness? 
If 'yes', please explain how and why? 
If `no', why not? 
9. Does your Authority consider that Portuguese Tourism policies should he changed as resul of the 
introduction of EMU? 
1f 'yes', please explain how and why? 
Does your Authority think that those changes will occur? When'' Why not'' 
If `no', why not? 
10. Is your Authority expecting from introduction of EMU to bring about changes in Tourism 
Infrastructures, such as accessibility, airports and services suppliers over next three sears? 
If `yes', please explain how where and why? 
What are the implications of this for Tourism Sector development? 
If 'no'. why not? 
ll. Does your Authority believe that EMU may have influence upon the vitality of the Portuguese 
Tourism Industry over next three years? 
If `yes', please explain how and why? 
What are the implications of this on Tourism Sector development? 
If no, why not? 
12. According to your Authority does EMU have implications for the demand for holiday bN 
Portuguese residents in Portugal? 
If'yes', how and why? 
If 'no', why not? 
13. What is your Authority's expectation of the effect of EMU upon the numhcr of tourists from other 
countries of the Euro zone? 
Why? 
14. What is your Authority's expectation of the effect of EMU upon the number of tourists from uon- 
Euro zone countries of the Euro zone? 
Why? 
Part IV. The implications of EMU at Hotel sector level 
15. Does EMU open up opportunities to the Hotel sector? 
How and what are they? 
If no, why not? 
16. Does EMU present threats to Hotel sector? 
How and what are they? 
If no, why not? 
17. From your Authority's point of view: Does EMU mean an increase in the level of the competition 
for Portuguese the Hotel sector? 
Why'? 
Who? Due national or international competitors? 
When? 
18. Does your Authority consider that EMU is more likely to increase the number of mergers and 
acquisitions in the Portuguese Hotel sector ov er next three years? 
If yes, why? 
I-low may this affect the future of Portuyguese Hotel sector? 
If not, why not? 
19. Does your Authority think that EMU might increase the number of new insestors in (lie hotel 
sector over next three years? 
If yes, by whom and why? 
If not, why not? 
20. Does your Authority consider that EMU will bring about more investments in existing hotels? 
I 
If yes, which types of investment? Why? 
If not, why not? 
21. Some people considered that the Euro would result in price transparency in Furo zone. Please tell 
me whether your Authority agrees or disagrees that this is true for Hotel sector. " 
Why? 
What does your Authority think this means for demand for üotel Accommodation in I'ortulal? Why'' 
If not, why not? 
22. In general, does your Authority consider that the introduction of the Euro has affected the liriccs 
of the products or services offered by the Hotel sector in Portugal? 
Why? 
What are the implications of this on demand for Hotel Accommodation? Whv? 
23. Does your Authority consider that EMU has changed the relationship beh%ecn hotels and their 
suppliers? 
If yes, how and why? Does your Authority think that the price transparency vv ill affect it'' 
If not, why not? 
24. Taking into consideration the implications of EMU on Hotel sector, would you sad that are there 
differences between the implications for hotels based in the North of Portugal and the hotels based 
in other areas of Portugal? 
Why? 
25. Has the implementation of EMU altered your policy regarding to Hotel sector, if an%? 
If *yes', please explain how and why and when? 
If `no', is there any reason why your Authority doesn't have? 
Part V. The implications of EMU at Hotel business level 
26. Has EMU brought about changes in market conditions for hotel business operation in North of 
Portugal? 
If yes. what changes? 
If no, why not? 
27. From the Authority's point of view, are Hotels in the North of Portugal able to face those changes? 
If yes, Why and how? 
What are the main forces that they might have due [M[ introduction'? 
If no, why not? 
What main difficulties they might have due EMU introduction'' 
28. What kind of support, if any, did you give to Hotel managers in the North of Portugal tohellº 
improve their business performance under EMU context? 
In which of the following areas: 
Information/documentation Physique infrastructures Account ;u ort I ryal support 
Commercial support Training supLirtI I support ( ºther 
29. What is the Association's point of view of the overall effects of the single currency on the 
development and expansion of hotel businesses in the North of Portugal? 
Why? 
30. What is the Authority's point of view of the overall effects of the single currency on the 
development and expansion of hotel businesses in the North of Portugal? 
Why' 
31. What does your Authority believe will be the implications of the interest rates set bý Central Bank 
on their business development? 
Why? 
1 
If no, why not? 
32. Does your Authority think that the development of hotel husinesses W ill he : affected in current and 
future national policies approved to fulfil EMU consolidation and Stahilit. N fact? 
If yes, how? 
If no, why not? 
According to your Authority, is the recent increase of the Fiscal Fax in PortuLal a consequence of I h1t 
introduction? 
Does your Authority consider that the recent change on fiscal policy affect the hotel's hu. ines. rs" 
E 10W. ) 
Part VI. The implications of EMU at operational level of the Association 
33. Is EMU having an impact on the way in %ýhich )our institution opcratcs? 
34. Have you assessed Euro implications on Hotels? 
If so. how and when? 
If no. why not`? 
35. Has the implementation of EMU altered the way you deal N%ith ttie Hotel sector? 
If so, how and why`? 
And, what does your Association think will be the implications of those in I lotel business'' 
If not, is there any reason why your Association doesn't have`' 
36. In a general sense, what are the priorities of your institution until 2005 (inclusive) N%hich are 
influenced by EMU implications? 
Part VII. The respondent 
37. Name and position: 
38. Main responsibilities in organisation: 
Month gran 39. How long have you worked in this Association? 
40. Please add any comment you would like to make. 
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation! 
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Appendix 1: Data collection documents 
A. 1.3. Business questionnaire 
IV 
m0 
%10<1 
Y Survey: Portugal, 2002/2003 Date: ...... ...... ....... 
Carla Pinto Cardoso Code Number: 
Questionnaire 
Under a research study the 13ourncmouth University is assessing the opinion of' the I'ortu, uc'c cntrcprcneun 
about the implications of Economic and Monetary Union' (EMU) and, namely the i: uro upon the 
competitiveness of the hotel enterprises in the North of Portugal. 
lt intends to contribute, in a pragmatic way, to the competitiveness, nwdernisation and expansion of the 
Portuguese enterprises, which are operating in a new context brought about by the adoption of the Single 
Currency. 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to understand your viewpoint of the implications of FNltl curo and to 
consider these implications on your own hotel establishment. 
We would be grateful for your assistance in completing this questionnaire. 
All the information you provided will be treated as strictly confidential and is to be used for research purposes. 
Part I. The Hotel information 
1. Name of the hotel establishment: 
2. Location: 
2.1. a) Porto b) Minho c) "I rss-os- Montes (1) Douro 
2.2. a) Litoral b) Interior 
3. Classification of the hotel establishment: 
a) Hotel i b) Hotel Residential i 
4. Which category has been awarded to your establishment? 
a) Five stars b) Four stars c) Three stars (i) Io stars i e) One star 
5. How many rooms does the hotel establishment have? 
6. How long has the hotel been in this current ownership" Months Years 
7. Under what type of ownership is your establishment? 
a) Individual b) Limited company c) Society anonym 
d) Other Please, specify 
H. Is this hotel establishment: 
a) Part of a local multiple hotel establishment business 
b) Part of a national hotel chain 
c) Part of an international hotel chain 
if `part of an international chain', where is the main headquarters (country)? 
d) A single hotel establishment business 
If `single hotel', is it a Family business? a. I )Yes a. _') No 
9. How many all year full time workers do you have, including the working o%% hers! 
10. Do you have non-Portuguese workers? 
a) Yes N° of workers: All year Seasonal 
Where are they from? 
Is there any relevant change in the number of these ýýorkcrs since the FAR] introduction? 
a) Yes b) No i If `yes' What is the main reason für that'' 
Reason: 
FMIJ-The unification of the economics of member countries of la I through the introduction ul'a common currency and the centrtli/aukill 
of the economic policies. FMU came into effect by I" January 1999, even without Coro notes and coins that became It, circulate on I" 
January 2002. 
b) No 
11. What percentage of your clients is: 
a) From Portugal'? 
b) From the Euro countries (AU, B, FI, FR, DE, GR, IRE, 1- 1, LUX, NU, SP). " 
c) Elsewhere'? 
Part II. The respondent 
12. Name and position: 
13. Gender: 
a) Male b) Female 
14. Which of these age groups are you in? 
a) 20-30 b) 31-44 c) 45-59 i d) 00 
15. What educational background do you have? 
a) Elementary school i b) Secondary school c) I Eigh education Name of the degree 
16. Since you left full time education do you ha '-e attended any course related to hospitality and 
tourism subjects: 
a) Post graduation course b) Training course c) Professional course (l) None 
If applicable, please specify which type ofcourse: 
17. How long did you work in the hotel industry and, in particularly, in this establishment? 
a) Months/years b) Months years 
18. What was your main previous occupation: 
19. Did you have international professional experience? 
a) Yes b) No 
If `ycs', in which type of Jobs? 
In which countries? 
How long have you been working abroad? %lonths years 
20. Which of the following best describes your current view of Portuguese participation in the 
Economic and Monetary Union? 
a) Strongly support it b) Generally in favour of it e) Neutral 
(1) Generally opposed to it c) Strongly opposed to it 
21. Did you change your mind during Economic and \lonetarý 1 nion (Flt ) introduction process? 
a) Yes Why? 
b) No 
22. How well informed do you think you are about the general effects of 1"1\I t? 
a) Very well infbrmcd h) Well informed r) Informal 
d) A little informed e) Not informed at all 
Part III. The general perspectives of E\IU in the Portuguese context 
23. What do you think were the two main advantages, if any, to Portuguese economy by joining 
Economic and Monetary Union? Please explain your answer. 
a) Advantages: 
1.2_ 
(Please, go to Q. 24) 
b) None 
Some people considered that the EMU would lead to at tvourablc economic cn%ironmcnt l 'or enterprise,, 
arguing that the EMU implies factors such as these I am going to mention. Please tell me whether you 
agree or disagree with each one of these, by choosing one of the Phrases and please explain why or why 
not'? 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
agree nor disagree disagree 
Economic stability would increase 
Why? /Why not'? 
Business incomes would increase 
Why`? /Why not'? 
The quantity of specialised inputs 
available to national firms would 
increase 
Why'? /Why not? 
24. Concerning to the disadvantages, what do you think were the two ºuust important disadNantages, if 
any, to Portuguese economy by joining Economic and \lonetar I niun? Please explain \our an, %crr. 
a) Disadvantages: 
1.2. 
(Please, go to Q. 26) 
h) None 
Some people considered that the EMU would lead to an till tavourahlc economic environnient tr 
enterprises, arguing that EMU implies factors such as I am going to mention. Please tell nie Miether you 
agree or disagree with each one of these, by choosing one of the phrases and please explain why or why 
not'? 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
agree nor disagree disagree 
It is important for Portugal having the 
option to devaluate the national ii 
currency. 
Why'? /Why not'' 
The euro is a weaker currency. III11 
Why? /Why not'' 
25. Some people considered that the monetary onion would lead to further political union of the Furo 
countries. Personally, do you agree with this sentence' 
a) Yes b) No c) Don't Knows 
Do yourself think, to Portugal, the movement towards the unification of the Europe should he: 
a) Very unfavourable b) Unfavourablc c) Neutral I ii) Favourable 
e) Very favourable 
Please explain your answer: 
26. Taking everything into consideration, would you say that Portugal has benefited more than, or less 
than, other countries by its membership of the single currency'? 
a) More b) Lesser I c) Neither 
If applicable, please explain your answer. 
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Part IV. The implications of the EMU for the Portuguese tourisin sector 
27. Do you think that Economic and Monetary Union has affected the competitive position of 1'ortut; al 
as tourism destination? 
a) Ycs i Why'? 
b) No Why not'? 
c) Don't know 
28. What do you think will the effect of the euro on the number of tourists until 2005 (including): 
Increase considerably Increase No change I)c cease 
From Portugal? 
Main reason: 
From other euro countries? 
Main reason: 
From non-euro countries? 
Main reason: 
29. In general, do you consider EMU to be an opportunity or a threat to the deNelupment of Portugal 
as a tourism destination? Please explain your antiýýer, giving rxamplcs. 
a) Opportunity b) Threat C) Both d) Don't know 
Opportunities 
Threats 
Part V. The implications of EMU at Hotel industry level 
30. In your opinion: Does the Portuguese Hotel industry ha-se been exposed to increased competition 
after the euro introduction? 
a) Yes Why'? 
b) No Why not'' 
c) Don't know i 
31. What do you think will be the effect of the introduction of the FM t on the number of inerger and 
acquisitions in the Portuguese hotel industry until 2005 (including)? I'Ica'c ju, tit\ -\(H!! aii vvcr. 
a) Increase considerably b) Increase c) No change (i) Drrrca, c C) I) ii t knovv 
If applicable, please mention how do you think this can affect the Portuguese hotel Industry'' 
32. Do you think that the single currency has encouraged the hotel i%orkforce mobility into/out of 
Portugal? 
a) Yes Why? 
b) No Why not'? 
c) Don't know 
If applicable, please mention how do you think this is important to Portuguese hotel 
industry? 
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33. In your opinion: what will be the effect of E\lU on the following issues until 2005 (including): 
Easier More No I)on't Know 
dlitlicult Change 
Fxnnnsinn ofthe hotel hncineessec in Portiioal iiii 
Main reason: 
Business diversification of the Portuguese hotel industry 
Main reason: 
Access to capital of Portuguese hotel industry 
Main reason: 
Portuguese hotel taxation policies 
Main reason: 
34. In your opinion: Are the implications of ENlI. on the hotel industry sell understood bý the 
current Associations of the hotel industry? Indicate Miv v6y not, iýin evaIuple . 
a) Yes b) No c) Don't knoýý 
35.1)o you have full confidence, some confidence, not much confidence or no confidence at all in the 
Portuguese hotel's ability to succeed into the euro contest' Please explain our an, \%er, ju,, titying. 
according to your viewpoint. how this can affect the future of the I'ortui; uese I Iotel Industry. 
a) Full confidence i b) Some confidence c) Not much confidence '1 (1) No confidence at all 
Reasons: 
Part VI. The implications of ENILJ at the husinc'. s. s level 
EMU and competition 
36. Do you think EMU has affected/will affect the competiti'. c position of our business until 2005 
(including)? 
a) Yes i Why! 
And, how does your enterprise react 
b) No I Why not? 
c) Don't know 
37. In your opinion: What main opportunities and threats does your business ha%e to face because the 
euro introduction? Please explain your answer. 
a) Opportunity I Opportunity 2 
__ ------ -- - Opportunity 3 
--- 
None 
b) Threat I Threat 2 
Threat 3 None i 
EMU and enterprise's activities 
38. Do you think that the recent increase of the Taxation in Portugal is a consequence of l: ýll 
introduction? 
a) Yes Why? 
b) No 
c) Don't know 
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39. Has the mentioned increase affected your business? 
a) Yes i Why: '. 
b) No Why not'? 
c) Don't know 
40. At operational level, has the introduction of EMIL' affecte(i/,.,. ill affect (until 2005 including)the %%aý 
you operate your business? 
a) Yes Why? 
b) No Why not'? 
c) Don't know 
41. What main strengths does your business have in E\II' context° 
a) Strength I_ Strength 2 
Strength 3_ None 
42. Under the context of EMU, what are the main factors that need to he done b0sithin the business 
to improve its performance? 
a)1. '_. 
3. b) None I c) ('onlidential 
A. Enterprise 's purchases (stwplierc) 
43. With which countries do you deal in terns of suppliers? 
a) Portugal I b) Others curo countries I (Specify) c) Non-curo countries 
If your enterprise deals with international suppliers, please estimate the proportion ofyour international 
suppliers (%): 
a) Other (s) curo country (ics) % b) Non-euro countries ".. 
What are the main products /services that you buy out of Portugal'' 
44. Do you think that EMU affect or will affect your relationship ýNith dour suppliers until 2005 
(including)? 
a) Yes Please explain, how? 
b) No 
B. Sales and Marketiný> 
45. What do you think was and will be the effect of the introduction of the Euro on the number of 
your clients from the euro and non-euro zone until 2005, including? Pleaso ghe the ituin reaNuns 
for that. 
Up to now: 
From euro zone: 
a) Increase considerably i b) Increase 
Main reason 
From non euro zone: 
a) Increase considerably b) Increase 
Main reason 
Until 2005: 
From eure zone: 
a) Increase considerably b) Increase 
Main reason 
From non euro zone: 
a) Increase considerably b) Increase 
Main reason : 
c) No chanuc i c) Decrease 
c) No change ý c) Decrease 
c) No change c) Decrease 
c) No change c) Decrease 
46. Has the method of payment usually used by your clients changed since the introduction of the 
single currency? 
a) Yes Please specify, hove": ' 
b) No c) Don't know i 
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47. Has the way you promote your business changed because the adoption of F\11 
a) Yes ý Please, explain how and what do expect of this? 
b) No c) Don't know 
48. In your opinion does the Euro create opportunities to deselop your market share'' 
a) Yes In which markets? 
b) No c) Don't know 
C. Pricing polic l 
49. In general, how does the Euro affect the prices of the products or ser%ices offered l) our hotel! 
a) A price rise b) A temporary price followed by a reduction 
c) A price reduction i (i) Negligible effect 
c) Don't know 
50. Are there large price differences between Your products or sersices and those on offer from our 
international competitors due the Euro introduction? 
a) Yes, they are higher i b) Yes, they are lower ý c) No 1 (1) Don't know 
If applicable, please mention the main reasons fier that: 
1f a' how does your enterprise react to that difference: (multiple answer) 
a) Harmonises the prices i b) Improves the services i c) Differentiates the services products d) 
None 
EMU and enterprise's preparation 
51. Has the impact of the Euro been studied b) our enterprise oNer the period of time in question? 
Year Before 1999 1999 2000 200I 2011_' Ader 2(0)2 
Yes 
No iiii 
52. What do you estimate he the total cost of changing to the Iluro for our business, in terms of 
money? 
a) Less than 5.000 curos b) More than 5.000 and less than 12.500 Guru. 
c) More than 12.500 and less than 25.000 curos d) More than 25.000 euros 
c) Don't Know 
53. How would you break down the costs mentioned under Q. 5I among the fulluiýing headings in 
terms of percentage: 
Adaptation of IT infrastructures (hardware ofkwarc) 
Staff training and internal communication 
Dual pricing, promotional material 
Communication with customers/suppliers 
Other(s) costs. Please specify: 
54. Did you receive support from the Gmernrnent institutions, the hotel industry association or other 
any institution to face the Euro challenges? 
a) Yes Type of support: 
How useful was the support you received for your business dev'clOhmcnt'' 
Very useful Useful Not very useful Not at all useful 
Government Institutions 
Hotel Industry Association 
Other (s). Please specify: 
b) No Why not'? 
EMU und /inane/)lanstctiatcgies 
55. Is I? MtJ bringing about sonic implications "hat will encourage )on to ingest mono) until 2005 
(including)? 
a) Yes Object of investment: 
Reason: 
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b) No Why not`?: 
56. Does your firm have a plan/strategy to deal with future challenges of Ey1 L'? 
a) Yes b) No 
Ifr 'yes' what plan/strategy do you have in place? (Multiple answer) 
a) To improve the services performance b) To reduce the prices 
c) To differentiate the products (1) Business f)ivcrsitication 
c) Entry in related business t) To dev clop new scrv ices 
g) Contidcntial/refused h) Other(. ) Specify: 
If `no' are there any reason why you don't have? 
Reasons: 
Will have little effect/ no effects It will collapse 
Little/no preparation need Against it 
Too busy/ Higher priorities one 
Don't know what to do Other. Specify: 
We are small business 
57. Could you please rank the importance of the following objecti%es for your business? Please explain 
your answer (From I to 5, where I is the more important and 5 the lesser important) 
a) To ensure that your enterprise continues operating within the euro i 
b) To explore the EMU opportunities environment 
c) To avoid the threats of the EMU 
d) To improve the current weaknesses of the enterprise 
e) To explore the current strengths of the enterprise 
58. How do you think your business can be easily adapted if in future market or industry conditions 
change? 
a) Very easily b) Easily 
c) Not easily d) Not easily at all 
Main reasons for your answer: 
59. What is your opinion of the overall effects of the single currency on the de%eloPmcnt and 
expansion of your business? 
a) Very positive b) Slightly positive c) Neutral i 
d) Slightly negative e) Very negative d) Don't Know 
60. Please add any comment you would like to make. 
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation! 
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Appendix 2: Key characteristics of the hotels 
Key characteristics of 
hotels by location 
Hotels located in 
Oporto Region 
Hotels located in Non 
Oporto Region 
Category N=51 0o N 53 ° 
1 star 1 1(8) 11 ýý 
2 stars 11 45.8 13 54.2 
3 stars 18 40.9 26 59.1 
4 stars 15 51.7 14 48.3 
5 stars 6 100 1) 1) 
Type of ownership 
Local or national group 1U 45.2 12 54.5 
International chain 1U 55.6 8 44.4 
Individuallnisincsscs 31 48.4 33 51.6 
Size by number of 
employees 
Micro 9 40. o) 1I 59. I 
Small 29 44.6 36 55.4 
Medium 13 76.5 4 ? 3.5 
Number of rooms 
1-49 17 42.5 23 57.5 
50-99 18 40.9 26 59.1 
1OO+ 16 80.0 4 20 
Family businesses 
Yes 18 37.5 30 615 
No 33 58.9 23 41.1 
Years of current owner 
0-9 29 54.7 24 45.3 
10-19 16 51.6 15 48.4 
19+ 6 311.0 14 "1 0.0 
